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Domark return in style 
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IF YOUR CASSETTE 
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PREVIEW TAPE 

WHERE TIMi 
STOOD STILL 
th C e e |and e m e m b e r i ^ j t j Take your Spectrum to 
t h a t i i r " a new dimension 

DARK SIDE 
ADDICTED? SKATE CRAZY 
Find out i n s i d e . . . Gremlin get street cred! 

l A f l i . I V 4Z Disney del ights WINS 'MICKEY MOUSE 
SKIING LESSONS from EPYX 
A TV/VIDEO UNIT from INCENTIVE 
GO ON COMBAT ZONE with MICROPROSE 
SEE ENGLAND PLAY AT WEMBLEY with GOLIATH GAMES 
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EXPLOSIVE COIN-OP ACTION! 
Battle your way across the globe taking 
ori the mighty fighting power of 10 
awesome exponents of hand to 
hand combat. 
"A SINCLAIR CLASSIC" 
"Thoroughly impressive combat 
game which knocks Renegade for 
6. Go damage someone." smdajr Usex 
It's fast, good looking and 

well hard" YourSwclatr 
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Amstrad Atari ST £ 19.99d 
£9.99t - £14.99d Amiga £24.99d 

c/» CC " 
GIANTS OF THE VIDEO GAMES INDUSTRY 
GO' Medil Holdings Lid. A Division of U C o l d Ud. 
Units 2 3 Holford Way. HoLford. Birmingham B6 7AX. 
Tel: 021 3S6 3388 

CAPCOM U.JA, Int. : 1937 
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Based on Sega's superb Halls of Kairos coin op game 
you must freAhose held captive by the great Satan. 

KAIROS. himself. Punch down the doors and 
explore the maze of hails and passageways that 
hold the key to extra energy and speed. Release 
those held captive behind vast mirrors and see 

yourself transform into an invincible fighting 
warrior. Watch out for the deadly 

henchmen, avoid the fireball hurling witches 
punch the fire breathing deer's headMjfcwatch your 

enemies disappear. Alone in battle p f p f l u s t enter the 
mysterious and supernatural w o l d of Kairos. 

DETERMINATION. DEFIANCE DESTRUCTION... 
THAT'S... 

m 

Out of the arcade into the computer... a fury of havoc 
and destruction straight from the Halls of Kairos. 

thn jllwi In fcrr 
i*mm V44 I ••rrpr CBM W 128 £9.99c €14.99a Spectrum 4fi i28K £8.99t + 3£l2.99d 

" Amstrad £9.99t £l4.99d Atan ST £I9.99<J 
U S Cold Lid 

Unit* 2 3 Holloed Wiy. 
Holtara BirmirigKim Be TAX 

Tel 021 JJo JJM 



FEEL THE FUTURE WITH YOUR 
EXTRA SNEAK PREVIEW TAPE 

Play the games that will be hitting the streets in months to come. 
There's fighting fun with Last Ninja 2 from System 3 and 

a great competition in Dark Side from Incentive. 
More details on page 8. You don't know what 

you're missing. Load it NOW! 

ARE YOU ADDICTED? 
Mel 'The Magnificent' Croucher starts a new and irregular feature 
looking at the darker side of computing in the Eighties. The first in 
the series takes a look at the terrifying statistics of computer game 
addiction. In the UK alone, over three million pounds is slotted into 
arcade machines EVERY day. Addiction often starts at home; are you 
becoming one of the unfortunate many? 
Find out on page 97 

DO IT YOURSELF 
26 E P Y X G O S K I I N G . . . 

. . . and you can come too l 
45 G O L I A T H G O T O W E M B L E Y . . . 

. . . join th *m at an England international 
104 G I V E Y O U R C L A S S M A T E S A T R E A T 

. . . go on a combat zone day out wi th MicroPros* 

1 P 58 
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Amstrad 
£ 9 . 9 9 t - £14 .99d 

Atari ST£19.99d 

All mail order enquiries to: 
Gremlin Graphics Software Ltd., Alpha House. 10 Carver Street. Sheffield S1 4FS. Tel: (0742) 7S3423 Telex No. 547274 



OUT WITH 
OLD . . . 
The CRASH roundabout 
continues its merry turn this month 
with the appearance of a new 
reviewer: 20-year-old Phil King 
comes from Clee Hill, 6 miles east 
of Ludlow. His hobbies include 
role playing, tickling the ivories 
(playing the piano to you) and 
guffawing at Monty Python films 
while listening to 70s progressive 
rock, including such fabled groups 
as Journey, Yes, Rush, Genesis 
and Wishbone Ash - amongst 
many others. 

THE 

\ 

Phil managed to gain 'A" levels 
in economics, pure maths and 
applied maths (yes folks, he's a 
smart ass too!). His computing 

experience is specific to 
Spectrums. and he owns an 
antique 48K rubber fetish special. 
Anyway, he's here to stay - and his 
reviews can be seen dotted 
around this very issue. 

(Cue trumpet fanfare . . . ) It's 
apology comer again folks! This 
month's award goes to James 
Wood of Appleby Associates who 
Claims that the POKE for Inside 
Outing which we published last 
issue includes a direct copy of 
their loading system. This is 
copyright of Appleby Associates 
and the person in question 
shouldn't have used it. So hackers 
please take note: no more ripping 
off people's code, thank you very 
much. 

After a brief four months at the 
helm of this legendary organ, it is 
with regret that I bid you all a fond 
farewell and leave the post of 
Editor in the capable hands of 
Dominic 'erstwhile' Handy. This 
simply means that as of next 
month you'll have to read Dom's 
ramblings instead of m i n e . . . 

So long, and thanks for all the 
cash. 

STEVEN JARRATT 

NEXT MONTH IN 
1 

ADVENTURE TRAIL EXTRA 
INTERVIEWS, FEATURES, REVIEWS 
AND EXTENDED SIGNSTUMPS!! 

I 16-BIT FEA TURE Just how good are the ST and Amiga ' 
I SPLIT SCREEN We discuss censorship in software 
I RUN IT AGAIN - Football strategy games exposed 
I ON THE SCREEN The return of pixelated pictures 
I PLUS ALL YOUR FAVOURITE REGULARS 

It's all in Issue 55 of CRASH - the only companion for your 
Spectrum 

ON SALE JULY 28 

I • 

Glorious games for JULY 
:WS 

• r i fc I r ; p v » 

78 DARK SIDE 
You played the prequel, played the preview game, now read the 
review 

22 THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 
Domark return with this accurate conversion of the coin-op hit 

80 MICKEY MOUSE 
Walt Disney and Gremlin Graphics join forces for the ultimate 
in cutesy games 

14 WHERE TIME STOOD STILL 
There's no hanging around in Ocean's latest Smash game 

H O T S H O T S 
7 0 % a n d o v e r 
78 BLOOD BROTHERS 

Hark and Kren - the ultimate partnership from Gremlin 
Graphics 

20 FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 
Whether you loved It or hated it. Football Manager has a terrific 
sequel 

13 THE RACE AGAINST TIME 
Join Code Masters on their worldwide tour 

18 SKATE CRAZY 
Freddy the man skates like no one else can , . . 

82 WIZARD WARZ 
GO! venture on a mysterious medieval quest - join them 

78 Btood Brother* Gremlin 21 
Graphics 13 

76 Omrtc Sid* Incentive 
64 Desolator US Gold 18 
22 Ttta Empira Strikes 51 

Back DomarV 
84 Tha FHntston— Grancfsiam 21 
20 Football Manager 2 Add»c1 rve 75 

Games 85 
82 Harcuha Gremlin Graphics 
80 Mickey Mouse Gremlin 83 

Graphics 14 
52 PMoacphar'a 82 

Queef Topologika 

Powaramo The Power House 
The Raca Against Time Code 
Masters 
Skate Crazy Gremlin i 
Sketvuttyn Twin* Eighth I 
Software 
Snookerwd Top Ten Htta 
SokttmrOfUght ACE 
Street Sports BaakatbaH 
Epyx/US Gold 
OTxen Martech 
Where TJme Stood SttN Ocean 
Wizard Wan GO! 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 
Atari 
Bargain Software 
Castle Computers 
Companion 
CRASH Hyp 
D AH Garnet 
Dalai 
E A J Software 
Electronic Arts 
Electronic Services 
Elite Systems 
Evesham Micro 
FEAR 
QOI 
THE GAMES MACHINE 
Goliath Games 

10-11 Gremlin Graphics 0.41,101 
74 Imagine 28.115 
68 KJC Games 84 
60 Lerm 33 

SI-OS Mega Save 30 
38 MicroPros* 48-49 

98-99 Ocean 12.24-25, b/c 
30 Prism Leisure 44 
27 Romantic Robot 111 
30 Softek 18-19 
17 Target Games 80 
80 Trtbridge 80 
50 USGokt 4,88-87,79,86-87,107 

2-3,58 Video Vault 88 
56 Worldwide Software 56 
36 WTS Electronics 30 
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You'l l already know bv now that af f ixed to the 
front of this month 's CRASH is a great cover 
cassette, giving you exclusive playable previews 
of two of the hottest games coming out on the 
Spectrum. Two of the count ry 's most innovative 
sof tware houses on one double A-s ided casset te 
- unbelievable! 

If, by some freak of nature, your cassette fails 
to load then return it immediately to The CRASH 
Sneak Preview Returns, PO 2u. Ludlow. 
Shropshire SYS 1DB giv ing a short explanat ion of 
the fault. Please remember to enclose your name 
and address. 

4i J o 
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LOOK ON THE 
BRIGHT SIDE 
First there was Driller (97%. Issue 
47) - it scooped five CRASH 
Readers' Awards: Best Game, 
Most imaginative Game. Best 
Graphics, Best Packaging, Most 
Accurate CRASH Review - and 
now there's Dark Side, one of the 
most eagerty awaited sequels of 
the year. Journey over (and 
through!) the moon Tricuspid and 
knock out the 25 Energy Collection 
Devices to save Evath from the 
ternble weapon on the Dark Side 
of the moon. The finished game of 
Dart< Side is eight times the size of 
your preview game, and contains 
loads of extra features unavailable 
on the Sneak Preview Tape. You'll 
be able to zoom through tunnels 
and overhead walkways, teleport 
to the Dark Side of the moon, 
SAVE and LOAD your game 

8 CRASH July 1988 

position and even get thrown in Jail 
if the security stalks spot you. 

The Dark Side demo is. 
however, a mini game in itself; 
tasks have to be completed and 
ECDs can be disabled, thus 
gaining many points. And points, 
as they say, make prizes. 

Incentive, those kind people 
from Aklermaston. have 
challenged the CRASH 
readership. There is a maximum 
score possible on the Dark Side 
demo, and all that reach it will have 
a chance of winning a fabulous 
Amstrad TVR2 TVAfldeo 
combination unit. Incentive say 
that any score over 125,000 is 
worth sending in. But be careful, 
all scores MUST be accompanied 
with a full description of how you 
gained your mega-score - so 

you've no chance of cheating. The 
winner of the TV and video unit will 
be picked out at random from the 
top scoring (and legitimate) 
entries. 

Send your score and how you 

got it to WHAT AN INCENTIVE 
COMP. CRASH, PO Box 10, 
LUDLOW, Shropshire SY8 1DB. 
All entries must be received by 
August 2. 

I 
I 

I 
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I 
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LAST 
NIN JA 2 
SYSTEM 3 

After mediocre success with 
International Karate at the 
beginning of 1986 (68%, Issue 
24), the Southampton based 
company stormed the Spectrum 
market in February of this year 
wilh the release of its sequel, IK+ 
(91%, Issue 49). IK+ combined 
astounding graphics and superb 
animation with addictive and 
frighteningly accurate gameplay 
to produce, arguably, (he best 
martial arts beat 'em up on the 
Spectrum to date. As you'll see 
when you load up your Sneak 
Preview Tape the superb 
graphics and animation have 
been carried through to their 
latest release, LastNinja2, Close 
followers of the Spectrum scene 
will remember the furore over 
Last Mn/ajust over a year ago. It 
was planned, advertised and 
even half written, but due to 
'programming difficulties' the 
(in)famous game never 
appeared on the Spectrum - and 
never will. So Last Ninja 2 is also 
the first ninja (if you see our 
meaning)! 

Just load up the correct side 
of your double A-sided Sneak 
Preview Tape and take a look at 
the smooth animation and 
astounding New York 
backdrops of Last Ninja 2. In the 
finished version your player 
moves around in eight different 
directions and can carry out a 
large range of martial arts 
manoeuvres. You also have a 
whole array of oriental weapons 
- load up the preview tape and 
you'll see what we mean . . . 

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS 
Connect a suitable cassette recorder to your 
Spectrum. Rewind your Sneak Preview Tape to 
the beginning. Type LOAD " " on your Spectrum 
and press ENTER Press PLAY on your cassette 
recorder. 
For more information contull your Spectrum 
manual. 

CONTROLS 
LAST NINJA 2 
System 3 
A l u l l luting of controh is given upon loading. 

DARK SIDE 
Incentive 
Forward/up 
Sack/down 
Left 
Right 
Fire 
Lookup 
Look down 
Tilt left 
Tilt right . 
U-tum 
Increase angle....... 
Decrease angle 
Increase step sue .. 
Decrease step site 
Rise vertically ... 
Fall vertically 
Interrupt 
Jet-pack on/oft 
Sights on/off 
Movement1 jHack mode 

0 
K 
Q 

...w 
0 
9 

. L 
N 
M 
U 
A 

— I 
1 

... x 
R 

X f ... I 

SPACE 

See OUSH Hint SA for mv» detail 
£ I M S CRASH Ltd. 
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To make sure the Atari 520 STFM 
only plays games that are worthy of it, 



WINTER OLYMPIAD 88 
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MOUSETRAP 

SLAPFIGHT 

H i 
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN £ 2 9 * 5 

INTERNATIONAL KARATE £19*S 

TRAILBLAZER J I 

ENDURORACER 

ARKANOIO 

mm r EAGLE'S NEST ^ I 
PLUTOS 

LEVIATHAN 

t l 
I 

SUPERSPRINT 

RANARAMA £19*5 

STRIKE FORCE HARRIER 

TETRIS t l M ^ 

we're giving you 
£400 worth free 

0-8ALL 
mam 

ROADWARS I 

JDOALAX 

CHOPPER X 

There's no catch. You really do get a 520 STFM and £414 worth of great JIL A T A 1 7 1 

games for just £399.99! But only until September 1st. What are you waiting for? ^ „ * V T V ^ - j 
b U M M c R P A C K 

® 
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THE RACE AGAINST TIME 
Producer: Code Masters 
Retail price: £4.99 
Authors: The Oliver 

Twins 

In September, The Race 
Against Time, a 10km fun run. 
will take place simultaneously 

all over the globe. As he did for 
Sport Aid '86, the Sudanese 
athlete, Omar Khalifa, will be 
carrying a symbolic torch from an 
African Relief camp fire to the 
United Nations in New York. Code 
Masters' The Race Against Time. 
profits from the sale ofwhich go to 
Sport Aid '88. simulates his 
proposed journey around the 
world. 

To gain as much support as 
possible, Omar's aim is to raise a 
flag and light a flame in a bowl on 
each of six continents within a time 
limit of five hours. Beginning in 
Sudan, he moves around the world 
using an intercontinental network 
of airports. Guiding an aeroplane 
cursor over a world map 
automatically takes Omar to the 
appropriate country. 

Each of the six continents is 
divided into a series of horizontally 
scrolling national scenes. Trees 
and scrub melt into well-known 
national landmarks such as Mount 
Rushmore, the Kremlin, the 
Sydney Opera House and 

J KATI 
" Omar Khalifa runs his epic 
race against an extremely 
attractive background of 
colourful, detailed 
landmarks. Apart from a 
ubiquitous type of leafy tree, 
which has the ability to 
survive in every type of global 
climate, each nation has its 
own distinctive 
characteristics. Negotiating 
the world successfully 
depends on a combination of 
adept footwork and 
systematic thought. The 
puzzles themselves aren't 
overwhelmingly difficult -
just hard enough to keep you 
going back for more. 
Exploration and analysis 
must be carried out with 
care; dither too long in one 
place, get lost In one of the 
more labyrinthine systems of 
arrows and before you know 
it, time has run out. 
Presentation is polished and 
scrolling smooth. Even the 
computerised version of 
Games Without Frontiers 
sounds something like the 
original. On the whole, an 
original, playable and 
compelling game. 
Considering where the 
money goes, a very worthy 
purchase. 

82% 

C A R R Y I N G 

JPAUL l_ 
" I have never seen such setf promotion in all my life. It's no 
wonder Code Masters were the first software house to jump on 
to the Sport Aid bandwagon - there's so much self gratification 
that it's almost impossible to find out how to play the game. But 
it's all for a good cause, as they say. Most of the claims made on 
the inlay are a bit over the top {are all of the 100 screens really 
'amazing'?), but the game does claim to be appealing to non-
computer experts, and I would have to agree. The Race Against 
Time is a very simple memory game - just remember where all 
the objects are and where to use them and you've reached the 
objective. Getting from one location to the other presents no 
difficulty whatsoever, so once the game is completed your £5 is 
all used up. After playing it for a few hours I reckon that situation 
could occur pretty quickly. Simple fun for a good cause, 
though. " 

70% 

• Is that the Darling Brothersand the Oliver Twins carved in stone? 

Buckingham Palace. A series of 
transporter arrows allows freedom 
of movement between more 
distant areas. 

Each continent has its own 
particular hazards, such as 
collapsing bridges, falling bricks 
and moving rafts. Water and rain 
must be avoided at all costs: if the 
torch is extinguished or the 
allotted time runs out, the mission 
prematurely aborts. 

Certain obstacles can only be 
countered using objects found 
along the way. Ranging from 
spanner to sandbag, these prove 
very useful when dropped in the 
appropriate place. Collecting 
hourglass icons also boosts the 
amount of time available. 

Status displays show score, 
objects currently being carried 
and the countdown timer. As a flag 
is raised or a flame ignited, an icon 
at the top of the screen lights up -
one further step towards the 
United Nations building and the 
culmination of Sport Aid'88. 

J NICK 
" This game makes a 
welcome change from the 
usual Code Masters 
products. The word 
simulator is nowhere to be 
seen, just the many 
wonderful sights of the world 
all packed Into one cassette 
box. Each screen is full of 
detail, with places such as 
Buckingham Palace and the 
Sydney Opera House around 
every comer. Colour has 
been used well with the 
minimum amount of clash, 
but the sound is just the 
usual raspy Code Masters 
sound effects and a Peter 
Gabriel tune. I really enjoyed 
running around the world, 
torch in hand, solving all the 
little puzzles and discovering 
what to do with the various 
objects. The Race Against 
Time Is just good clean fun 
with the added bonus of your 
money going towards a good 
charity. " 

80% 

ICOMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: a wide range of 
colour, but strongly 2-D 
backgrounds. Colour is liberal, 
but doesn't create too many 
clashes 
Sound: usual raspy effects, 
with a good translation of Peter 
Gabriel's Games Without 
Frontiers as the (rarely heard) 
title tune 
General rating: an unusual 
and attractive approach to the 
world famine problem 

Presentation 84% 
Graphics 73% 
Payability 75% 
Addictive qualities 78% 
OVERALL 79% 

CRASH July 1988 13 
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plane crashlands high on 
a mysterious plateau. 
Miraculously, all three pass-

engers (fat and wealthy Clive. his 
daughter Gloria and Dirk, her 
fiance) manage to clamber out of 
the wreckage alive. As Jarret, pro-
fessional pilot and guide, looks 
around, he realises that their jour-
ney has only just begun. Trapped 
in a world of falling rocks, 
dinosaurs, and hungry cannibals, 
they have no option but to try to 
reach safety on foot. 

Taking the part of Jarret, you 
attempt to lead your companions 
away from the scene of the wrec-
kage through a four-way scrolling, 
isometric perspective environ-
ment of swamps, precarious path-
ways. waterfalls and forests. 
Allowing Jarret or one of his com-
panions to fall off a cliff, into water 

" Where Time Stood Still is 
an ingenious concept per-
fectly executed. The 3-D 
environment creates an 
eerie, otherworldly atmos-
phere intensified by the 
realistic treatment of the 
plateau's natural hazards. 
Walk without care and you 
could be hurtling down the 
edge of the next precipice 
or sinking unexpectedly 
into the arms of a slithering, 
slimy squid. Each member 
of tha expedition has his or 
her own clearly defined 
characteristics: little Gloria 
is far less delicate than she 
looks and fat Clive is 
always hungry. What 
makes this animated adv-
enture so exciting is its ele-
ment of unpredictability. 
You can take every possible 
precaution, but whether 
Dirk or Clive get carried 
away in the bony claws of a 
pterodactyl is still mostly a 
matter of luck. It's a pity 
that there's no save game 
option (a chance to behave 
totally recklessly without 
fear of the consequences) 
but I suppose in the quest 
to survive you only get one 
chance. Don't just stand 
there - go out and buy! " 
IUT1 95% 

or through the rotten slats of a rick-
ety bridge, results (unsurprisingly) 
In severe injury or death. Should 
Jarret die, the player chooses a 
new leader from the members of 
the party left alive. 

The inhabitants of this strange 
and distant land prove a constant 
threat. Sea monsters flex their 
elastic tentacles, cannibals hurl 
spears and pterodactyls swoop in 
from above, ready to carry unwit-
ting victims high into the prehis-
tonc sky. 

Helpful objects, ranging from 
gun to first aid kit, are scattered 
around the plateau. A menu sys-
tem allows these to be picked up. 
used and moved around. Each of 
the characters has his or her own 
inventory and is capable of carry-
ing up to four objects. 

A series of status bars shows the 
company's collective state of 
health in terms of strength, 
hunger/thirst and ammunition. As 
their stamina begins to drop, the 
characters, communicating 
through speech bubbles, begin to 
complain. Giving them supplies 
and an opportunity to rest, boosts 
energy. Allowing the health rating 
to fall to zero causes the party to 
die of exhaustion. 

As the journey continues, a 

" The first thing that strikes 
you about Where Time Stood 
Still is the detail in the 3-D 
landscape. This graphical 
quality is reminiscent ofThe 
Great Escape (also from 
Ocean). The scrolling Is a 
bit sluggish at times but it's 
not surprising considering 
the amount of detail on the 
screen. There's a good in-
game tune which becomes 
Irritating after a while; fortu-
nately it can be switched off 
in favour of sound effects. 
Where the game really 
scores highly Is in the mar-
vellous atmosphere it 
creates, totally absorbing 
the player in the action. The 
landscape is very large with 
many different features 
such as falling rocks, a 
swamp with a monster in it, 
and a waterfall. The various 
dinosaurs are well ani-
mated and quite scary 
when they suddenly appear 
to whisk off one of the 
characters. There are also 
some wonderful spear 
throwing natives and even 
a hand which pokes 
through a hole in the rocks 
to push you off the ledge. 
This is one of the most 
absorbing games ever- i t 's 
a classic! " 
PHIL 97% 

calendar shows the changing date 
and indicates the passage of day 
and night. How long the party sur-
vives depends on the success of 

" I havent enjoyed playing 
a game so much for ages. 
Where Time Stood Still Is an 
instantly playable, 3-D 
adventure that will keep 
you glued to your TV screen 
for months to come. All the 
graphics are detailed and 
clear with excellent 
backgrounds and well 
designed characters. As 
you progress through the 
game you find surprises 
around every comer (some 
not very pleasing ones 
either!) which makes the 
game even more addictive. 
The dinosaurs that roam 
around the landscape add 
an element of excitement 
and ttie cannibals will soon 
get you running! The use of 
menus to pick up and drop 
objects is a good idea as It 
stops the screen being 
cluttered up with useless 
information, but which 
menu does what is a little 
confusing at first. Just to 
give you an idea of how big 
the game is, It takes up 
120K of my +3 - and that's 
big! If you buy Where Time 
Stood Still it will give you 
endless enjoyment for 
months to come 
mat 92% 

its leader. If Jarret makes little pro-
gress, his companions become 
disillusioned and begin to wander 
off on their own. If he succeeds in 
navigating the treacherous plateau 
he and his companions might just 
make it back home. 

Joysticks: Cursor. 
Kempston. Sinclair 
Graphics: isometric 
perspective landscape, with 
superb characters and 
animation 
Sound: a bearable tune 
burbles along which can be 
toggled for some 
atmospheric spot effects 
Options: redefinable keys 
General rating: a thoroughly 
'engrossing arcade 
adventure 

Presentation 93% 
Graphics 93% 
Payability 95% 
Addictive qualities 94% 
OVERALL 94% 
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Producer: Gremlin Graphics 
Retail price: £7.99 cassette, £12.99 disk 
Authors: Tim Miller, Kevin Bulmer and Jon Harrison 

Freddy is showing off down 
town in a thoroughly posey 
bid to gain the coolest, 

trendiest reputation for street cred 
in town. Flaunting his designer 
roller skates and flashing his ultra-
dark shades, he's all set to take 
the stage by storm. 

This command performance 
takes place over four multi- loaded 
levels (played in any order) in one 
or two player mode. Set on a 
building site, underground, in a 
shopping centre and in the park, 
they are each divided into two 
parts. In both, Freddy attempts to 
acquire maximum street cred by 
picking up tools and valuables, 
throwing missiles, performing 
somersaults and jumping with the 
greatest of ease over 45" ramps. 

The first stage sees Freddy 
negotiating a multi-directionally 

scrolling obstacle course. 
Hazards include uneven surfaces, 
broken bottles, moving cars, giant 
rats, live electric cables and 
patches of oil. Bonus points are 
awarded for avoiding these with 
flair; wobbly movements and 
awkward falls increase fatigue. 
Exhaustion forces Freddy to retire, 
while a slow and feeble 
performance eats away at his 
cred-o-meter. If it falls to zero 
Freddy loses one of his three 
precious lives. 

At the end of the course, four 
spectators pronounce judgement; 
fail to make the grade and you're 
forced to try again. Provide a 
sufficiently trendy performance, 
enhanced by plenty of bonus 
points, and you're rewarded with 
access either to the next level or 
the second stage . . . 

J KATI L 
" Another excellent game from Gremlin Graphics. The courses 
are carefully designed with plenty of obstacles to provide an 
action-packed challenge. Fearless Freddy, complete with 
peaked cap and shades is stylishly animated, and the gameplay 
itself features plenty of variation. With a catalogue of dashing 
somersaults, mind-boggling jumps and spins at your disposal 
there's no end of opportunities to show off. tt's just a pity that the 
Judges of the first part are such sticklers for style. Unless you 
perform an incredible series of amazing, breath-taking, 
astonishing and astounding feats they won't let you proceed to 
the next stage. You can complete the course and score up to 
10000 potential points and the judges will stilt be too fussy to let 
you move on. Still - once you've mastered the technique you'll 
probably be too busy showing off your latest double axle, 
backwards spin extravaganzas to notice. Whether you're a cool 
dude or Just an ordinary guy you'll find plenty to impress - so go 
crazy and splash out. " 

84% 

• Have Gremlin got the street cred for a hit? 

J NICK i 

A Urgh! Where am I? 

" Wow! This is my sort of game. Trying to gain street-cred is my 
main pastime! Graphically SkateCrazy Is OK but the monochrome 
colour does let it down a bit on Level One. Once you have 
mastered the controls and worked out some groovy somersaults 
you can attempt to impress the judges, but believe me, it takes 
some doing! On the first level your skater moves similarly to the 
bloke In 720' which means that when you try to stop he slides on 
(usually into a pile of tyres or something!). You can get some fun 
out of just jumping around the first couple of levels because it's 
doubtful that many people will get past these, Gremlin have made 
it so hard. Once you have completed the first few stages, you go 
onto a totally different game: the skater Is seen side on here and 
you have to jump over objects and do acrobatics as before. Skate 
Crazy is great to begin with but the frustration of failing to 
qualifying for the umpteenth time on Level One diminishes its 
addictive qualities. Once you get further into the game, though, 
it does improve. " 

81% 

JPHILL 
" Skate Crazy is great fun - zooming round the courses jumping 
and somersaulting. The graphics in the first game are well-
shaded and detailed; the flags even blow in the wind. It's really 
hard trying to stop your skater from sliding all over the place and 
crashing, especially with the various hazards on the track. The 
scrolling is very smooth and fast, and the skater moves very 
realistically, especially when he slides out of control. 
Unfortunately there's no tune but there are plenty of spot effects 
during play. The game is very challenging since the judges (who 
look like a load o f criminals) mark low and time runs out fast. The 
second game has good, colourful graphics and is also difficult. 
This difficulty could put some people off but the game is very 
playable all the same; if you like a challenge just get your skates 
on! " 

85% 

In a timed race set against a 
horizontally scrolling background 
of platforms and ramps, Freddy 
attempts to complete the Skate 

Crazy Car Park Challenge. Gaps in 
the floor and obstacles at head-
height need to be avoided by 
judicious leaping and ducking. 
Falling teddy-bears, kites and 
kamikaze pilots attempt to hinder 
progress. A supply of well-thrown 
missiles fends these off, while 
picking up objects gains precious 
bonus points. 

ICOMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston. 
Sinclair 
Graphics: detailed objects on 
the first level, with numerous 
obstacles and colour on the 
horizontal 
Sound: many smart spot 
effects 
General rating: an original 
approach to an old sport. The 
high content and vanation 
make Skate Crazy extremely 
enjoyable and addictive 

Presentation 84% 
Graphics 85% 
PI ay ability 83% 
Addictive qualities 82% 
OVERALL 83% 
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YOUR OPPONENT played first. 

Globe-hopping through the world and 

into space, he's skillfully avoided every-

thing that could cost him a life: And as 

he's gobbled and popped almost all the 

apples and balloons on the way, he's leapt 

his way to a brilliant score • HE'S 

PLEASED. You're not • NOW IT'S your 

go. In the forest, you escape the jaws 

of set after set of ball-eating plants, 

duck the bees and birds, over the 

hedgehog, under the 

o n e j u m p a h e a d ! 
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BUT THE seaside's no picnic-straight 

away you land on a lizard. Pop! One 

life lost. And you're 

down on score. 

Bounding on, you 

approach cacti, and approaching you is 

a balloon, closely followed by rooks. You 

could glide safely over the cacti, or 

jump for the balloon-risking death at 

the claws of the birds • THREE BALLS, 

three lives, left. Lose them and there's 

no bouncing back. But you need 

those points 

M A I L O R D E R 
Please send a cheque or postal order payable to Elite Systems Ltd., to 

Elite Systems Ltd.. Eastern Avenue, Lichfield. Staffs.. WS13 6RX. England. 

Elite Systems Limited, Eastern Avenue. Uchfleld, Staffs, WS13 6RX. England. Telex: 336130 ELITE G 
UK H O T L I N E - 0 5 4 3 4 1 4 8 8 5 
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IT'S HOT! 
Red h o t f r o m the arcades, th is o f f i c i a l Tai to co in -op convers ion is 

t he greatest blast a r o u n d ! 
Xain, you r miss ion is t o r i d the ga laxy o f a l l t h e Federat ion 's 

enemies) 
P lanet a f te r p l ane t o f t he greatest ac t i on y o u ve ever 

exper ienced, a n d t he most b r i l l i an t graphics you ' ve ever seen! 
ACE: the n e w name fo r t he best In coln-opsl TehOI 831 1801 Fax: 01 836 1725 
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S£G4 S MOST AWESOME COIN OP EVER! 
TAPE Spectrum CB 99; C64/Amstrad £9 99 

DISK Spectrum + 3/Amstred £14 99 [64 £11 99 Atari ST/AmigoCI9 99 
If Ace con maintain this standard in their conversions then gamers ere 

in Far a treat Ace game " - C&VG 
"The arcade version oF Alien Syndrome is simply brilliant and this 
conversion manages to capture all the original atmosphere and 

spirit " - ZZAP SIZZIER' 

ACE: The new name For the best in coin-ops! 
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FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 
Producer: Addictive Games 
Retail price: £9.99 cassette, £14.99 disk 
Author: Kevin Toms 

E; 
• Whatever is Whelan doing 

in goaI w i th Chris Woods at 
left back? 

ver fancied being a Terry 
Venables or a Brian 
Clough? Well Football 

Manager 2 allows you to manage 
a football team of your own. buying 
and selling players and choosing 
tactics. Thejjame has been written 
by Kevin Toms, the man who 
programmed the original some 
years ago. 

The player can choose to 
manage any league team, but no 
matter which, must start humbly in 
Division 4. The team for the next 

V A W 
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match is selected by moving 
players out of the reserve pool into 
various positions on the field 
where the opponents players are 
also shown. There are three team 
selection screens, one each for 
defence, midfield and attack; the 
way players are positioned allows 
for various formations. 

Each individual player has a skill 
rating: the higher the skill the 
better he can tackle and dribble. 
Each player also has a position in 
which he prefers to play. A player 
out of position has an arbitrary skill 
rating of two, reducing his 

J NICK L 
" I 'm not a great fan of 
football management games 
but I did quite enjoy playing 
this. It has more to offer in 
the way of graphics, is easier 
to use than most other 
football games and is also 
well presented. The player 
selection is easy to use and 
not confusing at all. And with 
all the little pictures that are 
used in the game, you never 
get a boring screen just full 
of text. When the match is 
played all the players move 
around the screen well but 
there is the usual colour 
clash which is to be 
expected. Football Manager 2 
is a great improvement over 
Football Manager because of 
all the enhancements 
Addictive have put into it. 
You can now do man to man 
marking, there's a full 92-
team league and a display of 
who has scored. For all you 
Football Manager fans, 
Football Manager 2 is an 
essential purchase. " 
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JPHILL 
" It's taken a long time for the sequel to the classic original to 
arrive but Kevin Toms has managed to make a big improvement 
to It. The graphics are good for this type of game with plenty of 
little players running about the screen, although there is a lot of 
colour clash. The best thing is the positioning of the players and 
the fact that they appear in the right area of the field during the 
game. The way the teams actually play isn't exactly brilliant with 
the players bunching up and all chasing the ball at the same time 
(a bit like Wimbledon without the fouls). However, the standard 
of graphics isn't that important In this type of game. The transfer 
system works well, as do the various tactical options such as 
extra training. Little of the play seems to be random so strategy 
works well. The game really keeps your Interest as you feel you 
have some control over the way the team plays; the best game 
of this type yet. " 

80% 

effectiveness. Each player's 
fitness level is also shown. If it falls 
below 50%, he must be rested 
from match play to recover. 

As well as choosing the team, 
the manager must also choose 
two substitutes which can be 
brought on at half time if needed. 
• Defeat looms over West Brom 

The team formation can also be 
altered during half time. 

When the team has been 
chosen, the match action is 
displayed over three sections of 
the pitch, shown individually 
depending upon where the ball is. 
The players run around the pitch 

automatically, dribbling, tackling 
and shooting. If a goal is scored 
the name of the scorer is given. 
After the match the other results In 
the division are also shown, 
followed by a league table. Apart 
from playing league matches, the 
team also take part in the FA and 
League Cups. 

Each week some players come 
into the transfer market and the 
manager can make a bid for any of 
them. Players can also be sold to 
raise cash and reduce the wage 
bill. 

The finance screen shows the 
profitability of the club. Gate 
receipts, wages and overheads 
are shown along with the weekly 
balance. 

J PAUL L 
41 And as far as I was 
concerned Football Manager 
was the best thing since 
Clive Sinclair. But now things 
have changed, there are 
games such as The Double 
and Football Director 
available through mall order, 
so Football Manager 2 is well 
overdue. The sequel isn't just 
Football Manager with a few 
extras, it 's a complete 
revamp of the old game. 
Kevin Toms has obviously 
looked at all the football 
strategy games around and 
taken what few good points 
they have. Then he's looked 
at the whole concept of 
sports strategy games and 
added a new dimension to it, 
making it more appealing to 
a wider range of people. 
People criticised the 
graphics in Football Manager, 
so they been improved. But 
games of this genre 
shouldn't be judged on their 
graphical appeal - strategy 
games are all about planning 
and that's where Football 
Manager 2 is so good. If you 
plan your tactics realistically 
then you'll get realistic 
results - along with a few 
random elements thrown in 
(football Is a funny old game). 
Real football fans 
everywhere will love It; It may 
not have mass appeal, but 
it's a leader in Its field. " 

§2% 

[COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: poor, with colour 
clash, but purely functional 
Sound: limited spot effects for 
acknowledgement only 
Options: nine difficulty levels, 
choice of 92 teams 
General rating: one for all fans 
of the very popular football 
genre - top of the league! 

Presentation 77% 
Graphics 40% 
Payability 80% 
Addictive qualities 79% 
OVERALL 79% 
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SNOOKERED 
Producer: Top Ten 
Retail price: £1.99 
Author: Steven Howlett 

For those who feel they have 
the brain-power but lack the 
necessary co-ordination to 

Ciy top class snooker, Top Ten 
ve devised a snooker game with 

a difference: green baize has been 
forsaken In favour of grey matter 
as the player pits his wits against 
the computer in a trivia version of 
the popular game. 

J NICK L 
" Putting Dave Lee Travis out 
of a job, eh? Snookered Is 
Identical in idea to the Radio 
1 quiz, 'Give Us A Break', and 
the arcade game that goes 
with i t The questions seem 
to be very advanced and you 
cannot change the difficulty 
to suit your own abilities. If 
you can't answer the set level 
of questions then the game 
will just refuse to let you get 
anywhere. Snookered isnt 
really worth this budget 
price, avoid if if possible! " 

34% 

The screen pictures seven balls 
(four red, three coloured) lined up 
before the comer pocket of a 
snooker table. The computer 

invites you to answer general 
knowledge questions 
corresponding in value to the red 
and coloured snooker balls. 

Play kicks off with a red ball 
question, whereupon the player 
selects one of four answers 
lettered A to D. The answer must 
be given within a given time limit, 
indicated by a rapidly diminishing 

J KATI L 
" As a bug-eyed trivia addict myself, bleary from too many nights 
of Trivial Pursuit, I'm always ready for another chance to prove 
myself a would-be mastermind. Very reminiscent of the arcade 
game Give Us A Break, Snookered saves your precious ten pences 
by bringing the same snappy game technique straight into your 
home. £1.99 buys you about as large a question file as you'd 
expect; questions start repeating themselves fairly quickly and 
the game as a whole probably won't last for more than a couple 
of days of play. Still - that's plenty of time to put yourself in 
training for the award of snooker mega-brain. " 

74 

bar. If he gets it right the computer 
pots the ball and the player moves 
on to a colour of his choice; yellow, 
blue and black questions ascend 
in order of difficulty and are worth 
two, five and seven points 
respectively. 

Red and coloured balls are 
played alternately until 16 red balls 
have been potted or two questions 
have been answered incorrectly. 
As points are accumulated, a 
status strip at the top of the screen 
indicates the player's general 
knowledge rating from good 
(average) to genius (unbeatable). 

I COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Sinclair 
Graphics: more functional 
than impressive 
Sound: very limited (although 
not really needed in games of 
this type) 
Options: definable answer 
keys 
General rating: a clever and 
addictive trivia game, although 
only for fans of the genre with a 
general knowledge interest 

Presentation 60% 
Graphics 40% 
Payability 65% 
Addictive qualities 50% 
OVERALL 59% 

PO WE RAMA 
Producer: The Power House 
Retail price: £1.99 
Authors: David Crummack and Craig Galley 

E art h is under attack from a 
fleet of colossal alien ships 
and you're the only one that 

/PAUL L 
" For two pounds Powerama 
is quite a pleasing little shoot 
'em up. At first the graphics 
may not seem up to much, 
but the alien hordes are 
originally drawn and swarm 
around the screen at a 
controllable pace. Colour, 
not extensively used In 
games of this type, is limited 
- only a tew blobs on bonus 
objects - but are, like the 
game in general, smoothly 
scrolled. Some of the ground 
objects may seem familiar 
(like the main ship and those 
little blocks, both from 
Uridium) but for £1.99 you 
can't complain. Good to see 
a starting level option -
although even the first level 
is reasonably frantic. Let's 
hope that The Power House 
continue producing software 
of this higher quality. " 

82% 

knows about it. Your tiny scout 
ship is the only thing that stands 
between earth and its imminent 
destruction. 

Enemies fty in over a 
monochrome, vertically scrolling 
background of aerially viewed 
space cruisers, firing bullets. 
Collision with aliens or their fire 
results in the immediate loss of 
one of five lives. Shooting the 
energy-giving solar panels on the 
• The Power House's best 

huge cruisers slows down the fleet 
giving time for Earth's forces to 
regroup. 

Equipment can be improved by 
flying over a series of flashing 
squares which hold extra speed, 

lives and ammunition. 
Each level culminates in a 

confrontation with an alien 
mothership. Destroy* it or simply 
avoid its shots to allow passage to 
the next level. 

J KATI L 
" As another vertically scrolling, monochrome shoot 'em up to 
add to the ever-growing list, Powerama definitely holds its own. 
It's nothing spectacular but, within the limits it sets itself, t fs 
competently presented and very playable. As much as possible 
has been done to increase the life-time of the game. Aliens 
descend in different formations on every level so you dont need 
to go into automatic pilot every time you play and you can begin 
on any one of the first four stages. If you're after a cheap and 
standard shoot 'em up, and as long as you're not too bothered 
about designer graphics, Powerama might just be the one. " 

62% 

/COMMENTS L 
Joysticks: Cursor. Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: monochromatic. 
Originally drawn aliens, very 
smooth animation 
Sound: limited spot effects 
General rating: an addictive 
little shoot 'em up representing 
good value for money 

Presentation 60% 
Graphics 55% 
Playability 65% 
Addictive qualities 68% 
OVERALL 61% 
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dodge through the asteroid belt 

Producer: Domark 
Retail price: £9.99 
Authors: George twanow 

(of Vektor Grafix) 

smaller AT-ST 
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HE STRIKES BACK 

" The Empire Strikes Back is, 
of course, very much like 
it s predecessor Star Wars, 
with fast vector graphics. 
The game Is of the "blast 
everything in sight type' 
and is full of mindless vio-
lence. The vector graphics 
move very smoothly and 
are surprisingly colourful. 
The way the walkers move 
is particularly good as they 
stride along, head turning. 
The gameplay is fast and 
furious with plenty of well-
drawn, fast moving 
enemies about. Of course, 
the game is not very origi-
nal since there are plenty of 
wire-frame shoot 'em ups 
about, but it's playable all 
the same. The various 
levels each provide a differ-
ent challenge and add vari-
ety to the game. If you liked 
Star Wars then you should 
enjoy this. " 
PHIL 90% 

wry large and slow and can be 
tripped up' byfrnng tow cables at 

their legs 
For the third level the player 

takeb the role of Han Solo in his 
M' emum Falcon against a swarm 
of TIE fighters. The enemy move 
quickly around the screen firing 
shots at the spaceship. Only if this 
is survived can the player progress 
to face the peril of the asteroid field 
which contains multitudes of 
deadly spinning boulders. These 

and if the player 
i to spell out J EDI then for 
time he becomes rnvlnci-

.itl enemies 

" Domark have, without a 
doubt, done the best Job 
they could have. The Spec-
trum version has all the 
speed and payability of the 
all-too-rare arcade 
machine and is amazingly 
addictive. If you thought 
Star Wars was fun - and the 
graphics on that were 
pretty neat - then take a 
look at the latest in 
Domark's trilogy; the wal-
kers on the second stage 
are out of this woridl Their 
movement Is so realistic 
you'd think you were watch-
ing the fi lm (well, almost). 
The speed is tremendous -
especially on the first stage 
where you can really swoop 
around and dodge things 
just like on its arcade equi-
valent. And then there's 
that great Star Wars sound-
track. Domark don't pro-
duce many games, but 
they're always memorable. 
Now, when's Return Of The 
Jed i coming out? " 
PAUL 90% 

" Graphically The Empire 
Strikes Sack is excellent • 
just like the arcade 
machine. All the aliens 
move smoothly and are 
well animated; there's even 
a generous amount of col-
our in there too. You may 
think that it's a waste of 
time to buy this If you 
already own games such as 
3-D Starstrike, Starglider or 
Star Wars, but this does hold 
some new enemies and It is 
pretty fast. Besides the 3-D 
graphics in the game 
there's also a picture of 
Luke Skywalker on the title 
screen and when you start 
you have to wait while 
Darth Vader's ship 
Executor passes by The 
Empire Strikes Back is great 
fun If you're a fan of this 
style of 3-D shoot 'em up, 
but with the lack of levels I 
don't think it will have huge 
lasting appeal. " 
NICK 90% 

Joysticks: Cursor, 
Kempston. Sinclair 
Graphics: superb represent-
ations of the arcade charac-
ters. all moving at break-neck 
speed 
Sound: hip-hop Dave Whit-
taker Star Wfets soundtrack 
(enhanced on the 128K 
machines), and in-game 
sound effects 
General rating: Domark go 
from strength to strength. 77>e 
Empire Strikes Back has all 
the speed, piayability and 
graphics of the arcade 
machine. A must for ail fans 
of the trilogy 

Presenta t ion 91 % 
Graph ics 91 % 
Piayabi l i ty 90% 
Add ic t i ve qual i t ies 90% 
OVERALL 90% 
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I 'J Konami's arcade hit now 
A" for your home micro and 

^ Z Z j alieady a No. 1 hit. Seven 
I I L l g l l U l U l L - gruelling events featuring 

the Assault Course, Firing Range, Arm Wrestling and Combat with* 
the instructor himself) Combat school throws down the challenge to the toughest of thoroughbred 
gamesters - but if you don't make the grade you're out! 

(c > 1987 Konami 

Special boxed pack corit. Irting FREE film postei >:• 
and audio cassette of Smokey Robinson's "Trat 11 
Capturing the intimidating mood of conflict wr th 
Platoon has been hailed as "Best Film Tie-in too?" 
program has received brilliant reviews on all forts. 
Leau your Platoon deep into enemy territory, yc n 
feel the humidity, sens* the threatening dangei yc 
enounter the enemy and his many booby traps in 
at your peril! Enemy soldiers lunge at you from t i i 
can find vital information. If you come out of tti JV 

(§) 1986 Hemdale Film Corporation All Rights (?• •<• 
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COMBAT SCHOOL 
SPECTRUM AMSTRAD 

V B 
SPECTRUM COMMODORE 

ALSO AVAILABLE O N 1 
AMIGA & PC COMPATS 

PLATOON M 
SPECTRUM FCLA 
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Ha'ing found the underground maze of tunnels, enter 
he Tiuifcy waters within, but this is tin* only way you 
s a-ve. you'll he just one of the few1 

A superb conversion for your home micro of 
Konami's arcade blockbuster. Featuring all the 
game-play of the arcade original, Gryzor takes 
you into a thrilling alien world of force fields, 
fanatical guerillas and strange enemy defence 
systems -- but you have the fire-power and 
maybe, with a 'little' skill, grit and split second 
timing, you can infiltrate the aliens' 
headquarters. Play Gryzor once and you'll be hooked! 

© 1987 Konami 

M a * ^ 

3 1 I K I 

Or isLY FOR HEROES 
* 7 : GRYZOR 

SPECTRUM AMSTRAD 

W 7 95 8-95 
SPECTRUM COMWOOOB 

^ ' L | ALSO AVAILABLE O N 

7 95 8 95 |j 
SPECTRUM COMMODORE M 

ALSO AVAILABLE O N * 
AMIGA & PC J- COMPATS .'* 

PLATOON Hj 
IS AL SO AVAILABLE O N *» 

ATARI ST AMIGA & 
PC • COMPATIBLES 

e M2 5NS • Telephone: 061 832 • T P I P Y - ^ Q Q 7 7 



SLOPE OFF WITH EPYX AND WIN 
A TICKET TO SLIDE 

GO DRY SKIING AND LAUGH 
ALL THE WAY TO THE PISTE 

You're coming round the final bend in the 
luge: the crowd is cheering and waving, 
desperately spurring you on. Your sled cuts 
through the course like a knife, scattering 
crystals of ice. As you shoot across the 
finishing line you gel a glimpse of the clock 
- 0-5 of a second ahead. You hardly have 
time lo rejoice before you're competing in 
the ski-jump wi th tremendous success (eat 
your heart out. Eddie). Next it's the slalom, 
closely followed by speed skating, cross-
country skiing, figure skating and a 
devastatingly difficult downhi l l race. Phew! 
Alt this from the comfort of your armchair 
and you' l l still be finished in time for tea. 

Games: Winter Edition, source of all this 
frenetic activity, is set for imminent release. 
To help you get in training for this incredibly 
demanding, tough and exhausting set of 
confrontations (seven knuckle-grazing 
events). Epyx have devised a competition so 
casy-pcasy that you're bound to win the top 
prize. All you have to do is identify the sports 
being played in the silhouettes and, 
hey presto! You and a friend could be well 
on your way to ten hours of skiing lessons 
on a dry ski slope. Magic! Even if your name 
isn't first out of the bag you could be in line 
for one of the fab runner-up prizes: five 
sledges, t w o pairs of quality ice-skating 

boots, five pairs of ski gloves and 25 copies 
of Gold. Stlwr. Bronze, a compilation of 
Epyx's Summer Games I, Summer Games / /and 
Winter Games. 

Write the six sports on the back of a 
postcard - d o n ' t forget to include your name 
and address or you won't win anything -
and send your entry to: THE MOST EPYX 
COMPETIT ION EVER, CRASH, PO Box 
10, L u d l o w , Shropshi re SYS 1DB 

All entries must be received by August 2 
and the decision of the appointed judges is 
final. As if you didn't know. 
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For the C64 Cassette,, 

Also available on the Amiga, w S 
Atari ST C-64 Disk and 
IBM PC and compatibles. 
".. if you are looking for 
a real challenge, a real 
fantasy quest and a 
brilliant game to boot; 
it does not get better 
than this." 
POPULAR COMPUTING 
WEEKLY 

' , BeFort you, you 
I * t»l«N, 
U|I I your — 1 vTuluact band 

I i o h o e f t t o <r» l-jfit 
[ C o l i n J or <f l) v i iT 

C h o r a o t « r Hon* DC H i t * Cond CI 

I l l M b ' " " " i n b s Ei 

C 64 cassette screen shot 

-i i M. Odo 
16 10 JO 00 j o aa 14. MB 

Speclnm screen shot 

Amstrad screen shot Amiga screen shot 

... Create your own original 
characters, which you can 
develop during your quest 
into expenenced warriors and 
magicians. 

. . . Explore the enure city of 
Skara Brae both above and 
below ground, including 
Harkyn's Castle, Mangars 
Tower and The Mad God's 
Temple. Or relax in a Tavern, 
recuperate in a Temple and 
rearm your warriors at Garth's 
Equipment Shoppe. 

. . . Continuous scrolling 
narration and excellent 3-D 
first person pomt-ol-view 
graphics. 

. . . A unique blend of sword 
and sourceiy which will help 
you overcome the numerous 
monsters and traps on your 
quest to defeating the evil 
archmage Mangar in his lower. 

Electronic Ans produces Home Entertainment Software on most Computer formats. For a product brochure 
E L H C T R O N K A R T S ' and the ,0C3,l0n of Y°ur nearest stockist, please contact: ELECTRONIC ARTS, 11-49 STATION ROAD, 

HI >ME (. 'X«MNITRF ST̂TWJRR LANGIEY. BERKS SL3 8YN. TEL: SLOUGH (0753) 46465. DEALERS PLEASE CALL (0753) 40906. 



SKONAM! 

I SUPER 
E l l ACTION 
ARCADE HITS 
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SPECIAL ARCADE 

PACK AT YOUR 
RETAILER 
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o knockout Irontlc 
face In lb© classroom, 
kjckw room and rtm Ngh 
school cafeteria Hp-tap, 
door onock. throw bolli and 

but can you matt* 
lhandhislovetetfertohls 

OtMriend? 
Krnh 

Continuing IN 
wtiere 'TRACK and HELD' left 
ett. Archery. Steel Shooing 
ond Weight Lifting ere Wit 
some the featured events 
to test your and ttomma 

daubc 

III evcwy proof) warden's 
nigNmcra - me inmates 
hove broken out Then? men 
are hadoned crtrrlnob, 
armed to tho Hill and aWI 
at:ad to gun you an down 
Juit mow m. knock 'em 
down and found en up 
Easyt 

WSCUE t>€ CAPTIVES! \bu 
am a highly trained combat 
machine. Kxir rrwwon; 
mtttrafe all lour enemy 
Strategic Defence 
InsKHlatiom - atone. against 
immeasurable odds 

Eight more aetxHy 
opponents to combat at yoo 
odvonoo lo become o 
block-belt master Authentic 
lighting moves wtlh 4 
cutter) ont locations 

| You can olmotf feel the tension oi • 
me big match breaking through I 
me screen , the expectant 

[ crowd is almost on lop olyou'Vou | 
return the service wtth a lop-son 

I Backhand. Itwn a Forehand 
| 8ock-sp*n, the bait bounce* Ntf i | 

xn your opponent looping, 
I defensive lob . . SMASH! a | 
great shot opens the scow I 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
O N DISK 

Our heto has tinafly 
ntaMtd me secret mottai 
art "CHNS SHAO-1.IN" but it 
trapped by Mod gangs With 
kicks and o«*y secret 
powers, escape Mm and 
trawl SHAOWS rood 
to treedomi 

Get into tnu and youil never get 
out The ptart - codename | 
JACKAL - is to drop a sauod 
d 4 crock troops behind enemy 
lines. Rescue a group o< prisoners i 
and wtutt under attack, deliver 
them to heiipacts Their final 
objective it to knockout enemy | 
headquarters Simple etP 

..the name/ 
of the game 

4 iKHBiKKffTVXKB /7(3 

L ta 

23F7JWW 

- n o n t S i S " 

The ptonei Nemevs. it now, 
under on oD-out spoce 
ottoc* beings from fhe mb-
space star duster or 
Bocterlon. tou will need a: 
you courage end 
concentration to win Get 
ready to blast om 

Become a grand-master but 
to ochto* mis you must 
defeat a variety at deor*y 
opponent; armed with 
afferent skint and weapons 
and must be overcome writ 
o comtwiation ol 6 different 
oltock mows 

• CWI HAW 



COMMUNICATIONS 

A SPECTREGADGET 
PAUL EVANS takes a took at the latest in hardware add-ons and moans about inflation . . . 

HELLO PEEPS! I'm a bit pooped 
at the time of writing because of all 
the hefty revision that's been 
going on as I get nearer my first 
exam! It seems that doing this and 
keeping Micronet in check has 
become a busy job - and a tiring 
one. This is my explanation for the 
smaller article this month. The 
deadline for my next piece is slap-
bang in the middle of my exams so 
I don't know if I'm even going to 
let that one done! (You'd better -
d) My promised surprise' is still 

bei ng prepared, so keep guessing. 
Interesting things have been 
happening.. . 

DARE THEY? 

We kick off this month by looking 
at what could be Prestel's biggest 
upset since it began. Up until now 
i have never been a big fan of 
Prestel charges, especially the 
tact that we have to use normal 
priced lines when connected, so 
any drop would be welcome with 
open arms. However, a number of 
reliable sources (I've always 
wanted to say that!) have come to 
me with details of a new price 
INCREASE! Yes, all my friends tell 
me of a new time charge costing 
Ip+VAT for every minute that you 
are logged-on to Prestel, 
INCLUDING off-peak times. 

Surely, with this news, the very 
existence of Prestel will come into 
doubt! I cannot see many more 
people pining tf this new charge 
comes into use. I certainly won't 
be logging on as frequently as I 
normally do - I can't afford to! I 
have been unable to get hold of 
the lords of Prestel. but I will! 

If this charge is enforced then I 
will personally hold a campaign 
into it s stoppage. The normal user 
will be unable to afford Prestel 
useage and so less people will 
subscribe to Micronet. If that 
happens, Micronet will shut shop 
and then Prestel loses their 
biggest customer, tf that happens 
then Prestel will soon revert into 
the old small system that existed 
before Micronet. Therefore Prestel 
seem to be slitting their own 
throats! 

If you have any comments. MBX 

• The Spectre Comms pack 
me on 219995412 or write to me at 
COMMS, CRASH, 1/2 King 
Street, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 
1AQ 

+3 COMMS AT LAST! 

After a long wart, a modem for disk 
owning +3 friends has finally been 
released. Spectre, the creators of 
the VTX Editor ROM, have come 
up with this new package. It's an 
advancement on the famous 
Spectre Comms Pack which was 
a big success on the QL and a 
slight success for the Speccy. 

The new pack is compatible for 
the entire Spectrum range form 
the +3 to the old rubber key 48Ks. 
All the software is held on the 
internal ROM, which sounds very 
similar (if not identical) to the 
Spectre Comms ROM for the VTX. 
It has extensive frame preparation, 
good MBX facilities with storage 
to microdrive or disk (no mention 

of tape). The software also has 
pnnter drivers for Epson 
compatibles or the humble ZX 
black blob (the instructions alway 
talked of not cleaning the 
Printer with spirits because it 
would turn into a black blob. I must 
try it somet ime.. . )• Should you 
want Micronet's extensive range 
of telesoftware. a downloader has 
been provided. Your thirst for the 
scrolling boards can be tamed by 
the on-board ROM too! 

As for modems, it supports 
Hayes compatibles as well as 
manual dial modems such as the 
Tandata QMOD which is the more-
or-less standard modem supplied 
for the Comms Pack. The QMOD 
are switchable for use with V21, 
V22 and V23 (Prestel) standards. 

How much dosh? Well, for 
£49.95 you can have the comms 
pack or if you wop out £99.95 from 
your wad then you get the QMOD 
too! This includes P&P. Where? 
From Spectre Comms Ltd, The 
Old School House, Tenter Row, 

Crosby, Ravensworth, Penrith, 
Cumbria, CA103JA Phone them 
on 0931 5362 for more details! 

OH NO! NOT AGAIN 

I don't care what the editor 
(hallowed be his name) says, it's 
got to be engineered into my 
article somewhere! It seems that 
PETER GABRIEL (whose 4th 
album is being played as I type) 
and that master of the synth, 
Howard Jones, have teamed up in 
a vegetarian way to launch a 
bulletin board! It's for people 
concerned about the environment 
and has little to do with computers 
themselves. Sounds like a good 
idea to me. but will it take off? I'm 
now looking into it and will soon 
have details! 

That's it I'm afraid! More news 
on the above next month and a 
further delve into the great Prestet 
scandal! Bye all! 
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COMPUTER REPAIRS 
Fixed Super Low Prices! 
Inclusive of parts, labour and VAT 

• FIRST AID 
FOR 

TECHNOLOGY 

1 week turnround 
SPECIAL OFFERS 

S P E C T R U M S £14 Inc. + Free Gam® 
S P E C T R U M 128 C 1 6 l n c . 
S P E C T R U M +2 £18 Inc. + Free G a m e 
S P E C T R U M +3 £24 inc . 
S P E C T R U M P.S.U. (o r sale £ 1 0 Inc. 
SPEC JOYSTICK INTERFACE for sate £6.50 

VIC 20, C - M £22 Inc. 
A M S T R A O 444 £32 Inc. + free Game 
C64 P.S.U. f o r sa le £20 Inc. 
C64 £22 Inc. + Free G a m * 
C16 £18 Inc. 
B 8 C £32 Inc. 
E L E C T R O N £19 Inc. 

Please enclose payment rnth Item - 3 month warranty on repair 
Please enclose advert with repair 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS (CR) 
5-9 Portland Road. Luton, Bed) UM MT. TH: DM3 458375. Telei: 1 

AT LAST! 

SPECTRUM SPARES 
AT REALISTIC PRICES 

All prices include post/packing, handling and VAT 
ULA6COOI 
128k ROM 
Z80A 
7805 REG 
4II6RAM 
SPECPSU 

£11.99 
£11.99 

£2 99 
£1.49 
£1 49 

£10.49 

SPECTRUM K/BOARD MEMBRANE 
SPECTRUM K/BOARD MAT 
SPECTRUM K/BOARD TEMPLATE 
SPECTRUM + MEMBRANE 
MODULATOR 
S/MANUAL 

£4.99 
£5 49 
£4 99 
£9.99 
£9.99 

£22.99 
Remember all priccs includc P & P. handling and VAT 

Full spares list available / Trade enquiries welcome 
Access/Visa. 24-hour T.A. service 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS £9.99 + PARTS 

ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
176 VICTORIA ROAD WEST, CLEVELEYS, BLACKPOOL FYS 3NE 

TO.(0253)822708 

MEGASAVE FANTASTIC SAVINGS 
Mr Racy (GaeOee) 4.96 
Arcade Force Four 6.56 
Adv. Tactical Fighter 02 5.95 
Alter World Gaines 4.96 
Apache Gunship 041.46 
ArkanoidU 014.96 
Arcade Any . 5.96 
Alton Synftome 
Action Force 0 

5.95 
- 01 4.96 

Battle valley ... M S 
Beyond Ice Palace _ 02 4.96 
Btacklamp 4.95 
BeOam 128k orty 5-95 
Boggy Boy 01 4.90 
Boot Camp 19 5.95 
Basket Master 4.96 
Bubble Bobble 01 4.95 
Barbarian 645 
Blood Vane? 5.15 
Best ol Elite 01 10.96 
Sard's Tale 5.96 
fUenc Commandos 5.96 
Stood Brothers 02 6.45 
C a n t o n 0 1 1 1 6 
Champ Sprint 645 
earner Comman 04 1095 
Combat School 014.95 
California Games ... . 018.45 
Cr0SSWI» 4J6 
Corporation 645 
Cray Cars 016JS 
Champions 01 645 
OanDarel 01446 
Order ... 039.96 
Delator....... 024-96 
Oesotator 5.95 
Diamond .. 5.96 
Dream Warm* 5.96 
Enduro Racer 1 — W 5 
EanhUght ._. 4.95 
FrigMmare 016-45 
Fooba* Manager 1 01 646 
Flying Shark 4.96 
Firefly - — 01 446 
foctoaii Director .... 546 
Football 0w II 128 D31346 
FlrfTtston« .... 546 
Ftve Star GAmes 3 596 
The Fury — D2646 
The Gaines AMnter) ... 01 6,26 
Gun Smoke 546 

6 LatekSr'S Soccer 
Game Sel & Match 
Gryror 
Garfield . 

02 446 
039.86 
B14J6 

... 5.95 
8.96 

D2S46 
_... 4.96 

5.15 
10.95 

02 645 
5.96 

02 5.96 
... 10-96 

6.45 
6.45 

036.95 
.._.. 6J5 

175 
5J6 

016.46 
6.45 

036.45 
0 1 4 J 6 

. . 4.95 
02446 

M B 
4.95 

N WwtMll'S Grand Pitt D4 695 

Gai/iWI «wc only) . 
Gurnet i 
GoChtk 

Guild Of Ttiwv« OBC 
Hwcuies Slayers — 
Imposs Mason I „ 
mat Wanton 
Jliuter +3 disc only 
Judge Death 
Karixn _._.. 
Koran*1! 10 Hits 
User Squad -
Last N.n,a H 
Lk/er TiQ ... 
Live Amino 
Lee Enfield 
Magnificent Scrert 
Matchdayl 
Magneton 
Micw* Mouse 

North Star 
Now Games 5 
Outrwi 
Olympiad 88 
Overlord 
Operation Wolf 
PHMPegwus .. 

02 4.96 
.... 645 
01 5.96 
01 4.95 

645 
5.15 

D4«46 
6.46 

016.46 
04 9.96 

5.95 

Rampage 
Rygaf 
RtngWara 
Salamander.... 
Sorceror Lord. 
Stdearms ........ 
Super Hang-on 
Star Wars 
SolWGold .. .. 
Super Spirit 
Shackled 
Sertmel (Owe only) 
Stalingrad 
Soldier ol Light „ , 
Skate Crajy 
Stat Glider iDoc or»)rt 
Streetl^itn 
Sophotry 
T4M0B 
Top lOCoAecaon 
TrU 
Tiacfcsuit Manager 
Time and Magic 
Terramw 
I he Double 
Tetrti 
Tumor 
Thunoerats 
Tme Stood Suit 128 
Troll 
Tergal Renegade 
Tl» Dart Side 
Tomahawk (Due on*y) 
Track Suit Mvuger 
Unitrai 

Platoon 
Pegasus Bridge 
Pac-Land 
Ptnfc Panther 02 5J6 
Pawn (Disc onlyi 1196 
Power Pyramida 5.95 
Psycho Pig UXB ._ D2 596 
Road Wars 5.96 
RolHng Thunder 546 
Roy of the Rovers 8.45 
Rastan 01 M 5 
Road Blasters 02625 
Rod October ... .... 1096 
Dream Warrior 6.25 
The Games OMnteri 016.45 

Venom Stnke Back 
vampire's Empire 
victory Road 
Virus 
Vtnen -• 

World Class Leadetb'd 
W jar War? 
WerewoHs London 
yogi Bear 
¥W 
7Mms 
6 Hit Pac Vol; 
10 Great Games 
4 Hits (Hewaon) 
720" 

Midnight 
ac Vol 3 

D1 6.45 
5.96 

01 6.45 
4.96 

04 9.96 
02 5.96 

..... 6.45 
01 645 
01 6.45 

6 45 
02546 

8.96 
646 
4.96 

024.96 
10 96 
5.96 

.. 5 96 
5 95 

01 6.96 
02 596 

8.95 
10.95 
5.96 
7* 
4.96 

.... 5.95 
014.95 

. . . 4.96 
D2 6 25 

.... 5.15 
0 1 ( 2 5 

9 96 
— 7.96 
_ _ 825 

4 96 
02 5.96 
01 4j96 

5.15 
01 5.96 
.... 5.15 
02 6.46 

.... 5.95 

.... 6.45 

.... 6.45 
5J6 

.... 5.96 
011* 
04 696 
01 5.95 

5.96 

Gnat Wain ffiC M n« p* mm. Omm M 
E150 per Ikn. Fast SenKa. 

Sand SequsTO to MEUSAVt Dtft « , « Settwuad St fldtna. LnMaSVlVUI 
Piste urn) la I'M Wot we weasei xSrSr*) CK. KSJ. Atlfi St Amgs OimciXre 

Sptcruii «a *3«c STklt MKHUS1 to* Lejgue LM 

0 • +3 Disc 
Dt «• C9.S6 
02 • £8,75 
D3 ii £13.95 
04 £10.96 

GREAT GAMES! GREAT CHOICE! GREAT VALUE! 
from £it J SSBTOHIBIS 

We specialise in producing our own brand of QUALITY Strategy Games (or the FOOTBALL and CRICKET 
enthusiast. All E & J games are packed with a Superb range of GENUINE FEATURES and are designed with the 
emphasis on REALISM and GAMEPLAY to offer a REAL CHALLENGE to the Sports Strategy Player Each 
Game in the E 6 J COLLECTION is designed to simulate the COMPLETE Atmosphere, Tension and Excitement 
of a SPECIFIC competition This QUALITY and CHOICE is ottered at UNBEATABLE VALUE FOR MONEY' 

* * QUALITY GAMES * SUPERB VALUE * OVER 20,000 GAMES SOLD FAST SERVICE * 

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS THE INTERNATIONAL CHALLENGE OF THE EUROPEAN NATIONS 
CUP Genuine Nations Cup Format with lull Random Draw ot 32 Seeded Team* - Fix lure UM. Results 
and Leagur Tables ot ALL 8 Groups - Discipline b Medical Reports - Squad or 22 Players plus Other 
Player* available 17 Monih Itinerary o l Qualifying Group lAfTange Fnendltesl end Final* Pva many 
more Superb Faatulm and Options EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS Include* E b J'a MATCH PLAY 
SYS7FM an anagmaiive and e*citmg new style Ot match presentation which captures tfie ACTION 
DRAMA & TENSION o* International Football showing the movement and direction ot play with 
match highlight* including cornei*. hee kicks, penalties, goal kicks, headers, shot*, throw in's, long 
be* game, ihort passing, teem to* • tactic*, in match tubs and much much more. 

PREMIER II CAN YOU HANDLE ALL OF THIS' Play all teams Home b Away Unique b 
Comprehensive Tianstw Martet Fsature* Full Team f i Substitute Selection In-Match Substitutions 

Named b Recorded Goal Scorer* Match ir^u/wi Toam Morel* Transter Demand* Full Squad 
listing* of ALL team* showing detail* of AH Ptayon m the League Financial Problem* 7 Skill Level* 
Manager's Salary Continuing Seasons Offers to Manage Other Club* Ful League Table 
Attendances Season Ticket Sa in Sacking* Save Game Team Style* Bank Loam Match 

fteceots and SO MUCH MORE I 

EUROPEAN II THE MOST COMPLETE SIMULATION OF EUROPEAN CLUB FOOTBALL YOU CAN 
BUY Homv b Away Legs Full Penalty Shoot-Out (vwlh SUDOEN OEATH1 2 IN MATCH 
Substitute* A sowed • Away Goal* Count Double (if DRAWN11 fu l l Team b Substitute Selection 
Extra Time 7 SkJI Levels Daciplmary Table Save Game TEXT MATCH SIMULATION inckxkr^ 

Match Timer. Named b Recorded Goal Scorer*. C w w s , Free Kicks, Goal Tene*. Daalkmed Goat*. 
Sending Off. In|ury Time. Penalties. Bookings -Enter yout own PREMIERII Winning Teem and MUCH 
MORE I 

WORLD CHAMPIONS A COMPLETE WORLD CUP SIMUUTION Seleci Fnendloa Squad ot 2S 
PtayM - Ouakfylng Round 2 In Match Substitutes Ost ip l i iwy Table • Select Tour Opponents Save 
Game Change Player b Team Names • Quarter Fmai Group Player* gam experience as competition 
progresses 7 Skill Levels - Ema T r a • Penalty Shoot Out TEXT MATCH SIMULATION excluding 
Bcmi.ngt, Goal Times, Namsd b Recorded Goal Scorer*. Iryury Time, Corner* Frse Kicks. Match 
Clock. Penalties and MUCH MUCH MORE1 

CRICKET MASTER A SUPERB SIMULATION OF ONE DAY CHICKET Captures the DRAMA and 
ATMOSPHERE of the One Day Game Weamer, Wicket b Outlaid Condition* Batting b Bowling 
Tactics - Team Selection Fast. Sum b Medium Pace Bowlers - 4 Types ot Batsmen Select Field 
Layout 3 Skid Levels Wides Byes No Ban Run Outs - MnlWd Drouped Catche* Scoreboard 
Betting El Bowling Analysis Run Rate Run Single Opuon - 3 Game Speed* - STAR FEATURE 

b Comment! Complete Match Overview showing Ball by Ban Action maty and MANY MORE FEATURES 

TEST MASTER A CRICKET MASTERPIECE A COMPREHENSrVE SIMULATION OF A 5 OAY 
TEST MATCH Include* most of the Features of CRICKET MASTER and MATCH OVERVIEW plus 
Declarations Nightwatehmen Light Meter Ram Slops Play • Varyirvi Number ol Overs per Day 
Folow On • Save Game New Ball Bad Light InterluptkOns TEST MAST ER is a True representation 

of a Complete Test Match and offers the ULTIMATE CHALLENGE to All Cricket Enthusiast* 
a CRICKET MASTER 6 TEST MASTER prices Include a FREE pad of SCORESHEETS * 

Software Spectrum Commodore Amstrad 
ava4ab<lity Any 48 128K 6417BK CPC 

Tape D « * 3 Tape 5 K - Disc Tape 3* Disc 
EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS F7.96 11146 n/a n/a n/a A/a 
WORLD CHAMPIONS £6 95 £10 96 £7.95 £1045 £7 95 n i 9 6 
PREMIER H £695 £ 10 86 C7.95 £10.46 £7 96 £11 96 
EUROPEAN 11 £895 £10.96 £7.95 £1046 £7 85 £11.96 
CRICKET MASTER £7.96 £11.96 nit n/a £8 96 £1296 
TEST MASTER £>96 £12.96 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

FANTASTIC VALUE Special Discount ol E2 00 for every 
EXTRA game purchased <e.g. buy 2 Games deduct E2 00 

from TOTAL - buy 3 Game* deduct £4.00 from TOTAL 4 
Games £5 00 etc! 

ALL GAMES are ava*eb>s by MAIL ORDER tor iMMeCHATt despatch by 1st Class post and mclude Full Instiucttpns (OUTSIDE UK pies to add El 00 lor postage and send payment in Pounds 
Sterling onlyl PLEASE STATE WHICH MACHINE AND TAPE OR DISC Cheques or Postal Orders payable to E b J Software 

Send to Mb J torfWUU Room 3A, 37 Westmoor Road. ENFIELD. hUMesei EN3 7LE 
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We have a veritable hotbed of controversy this month with bruised 
morals and ethics being hurled all over the place. And so, without 
further ado, let the moaning commence . . . 

YOU'RE NEVER TOO OLD . . . 
Dear Lloyd 
It is only in recent months that 1 
have been taking CRASH 
magazine, having transferred my 
affections because a certain 
magazine gave me a naff cassette 
'free' and upped the price of the 
mag by 50%. I do like folk to be 
honest, having been bom 72 years 
ago and not yesterday. Anyway, 
they couldn't spell either. 

I feel t must congratulate you 
upon your answers to letters, 
showing courtesy and 
understanding, and making for 
interesting reading. 

Being of great age, lacking a 
right arm and possessing a duff 
right eye, I spend a great deal of 
time playing computer games -
mostly simulations - and where 
possible, with a joystick, as you 
will understand. I am not as bright 
as I might have once been, and am 
fortunate in having a 12-year-old 
pal who puts me right on most 
things. He possesses a 128 42 
Speccy. whereas I own a 48K 
Speccy, and my tastes in games 
do not always correspond with his. 

f bought a copy of Gunship and 
could only load up to V* of tape 
one. I found Microproseextremely 
helpful (as indeed, when problems 
have arisen, have all games tape 
manufacturers). However, after 
returning two copies with no joy, 
my fnend loaded it on his 128K 
machine. 

In spite of your reader Trevor 

Parrish's objections on political 
grounds, it is a very true-to-life 
simulation, and most enjoyable to 
play. 

PHM Pegasus is my most recent 
acquisition, and will not accept my 
Kempston Interface. It loads, but 
on pressing space to start the 
game, it crashes with regular 
monotony. So with one hand I sally 
forth to meet the foe on keyboard 
only. I don't think it could be my 
Speccy and in any case, 'er 
indoors is getting nasty about 
postage after said Gunship fiasco. 

Please tell me, what is this 16-bit 
business? I am confused. What 
relation is it to 128K? And how 
many bits is my 48K Speccy? Can 
one still buy a 48K speccy, or am I 
stupid as well as confused (you try 
to be perfect at 72). And why do 
folk rabbit on about Gunship being 
anti-this and that; so is Pegasus. 
But further back was, I think, 
Mission Over Moscow, and I don't 
remember Kruschev banging his 
shoe over that one. 

As you stated, it's only a game, 
thank God. I was bom during the 
Great War and fought in thelast 
one, and playing such games does 
less treading on toes than a lot of 
TV Programmes shown these 
days. Surprising isn't it: I have no 
complaints. I like C RASH and your 
reviews, both past and present. 
It's refreshing to note that no two 
folk think alike. 
Don Garment, Aylesbury, Bucks 

In answer to your queries, Mr 
Garment, the term ' 16-bit' refers 
to the architecture of the 
computer's internal processor. 
The Spectrum's 260 Central 
Processing Unit (CPU) is an eight-
bit chip, while the two most 
popular 16-bit machines, the 
Commodore Amiga and the Atari 
ST, both contain a Motorola60000 
CPU. As the ZX Spectrum's Z80 
CPU handles information in 
'bytes' made up of eight'bits', so 
the 68000 CPU can handle bytes 
made up of 16 bits. These 
powerful chips also run at a faster 
rate than most eight-bit chips; 
basically they can handle a lot 
more information in a much 
shorter time. 

There really isn't enough room 
here to go into detail. Take a look 
at the 16-bit special in next 
month's CRASH, which should 
help clarify things a little. 

It's interesting to rind that the 
majority of people who moan 
about the militaristic aspects of 
computer games have never seen 
active service themselves. 
Anyway, you can buy yourself -
and your 12-year-old friend -
some new software with this 
month s £30 software voucher. 

LM 

CRASH-DIVE? 
Dear Lloyd 
I had to wnte to express my 
concern on the current state of 
your bnltiant magazine . , . 

It all started with the December 
1987 issue. Then came the Xmas 
Special - that was bad. Come Feb, 
March, April and now May. What is 
going on? Things seem to be going 
downhill - I'm talking of content! 

Let me make this simpler-. I'll 
compare the Current (May 88) 
issue to the June 1987 issue. May 
88:100 pages. June 1987: 132 
pages. Around about the start of 
the' Summer slump* (OK the fact 
that this issue was one of the most 
controversial ever doesn't count! 
(Barbarian cover - Ed)) June 1987 
has some great features. 

A nice Roger Kean (RIP) 
editorial; Minson (RIP) is doing 
great; wonderful review section; 
THE FORUM of course; Mike 
Singleton spilling his beans(!) -
good interview; PLAYING TIPS -
as good as ever! ADVENTURE 
SUPPLEMENT: is small beautiful? 
The low down on old software 
companies - Good! TECHNICHE 
and TECH TIPS - Great; TAM ARA 
KNIGHT, plus the new Video 
reviews. To sum it up this issue is 
really good! 

Now May 1988! Steve Jamitt 

attempts to excite us all with the 
prospect of another cassette(!), 
but it's just these damn reviews! 
Something has seriously gone 
wrong: nobody in their right mind 
would give Tetris anything under 
90% - cue my buddy Ewan Dalton! 
(FORUM Issue 52 - Ed) Ewan and 
I have both agreed that losing 
'Skippy' Dunn was BAD NEWS. 

What other amazing Features 
do we have. The FORUM, 
PLAYING TIPS. The Candy 
CHALLENGE {?), Coin-Ops, 
TECHNICHE. FANZINE FILE, 
Compilations. And the Adventure 
Section is terrible with the 
departure of Derek Brewster. This 
Issue is. well. Crap. Not one 
decent feature. 

Oh yes, I can see you in your 
»- our on day". reply, 'A bad issue • 

Maybe you should take a close 
took at February. March and April, 
not to mention the Xmas Special: 
196 pages my REAR END! More 
like 96 excluding the CRASH 
History which was FREE!! 

I'm not denying that you lot still 
aren't the best. but give yourselves 
a shake. I just don't know what is 
happening; it may be the loss of 
good staff, I don't know - but you 
lot at Newsfield should! You need 
new features and better reviews. 
We don't want to know what's on 
the inlay card (that's one of the 
problems) we can go to Boots, 
John Menzies and so on, and read 
it ourselves. 

I will keep on reading CFtASH as 
It's THE BEST, but get out of this 
current phase! No wonder the 
ratings have dropped. You're all 
dressed up, everything going tor 
you, but no effort. 

I know this has been a long letter 
but I hope you print it. and in full, 
so that other readers can express 
their feelings. 
Hi, to Ewan, Mum, Dad, Mrs K. 

rs H. Mandy, Lynn and Elaine) 
Malcolm Power, Ayrshire 
K 

After considenng your views I have 
to say that many of your 
arguments are simply based on 
what you consider to be good or 
bad. You dismiss the May '86 
issue as having 'not one decent 
feature', even though many other 
people may ha ve derived pleasure 
from the new coin-op feature, or 
the feature on compilations, or the 
challenge, and so on. You also 
dismiss the playing tips special 
(nearly three times its normal size) 
with one deft move of your pen. 

I agree that the reviews and the 
ADVENTURE TRAIL have been 
lacking o f late, but both sections 
have improved tremendously over 
the last few months and are 
constantly being re-assessed and 
tweaked (watch out for an 
ADVENTURE TRAIL special next 
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month). 
We at CRASH have to try and 

cater for all manner of tastes: 
sometimes we succeed, 
sometimes we don't. One thing's 
tor sure: it's NEVER through lack 
of effort. 

LM 

DEUS EX 
MACHINA? 
Dear Uoyd 
The last couple of months have 
see quite a few letters bemoaning 
the lack of coverage for computers 
on television and in the press. It 
isn't that difficult to see w h y . . . 

When home computers first 
exploded onto the market back at 
the turn of the decade, we were in 
the middle of that phase when 
larger computers became the 
scourge of many a man. 
Computers were taking people's 
jobs. You could hardly expect Joe 
Public to enthuse over his son's 
pleas for a Spectrum when he has 
just lost his job to a plastic box-
cum-TV screen. 

Computers instantly picked up 
an image that had dogged arcades 
In the years before (and still does 
now). Dark, evil places where only 
those adept at using a flick-knife 
survive. Places full of introverted 
Space Invader addicts. 

It is surprising how that view 
remains apparent today; my mum 

still thinks that playing computer 
games leads you astray and turns 
you into a greasy, spotty teenager 
with glasses and an addiction to 
Space Invaders. She doesn't 
realise how much computers have 
progressed. She ought to be a 
Powerhouse programmer (less of 
that-Ed). 

At the moment if you tell anyone 
that you enjoy playing computer 
games they run a mile. If the 
industry is to get the coverage it 
deserves two things must happen: 
finally the software houses have to 
follow the TV appearance lead of 
Codem asters and Virgin and radio 
lead of Ocean, and get themselves 
noticed. Chanty releases always 
seem to hit a good note. 

Secondly, we, the games 

TAPE - TAPE UTILITY B I J J A f r t l H l f T J J 
Yes TUb will bach up most o< your TAPE baaed software, including most of the recent 
lerky toade'S and (hose programs with a counter - converts tor reliable loading Can 
measure speed ot taster loaders, manages 100% accuracy many blocks over 51k, 
etc, etc Unrivalled. On tape at £7.50. 

SPECTRUM TAPE TO DRIVE - TPS 
A complete software package (includes TUb) 10 transfer hundreds oi programs to 
your drive - manages some that hardware devices can not reach* Jerky and counter 
loaders managed eaS'ly, but program not for the rovice Only £12 f •CI on m/drive 
cart) INFORMATION BOOK covering over 400 transfers, including many lop 20 hits 

I counter 

£2.50 extra with TPS. 
M/DRIVE OWNERS - MICROMATE 

The only complete package for m/drive owners, and it pays tor iise"' These are just 
some of its features Format (up to approx ICMM. Clone, sector editor, reconditions 
cartridges, repairs and gives conditon ol files, boot program, multiple ERASE, 
rename, true CAT Cop>estapetodriv«(unsecufed).driv«todrive. dnvetotape it has 
so many features and is unique VOU MUST HAVE THIS PROGRAM IF VOU HAVE 
A M/DRIVE* £13.09 on m/dr ive cartr idge 

CODE COMPRESSOR, Z80 TOOLKIT 
Code compressor - compresses machine code - many uses, but 'deal with hardware 
devices thai don l compress code Only £4.50. 2«0 Toolkit - An superb assembler 
(lull screen editor), last disassemble, single step to see how nvc works, loader, 
hei/dec toggle tutorial - ideal tor A l l pan.cuiarly beginners - only C7.W. State 
TYPE of SPECTRUM • drive system when ordering. E g PLUS 3 or 120k with Opus 
d<$c drive M/dr ive cartr idges £1.75 each (min 4). 
ALL PROGRAMS CARRY OUR MONEYBACK GUARANTEE inoi updates - phone 
for prices of thesei An prices inclusive eicept add CI Europe. £2 others $A£ for lul' 

details Li MM 0£FT ca. 11 UHCONSF If to CtUM. WWTUYIAT Nt» (W W1 -»J*1S) 

playing put 
the old-fast 

EVERYONE 
LOVES A CLUB 
Dear Uoyd 
I am writing to let you and your 
readers know that an Insh 
computer users club exists for the 
Atari XL/XE/ST. Commodore 64/ 
128 and Sinclair computers. It 
meets twice each month, on the 
second and last Sundays of the 
month between 3pm and 6pm in 
the Powers Hotel, Kildare Street, 
Dublin. Tel: (01) 266326. 

I would like to compliment you 
on the excellent magazine which 
you publish as it has given myself 
and others much enjoyment 
through theyears since its release. 
Keep up the good work! 
Jason Elliott, Ballyfermot, 
Dublin 10 

Thanks. 
LM 

jblic, have to convince 
the old-fashioned among us that it 
is perfectly possible to enjoy 
computer games without turning 
into a freak. Games such as 
Zynaps, Driller and the Bard's Tale 
are all harmless, enjoyable fun. So 
let's make one thing perfectly 
clear COMPUTERS DON'T BYTE 
(sorry). 
Ian Kerr, Cheshire 

I think it should be some time 
before the majority of video 
arcades shake off their rather 
sordid image, but the bad press 
engendered by the earlier days of 
home computing does seem to 
have abated somewhat. 

Before totally acquitting our 
siliconplaymates, though, check 
out MONITOR this issue, and be 
prepared for some nasty 
shocks... 

LM 

THE ART OF 
NOISE 
Dear Uoyd 
I own a Spectrum +2, and like 
Robert Hanway (of issue 52) I find 
it frustrating that so few games are 
enhanced by the additional 
memory and improved sound of 
the 128K machine. Then, whilst 
playing Super Sprint, I had an idea 
for a new feature in CRASH. 
Perhaps all those super hackers 
who so regularly produce infinite 
lives etc. could produce pokes to 
be used by 128K users. For 
example on Super Sprint a loud 
engine noise would add to the 
atmosphere and enjoyment of the 
game. I would have thought that 
this would not be too difficult for 
those master hackers. 

So perhaps someone out of the 
many CRASH readers could help 
me and the rest of the 128K 
owners, by producing some short 
code to be printed in CRASH to 
somehow add to existing 48K 
games. 

Would this be too difficult? I 
would be interested to read your 
reply. 
Matthew Edwards, Barrow-On-
Trent, Derby 

My knowledge of the intricacies of 
machine code is akin to my 
familiarity with popular Norwegian 
restaurants. So, how about it 
hackers: can it be done? 

LM 

SEX AND 
DRUGS AND 
PLAY BY 
MAIL 

Joyc 
licku After flicking through the pages of 

your May issue trying to find a 
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freaky feature, I came across a 
play by mail ad by KJC Games 
featuring It's A Crime. I was 
shocked: the fact that this is a 
lantasy rather than reality does not 
make K potentially any less 
dangerous. The most dangerous 
aspect of this game is that to be 
successful, it is necessary to take 
drugs continuously and the 
description of this rule makes it 
appear not only acceptable but 
even a desirable condition to 
aspire to. I admit that in this case 
the situation was brought on by 
ourselves. 

I have checked the issue of 
CRASH currently on the shelves in 
which the ad appeared, and in 
every issue that I own, a full page 
complete with explicit picture 
makes it perfectly clear what is on 
offer "gang warfare' by a 'Drug-
crazed gang'. In this issue there is 
also an article on fantasy games 
featuring a picture of the It's A 
Crime rule booklet. Although the 
booklet does suggest that the 
game isn't suitable for young 
children this is not mentioned in 
either the advert or the article. 
Thus, as there is no age limitation 
and parental consent ts not 
required, there is nothing to stop 

1 child applying for this 'free' 
ffer and receiving this offensive 

material without parents' 
knowledge. I would like to see it 
made illegal for advertising 
promotions like these to offer such 
rubbish to children and would 
welcome any advice or help you 

any ( 
offer 

may be able to give. Also my 
comments also go to the Vixen ad. 
Do you know how many 
impressionable youths read your 
magazine? The illegal picture 
should offend every one of them 
and I think the picture should be 
banned and replaced by screen 
shots instead. Well, I am utterfy 
peeved and would be pleased if 
any action were made. 
Cho Hon Lee, Dewsbury 

Well, Cho Hon, I spoke to Kevin 
Cropper, head of KJC games and 
he assures me that the nefarious 
activities portrayed in It's A Crime 
are carried out in a humorous, 
comic-book style. He also 
suggested that the cost of 
successfully participating in the 
game (up to around £3 every ten 
days) is probably prohibitive to the 
age group in question. However, 
your comments have been noted 
and in our ever-present desire to 
please, KJC have agreed to sport 
a 'Not Suitable For Children' 
legend on their It's A Crime ad (I 
don't know where the fantasy 
games feature appears, though -
we didn't have one!). 

I hardly think the Vixen picture 
rates as being 'illegal', but the lack 
of respect with which women are 
portrayed in these ads is 
disconcerting. High street retailers 
Boots have already made a stand 
against such sexism, refusing to 
stock the game with the previous 
packaging. The latest copies of 
vixen to be found in Boots feature 

only a head-and-shoulders of Miss 
Russell on the front, and no free 
poster! 

Next month, the pros and cons 
of censorship are discussed at 
length m the first episode of a new 
feature called SPUT SCREEN -
watch out for it. 

LM 

THE HIGH 
COST OF 
DEFLATION 
Dear Uoyd 
I'm writing to you to say don't you 
think with all the old computer 
games (and some new) being 
reduced to £1.99 within a couple 
of years of being released that 
people will wait until this has 
happened before they buy them. 
When you have bought a game for 
£10 you feel pretty sore when it's 
reduced to couple of quid a year 
later. 

I also feel Elite is a major 
offender in this way. They bring out 

all their games together on a few 
cassettes within a few months of 
them being released. I don't think 
it's right that people should spend 
£50 on five or six tapes and find 
that: 
1 The games are all on one tape for 
a tenner or less and you've just 
wasted up to about £30-£5O. 

or. 
2 The game you bought is on a 
tape with loads of other games you 
wanted but you didn't know it was 
available. 

I think CRASH is iust as good as 
it's ever been if not better, keep up 
the good work. 
Thomas Grinyer, Camforth, 
Lanes LA6 1EY. 

Having been similarly 'burned'by 
the purchase of full-priced games 
only to find them a month or two 
later on a compilation tape or with 
a severely deflated price-tag. I 
wholeheartedly agree with your 
comments. I can only suggest that 
patience is a very valuable virtue: if 
you are content to wait six months 
to a year before buying the 'latest' 

S me. then you should be alright, 
herwise you pays your money 

and you fakes your choice... 
LM 

Thus ends another round of point and counter-point. The quality of y 
W f m ^ m increasing! 

flooding in 
FORUM, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE, SYS 1DB. You 

• P i of your 
communications is of an increasingly high standard these days. Keep it 
up - and keep the letters flooding in to: LLOYD MAN ORAM, CRASH 

never know, you could find yourself the lucky recipient of a £30 
software vouched 
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YOUR SEARCH FOR THE ULTIMATE 
Abead of sweat gently strokes your 

brow. Fingers tortured with anticipation. 
Eyes riveted to the screen. Nothing can 

stop you now. The record score is one 
carefully aimed F16 missile away. Ready. 
Aim. Fire! 

Oh no! missed. 
If you live and breathe Personal Computers 
there's one event that shouldn't be missed. 
Personal Computer World has always been 
the target for people wanting to see the very 
best in leisure computing. But this year 

we've set our sights on making it even bigger 
and even better. 
lo reflect this new direction, we've also 
retitled the event The Personal Computer 
Show' and moved it to Earls Court, London's 
premier exhibition centre. 
Inside the specially allocated Leisure Hall 
will be assembled all the leading companies 
from the U.K. and overseas. Showcasing the 
most dynamic and exciting games software 
on the market. 
There's simply no better way of getting your 

hands on the very latest technology. Feel free 
to try the games yourself or to see how the 
experts perform live on the gigantic Pepsi 
video wall at the National Computer Games 
Championship. 
There will also be daily Personal Computer 
Conferences covering topics from small 
business to music, to help you get more from 
your computer. To obtain more information 
about the conferences please call 
01-948 5166. 
So if you think you've given the current batch 

TAKI THE PEPSI CHALLENQE WITH ANC 

The Personal Computer Show is presented by Personal Computer World a V.N U 



[ IN ENTERTAINMENT...ENDS HERE 
of games your best shots, come to the 
Personal Computer Show and discover a new 
world of excitement. 
lo attend on the public days (either 16th, 
17th or 18th September) just complete and 
return the coupon with a cheque/postal order 
for £3.00. lo make a credit card booking, 
telephone the Keith Prowse Personal 
Computer Show ticket office on 
01-7419999. 

Post 16: The Keith Prowse Personal Computer Show. 
1 Ticket Office, PO Box 2. London W6 OLQ. le i 01-7419999 
1 Please send me my ticket(s) to the Personal Computer Show 
| No of Tickets 

| Name 

THE " 
PERSONAL 
COMPUTER 

SHOW Address 

THE " 
PERSONAL 
COMPUTER 

SHOW 
EARLS COURT LONDON 

miw*Mo if n MOM cwmntn I*H»IO 
I I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER FOR £ (£3.oo per ticket) 

EARLS COURT LONDON 
miw*Mo if n MOM cwmntn I*H»IO 

1 

IMn iri will n« be tMM on the Uft «nd lit* Stp(«i>D« «ttnw itfi m acta««hr to faifc tad 
Business visitors. 
una* III Win not t* ilkmd miht twyiwsi full 

I BuSlflt! 
Under I 

The Keith Prows* Personal Computer Show Ticket Office PO Box 2 London W6 O L Q M 01-7419999 

AT THE PERSONAL COMPUTER SHOW 

y, publication. Organisers: Montbuitd Ltd., 11 Manchester Square, London W1M 5AB. 



THE FOLLOW UP TO FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 

INTERNATIONAL 
SOCCER STRATEGY 

iJAT IT'S VERY BEST 

flk» Gl/um tmmt* Mftwn 
From the Designer of 'The Double' c o m e s . . . 

TRACK SUIT MANAGER 
The first ever football game with real match tactics. 

FIVE MINUTES REMAINING and iho score ts 1-1. You must win against Italy to 
quality for the NATIONS CUP FINALS when Robson intercepts a long pass and 
slowly moves forward - AUobelli challenges but Robson rides the tackle and 
sends a long through ball to Barnes._ 'Offside" shouts Caprini. "Play on" signals 
the rel Linoker races towards the near post, Hatciey moves back for the high 
cross... Barnes Shoots .. 

YES AT LAST THE BIG ONE 
A management game with so much more. 

* M Computer managed Countries * 54 Squads of Computer controlled Players 
* Build your own 'squad' from 100 Individually talented Players * Select own 
Country * World Cup & Nations Cup • Qualifying group matches loll countries! 
and the Finals * Monthly Diary * Most advanced Scout reports EVER « 
Fnendlies & Tours • Climatiietion * Visit other Internationals * Real Newspaper 
Headlines * Public Opinions * 

AND THERE'S MORE . . . 
Sophisticated Match Play with ... Adjustable Team Formations * Free Kicks * 
Throw In's * Offside's * Individual Player Abilities * Goal Kicks * Corners * 
Penalties * Tackles * Fouls * Select Ptayei for Set Pieces' * Ind ies * Booking's 
* Sending Otf's * Suspensions * Substitutes * Heading * Genuine Penalty 
Shoot Out m Quarter. Semi & Final Matches * Extra Time * 

AND MORE 
Individual Player & Team {Defence. MidfMd Attack) tactics .. Defensive * 
Attacking * Normal * Quick Counter Attacks * Zonal Marking • Man to Man 
Marking * Offside Trap * Sweeper System * Possession Football * Long ball 
Passing * OneTwo Short Passing * Aggressive Tackling * Take Corners. Free 
Kicks etc * Stay back * Play Upfieid * Avoid Heavy Tackles • AND MORE' * 

GOLIATH GAMES isa 'NEW' Software House specialising 
in... ADVANCED... INVOLVED... ORIGINAL SOFTWARE. 

ORDER NOW... £9 .95 Including V AT Plus 50p post & packing 

PLEASE SEND CHEQUES/PO TO 

46 LOCKING ROAD 
WESTON SUPER MARE 
AVON BS?3 3DN 
0934 22538 T/u GJAMTS Mtnftt 

COMMODORE 64, SPECTRUM 

DISC OR TAPE £19.99 
CURRENTLY ONLY AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER 

F E A T U R E S I N C L U D E 
TRANSFER UOuCSTS 
I J POINTS FOR A WiN 
WE ALL CO» ROJrf* 
KOftHAOuei 
cue f-XTLBC UST 
] SCOUTS (EXTMrntt 
7 VOUTH PLATERS 
CONTRACT LENOTH 
WAGES P W 
sxaiMioNfir* 
CHANGE CLLI» 
Pl>VERS AGES 

• oCMLSConcns i IEACM 
CHAHOE W W I'M 
t XHTAN 0» F t w 

• B O N U S PAV 
• IHIUAANCf ' FOOMATXX 

ewPSTANOS 
ALTER T l C K C T P O C E S 

ATTENQMCE TEAM H«1I 
LOAN FLA VERS 
MIHSFTN U»T • 
cujetomnv 
P0UCC»L1S 
OFFLLCTOM 

• TAX Bf Wt 
SEE ALL HXM CVS 

• WSTCOVPAOC 
fit AAV SANK 
TIUIMOHkl 
SACK PLATERS 
SEE POSTPONEMENTS 
MANAQfflOFTME MXTM 
POOLS "ANEL 
VAT RETURNS 
VOTE OF COW CENCt 

twr RffTIAEVCNT 
FOUR LEAGUES 
K r r a m s c a c j i 
a GAME S E A S O N 
HOME A AWAY 
FA i LEAGUE C U P S 
nr. PLAT J ; ruunx s 
EunonANCUP 
u E r a c u p 

CUP WINNERS CLP 
} LEGS' PENALTIES 
AGHEOCWTE'PLATERS 
MORAL'»«JLL 
rcuJPOtmoH 
SCORED CONCEDED 
PUVCOJ COACH 
PHVSIO r J LEVELS 
fKTLKWUST 
PWLDFA PTS 

• EXIftA TRAINING 
SUBSTITUTIONS 
HNOmaOFFS 
UOWEEKOAMES 
FREE truWUH 
SELL* «UY SHARES 
RETIREMENTS 
INTEIMAnOMALS 
EURO TOURS 
MANAGE PRATING 

• PWTTER OPTION 
• nc SERVES 
pftoucmoN 
MLCOArON 
WEE1LVNEWS 
nomowtNO MORTGAGE 
SAVE O A K 

INTEREST 1 TAX 

SPONSOR t SACKINGS 
FULL RESULTS 
SEASON TICKETS 
TV CAACRAS 
CROWD VIOLENCE 
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INTERNATIONAL MANAGER (=3 
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RECORDS FILE • 
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£9.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£3.99 

SPECTRUM 48KCD SPECTRUM 128K O COMMODORE 64 S 
AMSTRAP CPC 464 A AMSTRAD CPC 6128 V 

PLAYING TIPS FOR ALL OUR GAMES £1.00 
Cheque/P.O. made out to D & H Games plus a large S.A.E. with 25p stamp 
attached. Please state clearly which game or games you require & for 
which computer. Also write your name & address on the reverse side of 
any cheques. Overseas orders please Include £1.50 Postage & Packaging. 

GAMES 

DEPTCR, 19 Melne Road, 
Stevenage, Herts SG2 8LL 
ENGLAND 
E3 <0 l (0438) 728042 



Happy birthday to me, Happy Birthday to me. Yes, you've 
guessed it's my birthday (on the 9th of July). I'll be 16 then, 
and just to celebrate I asked 'The Managment* if I could 
have one of those little birthday tune thingies on the first 
page of the tips, tt would be nice to open up CRASH at 
your favourite section and hear a microchip celebrating 
my birth wouldn't It? No? Oh well! This is also a special 
month for Victor Lesk because he wins the competition to 
map Gremlin's Northstar. As well as this brilliant map 
there's also a solution to the mysterious 18th sector of 
Driller and, of course, the one you all love, Cheat Mode 
Motel. So don't delay, read those tips today! 

HIT THAT TARGET 

The Car Park 

Jump-kick the guy on the bike and 
all the baddies once, then punch 
them while they're on the floor. As 
soon as a man with a weapon 
arrives on the scene, jump-kick at 
him and then pick up his weapon. 
A weapon gives more points when 
used than unarmed combat. 

The Seedy Street 

Right, for all you Target 
Renegade fans out there (and 
there are enough of you!), here's 
hard man Graeme Howard of Cal-
dlcot with a few tips and a cheat 

to toughen up your street 
fighting skills. He will soon be 
receiving a voucher for £30 to 
buy himself some new knuckle 
dusters! 

The ladies of the night will follow 
you so wait with the woman to your 
left until the man with the gun 
shoots, killing the woman instead 
of you. When the man has run out 
of bullets you can kill the ladies, 
then the man - he is harmless with-
out ammunition. 

City Park 

Go right as quickly as possible, 
since there is an axe lying on the 
ground there. Use the axe to sim-
ply hack your way through all the 
baddies. Keep walking until you 
reach the exit. 

Here, the game gets harder. The 
• Beastie Boys* duck when a jump-
kick is made so to kill these you 
have to jump-kick over the top of 
them and then use back-kick twice 
to put them on the floor. While 
they're down, punch them. Use 
the techniques used in the car park 
to defeat the other baddies. 

The Sleazy Bar 

The bodyguards hug and head-
butt you if you don't use the' Beas-
tie Boys' technique quickly. They 
are hard guys but can be punched 
while they're on the floor after just 
one hit. When the bodyguard with 
the snooker cue enters, knock him 
to the floor and quickly pick up his 
cue since it makes defeating bad-
dies easier. Try to take the snooker 
cue to meet the boss. 

The Boss 

Surprisingly, this is one of the 
easiest parts of the game! AJI you 
have to do is to collect the cue 
from the bottom left side of the 
screen (if you don't already have it) 
and wait in front of the boss. When 
he comes close hit him twice with 
the cue and he will fall to the 
ground. Repeat this four times and 
he dies. Matt can now rest in 
peace. 

Cheat for Infinite Lives 

Firstly play the game until a hig 
score is achieved. Once on tf 
high score table press 'CAPS 
SHIFT' and '0' at the same time 
until about two to three lines are 
filled up with the symbol C/S. Now 
press 'ENTER'. The screen goes 
jumbled and look like a crash. Play 
on through the game and after a 
short time the screen returns to 
normal, but you have infinite lives. 

i p T F T E A T ] 

I n n n ^ n 

\ 
i p T F T E A T ] 

I n n n ^ n 
Phew! This African summer that we're supposed to be having 
isn't half having an effect on the guests in Cheat Mode. All they 
seem to do is ask for more cool drinks and the fan to be turned 

I I up. 1 think I'd like to stick to the usual Ludlow summer: rain and 

\mm p p i j 
1 1 high winds! Anyway, enough of my problems, here are this 
1 1 months offerings: 

STAR WARS 

When entering the trench, press 
SPACE. S, D. F and G simultane-
ously and the border will Hash 
green. You can now move out of 
the trench without getting hit 
Wait just below the trench and 
(hen press SPACE. Y, U. I and O 
simultaneously and the border 
will flash magenta. This turns ott 
the cheat mode, so don't enter it 
again until you see the words 
EXHAUST PORT, then quickly 
move back into the trench and 
shoot ihe hole. Using this 
method you should be able to 

complete the trench every time, 
(occupants The Industrious 
Hackers) 

BUGGY BOY 

If you come near to the end of a 
stage but the timer says 0. don'1 
drop the joystick and sit back, 
keep pressing up and if you're 
going fast enough you should 
cruise over the line and continue 
I! also helps to gives you that last 
spurt of acceleration if you go 
over any logs that arc handy 
(occupant: Lisa Martin) 

SABOTEUR 2 

On any level, go to the bottom 
floor of the armoury, kill the 
guard with a wrench, then go and 
stand by the nearest box.' Press 
DOWN and you'll go down a 
concealed ladder' Once down it 
you'll be in a secret chamber. Go 
to the chest you'll find there and 
then you'll find you're immune to 
injury' 
(occupant Lee Turnock) 

AUF WIEDERSEHEN MONTY 
Here's a cheat to get infinite lives 
and immunity 1o monsters The 

trick ts in the loading type LOAD 
" " as normal, but after it type 
REM MONTY, so the screen now 
says LOAD " " REM MONTY. 
Enter it and play the tape Once 
loaded, pick up the item on the 
left and enjoy being an immune 
mole1 

(occupant: Lee Turnock) 

VIXEN 

Just wait around and let your 
time run out. The clock will reset 
to 255 for a huqp bonus 
(occupant: Jeff Crouchi 

I 
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Shoot for 

Shooi for n i t i weapon I 
First It HUlrfM cleel 
Second It up cteeI 
Third 1* nan boeb 
Shoo I for otrtea. 

Objects Is solid black ere la 
i)Mt ear ana BUS I be Jueped over, 
rutfornt eltk thick black lines 
on top ere capable of belnt stood 
on. Line drneiafs tie set filled 
In) are in the background. 
TIP!The nonline creatures oo 
levels 4 and up alia off oirtee 
•hen shot. Use Ikean if Ion on 
osrce" a* the above spheres are 
alaost all bonuses In Ister 
orroans. 

Yes, the time has arrived to 
tell you atl who has won the 
Northstar map competition in 
Issue 50. It is (fanfare please!) 
Christopher Btythe of Penn. 
Well this map Just took the 
art department by storm, H 

was alt in black and white and 
excellently drawn. Well done 

Chris, there's £50 worth of 
software and a brand new 

telescope on i f s way to you. 





LOADSATIPS! 
. TKiet im* Will Downing 

that 

get you nearthe 100% mark. 

Will tips for Incentive's brilliant 
Driller ever stop flowing In? 1 

Nowi^have SS 
5 5 * 0 * to the mysterious 
TSh sector of the game. Just 

i r . : . 

M 

follow at. the tips given inlssue 
50 then carry on with these . . • 

* To turn off the tor^JJl j j 
Ochre destroy the cuoe in 
Graphite and platform ms.de 
Malachite's floater 
^ Hit switch in Basalts secrei 
nassage. and to drill it. approach 
S a n angle from the rea r . 
^A f te r drilling 17 sectors ^ J 7 
in Obsidian will change into a 

T u ^ t r i a n g l e and block m 
G M r t t S u i r sights to hitl rear 
2 3 K switch willappear sohrtit 
* To enter Trachyte go to Obs. 
dian. 

til : i i t H y l • ' . 

C U D D L Y C A I R N P O I t t 
mon<h. Y . » t h r t ' s n S h t , C « f n p ^ e i O l L delight. * * * 

s H S I S » S SSUSS& - « - - «dwn 1 
woricl 

TOP GUN 

30 

40 

CLEAR 65533: LETT=0 
PRINT AT 10,4;" POKES BY 
CAIRNPOKE (C)1987": FOR 
F=23296 TO 23425 
READ A: POKE F,A: LETT=T+(F-
23296)*A: NEXT F 
IF T o 292366 THEN PRINT 
"ERROR IN DATA, CHUM!": STOP 

50 RANDOMIZE USR 23296 
60 DATA 221, 33, 203, 92,17 
70 DATA 234, 6, 62, 255, 55 
80 DATA 205, 86, 5, 48, 241 
90 DATA 62, 224, 50, 8, 95 
100 DATA 49, 252, 255, 14,112 
110 DATA 33, 8, 98. 229,33 
120 DATA 252, 94,17, 192, 99 
130 DATA 217,1,224, 184,217 
140 DATA 118,201, 33,145, 252 
150 DATA 1,76, 0, 17,145 
160 DATA 64,122, 237,176, 50 
170 DATA 182, 64, 50,170,64 
180 DATA 50,174, 64, 50, 202 
190 DATA 64, 62, 201,18, 62 
200 DATA 252, 50,110, 252, 62 
210 DATA 145, 50,113, 252, 62 
220 DATA 17, 78, 252,1,8 
230 DATA 0, 237,176, 33, 78 
240 DATA 252, 34. 66, 255, 195 
250 DATA 243, 254, 175, 5, 50, 92 
260 DATA 103,195, 168, 97, 128 
270 DATA 223,161, 209, 177,144 
280 DATA 141,139,151, 205,198 
290 DATA 199, 200,195, 163. 255 

SECTOR 
ALABASTER 
AMETHYST 1 
AQUAMARINE 
BASALT 
BERYL2 
DIAMOND 3 
EMERALD 
GRAPHITE 
LAPIS LAZUU 
MALACHITE 
NICCOLITE 
OBSIDIAN 
OCHRE 
OPAL 
QUARTZ 
RUBY 4 
TOPAZ 
TRACHYTES 

X 

3741 
6038 
5124 
1383 
7146 
4120 
4543 
1126 
1789 
5895 
0512 
7063 
2075 
7423 
2786 
3752 
2299 

Y 
DIRECTION 

4192 E 
6059 NE 
290 S 
1196 N 
4144 NW 
2724 N 
4128 W 
6740 S 
3654 NE 
5785 S 
1698 N 
6788 W 
6810 W 
7741 E 
1799 W 
2506 
0513 

E 
E 

SOFT AND CUDDLY 

• i 

• i 

• i 

10 CLEAR 65530 
20 PRINT AT 10,3;" POKES BY 

CAIRNPOKE (C)1988": LET 
CAIRN POK=0 

30 FOR C=65450 TO 65472 
40 READ A: POKE C,A: LET 

CAIRNPOK=CAIRNPOK+(C-
65440)*A: NEXT C 

50 IF CAIRNPOK < > A THEN PRINT 
"ERROR IN DATA. CHUM!": STOP 

60 MERGE"": RANDOMIZE USR 65450 
70 DATA 221, 33. 0, 64,17 
80 DATA 120, 191, 62, 255, 55 
90 DATA 205, 86, 5, 48, 241 
100 DATA 175, 50. 184,235. 50 
110 DATA 145, 236, 207 

EX0L0N (AGAIN!) 

> '10 
' 120 
n 
i 

>t 

'•30 

! 40 

150 
! 60 

• l 
• ! 7 0 
180 

90 

100 
110 

120 

CLEAR 24999 
PRINT AT 10,4;"POKE BY 
CAIRNPOKE (C)1987": LOAD 
""CODE 
PAUSE 250: REM VERY IMPOR-
TANT!! 
FOR C=23296 TO 23311: READ A: 
POKE C,A: NEXT C 
RANDOMIZE USR 23296 
DATA 221, 33, 0. 128, 17, 0,16, 62 
DATA 255, 55,205. 86, 5,195, 0.128 
PAUSE 250: REM VERY IMPOR-
TANT!! 
FOR C=23296 TO 23316: READ A: 
POKE C.A: NEXT C 
RANDOMIZE USR 23296 
DATA 221, 33, 96, 109,17, 160,146, 
62, 255, 55 
DATA 205. 86, 5, 62, 0, 50. 29. 157, 
195, 96. 109 



ard by Minding 
i f fmg'Jt lo i i! vcurfl.i f WSd addttssl 

to OS V/lfh a VIL'W to pUWtCillHirt 

Manoeuvre your lone 
battlecar Marauder through \ 
spinning, eye-pods, bouncing bombs 
and electro-hoverers. Marauders massive 
laser cannon crash-firing all defences to 
oblivion. As Captain C.T Cobra you are 
determined to retrieve the jewefs from eternity! 
remorseless grip. 

Another s tunning shoot-em-up t 
f rom Hewson! 

SPECTRUM 
CASSETTE £7 99 
+3 DISC £12.99 

COMMODORE 
CASSETTE £9.99 
DISC £14 99 

AMSTRAD 
CASSETTE £9 99 
DISC £14 99 



I've got a slightly shorter Flashback for you this month. All that 
flashing must have started going to your head and not to your 
POKEIng fingers! These offerings are from a Joyful person 
called Joy Cooper, and she comes from Lisnagry in Ireland. 

ALCHEMIST 

MERGE the BASIC loader and just before the PRINT USR statement 
t y p e . . . 

POKE 47599,201 for infinite energy 
POKE 47544.201 for infinite stamina 

ROCKY HORROR SHOW 

It's funny isn't it? 'What', I hear you all cry. Well, I ran a competition 
to produce some POKEs for Dan DareIIand I don't receive anything. 
Then, after the end date for the comp, I suddenly get two together! 
What a funny world we live in. 

Anyway, nobody wins that Dan Dare book, so I think I'll give it to 
a good charity like the Paul Sumnar Appreciation Fund. God knows 
they need donations for their one and only member. Dominic Handy* 
Sony Paul, now you know! Mr Jon North of speedlock hack fame 
sent in the first routine, so here it is . . . 

10 CLEAR 65000 
20 LOAD " " C O D E 
30 POKE 63310,205: POKE 65311,211: 

POKE 65312, 255 
40 FOR A=65491 TO 65498: READ B: 

POKE A.B: NEXT A 
50 RANDOMIZE USR 65281 
60 DATA 62, 0,50,181,190 
70 DATA 195,190,131 

MIGHT COME IN HANDY? 

Here's a little routine for all you owners of DISCiple and Plus D 
double density disk interfaces. It allows you to enter the Multiface 
POKEs printed in CRASH. It's from P Lockwood of Burgess Hill 
and P says that it would be quite easy to covert for a single density 
drive. Just follow P's instructions . . . 

First, you must make a copy of the game to be altered on a com-
pletely blank disk. Then load the routine into basic and enter the 
address to change and it's new value. Press a key and the change 
will be made. You will then be given the chance to alter any other 
addresses before the game autoloads. 

Here is the rout ine. . . 

• 10 
• 
• 20 
• 30 
• 40 
• 50 
• 60 
• 
• 
• 70 
• 
• 80 
• 
• • 90 

POKE 23658, 255: CLS: INPUT 
"ENTER ADDRESS TO CHANGE:";A 
LET B=INT(A/5100) 
LET C=INT((A-B*5100/510) 
LET D= 16384+A-B"5100-C*510-64 
LET B=B+1 : LET C=C-1 
INPUT "ENTER NEW VALUE:";E: 
PRINT "INSERT DISK TO BE 
ALTERED": PAUSE 0 
CLS: LOAD 1.B.C,16384: POKE D,E: 
SAVE 1,B,C,16384 
INPUT "MORE CHANGES?: ";A£: IF 
A£(1)="Y" THEN RUN 
LOAD P1 

REM DARE DARE 2 BY JON NORTH 
CLEAR: LET T=0 
FOR F=23296 TO 23485 
READ A: POKE F.A 
LET T=T+(F-23286)*A: NEXT F 
IF T o 1927647 THEN STOP 
POKE 23446, 207: REM CRUNCH 
POKE 23450, 212: REM LIVES 

0 POKE 23453,237: REM TIME 
00 RANDOMIZE USR 23296 
10 DATA 221. 33, 203,92,17 
20 DATA 199, 2, 62, 255, 55 
30 DATA 205, 86, 5,48, 241 
40DATA 33,50, 94,52,35 
50 DATA 53, 205,6, 93,33 
60DATA33.91.34.31.209 
70 DATA 195, 238, 208, 221, 33 
80 DATA 161, 91, 33.131,241 
90 DATA 6, 6,197.221,78 
00 DATA 0, 221,35,6,0 

210 DATA 197,229.17. 20.89 
220 DATA 237.176, 235. 54,201 
230 DATA 205, 20, 89, 225,193 
240 DATA 9,193.16. 229,33 
250DATA 178. 254, 17, 255. 255 
260 DATA 1, 243, 4, 237,184 
270 DATA 175, 50,111.255, 50 
280 DATA 254,254, 33. 176. 91 
290 DATA 17,116.255,1,16 
300 DATA 0.237.176, 33.107 
310DATA 91, 34.17, 255,195 
320 DATA 244, 254, 205,110. 254 
330 DATA 33,110,254, 17,111 
340 DATA 254,1,115, 0,112 
350 DATA 237.176. 235, 54.195 
360 DATA 35, 54,132, 35, 54 
370 DATA 91, 201, 62,64. 50 
380DATA 128.64. 33. 146. 91 
390 DATA 34.163, 64,195,110 
400DATA 64, 62, 201, 50, 58 
410 DATA 0,175.50,118,0 
420 DATA 50, 5.0,195, 64 
430 DATA 202,17.24, 14,14 
440 DATA 25. 21,1.96, 54 
450 DATA 82,50,17,14,12 
460 DATA 24. 97, 255, 51,16 
470DATA 110, 64,119.0, 16 
480 DATA 39. 255, 31,0, 16 

4 



HOWDON HACKERS 
HOARD 
All those Howdon Hackers seem to do is POKE, POKE, POKE. It must 
begin to hurt after a while! This month they've sent in enough listings 
to stretch from one side of the office to the other, the best of which 
a r e . . . 

COMBAT SCHOOL 
(48K) 

— 

v , ; • m • • • 

J L . • ; 1 

. * • 

i - , o o 6 ; ; / o o 

i 
X S I m a l ^ a v s q u a u f v 

THE, STOP 

- 40 D M A 2 1 7 6 . 6 . 2 ^ 3 2 3 7 . , 1 5 

U o DATA £ ? 160 DATA 1 2 4 . 1 ^ 1 4 i 3 ' , 

180 0 A T A 2 3 7 . " 6 . M . « 4 9 

i 200 DATA 2 3 2 . " 3 150,34 

210 ^ 2 3 7 . 1 7 6 , 3 3 ^ 
22° , 8 254 175.50.64,255 
230 0ATA28.254. 2 1 7 i 2 5 4 

i 540 D A T A 3 3 . " . ' - ' ' , 7 B 2 0 1 
•« ffi D A T A I g ^ i S S & J M > 2 6 0 DATA I95 .23b . i g 

270 DATA92.237.86 £ , ( 

2S0 D A T A 2 1 7 . 4 9 . 2 5 ^ 290 DATA 212 , 

i 1 

4 0 0 O A T A 3 6 0 1 8 ^ q 2 i i 2 2 4 
i 410 DATA 197.2^. Q 

4 2 0 ^ f o b 150 127.72.72 
{ • \ 430 DATA 10Q.«W' 

SUPER STUNTMAN 

$s S f e r 
I OU LET T=0 

' ! 90° ^ " 

' -STOP 

T40DATA50 iVi fA t 0 ' 1 7 3 ' 9 9 

MESSAGES ALL 
ROUND IN 
DOWN TO EARTH 
Over a year ago. Darren Sytord wrote a game « 
(released by Firebird, II earned 47% Overall). U 
played (and hacked] it. he included some messages that t 
on the loading screen, but unfortunately they're destroyed i 
game is run. 

Never fear - the programmer's sent in a never-befc 
POKE routine to enable the messages to be seen by aM. All you I., 
to do is use Jon North's Firebird hacker published in Issue 47 and i 
the following lines: 

3 - R g j . ^ e y F 0 R 

iSSSS®!?'* 

I must just say sorry to Chns and Philip Wood who did that totally 
screen-dumped map of Scumbal for the TIPS SPECIAL. In all the 
chaos their names got missed off the map, so here they are now. 
Well done lads and I'm sorry you missed 'Neighbours' to put the 
map together! 

Well it's time to say goodbye again (sob!) but I'M be back before 
you know it with another bulging PLAYING TIPS lor you to ponder 
over. Sorry if you didn't get your name in print this month bul try 
again next month - y o u may be lucky. Send in all your POKEs, tips 
and cartography to the usual address ot; NICK'ROBERTS" PLAY-
ING TIPS,CRASH,POBOX10,LUDLOW.SHROPSHIRESY8 'DB 
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WIN TWO TICKETS 

ALL STRIPS AND SIGNED FOOTBALLS ALSO 
Now the season's over, is the lack 
of football in your life making you 
as sick as a parrot? If so. here's a 
competition which you'll be over 

the moon about. Bnan. Them boys 
at Goliath Games have done great, 
and have had tactical discussions 
with CRASH to bring you a com-
petition to tie in with the forthcom-
ing release of their game Track 

Suit Manager. This, we are 
assured, is not a simulation of run-

ning a leisurewear shop, but a 
game which allows the player to 

plan the strategy of a football team 
his way, with a view to winning 

trophies and all those other shiny 
Objects which give footballers 

something to live for apart from 
thetr hairdressing appointments. 

So what fun-rilled footballing 
tings are to be had by the lucky 

winners of this competition? 
Goliath are giving the terribly lucky 

first prize winner nothing less 
than a pair of tickets to the next 
England international match at 

Wembley Stadium. Three almost 
as-lucky second prize winners 
can practise bail-play and even 

look like their footballing idol with 
the football strip of their choice. 

Failing that, you could still be 
amongst the ten runners-up who 

are in line for a football autog-
raphed by their favourite team. 
What you have to do to win one 

of the above prizes is so simple 
even a . . . ah . . . even a person 
who isn'tall that clever could do it. 
First of all, scrutinise the brace of 

footballing pics on this page. 
Pretty similar, huh? Well, not quite, 
because in copying from picture A 
to picture B, our skilled artists have 
deviously incorporated ten delib-
erate mistakes. Find and list all ten 
mistakes and you'll be half-way on 

the road to Wembley. 
In case of a tie-break situation, 

there's one more thing you have to 
do. Imagine Goliath Games and 
CRASH, two giants of the com-
puter industry, were planning to 

form a world-beating football 
learn. We want you to put your 

thinking caps on, chew your pencil 
a bit, and think of a suitably apt or 
amusing name for our megateam. 

When you've spotted all the dif-
ferences and thought of a team 
name, write everything on the 

back of a postcard and send your 
entry not to CRASH, bul to; 

CRASH FAB FOOTY COM P. 
GOLIATH GAMES, 

46 LOCKING ROAD, 
WESTON-SUPER-MARE, 

A VON, BS23 3DN 

All entnes have to be there by 
August 2. 
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Stardate: 2 May 1988 
All the inittal discussions about the project (a 
name won't be thought up for another month) 
hazv been made. The contracts have been signed 
-I'm now on my own. Even after three years of 
programming games I still get stage fright at the 
outset of a new project. 

I set about preparing fresh disks for the vartotis 
micros that are to be used; as usual there are no 
spare ST disks about I don my phantom disk 
stealer guise and visit a programmer friend of mine 
- ha, ha, ha!) 

Stardate: 3 May 1988 

After every procrastination tactic I can think of, 
I sit down with a huge wad of paper and size up 

the minimum teekmcal specification 'supplied by 
Htwsan) that the program must adhere to: 

' Two directional, full colourr horizontal 
scrolling at 25 frames a second, with constant 
music sound ttack, '* 

Blimey! Why didn't they ask me to do 
something easy like walk on water? 

As with any reasonably sized programming 
task, I always set about writing doiffi i« plain 
English exactly what the program is tp do. I find 
this makes the actual coding a lot easier. I never 
bother with silly old flow charts - all they do is 
remind meof'O' level computer studies. 

The most nme-cntical part of scrolling on the t 
Spectrum is the actual priming up of the moviiig 
background The next few days will be spent 
developing and speeding up this piece of code to 
ensure that the final program really will be as fast 
as possible. 

• Jubilation as Raf finally gets one of Nick Roberts'pokes to work! 

Stardate: 6 May 1988 
It's show time folks! with bated breath f set up the 
Spectrum ready to receive the progrtiiht. Hcy-
pres to.' a number ofblackblobf are printed on the 
screen. Overwhelmed by ecstatic joy / leap about 
the household ttfWtg to corwinfe sceptical friends 
that what I've done really is an achievement. 
Needless to say, any defttsi&s I,had of myself 
actually being 4 good programmer are soon 
dispelled with cnes of: 
. 'Well that doesn't look very impressive for 
three days' work does 1'//.' (ignorant mtxons). 

* 

Stardate: 8 May 1988 
• 

After the 'black blobs' episode, I decide that a 
few temporary graphics, arranged in a temporary 
gar0 map will do more justice to the scrolling. 
Unfortunately the incorporation of the temporary 
graphics has also highlighted a few bugs that 
slipped through.MMckily they're only minor 
problems. 

Stardate: 10 May 1988 
This has absolutely nothing to do with the program 
but here goes. I'm 21 today and not only thai, I've 
also managed to pass my driving test. Andrew 
Hewson promises to buy my Eerran Testarossa as 
a ' coming of age' present. (This« of course totally 
untrue but one lives in hope). 

Stardate: 11 May 1988 
# 

At last the scrolling looks like meeting Hewson't 
rigorous standards. Everything moves about the 
screen quickly and smoothly and I am (at last) 
encouraged by the positive reaction of fellow 
programmers. All thai needs lo be done to the 
scrolling now is add the colour. 

Andrew Hewson contacts me with his splendid 
car phone that sounds like there's a vacuum 
cleaner constantly droning in the background. The 
reason for this honour is to arrange a meeting 
where we can discuss the latest developments in 
the program. 



• This is the 
delectable Suryani 
-Raffaele's 
girlfriend model 
-need we say 
more? (All letters 
from The Bug, 
please send 
addressed to 
Andrew 
Hewson . . . ) 

FT > v 

Stardate: 13 Ma>^1988 
Yet anther phone call from Andrew (will litis 
tier end?). He proposes [he development of a 
Cybefnoid II project, the idea being to extend, 
the original Cybi 'rnoid concept ei'en further 
V- ttk new gameplay^ graphics and sound. Good 
idea meihinks, my only reservation being where 
am I going lb find the it de (1 do actually lead a 
life outside of,programming games you know!), 
Andrew reassures me thai I am in fact super-
human and tL'tU cope jtdmir ably (yet, Andrew -
iirufrfor my nextmck 1 {hall make Ijnulon 
aisappear).-+' > 
' (rHithg thti colour . wurtting has been a 
proverbial piece o%ake. A s long,as I arrange the 
graphics carefully there won't be any unsightly 
colour clash. . • , 

. • . . . » > 

Stardate; 16 May 1988 
I'm ex peeling Andrew Hewson to visit at three 
o'clock but as usual he is one. hour late - A ndrerv > 
punctuality at being one hour late is impeccable. 
Uf'Afn he finally arrives, like I he man from 
DelMonu fc silently scrutinises my work &nJ 
ignores the lavish spread of yummy bisctnts thai 
I've laid out for him). The sweat of tension rolls 
from my forehead. Luckily my fears of Hot 
satisfying ' the firm' are unfounded and I m given 
a hearty slap on the back for being such a goodlad. 

Stardate; 17 May 1988 

Seeing as yesterday went so well I decided to have 
the day o f f . I occupy myself by tloing my infamous 
David Bailey impression - taking photos of 
anything that moves. I especially Itike• taking 
photos of people who don't like having their photo 
luAoi judging by their alarmed reaction you'd 
think 1 was pointing an Uzi at their faces. 

Stardatc: 18 May 1988 
* • 

I start programming the main character's 
movement controller. This is always one of the 

first bus of code to be completed. I have decided 
tlHit the mam character will be very dynamic in 
lis running and juiflping capabilities. " 

The mam character is the /me graphic that 
people will be looking at most of the time as they 
play the game. It is therefore important thc{t us 
animation and overall look are immaculate. A 
\'ood graphic artist will be employed for this task. 

probably 4\'igel Brownjohn .who designed the 
superb Exolon character. « 

Stardate: 23 May 1988 

In order to gel the scrolling working as fast as it 
is, I am using every nifty little tnck I can think of, 
such as storing all the graphics in a pre-rotated 
form. This eats away at available memory like 
there's no tomorrow. 128 individual background 
graphic blocks will use a whopping 16K of ram. 
I'm having to think very carefully about what 
elements in the game are to be allocated the most 
memory - do people want huge maps they can 
explore or perhaps smaller maps and large, 
beautiful graphics instead? It's definitely a case of 
robbing Peter to pay Paul where memory is 
concerned. I am also trying to dei'elop a universal 
data compressor that will enable me to cram as 
much into the Spectrum as possible. 

Stardate: 24 May 1988 

Hey guys, I've just found out the name of the 
game, it's going to be called . . . wait for i t . . . 
5tormlord Repeat after me in exceedingly loud 
voices - 'STORMLORD!'. Apparently I was 
the last person to be told. Oh well, I'm only 
programming the thing after all. Whilst I'm here 
I may as well tyke the opportunity' to plug the 
game beyond all reason . . . 

'Buy or die 'cos Storm lord is gtrnna be the 
most rootm' loottn'. big hot mama of a game 
you've ever laid your eyes on!' 

(Woah/ Now that's what I call aggressive 
marketing - Saatcht (sf Saatchi eat your hearts 
out). 

Stardate: 25 May 1988 

I shall have to terminate this numths 'log' a few-
days prematurely - publication deadlines 
apparently. 

By the way, for the avoidance of doubt, my 
pecuhar surname ts actually pronounced 'Check-
oh' not *Keck-oh' (isn't that interesting). Until 
next month . . . 
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HAVE YOU 

Gunship 
CJimb into thecockpit of 
(fie A l 1-64 A warrior 
helicopter, one of the 
most fierce and elusive 
weapons in the modern 
military arsenal. 
Missions torn from 
today's headlines take 
you to the world's hottest 
trouble spots. 
£9.95 

F-15 Strike Eagle 
The slunning realism of 
this simulation 
challenges your ability 
lo out fly, out/ight and 
outlhink ihe enemy on 
historic missions over 
Iraq. Egypt, Southeast 
Asia and Libya. 
£9.95 

MicroProse's best-selling combat simulations are available 
for your Spectrum. Gunship, F-15 Strike Faglc and Silent 

Service take full ad vantage of yourcumputer'scapabilitiesand 
give you the chance to experience exceptional excitement and 
action. 

Incredible realism, coupled with unmatched depth and 
payability, have won these titles numerous awards and 

accolades. All three put you in dangerous and challenging 
environments, where you must strive to accomplish the same 
goalsand teats as actual fighter pilots and submariners. 

Whether you're flying the world's most advanced attack 
helicopter in Gunship, piloting the high performance 

F-15 fighter plane, or controlling a World War II submarine. 

you'll need to master your vehicle's authentic control, 
information and weapon system. 

Daunting missions constantly test your intelligence, skill 
and split-second decision making. So. if you want to enjoy 

the thril l ing action of these all-time classics send off the order 
form todav. 

S I M U L A T I O N • S O F T W A R E 



•RLD>S LEADING SIMULATIONS? 

'TOTAL INC £1.00 PtP (UK only) 
Address 

Postcode. 
Access Visa Card No. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 " ! 
Cheques made payable to MicroProse Software Ltd. 
MicroProse Software Ltd. 2 Market Race. Tetfeury Glos GL8 8DA. Tel: 0666 54326 

Daytime Tefc. 
Expiry Date _ 

Silent Service 
As captain of a World 
War//submarine 
stationed in the South 
Pacific, your duty is to 
find, attack and sink 
Japanese shipping. All 
thecritical battle stations 
are accurately 
replicated, so get ready 
to take the helm. 

£9.95 

Airborne Ranger 
Your chance to join 
America's most elite 
soldiers. Airborne 
Ranger is a brilliant 
combination of arcade 
action and strategy 
simulation. You '11 be 
sent on 12 daring 
missions, deep behind 
enemy lines. 

NOW AVAILABLE 
AIRBOURNE RANGER 
£14.95 

Aerojet 
Compete in the 
Decathlon of Sports 
Aviation Events-the 
ultimate challenge/or 
the mosl daring stunt 
pilots. Leam to perform 
precision loops, rolls, 
and Cuban Eights in 
this thrilling-but 
terrifying - sim u la tion. 

£9.95 

Overseas £2.00 P&P 
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1 

T H E PR INCE 
OF D A R K N E S S 
John Carpenter says — 
T H E Y L IVE ! 

T H E S C R E A M -
Meet America's answer to Cl ive Barker — 
SKIPP & SPECTOR 

Original Fiction 
from 
S H A U N ^ 
H U T S O N ! 
T H E 
F A N T A S Y 
FACTORY /jp* m 
Special F X from _-.fi —.. 
Hellraiser 2 " \ > , $ 
The Unho ly 
Pumpkin Head 
Prince Ot Darkness - -
O F g o r e " -> 
A N D CrRl E ' J r ^ k 
t v. i< k. f m 
R .in i ^ ^ 
tel l 

C E N S O R S H I P -
T H E P E T I T I O N ^ $ 

I Make your views count! 

^ S I > L L S 
St . H o r r o r \ F j n t j > y 

"- B o o k . I ILM. \ I J c o KcvICH> 

(11 

S.F. 
FANTA 
LISTE 
THE AU 
FILM-MA 

ft i v • • " > 

m 

I HAVE KNOWN NO FEAR AND 
WOULD LIKE TO TASTE SOME! 
Please send me a copy of Issue 1 of FEAR, Britain's most exciting new 
Fantasy magazine, price £2.50(post+packing included.) 

Name 
Address 

'S 
PALPABLE. 
TASTE FEA1 
NOW! 

Please note: the contcnt* shown 
on the Issue 1 cover above wr 
to convey an impression and ma* 
not be the same as the contents ac 
published in the Aral i ssue. 

H 
1 enclose £2.50 cheque 

fade payable to Newsfield Ltd please. 

. Postcode 
• I enclose £2.50 postal order 

On the other hand, I'm so excited by the prospect of FEAR that I would like 
tosubscribe, and I understand that'there isa subscribers' discount plan and 
some amazing special offers. Please send me the details immediately , . • 
Please tick this box if you would like subscription details: Q 

Send form to: 
FEAR OPENING OFFER, NEWSFIELD, PO BOX 20, 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 



AD VENTURE 
TRAIL 

It's been another quiet month for adventurers. Not 
an impenetrable maze, windswept marsh or grassy 
clearing in sight - at least not from any of the larger 
software companies. All you can do is polish your 
boots, clear out your backpack and settle down with 
one of the quality games almost always available 
from the smaller software houses. Experience the 
Gothic horror of Jekyll's transformations into Hyde, 
unwind the twisted spells of magical Skelvullyn Twine 
or turn your mind to the complexity of a Philosopher's 
Quest. Failing that, just sit back and wait for next 
month's exciting ADVENTURE TRAILsupplement, 
which features an interview with Magnetic Scrolls 
as well as a plethora of'stumps, news and reviews. 

SKELVULLYN T W I N E 
Eighth Day Software, £5.50 
Author: P G Pointon 

Only a short while ago, 
peace returned to the 
land of Kilver. With the 

usurping army of General 
Matcher defeated, and the 
leneral himself banished to the 
istant fortress of Skelvullyn 

castle, the people returned to 
their comfortable farms. Nobody 
quarrelled because everyone 

rank from the Sun River; its 
yellow algae exuded a strong but 
harmless pacifying drug. Then -
just as the good times were 

returning - the river dried up, 
crops failed and the country's 
wise man, Tolan, disappeared. 
The bad times are back to stay. 

Nowhere is the sense of 
national ill-temper more 
manifest than in the tiny village 
of Skerrig where the local 
scapegoat and butt of everyone's 
displeasure is small-town official, 
Tam Wold. As village prefect, he 
has no alternative but to try to 
find Tolan and restore the flow of 
the river by himself. 

The epic journey from Skerrig 
to Skelvullyn (and back) is 
divided into three parts. A 
separate and excellently 
illustrated introduction gives an 
extensive and atmospheric local 
history complete with sketch map 
and short resumi of Kilver 
legend. Well-written and packed 
with imaginative detail it's an 
unusual and very effective way of 
setting the scene. If you look 

JI >lant called pfrump. 
ge gleaned from the 

introduction comes in very useful 
here and the E X A M I N E 
command almost always yields a 
helpful reply. An immense 
amount of attention has been 
paid to making the responsi 

uDle. 
P ^ H ^ ^ H H M M as 
user-friendly as possible. For 
every (extremely logical) puzzle 
there arc one or two craftily 
included clues. 

• An OS map of the land of Kilver 

closely, vou might even find one 
or two clues in the graphics. 

From the relative comfort of 
the village green, the quest soon 
takes you through far more 
hostile territory; treacherous 
mountain paths, microbe-
infested swamps, dangerous 
forests and precariously 
positioned ledges are only some 
of the seemingly insurmountable 
hazards. By interspersing 
familiar landscape with 
occasionally otherworldly detail, 

the adventure proper) careful! 
coniurcs up a Kilver in whicf 
leafy forests are infested by 

the text (there are no graphics in 
M H I r) 

res up a Kilve 

virulent forms of giant fungi and 
adventurers tread where the 
jigbucks roam. 

Exploration discloses a wealth 
of unusual objects ranging from 
humble poppy to a tar more 

Deprived of their pacifying 
drug the people of Kilver are a 
pretty unpleasant bunch. It's best 
to steer clear of most of them and 
turn to strangers for help; a little 
interaction goes a long way. 
Calatrin, the desert queen proves 
a mine of information while the 
best way of getting help from 
other characters is to give them 
exactly what they want. How else 
would you gain co-operation 
from forest Leaves, Saw Beetles, 
hedgehogs or Gib the 
enormously Gross? 

Skelvullyn Twine is a Quill ed 
adventure, so it doesn't accept 
more complex commands than 
basic verb/noun input. 
Surprisingly, I had practically no 
problems 'finding the correct 
words, mainly because necessary 
commands have been kept as 
general as possible. If. for 

51 .CRASH July 1988 



mm 

E.o what i s a t w i n e ? 
L a t e r and l e s s e r m a g i c i a n s u s e d 
» p o o r r e l a t i o n o f t h e t w i n e in 
p r e p a r i n g s p e l l s - a l l o r t h a t 
' e y e or n e w t a n d h a i r oT dog " 
s t v J T . A t w i n e i s a c o m b i n a t i o n 
or o b j e c t s o r c o n d i t i o n s w h i c h 
i s as b i z a r r e a n d c o n t r a d i c t o r y 
as n a t u r e i t s e W - Tha v i a t u r g i s t s 
moulded the m y s t e r i o u s e n e r g y 
r e l e a s e d by c o n t r a r y s i t u a t i o n s 
i n t o m i r a c l e s . 

Skelvullyn Twine spins a spellbinding yam . . . 
example, you need to get a 
dandelion with the sicklc and 
have the right equipment, simply 
typing GET D A N D E L I O N is 
enough - the program does the 
rest. There's none of the 
frustration associated with typing 
in 20 alternative commands and 
all the pleasure of getting a 
problem right almost the first 
time. 

Since the arrival of GAC and 
the PAW, the Quill has been 
regarded as a rather primitive 
prototype. Skelvullyn Twine 
proves that, with a little thought, 
you can still produce enjoyable 
and marketable adventures, 
using an older, less sophisticated 

utility, Excellent presentation 
(including some very impressive 
loading screens), a sensible 
parser, and plenty of action make 
for a compelling and polished 
product. 

Eighth Day Software are keen 
to promote support for the 
smaller software house. I f they 
continue to produce games as 
complex and demanding as this 
one they deserve all the help they 
can get. Skelvullyn Twine costs 
£5.50 and is available direct from 
Eighth Day at 18 Flaxhill, 
Moreton, Wirral, Merseyside, 
L46 7VH. 

O V E R A L L 8 3 % 

DR JEKYLL AND MR HYDE 
- A GOTHIC NIGHTMARE 
The Essential Myth 
£7.95 (48K i, £9.95 (I28K). £12.95 (disk; 

N ineteenth century 
literature gave birth to a 
whole series of sinister 

characters: Dracuia, 
Frankenstein's monster and 
Jekyil's dangerously violent alter 
ego. Mr Hyde. Drawing on the 
more forbidding elements of R L 
Stevenson's novel. The Essential 
Myth have recast the dark tale of 
Mr Hyde in PAW ed adventure 
form. 

The nightmare is divided into 
three parts entitled Dichotomies, 
Duality and Denouement and 
weaves from the relative safety 
of Jekyll's house through dingy 
and sometimes blighted London 
streets. As the tale begins, you 
are jettisoned straight into ihe 
role of Jekyll on the evening 
before he is destined to brew his 
infamous potion. He stilt 
believes, idealistically, that 
giving life to his darker side will 
be of infinite benefit to mankind. 
So far he has two of the three 
essential ingredients; your task is 
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to get hold of the third, brew up 
the mixture and successfully 
negotiate the painful 
metamorphosis into Hyde. The 
rest of the story concerns the 

° 7 consequence ot that terrible 
night. 

Time passes and the everyday 
events of Jekyll's London 
household unfold, regardless of 
whether he chooses to involve 
himself in them or not. A maid of 
dubious repute, a loyal if 
unintelligent footman and a 
butler with strong views on his 
master's welfare quietly go about 
their business. Unless they are 
interrupted, their actions may 
seriously jeopardise the vital 
experiment and bring Jekyll's 
journey into the unconscious to a 
sudden, premature end. 

As a result the puzzles, very 
much in the style of an interactive 
novel, are strongly linked to 

roblems of time and place. 
Observation and interaction are 

far more important than the 

P r 
O 

systematic use of 
Realistically, there 

| objects, 
.ealistically, there are more 

ways than one of solving certain 
problems. You can act with 
foresight, and attempt to prevent 
a situation before it arises or try 
and make good after the damage 
has been done. 

The process takes a little 
getting used to and involves 
playing the game over and over 
again to work out the order of 
events; the Ramsave option 
definitely helps. Everything in 
the location descriptions, even 
the colour of the text, has to be 
taken into consideration. As long 

London streets. 
The parser is of standard 

PAW ea sophistication. It 
accepts complex input and allows 
for all the usual commands 
including Ramsave and 
REDESCR1BE. On some 
occasions, particularly when 
speaking to other characters, 
finding the correct input is 
slightly awkward but this is an 
almost unavoidable problem and 
certainly shouldn't put anyone 
off. 

The gloomy, foreboding 
atmosphere of Jekyll and Hyde 
makes for an unusual and 

• Drawing up plans for the evening , . . 

i ! i u i i v i i i u i m m 

- . p e a c e f u l , x - , ^ s inply but d f I l a v say so) e l egant ly , vi ttt sof t lea titer a racha i r s arm a s o f a , and carpets of natty p l i e s and ^sreeaf i le in co lour . A c loving neartn keeps the night at nay. ana t i ghts a l s o tne countenanc 

tne r a v i i H rook — i ace, rurn i shea I nay say so) 

s tne night at nay, a l s o tne countenancr 
p . T . o. 

as you try to take into account 
other people's views, progress 
shouldn't be too difficult. 

An oppressive Gothic 
atmosphere pervades. As Hyde, 

I'ou can wander through the 
andscape of your former life, 

leaf through /ekyll's diary and 
explore the experimental debris 
in his lab. The occasional 
monochrome graphics create a 
grim period fiavour and the 
slightly tortuous location 
descriptions (designed to imitate 
Stevenson's style) alter at 
different times of day and night. 

The weather, in particular, 
contributes to the suffocating 
atmosphere. Before the storm of 
Jekyll s subconscious is finally let 
loose, the air is 'tanribly close, 
and almost muggy'. 'Far off yet 
ominous thunder* constantly 
threatens to descend anticipating 
the terrible power about to be 
unleashed on to the unsuspecting 

demanding adventure. By 
drawing all aspects of the 
location descriptions, ongoing 
events and experiences into the 
puzzles, the programmers have 
managed to suggest a link 
between Jekyil's subconscious 
and the unfolding of events. The 
technique may take some | I 
used to but it's definitely wortr 
the effort. 

A t present The Essential Myth 
are looking for a company to 
publish their game on a wider 
commercial oasis. In the 
meantime they can be contacted 
at 54 Church Street, Tewkesbury, 
Glos, GL20 5RZ The I28K 
versions, unavailable at time of 
review, should have more 
graphics, extended location 
descriptions and generally more 
sophisticated responses. 

O V E R A L L 7 9 % 

PHILOSOPHER'S QUEST 
T o p o l o g i k a , £9-95 (d isk 
on ly ) 

Yr our mother always knew 
you'd come to a bad end. 
That habit you have of 

poking your nose into other 
people's business has really got 
you into trouble. In retrospect, it 

was a very bad idea to try waving 
that wand you found in the local 

{'unk shop while the proprietor's 
>ack was turned - in fact it was 

one of your worst ideas ever. The 
atmosphere turned inside out 



and transported you into a dark 
and hostile cave system. While 
you're deciding whether to panic 
or make the best of it, a sinister 
voice chargcs you with the task of 
seeking enough treasure to pay 
for the misuse of the mysterious 
wand. Bemused and confused 
you begin the Philosopher's 
Quest. 

Surrounded by objects, you 
arc faced with the difficult task of 
taking only two on your difficult 
search. Try to return to collect 
the rest and you find that they've 
all disappeared. Whether you've 
chosen correctly is not 
immediately apparent. A 
bewildering cave system, 
complete with tortuous mazes 
(cartography is an essential skill), 
disorientating passages, chutes 
and slides, stretches Before you. 
Weird and initially 
incomprehensible symbols mark 
the walls. A little further 
exploration and you find yourself 
on a sandy beach with paths 
leading to a huge pivot and a 
small shack named, inaptly 
enough, Shangri-La. 

Far easier to find than treasure 
is a series of deadly traps and 
obstacles. The hazards are not 
always immediately apparent 
(who would suspect ihe potential 
danger lurking in a piece of 
cheese . . . ?) and you can 
plummet, gasp and hurtle to your 
doom in a variety of 
extraordinary and unexpected 
ways. Part of the pleasure comes 
from spotting an innocuous 
looking pitfall before it leads to 
death. Look hard enough and the 
expansive text (usually) gives you 
warning. A l l the same, saving to 
disk (there is no Ramsave) is 
well-advised. 

The land at the other side of 
the junk shop is inhabited by its 
fair share of weird and wonderful 
creatures. Elephants, snakes, 
dogs, solicitors and cranky old 
ladies set you a series of 
formidable tasks. Hell-bent on 
performing their own particular 
chores, they won't cooperate 
unless you help or divert them 
first. 

The challenging puzzles bear 
the characteristic Topologika 
stamp. Mostly object-orientated 
they are supremely logical and 
ask you to make sense of the 
uncxpccted with some strong, 
systematic lateral thought. Paint 
pours over you without warning, 
different coloured stars mark the 
floors, the albatross hanging 
from your neck just won't come 
off. Occasionally, a little external 
knowledge proves useful, though 
by no means essential. Knowing 
that the design of a set of passages 
is based on the paintings of 
Maurits Escher may enhance the 
atmosphere; it certainly doesn't 
map tne maze. In any case, if 
you're slightly unsure about 

something you can always 
consult the carefully graded hint 
system without fear that it will 
reveal too much. 

Philosopher's Quest was 
originally released some time ago 
by Acornsoft. What amounts to 
a complex parser isn't quite as 
complex as it could be. It accepts 
most compound inputs using 
A N D . EXCEPT and A L L 
though not pronouns, 
E X A M I N E and T H E M 
Perversely, the more 
sophisticated aspects of the 
parser occasionally let it down. 
If, for example, you are carrying 
a piece of clothing, a backpack or 
a mask, the program 
automatically assumes that you 
arc wearing them. Unfortunately 
there's notning in the inventory 
to indicate this so you can spend 

ages typing in WEAR aqualung, 
mask. suit, coal and so on. to no 
avail. The same goes for the 
lamp; it took me a few goes to 
discover that all you have to do to 
conserve batteries is type OFF 
and ON. 

As another in the list of 
successful BBC games currently 
being re-released on other 
formats. Philosopher's Quest is 
definitely worthy of attention. Its 
convoluted puzzles, tantalising 
locations and unexpectedly 
awkward twists are bound to 
keep you playing feverishly for 
quite some time. At a retail price 
of £9.95 it's available direct from 
Topologika at FREEPOST. PO 
Box 39. Stilton, Peterborough, 
Cambridgeshire, PE7 3BR 

OVERALL 8 5 % 

CUSTERD'S 
QUEST 

C B U R N E L L wants to know 
how to get through the door to 
kil l the dragon - preferably 
without being splattered by a 
huge boulder. 

R A L P H ASH and G A R Y 
SUFFERN arc suffering in 
different parts of the country. 
The evil green door still defeats 
them. 

Get the armour from the chest and 
wear it. Give the treasure to the 
dragon. 

THROW BOMB, THROW 
AXE. THROW PHOTO, WAIT 

SPIDERMAN 
PATRICK COATES is having a 
bit of bother defeating the 
Sandman whiic MR S R 
LAWSON, last month's The 
Pawn superhero, would like to 
know what to do with the 
thermostat. 

CLIMB CEILING before you 
enter the room. Examine the crib 
twice and lake all. 

Set the thermostat in the 

penthouse to 31" F, Hydroman 
should freeze. Collect the 
aquarium and lake it up to the 
penthouse. RAISE the 
temperature; this should enable 
you to collect the gem. 

THE QUEST 
FOR THE 

HOLY GRAIL | 
The Aramaic phrase book and 
the Book of Armaments have 

Croved futile in getting past the 
night called Nic. D A V I D 

HOBBS is quietly tearing out his 
hair. 

Give Nic the shrubbery. 

THE LEGEND 
OF APACHE 

GOLD 
Letters are coming from further 
and further afield. JOSE 
A N D R E from Setubal in 
Portugal asks: 
1 How do 1 get the ants' nest and 
the fern? 
2 How do I use the bottle and 
corn? 
3 How do I make smoke signals? 

/ EXAMINE ant hill. Get the 
manure using the sack, then 
SPREAD MANURE. 

2 FILL BOTTLE at waterhole. 
CUT CACTUS and f i l l the bottle 
again. REPAIR DISTILLER 
using the pipe of peace and 
MAKE MOONSHINE. 
3 Throw the dirt into the fire. 
When puffs of smoke appear, 
invert the spirit stick ana wave it. 

(Thanks to GEOFF BLA KEY) 

BUGSY 
Jose again. This time he wants to 
know how to buy a car and what 
to do with the business card. 

Simplv type in BUY 
CADILLAC. 

The card gets you into the 
Hilton Plaza. Take the valise to 
the hotel and drop it. After you 
have been forcibly removed, get 

(Thanks to SANDRA 
SHARKEY) 

EUREKA 
D A V I D G A R D I N E R can't find 
the polish and doesn't know how 
to blow up the bridge. 

Give the cigarettes to Sergeant 
Bruiser. 

Place the dvnamite, go up, go 
south, then l)SE DYNAMITE. 

KENTILLA 
Yet more questions on this 
excellent adventure. This time 
from SUNE WATTS. Denmark, 
who can't find the moss and 
W I L L I A M BROWN, not from 
Denmark, who wants to know 
how to bail the water out of the 
boat, and where to find the 
conchshell. 

EX A MINE RIVER to find the 
moss. 

Bail with the silver chalice - it 's in 
the black sack found in the chest 
in the treasure room. DIG 5/4 N D 
on the beach to find the shell. 

MASTERS OF 
THE 

UNIVERSE 
G E M M A RYDER wants to 
know: 
1 How do I get rid of Evil-Lyn 
and Mantanna? 
2 How can I kill the scorpions? 
3 How can I remove the 
beadfrom the abacus? 

/ Jump to a void Evil-Lyn. A track 
Mantanna with your sword. 
2 Attack them with the sword. 
3 REMOVE BEAD Ignore the 
cuboid and the crack - they're red 
herrings. 
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A D V E N T U R E T R A I L 

THE BIG 
SLEAZE 

II seems that my hint in Issue 52 
was a bit obscure. STEVE 
ENGLISH still can't get the 
flashlight because he hasn't 
found the grille. 

Push the obelisk. Use the crowbar 
(found in your coat) to open the 
grille. 

WIN A £30 
SOFTWARE VOUCHER! 
We were so impressed at 
receiving a map in tne post that 
wasn't addressed to Nick 
Roberts that we've thrown 
caution to the winds and have 
decided to of fer a £30 software 
voucher to the sender of the 
best set of adventure tips, hints 
or maps received E V E R Y 

M O N T H from now on. Stop 
somersaulting around the 
room, don't go mad with 
amazement - just get cracking 
and send your phenomenal 
facts to S A M A R A ' S 
SIGNSTUMPS. C R A S H . PO 
BOX 10, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SY8 IDB 

PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM 
PART ONE 
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PART TWO 
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" " — 
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• Map drawn by: J R 
BARNSLEY - £30 
software voucher on its 
way to you J R 

KAYLETH 
MR and MRS M A R O U F like to 
relax with the odd adventure 
after work but this one has them 
stuck. They're desperate to 
know: 
1 Mow to get past the droids in the 

f iard dome. 

How to became Yurek. 
3 How to avoid the plants after 
ping through the bricked exit. 
Where to find the bulb. 

1 Insert Masta before you enter 
the dome to enter the hover. 
Leave the dome and insert Serta 
for access to the corridor and the 
c-emzs machines. 
2 Put the ore from the mine in the 
chute of the c-emzs machines to 
get a tube. Insert Yurek and the 
tube into the indentation on level 
M2. 
3 You can 7 get past the plants as a 
droid. only at a human. 
4 Take the steel ball from the 
crater with you through the 
bricked exit and put it in the hole. 

CATCH THE 
VIRUS 
SAEC have launched a 
competition in conjunction 
with (he release of their latest 
game Virus (65%. last Issue). 
Anyone who has bought a 
copy of the game, and 
manages to solve and map the 
adventure stands to win a 
Spectrum +3. Details direct 
from SAEC at 4 Kilmartin 
Lane, Carluke, Lanarkshire 
ML85RT 

IN 
RETROSPECT 
Stephen Flint, author of 
Tccnware's Enter At Your 
Own Risk (60%. Issue 53) has 
asked me to mention that he 
has modified his game in 
response to last month's 
review. It now includes an 
extensive VOCAB 
command, a wider range of 
possible inputs and an 
enlarged vocabulary. Anyone 
tempted to order the game 
from now on will receive the 
amended version. 

Hassled? Harrowed? 
Helpless? Happy? Send 
your tips and Queries on 
adventures old and new to 
S I G N S T U M P S , C R A S H , 
PO BOX 10, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SY81DB. 

The most interesting arc 
published but I 'm afraid 
that personal replies are not 
possible. 



VENTURE INTO THE MYSTICAL MEDIEVAL DARK AGES IN 

A tame thai lakes fantasy role 
playing one step further. You will 
eipe rience all l ie action » y o u do 
real battle with your opponents. 
To prove yourself worthy of 
becoming chief wizard you must 
do combat with horrific monsters 
and cleverly outwit devious 
wizards with your spells collected 
through time. 
Witness the superb graphics that 

TM scl Wizard Wan apart from other 
strategy games and view through 
a circular screen that diminishes 

L as your health weakens and makes 
your goal harder to achieve. 

Sec the effect of your spelts as 
they hurtle across the screen in 

Wizard W a n combining fast 
moving action with depth of 

gameplay in a true fantasy role playing 
K4me that's a real sltalegical challenge. 

roM&mou&sofm&tffromr 

GO'Afe&j Ho/tf/igs i / r r / f s P / 3 . tfo/for&O/sy Ma/fartf, 0/r/n/nff/r&m 0ff 70X. f f l 02/3563300 

CBM 64/128 

£11.99 DISK 
£9.99 T A P E 

AMSTRAD 

£14.99 DISK 

£9.99 TAPE 

SPECTRUM 
48T28K 
i8.99 

ATARI ST £19.99 



WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE 
1 Bridge Street 

Galashiels 
TD118W 

Tel: 0696 97004 
(24 hours) 

SPtCTWM *3 DISK SOFTWMt 
Acton Force II 10.85 
Airborne Ranger 9,45 
Alien Syndrome 10.85 
Arcade AUey 9,45 
Arcade Forc&Four .13.50 
Sards Tale I t 99 
Best ot EMe I or? 10.65 
Beyond The Ice Palace ..... 9.00 
Biker 3 Games 7.25 
Btomc Commando® 10.85 
Blood Brother* 9.45 
Brian Clough's Football ....9.45 
Carrier Command 10.85 
Colossus Chess 4 10.85 
Cyberkmghts 10.85 
Cybnemo*} 10.85 
Dark Side 10.85 
Deluxe Scrabble 11.95 
Elite Collection Vol il 10.85 
Elite 6 Pok 2 or 3 ...... 10.85 
Empire Strikes Back 10.85 
Fire And Forget 10.85 
Firefly 10.85 
Football Manager II 10.85 
Games-Winter Edition 9.45 
Garfield 10.65 
Gauntlet ll 9.45 
Guild of Thieves 11.95 
Gunahip .._ 9.45 
Hercules 9.45 
Ikari Wamore 9.45 
Jinxter 11.95 
Knight Ore 14 95 
Konam Arcade Collection ... 13.50 
Live Ammo 1085 

+3 But inau and Utilities 
Haoft Pascal 24 95 
Haoft Oevpac 24 95 
Hisoft Pascal 27.95 
Masterfite 24.95 
Professional Adventure Writer 20.95 
Tas-Sign Plus 3 14.95 
Tas-Speli Plus 3 14.95 
Tascalc Plus 3 14.95 
Tasprint Plus 3 14.95 
Taswlde Plus 3 7.25 
Tasword Plus 3 14 95 

W O R L D W I D E 
S O F T W A R E 

SHCTWMCAssrm 
Action Force 11 5.95 
Airborne Ranger 7.25 
Alien Syndrome 7.25 
All Stars 6.55 
BaHbreaker ll 7 25 
Bards Tale .... 7.55 
Battlefield Germany 9.75 
Beyond the Ice Palace ,.„., 6.55 
Biomc Copmmandoa 6.55 
Blood Brother* 5.95 
Buggy Boy 5.95 
Carrier Command ... 10.85 
Charlie Chaplain 
Chubby Gristle 
Colossus Chess 4 
Corporation „ „ . „ . , .— 
Crosswizo 
Cyberkn^hts 
Cybomotd 
Darkside 

6.55 
6.55 

.... 7.25 
7.25 

Mt- 5.95 
..... 5.95 

5.95 
™ 6.55 

spfcmju cassette 
Hi-Rlse Scaffold Cons. Kit 

6.55 
ikan Warriors 5.95 
Impossible Mission ll 6.55 
Kamov .... „ 7.25 
Knight Ore ..... 10.95 
Konami Arcade Cotecnon 7.25 
Last Ninja 9.45 
Live Ammo ,....— 7.25 
Magnetron 5.95 
Magnificent Sevan 7.25 
Match Day ll 5.95 
Mega Apocotypse 6.55 
Mickey Mouse 5.95 
Mmi Putt — 7.25 
Nihilist 5.95 
Northstar 5.95 
Now Games 5 7.25 
Operation Wolf 5.95 
Overlord 6.55 

sffemu cassette 
Peter BeardUey* Football 6 55 
Pink Panther 6.55 
Power Pyramids 6.55 
Predator - 7.25 
Proied Stealth Fighter 7.25 
Psycho P>g UXB 6.55 
R.I.S.K 11 95 
Rastan 5.95 
Ringwars 7.25 
Road Blasters .. 6-55 
Rolling Thunder 6 .55 
Salamander S.95 
Shackled _ . 6.55 
Skate Crazy 5.95 
Soldier ot Light 7.25 
Sophistry 6.55 
Sorceror Lord - 9.45 
Spy vs Spy Trilogy .... 7.25 
Stalingrad 6.55 
Street Fighter 6.55 

Pegasus Bridge . 9.45 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* SOp off m r y tnto SUWMERTHK SPECIAL OFFERS 50p off awry Otto * 
* Jus! ton us In which niaflazlw you saw advert i t 
* taa deduct 50 pence from ow admrttoad prlca on each tltto mat you ontor * 
* (net )ey»Bckt aad periplwrato) * 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * • + * * * * * * * * * * 

SPtCTmm CASSETTE 
Deluxe Scrabble 
Desotetor 
Diamond 
Dream Warrior . .— 
Earthlighi 
Elite 6 Pak 2 or 3 
Empire Strikes Back 
FireS Forget „ . 
Frafly „ 
Flintstones 
Football Director 
Football Manager 11 
Fury 
Games-Wmto Edition 
Garfield 
Gothik 
Gunshlp 
Gunsmoke „.,.,. 
Gutz  
Hercules 

JOYSTICKS 
11.95 Cheetah Mach l Ptus 12.95 
5.95 Cheetah 125 Plus 6 95 
6.55 Competition Pro 5000 Oca- 13.95 
6 55 Competition Pro 5000 Extra 14 95 
5.96 Competition Pro 5000 12.95 
7.25 Cruiser 8.99 
7.25 Komx Speedkng 10.99 
6.55 Magnum ....„ 10.50 
5 95 PhasorOne 10.99 
6.56 S»k Stick .. 6.50 
6.55 Starfighter 8 99 

. 7 25 Tac 2 9 99 

. 7 25 Tac 5 11.fid 
6.55 KR0HEHAIS 

. 6 55 Spectrum Power Packs .... 8 95 
5.95 10 Ansofl CF2 Bard Disks (•3)22.95 
725 Plus 3 Cassette Leads 3 99 
6.55 Amx Mouse Art 8 Graphics 54 95 

.5.95 Plus 3 Dot Matrix Printer 

. 5.95 Model 3160 189.95 

SPfCTMJM CASSETTE 
Street Sports Basketball ... 6.55 
Targel R.;n(jgado 5.95 
Teladon 6.55 
Tetrts 5.95 
Time and Mag* 10.85 
Troi 7.25 
UHimate Compilation 9.45 
Vampires Empire 6 55 
Venom stnkes Back 5.95 
Victory Road 5.95 
Vindicator 5.95 
Vixen 6.55 
We are the Champions 7 25 
Where Time Stood SWI 5.95 
Wizard War? 8.55 
Yeti 6.55 
10 Great Games ll 7.99 
19 Boot Camp 5 95 
4 Smash Hits (Hewson) 7.25 
7 Minutes to Midnight 6.55 

WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE 
49 Stoney Street 

Nottingham 
NG1 1LX 

Tel: 0602 480778 
Fax: 0002 483102 

SPfCTRIM *3 DISK SOFTWARE 
Magnificent Seven 13.50 
Matchday ll 10 85 
Megs Apocalypse 10.85 
Mercenary Compendlun _ 9.45 
Mickey Mouse 10.85 
Northstar 10.85 
Outrun ... 10 85 
Pink Panther 9.45 
Psycho Pig UXB ...... 9.45 
PSI Trilogy 10.85 
R.I.S.K. ...._ 11.95 
Ramparts 9.45 
Rastan 10.85 
Rlngwars 1085 
Roadblasters 9.45 
Rolling Thunder ...... 9.45 
Salamander . . , . „ , „ . „ , 10.85 
Shackled 10.85 
Skate Crazy 9.45 
Sorceror Lord 13.50 
Spy vs Spy Trilogy -... 10 85 
Stealth F.gmor 9 45 
Street Fighter 9 45 
Take 3 Sports 7.25 
Target Renegade 10.85 
The Pawn 11.96 
Time and Magik 10.85 
Traz —.... 9.45 
Tro« . , . . „ 9.45 
Ultimate Comp. 10.65 
Unrtrack 10.85 
Vampire* Empire 9 45 
Victory Road 10.85 
Vixen 10 85 
We are the Champons ... 13 50 
Where Time Stood Sim 13.50 
World Class Laaderbowd 9 45 
10 Great Games H 10.85 
4 Greet Oemes HI 5 95 
4 Smash Hits (Hewson) 10 85 

Hw PkiS Thttt AfWlfWH 
Acheton ...„ 9.95 
Countdown to Doom 9.95 
Giantkiner .. 14.95 
Kingdom of Hamll 9-95 
Philosnopers Quest 9.95 
Return to Doom 12,95 

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE. All prices incluide postage & packing in UK. 
Overseas please add £1.50 per cass/disk for AIR MAIL delivery. Credit card orders accepted by phone or mail. 

Galashiels: (0896) 57004 (24 hours) Nottingham: (0602) 480779 (24 hours) 
All UK deliveries by 1st Class Mail 

DARK BLADES 
P L A Y - B Y - M A I L 

A LivW „ Advent 
Over 25.000 mapable positions; Unique line of sight vision; Over 20 different 
types of armour and weapons to choose from and dozens of different items to 
trade with; Play a mon-oger or human; lOOO's of individual npc characters to 

hire, trade with, fight, speak to or learn from. 
There are thousands of creatures within the land of Dark Blades, all are different and 
even the lowliest has OVER 70 elements built Into its make-up to make it a true 
individual, with its own reactions and, dare we say. LIFE? Using the unique Gamma 
Operating system to control the game has created a living world inside a computer, 
where the game'could go on even without players. You complete 10 tasks before being 
given your final quest' and the first player to complete their quest wins their game and 
receives free game play In another game, as well as a chance to become the Champion 
of Champions!1 

Don't delay the exciting experience 
of playing a LIVING ADVENTURE — 
send for your start-up package now!! 
The start-up package costs £5.00 and for this you get a rule 
book, full colour A2 poster-size map and two free turns, all 
enclosed in a full colour box to help you keep your turn sheets 
tidy. Further turns are £ 1.25 each - and we mean £ 1.25. there 
are no "HIDDEN" extras. 

DARK BLADES 
P L A Y - B Y - M A I I 

1 s t P r i z e 
HAGKER 

the Golden Dragon 

Dark Blades Play by Mail 
prize for the Champion of 
Champions. Hacker Is 
22a Gold Plated and 
valued at OVER £.1,000! 
Site Appronmait irtnj; span ol IT 
and mrosurrs IT In length 

Send your £5.00 (cheque/cash/postal order, no coins 
please) to STANDARD GAMES PBM. Arton House. 
Station Road, Kings Lang ley Hens WD4 8L f . or If 
you're STILL not convinced send a stamped addressed 
envelope for more details. 
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tn the wake of Robin Candy s success in the 
Star Wars challenge, Nick Roberts has 
thrown down his paisley gauntlet and is 
determined to preserve the honour of 
CRASH. Will he be able to complete 
Hewson's Cybernoid wi thout typing in one of 
his POKEs? Roving reporter Kati Hamza tells 

m . 

L i II 
• 

E return to CRASH 
Towers where the 
team of reviewers, 
ably represented 
by the lovable Nick 

Roberts, is about reveal whether 
its recent success was fust a flash 
in the pan. Only two months ago, 
streetwise Robin Candy proved 
that you can work for CRASH and 
win a challenge - provided you're 
cool enough to make up the rules. 
Spun-ed on by Robin's rock-star 
image, and desperate to build up 
one of his own, cheeky Nick has 
gone on a CRASH-course diet 
(cholesterol-free chip butties and 
low-fat jam rolls), acquired a pair 
of ultra-dark reflector shades 
(actually they're Joo-Janta 500 
pan-chromatic peril-sensitive 
sunglasses through which he can 
see absolutely nothing) and has 
been mugging up on the latest In 
trendy street-speak, Anything 
Candy do can Nick can do better. 

It's drizzling steadily outside. 
Convinced of an ill-omen Jarratt. 
the team coach, gets out his 
rabbit's foot and begins to pray. 
Surely we're not about to lose 
again . . . The office shivers with 
anticipation as the awesome 
arena is prepared. 

SMART ELLIS 
ThechaWenger, Stephen Ellis from 
Stoke, has already arrived. 
Accompanied by a large 
entourage of friends and relat ions. 
he practises quietly in the comer 
producing a list of phenomenal 
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scores. At 14 he already has an 
'O'level in Computer Studies and 
Is due to take his "A' level next 
year. Fortunately Nick can't hear 
any of this - he's slaving away over 
a hot examination desk taking his 
Maths GCSE. 

When he finally does arrive, 
casually waving his home-made 
(Blue Peter-style) sticky-backed 
plastic filofax. the Tips master 
fumbles In his pocket only to 
realise he's forgotten his ultra-hip 
shades. Rapidly hiding his packet 
of not-very-low-fat crisps he 

assumes a Candyesque stance 
and resorts to his well-rehearsed 
street-speak: 'Hey breadheads. 
let's groove on down and get hip 
to the beat.' 

Stephen looks blank. Nick's 
slang dictionary is slightly out of 
date so the team coach, the only 
person old enough to remember 
the 60 s, translates. The epic 
challenge, played over three full 
games, is about to begin. 

READY, STEADY, 
GO! 

Nick picks up the mace and zooms 
through the first eight screens. 
Stephen hesitates on screen two, 
collecting more and more jewels, 
before finally moving on with a 
massive treasure score of 1050. 
As the game continues, numerous 
relatives, crowding around the 

• CyberNick passes on the customary CRASH goodies to the van-
quished challenger, Stephen Ellis 

I 
I 



lip i 
helpfuK?) advice. Both players 
negotiate pipes, rockets and 
bullet-belching plants with 
minimal use of shields. With a cry 
of 'heavy!', BeatNick comes a 
cropper on a piece of caterpillar 
but quickly joins Stephen on level 
two. 

Nick speeds through the first 
two screens and proceeds to get 
killed on the third. His exclamation 
that he is on 'like, a total downer', 
distracts Stephen into collision 
with one of the pirate ships. From 
then on, both games go downhill. 
Stephen loses his last four lives in 
quick succession. CyberNick 
survives to within two screens of 
the third level before his luck finally 
runs out. Flushed and exhausted, 
the competitors break to compare 
scores and. hopefully, gloat. 

STEPHEN: 33126 
NICK: 43901 

Nick tries to look disinterested - as 
if he knew it all along - but, despite 
valiant efforts, can't wipe the huge 
grin off his face. Stephen, who 
normally scores around 80.000 (or 
so he says) only looks a little 
downcast - he's sli II got two more 
chances to beat groover Nick into 
a palpitating pulp. 

As they begin the second game 
it looks as if the tide is about to 
turn. On the sixth screen disaster 
strikes: with a paltry score of only 
1600, Nick's first life fizzles out. 
Stephen is so busy laughing that 
he loses control; his ship comes to 
grief in a hail of enemy bullets. Still 
grinning, Nick zooms to the end of 
the level without further mishap. 

Stephen's brothers are leaning 
so far over the keyboard, back-
seat-challenging, that he can 
hardly see the screen. 
Miraculously, both survive to the 
end of the level and hurtle into the 
second stage (Nick and Stephen, 
not Stephen's brothers). 

Suddenly Stephen gets stuck 
on a set of pipes and loses three 
lives in quick succession. A few 
desperately collected treasures 
gain him another life - which he 
promptly loses on the next set of 
pipes. His game is over half-way 
through level two. Meanwhile, 
Nick bursts into level three with a 
massive 67207 points and a 
severe case of greed. Due to a 
twitchy finger he fails to engage his 
shield at the right time and loses 
his third life on a beehive gun. He 
survives long enough to make it to 
the second treasure screen and a 
bonus of 1310, before he promptly 
bites the dust. The final score: 

STEPHEN: 
NICK: 

44257 
72850 

Nick's on the phone to a worried 
tipster so he hardly has time to 
rejoice at the score. Almost 
everyone else is celebrating as 
they watch the team-coach 
dancing around the room with his 
rabbit's fool. It's unheard of. 
beyond belief and totally 
astounding - two successes in a 
row with no cheat ing. . . CRASH 
history is being made. 

J At \L BE 

Flushed with success, ('It's, like, 
far out Man') Nick agrees to a third 
bout. As they race through the first 
level someone asks himfor a Head 
Over Heels poke in an attempt to 
put him off - but to no avail. 
Stephen, meanwhile, is so excited 
by the mu (tiface pokesintheJune 
issue that he pauses the game to 
tell his dad. In the resultant 
confusion he loses his first life on 
the second screen and begins to 
look visibly depressed. Still -
along with the eminent tipster, he 
makes it to the second level. 

Nick surges ahead using no 
extra weapons before reluctantly 
giving up a life. On the other side 
of the room, the relatives are 
mourning the quick loss of all of 
Stephen s ships. Defeated, he 
takes solace In his software 
voucher and crisp, new CRASH 
cap. Nick, seemingly unstoppable 
goes on to reach a personal best in 
terms of distance. Half-way 
through the third level his 
stupendous effort comes to an 
end. 

STEPHEN: 33726 
NICK: 77780 

The challengers shake hands, 
Stephen's entourage shake their 
heads, and the CRASH team 
shake with relief. Stephen and co. 
head back for Stoke while Nick 
settles down to his bag of crisps 
and begins to philosophise. 
Everything the Candy Man can. 
Nick can do even better. Skill 
obviously lies in the podgy fingers 
not In the shades. He basks in the 
glory of his triumph and agrees to 
sign the odd autograph - tor 
himself. When all the hullabulloo 
has died down he prepares for an 
afternoon of relaxed t ips editing. 
Apart from the occasional giggle 
and rustle of crisp bag coming 
from behind his monitor, you'd 
hardly know he was there . . . 

THE LEAN MEAN 
FIGHTING MACHINE 
HEWSON'S Cybernoidsoared to 
success with a CRASH Smash rat-
ing of 96% in Issue 51. Contracted 
by the Federation to combat a 
pirate raid, the sophisticated 
fighting machine is equipped with 
an arsenal of different weapons. 
Firing lasers and bouncing bombs. 
the snip weaves its way through 
the planet's activated defence 
systems. Only the most compe-
tent pilots survive to tackle the 
third and final level. 

Cybernoid is the latest In a 

series of hits programmed by Raf-
faele Cecco. His previous games 
include Equinox (87%, Issue 34), 
Solomon's Key (78%. Issue 45) 
and Exolon(90%, Issue 43). 
Though clearly all different, their 
characteristic effects and explo-
sions have become known as 
something of a Cecco trademark. 

Preparations for a new horizon-
tally scrolling release are currently 
being made. Read all about them 
in Ceceo's Log on page 84 , . . 

CHALLENGE 
PHIL KING! 
New boy Phil King is determined that the reign of CRASH 
reviewers is to continue unbroken, so he's ready to pummel 
some poor CRASH reader into the deck at Match Day If 
you're foolish enough to even consider yourself worthy of 
the challenge, fill in the form below and send it to: CRASH 
Challenge, CRASH, PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SYS 
1DB. 

You too could savour the ultimate embarrassment of being 
beaten by a CRASH reviewer... 

Dear Phil, 

I am incredibly good at Matchday and have thrashed 
the computer on the highest skill level by the fol lowing 
margin: 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

p o c t ^ D E " ! ! " ! ! ! " " ™ 

TELEPHONE NUMBER AGE 

Should your score be huge enough to warrant more 
than just a passing glance, we'll pay your fare to 
Ludlow and home again, wine and dine you (well, 
coffee and a ploughman's) and gloat ever such a lot 
when you lose. 
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O L D V t O T G A M E S 
N E V E R D I E . . . 
OBSERVANT readers of FRONTUNE may 
have noticed the non-appearance of the 
column over the past couple of months. The 
reason for Its disappearance was simple and 
highly unfortunate: a complete lack of strategic 
releases for the humble little Spectrum. With 
any tuck CCS's latest game Stalingrad should 
be out in time for review next month, but in the 
meantime the loyal wargaming readers of 
CRASH will be deprived no longer . . . 

Following on from the short-range' 
retrospective in the STRATEGY SPECIAL. I ve 
decided to do a round-up of a few very 
interesting antiques; games so old that quite a 
few of you who have started wargaming in the 
past year will have missed them. As I've often 
pointed out, thinking games like strategy and 
adventure haven't progressed at the 
breakneck technological speed of their arcade 
counterparts and a wargame published in 
1986 is by no means hopelessly out of date in 
1988. 

In fact I would like to start by peering further 
back into the mists of time and looking at two 
games that I still consider to be amongst the 
best ever released for the Spectrum - in any 
category. They are Mike Singleton's Lords ol 
Midnight and Doomdark's Revenge. When it 
first appeared, Lords of Midnight caused a 
sensation in the Spectrum gaming press on 
account of its astonishing use of 'landscaping' 
graphics. The player begins the game in 
control of lour characters leading armies 
against the semi-supernatural Doomdark, and 
when, at a keypress, he takes on the part of 
one of them, he sees the character's 
surroundings through his own eyes. He can 
look around in all the compass directions and 
see hills, trees, towers and lakes nearby or in 
the distance. The illusion of three-
dimensionality. even though it is only created 
by clever mathematics and a few skillful line-
drawings. has to be seen to be fully 
appreciated. This Illusion cloaks what is really 
a very straightforward cardboard-counters 
wargame of troop movement across a square-
by-square map. There are standard rules 
regarding terrain, morale and leadership 
influence, and one of those 'nasty demon 
hoards from the north' fantasy scenarios. But 
it works magic on these elements and Is a 
distinctive and fascinating game. 

Doomdark's Revenge takes it all a stage 
further: the map is much larger and the colour 
of the graphics represents different times of 
the day. Instead or fortress commanders who 
are automatically on the player's side once 
contacted, the land of Icemark is dotted about 
with individual characters who may or may not 
decide to side with Luxor the Moonprince. I 
must admit that although I spent many 

wonderfully happy hours playing this game 
when I ought to have been studying, I never 
even got remotely near completing it. My 
military endeavours always ended in 
humiliating massacres, and I expended all my 
energies in making a painstaking map and 
trying to make a record of all the inhabitants of 
the land. Rarely have I had such a sense of 
involvement with a computer-created world. I 
would recommend these two masterpieces to 
any strategist who hasn't played them. 

SOFT SELL 
In February 1986 a 'little' game called Just 
Imagine was reviewed by my predecessor 
Sean Masterson; he gave it a tepid 59%. 
Although the game is flawed in that it's virtually 
impossible to complete, it Is highly entertain ing 
and tackily addictive while interest lasts. It's a 
'pure' text strategy game, and puts the player 
in charge of a new software house, mis 
scenario has the advantage of allowing the 
author to indulge in in-jokes and Is likely to 
appeal to the player rather more than the 
dictatorship of a banana republic would. 

In a fixed sequence of choices the player Is 
asked to name his company, choose his game 
from a selection of three, name the game and 
decide upon various aspects of packaging and 
promotion. An initially refreshing element of 
humour becomes unbearably facetious by 
Turn 20. Random elements like good and bad 
reviews or break-ins have an influence on 
sales, which are analysed at the end of the 
turn, If the game has done very well it might get 
into the top five. The player has to judge how 
much to charge for the game, how many to 
produce in a particular month, and how far to 
continue promoting it after the first couple of 
months when sales are inevitably at their 
highest. If the player does particularly well he 
can take on another game - and that's when it 
starts to get complicated. There are a sufficient 
number of possible permutations to give the 
player a sense of satisfaction and 
involvement... for a white, at least. After the 
first year the competition begins to hot up and 
the dreaded scourge of piracy starts to drain 
profits so drastically that It soon becomes 
impossible to stay in business. Certain random 
and unpredicatable disasters are liable to wipe 
the business out too. Frustration eventually 
sets in. A friend of mine hacked and 
customised this game for me because I 
enjoyed it despite its flaws, and he was of the 
opinion that it was uncompleted in its original 
form. I was told, however, that PSS may have 
plans to re-release it in a revamped, updated 

version. I think it's still worth playing - just for 
f u n - a s it is. 

Their Finest Hour, from Century 
Communications, was awarded a CRASH 
Smash and described as 'the finest wargame 
currently available to Spectrum owners'. It is a 
simulation of the Battle of Britain, presented in 
slick icon-driven style in The Fourth Protocol 
mode; still a bit of a novelty at the time of 
release. The player can choose the speed of 
the real-time play, which can be paused at will, 
and may attempt a single-day or campaign 
scenario. The continuation, day-by-day, of the 
campaign is dependent upon Churchill's 
assessment of your progress. If you've done 
particularly badly, he may decide to remove 
you from command. The player does not 
engage in any direct combat, but moves the 
airforce into various stages of alertness, sets 
levels of flak, looks after the health of his pilots 
and makes sure that the planes are kept in 
good repair. When combat occurs the player 
selects the 'aggression level', which 
determines how likely the RAF squadron 
leader is to break off the attack before heavy 
casualties have been suffered. The packaging 
is impressive, and the documentation useful 
and well laid-out. 

A COMPANY 
OF RATS 

In the same month. Desert Rats came up for 
review. The original 48K version was less 
impressive than the 128K version, which has 
clearer graphics, more scenarios and better 
artifical intelligence routines. But Desert Rats 
is worth buying even if you've got a humble 
rubber-keyed 48K, because it's well above the 
average standard for a traditional hardcore 
wargame. It recreates the whole of the North 
African campaign, from Rommel's arrival 
there, in the spring of 1941, to his departure at 
the end of 1942, in five separate scenarios and 
one 624-tum epic. The mechanics of the game 
are straightforward and should be familiar to 
those who have played board wargames. Units 
are represented by symbolic squares and 
equipped with the usual variety of defining 
parameters, terrain has its effect, hidden 
movement is employed and play progresses in 
structured turns. The presentation is polished, 
the play ability excellent and the potential for 
strategic complexity is great enough to keep 
any purchaser engrossed for a long time. 

In July of 1986 Theatre Europe was first 
reviewed on the Spectrum. This was a 
wargame from PSS which had been a surprise 
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hit on the Commodore; its Spectrum 
incarnation is just as entertaining and 
Intriguing, although it lacks the chilling sound 
effects. It deals with the possibility of 
confrontation on a European battlefield 
between NATO and the Warsaw Pact. It's a 

war which starts off with a front line of 
conventional forces facing each other 
somewhere in Germany, and can quickly 
escalate into the destruction of civilisation as 
we know it. Theatre Europe is certainly 
designed to include a moral in its game 

structure. Any kind of war between the 
superpowers is charged with the danger of 
escalation, and once such escalation had 
started the probable end would be disaster for 
both sides. It's a tribute to the skill of the author 
that this lesson is taught wihtout destroying 
the payability of the game. Winning Theatre 
Europe is a matter of making the most effective 
use of conventional forces, and keeping out of 
the chemical-nuclear escalation at all costs. 
On the first of three levels this is easy because 
the computer does not take the initiative in 
launching such attacks, but the difficulty of 
winning with the NATO forces is |ust enough to 
make the odd chemical strike a temptation. On 
the second and third levels the computer 
opponent makes free use of chemicals, and if 
the player retaliates he may get an unequal 
return. Setting the reflex system option is 
deadly, because any strike made by the 
computer will be repaid immediately. Before 
long 'Fireplan Warm Puppy' will be triggered; 
both sides discharge their entire nuclear 
arsenals over each other's territory. The game 
is trimmed with some atmospheric novelties, 
like the deadpan NATO computer and the real 
phonenumber which the player must ring to 
obtain the authorisation code for a nuclear 

NTUNE 

FORUM 
Due to my non-appearance of late, I have some catching up to do on 
the letters front. Included here are one or two old ones which have 
not been featured before. Apologies to those Involved for the late 
response! However, I'm still here, so keep them coming! 

Dear Phllippa, 
I have been meaning to write to 
FRONTLINE FORUM to voice my 
opinions of strategy games tor 
sometime. I have nad my 
Spectrum for almost four years 
now and in that time I have 
decided that strategy games are 
my favourite element in computer 
gaming and I have quite a few. 

It all started with Lords of 
Midnight (often mistakenly 
classified as an adventure 
because of it s fantasy setting). 
Since then 1 have acquired many 
more: Johnny Reb, Doomdark's 
Revenge, Their Finest Hour, 
Vulcan and Theatre Europe to 
name but a few. As you will notice 
only Their Finest Hour and Vulcan 
are based on actual conflicts. 
Why? Well, I feel that re-fighting 
battles won (and lost) is no real 
challenge, unless there are 
options to change the scenario, as 
in the 128K version of Vulcan, 
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because you can always find out 
how the battle was won, or. if you 
are playing the loser, what he 
should have done, in retrospect. 
Some may feel different and I 
suppose l might have started 
something here. Personally I 
would like more 'What if?' 
scenarios like the 128 Vulcan, 

One of my major points is on the 
front of tantasy/SF wargames. 
This is a vast area which has gone 
largely unexploited. In such games 
the l Imitation s of the u nits need not 
be so restricted. Rebelstar is a 
game which interest me 
enormously in its conception. 
Being an SF hybrid of its 
predecessor CHAOS (also by J 
Gallop - incidentally, it's now out 
on budget. why not give it a proper 
review Philippa?) it concentrates 
on different characters, variously 
equipped with differing 
capabilities. As a two player game 
it is most enthralling. 'Which 

character can make the best use 
of Leader Krenon's photon gun 
now he's dead? Is it worth the risk 
of getting shot and possibly 
injured to retrieve it? What if the 
enemy gets it and uses it against 
us?" There are so many different 
possibilities to take into 
consideration in the two player 
game it makes your head spin! 

The use of different weapons 
(and other articles) is well thought 
out. The way you can take a dead 
character's weapon be he friend or 
foe, is most realistic. Also when a 
character is killed in a doorway, it 
is blocked open until he is moved, 
leaving anyone behind him open 
to enemy fire - another realistic 
feature, as is opportunity fire (you 
can fire back and over your butt!). 
A sequel to Rebelstar would be 
most welcome (are you reading Mr 
Gallop?) It would be interesting to 
develop this type of game so that 
you could only see areas where 
your characters/units can see, a la 
' Vulcan et Shadow Fire'. 

It would seem to me that 
strategy game programmers are 
lacking much in imagination. 
When a new idea does come out it 
is usually poorly implemented. 
Why not have a game based on an 
imaginary wild west gunfight. Mr 
Gallop's style would work well 
here, or a battle between the 
police of the future and hostile 
rebels set in a futuristic city. A 
small, vastly outnumbered, but 
organised force against a huge 
leaderiess army is always 
interesting. I am very surprised 
that battles from fantasy/SF books 
have not been licensed. How 
about the battles of Helms deep 
and The Pelanor Fields from Lord 
of the Rings? The latter is 
discussed in some depth in one of 
Tolkien's unfinished books. We 
could also have The lllearth War 
from the Covenant book (a VERY 
interesting scenario there) and the 
battles of the Alends and Arigaraks 
from the Belgariod book. The 
Fedaykin versus The Sardakaur 
from Dune. Need I go on? I only 
wish I could programme, then we 
would see' 

What would also be interesting 

in these games is the introduction 
of magic. 

Onto the moral dilemma you 
discussed in issue 51.1 would not 
harm a fly, but if anyone other than 
a qualified brain surgeon tned to 
put a hole in my head or those I 
care about, I would try my hardest 
to stop him/her and if that means 
killing, then so be it. Playing 
wargames does not lessen my 
appreciation for life - if anything it 
enhances it. Think how lucky I am 
that I was not involved in any wars. 
Theatre Europe makes the point 
well, the idea being not to invade 
East Germany, but to defend it 
long enough for the Communist 
bloc to admit defeat. Although I do 
not agree with how the Warsaw 
pact is made out to be the bad 
guys; I doubt they would nuke the 
western world just because they 
could not invade West Germany. 
However, obviously, some war 
scenarios should definitely be 
avoided. I doubt anyone wants to 
see a game based on Northern 
Ireland or Lebanon. 

Perhaps, someday, when a 
wargame has graphics like Lords 
of Midnight, has the individual 
realism of Rebelstar, the technical 
finesse of Vulcan and is based on 
one of my favourite fantasy wars, 
then I will be satisfied. Until then I 
hope I' ve sown some fertile seeds 
on fertile land. 

PS. Has anyone out there got 
the excellent Formula 1 by CRL? 
I'll swap ANY game for it! 

Trev Smith, Leicester. 

A review of CHAOS seems like a 
very good idea. I'm getting so 
desperate that I 'II review anything! 

PI 

Dear Philippa, 
I am writing to you in connection 
with the Battle of Britain by PSS. I 
am very interested in this conflict 
and I think that this is the best 
simulation of the battle, although 
t here is one stupid th ing about the 
game: in the actual battle pilots 
were up at 4am and they stood 
down at 9.30pm (except defiants). 
In the game as soon as you start 



strike. Although strategic depth is fairly limited, 
all wargamers should try Theatre Europe. It's 
now available as pari of the Conflicts series 
from PSS, at a bargain price. 

ISLAND-BASHING 
two Jima, also from PSS and reviewed in July, 
<s a reasonably good aame for a beginner. It 
involves the capture of the island of Iwo Jima 
by landing American forces. 'Island-bashing' 
games have a neatness about them which is 
satisfying; all troops are brought in from the 
outside, and all you have to do is roam about 
the self-contained map until you've rooted out 
all the enemy units. Essentially, that's all there 
is to Iwo Jima. The graphics are unimpressive 

I but functional. Options are limited to 
movement and combat, with a few 
rudimentary terrain effects. There is little in this 
game for the more experienced wargamer, and 
I fear that the shoddy presentation mighl make 
a newcomer suspect that all strategy games 
look amateurish. If he is able to ignore the 
aesthetics, the beginner will find Iwo Jima a 
good introduction to 'serious' wargaming. 

Rebel Star was given a Smash in August, 
and is available from Firebird at £1.99. This 
was a re-release of a vintage classic, and is still 
fun to play. In a very simple yet involving 
strategy game, the player is given the task of 
trying to break into a diagrammatic starbase 
using a team of characters and robots with 
specific abilties and weaknesses. The first 
problem involves using the combined 
capabilities of this team to get a door open. 
Then the player has to co-ordinate the 
characters to overwhelm the defences of the 
starbase. The computer opponent is fairly 
intelligent and puts up a structured resistence. 
Play is straightforward and long-lasting, and at 
this price it's difficult to go wrong. Very much 
an alternative for the battle-weary. 

Another game with a sci-fi background 
appeared in the September Issue, from Argus 
Press Software Mind Games - Mission 
Omega. The player has one hour of real time to 
shut down the reactors of a mysterious but 
unquestionably hostile piece of apparatus 
making its way to Earth. The game is icon-
driven and represents a blend of strategy and 
arcade. You must build robots, juggling the 
resources available to you, and send them on 
to the Omega vessel to locate its reactors. 

Someone who only enjoys troop-moving 
wargames may not have much time for Mission 
Omega, but more broad-minded strategists 
should find it an interesting challenge, 

Johnny Reb II. from Lothlorieo. is a 
traditional wargame set during the American 
Civil War, The presentation is good, and the 
range of orders allows varied strategies to be 
employed. 

The November Issue saw the release of 
another traditional battle re-construction. 
Napoleon at War by Ken Wright whose games 
are all similar in style. Napoleon at War 
reconstucts the Russion campaign, and allows 
the player either to give orders to individual 
units or to the corps commander. The latter 
option more accurately recreates the 
uncertainty of command under real field 
conditions, and can result in queries from the 
harried commanders. This excellent game is 
well up to the author's usual standard and 
certainty worth acquiring for any wargame 
collection. 

With any luck I should have some new 
releases to comment upon next month. In the 
meantime, have a good look at the back-
catalogues of the wargaming software houses 
and see what you might have missed. 

the day the Luftwaffe came across 
in two waves and that's the end of 
the day. It usually lasts from 8am 
to 10 or 11am which is stupid, 
since lots of raids didn't usually 
come in until late afternoon. It 
would be great if the days lasted 
the same as the battle, and an hour 
or so our time. The game is so 
predictable, plus the Germans 
sent over their 109s to fl ush out the 
RAF. The game doesn't simulate 
that, which is a big 
disappointment. 

I think that atmosphere has as 
much part in the game as the game 
itself. Even if I was sitting there 
nearly all day, (game time) and just 
one recce came over, then the 
next day they came over in the 
massed formation, the 
atmosphere in the game would be 
great. 

I wish Mr R T Smith of Vulcan 
fame, would do a Battle of Britain 
for just the 128. He could do a 
fantastic version; he could make it 
so realistic. I would even pay a lot 
of money if it was that good. Can't 
someone bring out a really good 
Battle of Britain game? 

Is there any chance you can get 
the POKEs to extend the time on 
the Battle of Britain? You haven't 
got time to do anything like mo ving 
one squadron to another airfield 
before the Germans come over. 
The game must be able to be 
POKEd as it is. As far as I'm 
concerned. I don't have a chance 
to enjoy the game because it plays 
so quickly - and that's on the slow 
speed! Instead of adding rubbish 
like a title screen and the 
Blitzkrieg, they should have used 
every ounce of memory on a realty 
good game. Please could you help 
me out, I can't express enough 
how much I want a good Battle of 
Britain game. 

David Cart 

If this was ZZAP164,1 would 
receive 20 letters next week 
saying 'You should try the SSI 
game... ' Finding another 
Battle of Britain simulation on 
the Spectrum is more of a 
challenge. Can anybody help 
David? 

Dear Philippa, 
As a relative newcomer to the 
strategy scene, I'm keen to make 
a contribution to the general 
discussion. I have purchased both 
of Ken Wright's most recent game, 
Yankee and Blitzkrieg and wish to 
make a comparison between the 
two along with a few compliments 
and criticisms. 

Although they are obviously 
different in concept they are 
actually fairly similar. The graphics 
are almost identical, with Blitkrieg 
getting t he edge for its pretty flags 
- but is it a 20% edge, as your 
review suggests? The control 
method is much better on 
Blitzkrieg, although you quickly 
get used to Yankee's awkward 
control method, but having your 
General's making decisions is 
realistically infuriating in both 
games. 

The combat is similar in its 
crudity and silence; men only die 
in set proportions or not at all it 
seems. Hidden movement is used 
well In both games. Remember in 
the 17th century gunpowder was 
used, not smokeless cordite, so 
once the battle began a General 
could see very little of the battle 
due to the smoke anyway. The 
scale of Blitzkrieg makes hidden 
movement acceptable, 

I think the big differences 
bet ween the two lies in realism and 
payability. In Blitzkrieg why is one 
Belgian unit as strong as a unit in 
Hitler's crack 4th or 6th divisions? 
I think the system needs an Attack 
Modifier (like R T Smith's games) 
as it is foolish to assume that units 
are all equally trained and 
equipped. The same could be 
applied to Yankee but I don't 
believe the differences were too 
significant. 

As for airpower, where is it? In 
Blitzkrieg the rulebook and history 
dictates what an important factor 
it was i n the fall of France, ft seems 
in trying to make the game a real 
challenge, and in that it succeeds, 
the realism has gone. No longer 
can Germany sweep aside 
resistance in its drive for France. 
The small variation and infuriating 
nature of Blitzkrieg make it low In 

addictivity whilst you keep coming 
back for more in Yankeee. On the 
plus side, both games have 
shrewd and vicious computer 
opponents. Sorry Philippa. but I 
think you've overrated Blitzkrieg. 

James Tye, Barton-On-Sea 

I rate both Yankee sndBlltzkrieg 
very highly. Perhaps in 
retrospect - as you suggest - It 
was unfair to give Blitzkrieg 
such a decided edge over 
Yankee. But I think I would 
uprate Yankee rather than 
downgrade Blitzkrieg. 

PI 

And finally, a letter from the man 
responsible for Annals of Rome, 
Pegasus Bridge, and the bugs In 
both.,. 

Dear Philippa, 
t am a regular and compulsive 
reader of your column, not least 
because you seem, though 
unknowingly, to be a fan of mine or 
rather of my work. Let me explain: 
I programmed Annals of Rome on 
the Spectrum, for which you gave 
85% overall, and said was your 
favourite game of the year. 1 also 
re-designed and programmed 
Pegasus Bridge - Spectrum and 
Amstrad versions - for which you 
gave 78% overall. For both of 
these 11hank you; it's been a great 
boost for my ego. 

I'd like to point out that I also 
programmed the arcade 
sequence in Tobruk. I hesitated 
before mentioning this as 1 know 
how you loathe arcade 
sequences. However, so keen on 
my work are you that twice you 
have managed to sneak a piccy of 
it in under the mis-heading of 
CCS's Vulcan - both in the review 
in April and the yearly round up. so 
I know you must realty appreciate 
this skilled work of art! 

I take special pride in a review 
from CRASH as it is, compared to 
the other computer press, of 
higher standards and quality. I 
have sung of its praises since it 
first came out, and it was a great 
help to me with the article the' Doc 

Martin' Kidd wrote on me setting 
up in business 

Since the article I have stopped 
selling my own games and have 
moved on to freelance 
programming, mainly with PSS, 
since they publish strategy games, 
which I personally enjoy playing 
and programming the most. 

Sorry about the history lesson, 
and other self indulgences. I will 
get to the point (at last she cried, 
holding back a yawn). I was most 
intrigued to read in your column 
that you run a PBM. What's its 
name? What's it about? And could 
I possibly join? For over a year now 
I have been bitten by the F%M bug 
and find it a great way to play the 
involved complex strategy games 
that I like. When I was interviewed 
I said I was interested in starting a 
PBM and have in fact just finished 
a PBM version of the best selling 
Dark Blades by Standard Games 
(see the last issue of CRASH for 
brief details). We might be 
planning a computer version to tie 
in with the game, which should be 
interesting if we can manage to 
cram all the megabytes of data 
from hard disk down to a 
Spectrum! 

Please get In touch with details 
of your PBM. and keep up with the 
excellent reviews. 
Stewart Green, T/A Data Design 

Systems 

Everybody who's interested in 
computer gaming should have a 
go a t PBMs. This statement is of 
course entirely 
disinterested... As well as my 
own humourous RPG Revenge 
of the Many-Legged Man-Eating 
Mutant Tiger Hounds from 
Outer Space, our company runs 
Macedon - a complex and 
historically-accurate simulation 
of the carving-up of Europe after 
the fall of Alexander the Great. 
Information about either game 
on receipt of an SAE to 
Alchemist's Guild. PO Box 114, 
Kidlington, Oxford, OX5 
1DS. Thank you. 

PI 
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In the late 1990's the streets off New York are a Jungle. 
You are the Ice cool leader of a gang off drug crazed 
terrorists. Your main goal Is to become the richest, 

toughest and most notorious gang In the city. 

Spill 



FROM LITTLE 
ACORNS... 

Not having anything better to do (such as 
steeping, eating or drinking) BRENDON 
KAVANAGH decided to wander up to 
Cleveleys and pay Kevin Cropper's KJC team 
a v i s i t . . . 

KJC Games was officially 
launched in September 1981 as a 
sideline developed by Kevin 
Cropper to the family business. In 
those busy days young Kevin had 
40 players. Wow, you may say, but 
from little acorns large oak trees 
grow - as Kevin has proved. KJC 
has grown steadily with time. Now. 
in 1988. he has ten full-time staff 
(four male and six female) and 
boasts that 12,000 active 
accounts have operated over the 
last year. 

Obviously, obtaining It's A 
Crime/ from the Americans was 
the company's saving grace. KJC 
Games put that opportunity to use 
with great prowess. Over the last 
few years they have become the 
UK market leaders and are not far 
behind internationally. 'We 
process more turns than anyone 
else in the world' bragged Kevin, 
sitting in his second floor office 
overlooking the Cleveteys skyline. 
And why should he not bis proud of 
his company? Everything is well 
organised, professional and 
almost tidy! KJC presently 
moderate Earth wood (and it's 
popular variant. Sea Kings), 
Capitol, Crasimoff's World and It's 
A Crime!. Plans for the future are 
exciting - very exciting. Let us 
examine them . . . 

KJC ORGAN 
Perhaps KJC's biggest gamble of 
the year will be their launch of a 
gaming magazine called First 
Class Games. Edited by Nigel 
Mitchell and written by a variety of 
quality writers. First Class Games 
will start life as an in-house 
magazine. Previews and strategy -
related articles on KJC's games 
are to be a common feature. Nigel 
intends the articles to be honest (It 
seems that they do not wish to run 

unmarketable games). Failing that, 
I suspect that they will be almost 
White Dwarf in sty le. 

So what else will this magazine 
include? KJC do not really want it 
to gain the reputation that White 
Dwarf has for being a method of 
selling house goods (although t 
doubt that they will be a serious 
competitor to Flagship even if they 
do manage to print at regular 
intervals). They therefore intend to 
include articles on 'unbiased' 
topics. A few pages on 
boardgaming and role-piaying. a 
regular live role-playing page, 
games fair and pubmeet sections 
(including reports and a Whats 
On? style diary), a cartoon(!) and 
the ubiquitous letters page. At 
first, this will be bagged into about 
40 pages on glossy paper with a 
two-colour cover. 

Fairly priced, when you consider 
what you're getting, at £1.50 per 
copy. First Class Games will either 
become the biggest newsletter 
ever or a very good PBM/RPG 
magazine. Mail order fantasy role-
playing games will be available 
through the magazine and if this 
takes off, then you may well soon 
SCO First Class Games on the 
newsagents she l f . . . Meanwhile, 
of course, you can purchase it 
direct from KJC games. 

KJC have a game planned for 
launch every other month this 
year, conveniently fitting in with 
the publishing date for the 
magazine, so just what's in store? 

1988 GAMES 
LAUNCHES 

KJC Games seem to have 
decided that 1988 is the year to 
expand their supply of offerings. 
Numerous people have been 
introduced to the hobby since the 

launch of It's A Crime!, a popular 
game albeit simple in comparison 
with other games on the market. In 
a possible attempt to wean new 
players into the world of real 
PBM ing while keeping them under 
the KJC roof as much as possible 
they have a hectic line-up of new 
launches for the year. 
Dawn Of The Ancients is a 
deadline game which was 
launched recently. The game is for 
12 players and is computer 
moderated with an optimum ten 
day turn around. The idea is 
simple: take 12 ancient empires 
and nations from various eras 
(Egyptians, Romans, Trojans. 
Muns and so on) and throw them 
into the same age. Each player 
rules one of these positions with 
the aim of gaining the greatest 
empire of all time. 

This is done by the usual 
approach to gaming: economics, 
strategy, combat and 'people 
using'. Expand your empire by 
colonisation, keep its system 
running smoothly and repel 
enemies with armies. Simpler -
perhaps. A little bit of mystery is 
added by the 13th nation. This 
nation Is ancient - more ancient 
than your own and even more 
ancient than the next player's. 
Atlantis - need I say more? 

Dawn Of The Ancients, run 
under European license from 
Game Systems Inc of Miami 
(USA), costs £1.50 for each turn. 
The game is for a limited number 
of players only; if you want to play 
you don't have much time, so get 
in touch with them now! 

State Of War Another GSI 
game. this. Not only that, it's also 
another limited numbers game. 
Launched this month and long-
awaited in the UK, there are only 
500 places up for grabs. 

State Of War is set in America in 
the year 2000AD. The Federal 
Government and 20 states have 
had a major falling out. to put it 
bluntly. Each state governor wants 
the presidency: the only way to do 
that outside of democracy (oh yes. 
that's been declared null and void) 
is through civil war - again! 

The aim of the game is to gain 
more victory points than any other 

player. The game continues for ten 
turns after the fall ot the Federal 
Government. This is achieved by a 
number of methods, some 
economic, some military and one 
sociological. Another main victory 
condition is diplomacy (a single 
player could succeed, but I have 
my doubts!). 

The USA is, for mapping 
reasons, split into 4,736 hexes. 
Each hex is a geographical area 
and has restrictions as to what can 
be done within it. Ptayers govern 
states which are comprised of a 
number of areas. The game 
involves the strategic use of 
bribes, military units (armies, 
tanks, nukes etc), spies, factories 
and money - all at once! As well as 
controlling your military forces, 
you must operate within your state 
budget - bankruptcy is a killer. 

There is a tot to Sfafe Of War, I 
should think that it would make a 
good game for the more 
demanding player. Reports state 
that after a few turns it becomes 
fast and furiou9, although further 
than that I cannot comment. 
Flagship liked it anyway. 

KJC have high hopes for Sfafe 
Of War-it has done well In the US 
(not surprisingly) and I'm sure that 
many a Brit would quite like to 
have a go at paying havoc on the 
other side of the pond! Price? Not 
sure yet, but it may not be 
cheap . , . 

AND THERE'S 

Not wanting to do anything by 
halves, KJC intend to follow up 
these games with even more 
launches: a UK version of 
Empyreum Challenge set for 
July, a vastly revamped game of 
Casus Belli for August, the 
improved version of Trolls 
Bottom, which is out now (special 
offer next month), and a NEW 
fantasy game for the end of the 
year. Look out for details of these 
games next month, as well as an 
interesting insight into how KJC 
process all those It's A Crime! 
turns, plus more chronicles of the 
Knights of Avalon. Something for 
everybody there . . . 
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F A S T U R . . . F l R T I I E R . . . B U T T E R 
»u . i ic < o tn ix ' l in^ against the world s greatest 

in ihr greatest and toughest series of winter 
s|Hirls yet (levised Sr\ f i» C\ents In t rs l \ou r ski l l 
and nene to ihc utmost; each one wi th Us 
own individual demands. I'ractlee. pal iente 
.mil more p ra r t i re an- required in -^tauU m 

an\ rham e of .i medal. You am do it. \ qu 
will do it1 Vitd what 's more you' l l ha\fc 
a great l ime Ic \ in i i ! * . 

\ i 

DD 
Figure Skating -

Precision and poise 
are essential in this 

mosi artistic of sports 

C.roHH Countn Skiing - one or 
the stlffesi tests of pure physical 
prowess ever de\ ised. You * III 
battle with Lime, terrain and 
wlnitr Itself. Here nothing is 
on your side save the occasional 
surge of gravity on a dow nhill 
section. Muster all the 
spirit and strength 
sou can for this Is 
the ultimate 
test of 
endurance! 

Speed Skating 
- The fastest 

self propelled sport 
on rarth. A lest of 

sirenRifi and rhythm 
where speeds or 30 mph 

arc reached In the 
quest for gold. 

r 

tfP 

J 

1 

Available for: 

Ml HTrm Mvds from ihr 
CiminadoirtM tmkxi 

Vl.inul.Mund jiw] riMritwIrt 
under Ik-mrr from Kp> \ t«c 
l» t S (iold E Jtnlird 
l-.\ ttotford ttio. 
HatTord 
Kirtmiythjru 
B61\X 

Am* trad CPC Cassette & Disk 
Atari ST Disk 
CBM 64/128 Cassette & Disk 
MSX 64 Cassette 
Spectrum 48/128K, + 2 Cassette 
Spectrum + 3 Disk 

& 1988 Epyx Inc Al ngr t j retervad 
Epy* « a RagMred Tndimarti No 1196270 

« 



Ski Jumping - Daredevil bravery 
, nerves of steel and total control 

are compulsory In this thrilling 
and most dangerous 

sport where both 
distance and 

style count 
towards 

your 
score. 

Slalom - v 

Speed, control 
and spilt second Limine makes the 
Oalom the most difficult of all skiing 
wnis. Choose from different courses 

varying In their difficulty. 

% L y J 

Downhill Skiing - AI 
rail In while. Using gravity 

as your power source and your 
poles for balance, you'll 

attain speeds of 70 mph 
as you hurtle towards 

gold and a place in 
the record books! 

L«ge - Daring; 
a touch of winter madness! 
living prone, feet first on a sled technologically 
designed to assault lime you'll use even muscle 
in your body to make the most of each straight and 

curvr on a 
choice of 
courses. 



NOW 
TAKEN 

DEPTCR 
CASTLE HOUSE 

11 NEWCASTLE STREET 
BURSLEM 

STOKE ON TRENT 

TEL: 0782 575043 

SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE 
SPECTRUM SPECIAL 

OFFERS 
ftanwamorc iSO 
Predator 6-99 
Cybtnttd ISO 
Bank Tito _ ..._.. 7.S0 
Rolling Thunder WO 
Adv Tac figInter IN 
Ace 2 , -.ISO 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

MO 
I.N 
igo 

Target flenagade 
Black lamp 

u o 
uo 

Fustm 
720* .. 

5.50 
UO 
uo 

Nigel M Grand Pro 
Outrun _ _ _ _ _ 

7 JO 
UO 

North Star UO 
OanOarel 5.50 
Craiy Cat UO 
Scafcctnt 6.99 

Acaon Force 
arioe or HsnkeristeM 
Bamartt 
Overlaid M l 
BMArem 109 
VWcan 199 
OasertRats 8.99 
Napoleon At War WO 
Gafteoll WO 
World war I 4.96 
Zulu Wat 196 
Bubble flobPle w ... UO 
Legions of OeaOt 4.95 

150 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

Ac® 2 6.50 
Barbarian 1.96 
Beyond The tee Palace .... 5.50 

6.50 
Blood froflitfs ...... 5.50 
Hercules 5.50 
Hive 1.96 
Flying Shark UO 
EartMgM ... UO 
Hyrtena 126 
Gothic UO 
H l̂ Frontier 2.90 

6. SO 
11 2.96 

SkaitCwy _ 5 50 
Mask 3 (Venom SI) „ . „ ISO 
Aul Wsehen Monty 2.99 
Kastan US 
Thing Bounce* Back 2.96 
OrHlar 1030 
yy*m . U6 
Oart Side 7.10 
Gary Lin S w Soccer 5.50 
OHIO U i 
Over & Smart ..„. 2.98 
CnanvpKwWp Baseball 2.99 
fUnga Hamster 2.96 
Mystery of Vie Nile 2.96 

Onlenge o( GoCott 2.96 
Gstrtet 296 
GanHWl 3.96 
GuraMp __ 
Scphatry I S O 
Sortaror Lord 190 
Plycno Pig 11X8 ..ISO 
Masters Unl The Mowe . 2.96 
Where Tme Stood Sn — 5 50 
Orud 2.99 
AoadBhster? ISO 

6.50 

2.96 
Larer Tag 3.96 

S.M 
Yes Prime Minister ._„ 2.96 
Outcast 2.99 
Book ol the Dead 2.99 
Nn|a Hampster 2 99 
Onk(3Games) 2.96 
UwsOwi 2.96 

3.95 
Street Fighter 
Evening Star 
F15 Strike if 
Winter Ot|ttipfad '88 
Foottaii Manager „ 
XBrw 2J0 

2.96 
U I 

Oeaototer 
Cuampiorantp Spnrrt 
Gun 

150 
5.50 

Stor AakMnl 
Gunsknger 
D«y to the Utoof Thing _. 1.70 
Crosswizs UO 
l O (Fwdrt) ISO 
Hunt tor Red October _.. 1150 
Go ID Hen 1.96 
Last Mission 2.96 
Sofwor 2J6 

JUST 
ARRIVED 

BASIL THE GREAT 
MOUSE DETECTIVE 

OUR PRICE £2.99 
COMBAT SCHOOL 

OUR PRICE £3.95 
MAO MAX 

OUR PRICE £2.99 
OUTRUN 

OUR PRICE £4.95 
YOGI BEAR 

OUR PRICE £2.99 

THROUGH THE 
TRAPDOOR 

NOW ONLY £3.95 
RRP £8.95 

* * * * * * * * 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

Nether Earth 2.99 
The Living Daylights 
Dark Sceptre 
Blood VHtoy 'ZZZ™ 
Strtia Force Harrier 
ftooet 
Infloor Sports 
WJIman 
Hacker I 
Grange wn 
Ml 

SPECTRUM SPECIAL 
OFFERS 

.2.96 
Pegnut Bridge 190 
Shadows of Mordor 196 
Tetodon W O 
Gmmofc* 190 
Uve Ammo 190 
Mm Sport 1.70 
Tit Ha Nog .*..... 1.70 
Shadow Skimmer 
LSStMohekan 

2J0 
2.96 

Skte W l » 2.99 
Druid? 2.96 
flat) Led 2J6 

Roundhead! —— .. 5.96 
Rygsr 6J0 
RaatanSaga JJO 
Howsnj 9* Duck 1.99 
The Fkfiky 2.96 
Tha Canturtoni 2 99 

2.99 
Sorodont Shadow ISO 
10th frame 2.99 
Star Man _ 196 
StargkOer _ 10.50 
World Class L Board 150 

2 JO 
Eye 2J0 
Thundercatj ISO 
SuperHangon „ 109 
Big Trouble L China 299 
Shackled ISO 
Where Tette Stood SW .... ISO 

190 
Btonc Commandos ISO 
Megj Apocafjpse . 175 
HmgWan 196 
Wirart Warr 650 
MatcMtyl . 150 
The rknumei H 150 
ArkanoO 2 5 50 
Yen US 
Vixen UO 
Power Pvramw ISO 
Shadded UO 
Oesaaior S.50 
Action Force 2 190 
Spitfire 40 116 
Croaswtre ISO 

WE NOW OFFER AN EVEN FASTER SERV'CE THAN EVER BEFORE! 
TRY US, YOU WONT BE DISAPPOINTED. 
P&P 50p on all order under £5. Over £5 P&P is free. Overseas £2 per tape. 
Please state SPECTRUM when ordering — Please state CRASH when ordering 

SALE SALE 

JUST 
ARRIVED 

TARGET 
RENEGADE 

OUR PRICE £5.50 

SUPER SPRINT 

OUR PRICE £2.99 

GALACTIC GAMES 

OUR PRICE £2.99 

SUPER CYCLE 

OUR PRICE £ 1 . 9 9 

mjsTcoHEnce 
mSMirmcei 

QUARTET 
RRP £9 95 

OUR PRICE £2.99 

TO 
CLEAR 

CYBERNOID 
NOW £5.50 

10BOOTCAMP 
LAST FEW AT £6.50 

JACK THE 
NIPPER II 

£2.00 

NOW REDUCED TO CI .70 
ARC ALL THE 
FOLLOWING 

POPEYE 
DEVIANTS 

NINJA SCOOTER SIM 
NOSFERATU 

ATV 
LEAGUE CHALLENGE 

SOOCER eoss 
BEACH BOY SIM 

POGO STICK OLYMPICS 
OUNOARACH 
MARSPORT 

KICK ST ART IT 
PRO SKI SIMULATOR 
FOOTBALL FRENZY 

JOE BLADE 
INDOOR SOCCER 

COMP1LA HOA'S TO 
CLEAR 

WE ARE THE 
CHAMPtONS 

Sopersprmt, Renegade 
Rampage International 

Karate • Barbarian 
SUPER VALUE AT C6.00 

HIT PACK 6 VOL 3 
Paperboy. GMosts A 

Qot*na. Enouro Racer 
The Living Dayhgnts t 
Dragons Law Escape' 

S.̂ aes Castle 
THE BEST YET AT C7 29 

SALE 

ARCADE FORCE FOUR 
Gauntlet, Deeper 

Dungeons. Road Runne' 
Metrrxross. Indiana 

Jones & Temple of Doorr 
ALL THESE FOR £6.00 

TEN GREAT GAMES 
VOL 2 

Samurt Tnlogy. Tlwig 
Bounce* Bick. Convoy 

Raider, Jack I he Nipper li 
Deathwish 3.6av i Great 

Mouse Detective, Auf 
W when Monty, The Duct 

The Final Matri* 
ALL THESE FOR ONLY 

C7.2S 

COMPILATIONS 
4 SMASH HITS 

(Exoton, Zynaps, Ranarama 
Ijndum *) 

CI 96 
SPORTS PACK 

Olympics. Snooker, Golf, On 
theOche, Derby Day. 

World 0 *> 
REDUCED TO ONLY £3.90 

SUMMER GOLD 
10th Frame. Oambustera, 
Bmce Lee. Beach Head II. 
Rebel Planet, impossible 

Mission 
Al these for only £4.00 

PRESTIGE COLLECTION 
(The Eidoton. Rescue on 

FracUlus. Ballbtozer. Koronls 
Rift) 

All I c £3.95 

MAQNtFtCENTT 
(Head Over Heels. Wir ta l . 
Ariianoid. Great Escape. 

Frankie. Cobra, Short Circuit. 

COMPILATIONS 
TO CLEAR 

COIN-OP CONNECTION 
Breakthrough. Express 
Raider. Metro Cross, 

Crystal Castles 
For only £2.99 

GREMLIN COMPENDIUM 
Shlve-A-Stodge. Ludo. 
Tiddly Winks. Snakes A 

Ladders. 
All these games lor only 

£6.95 

UNBELIEVABLE 
ULTIMATE 

Trans Am, Jet 
Pack. Lunar Jet 

Man, Pssss 
To clear now only 

£1.99 

TO CLEAR AT 90{p 
Deathscape Astroclone 
Dogfight 2iS7. Bubbtor, 
Ballblajw Ball breaker 

Coemic Shock Absorber. 
Explorer. The Eidolon. 
Highway Encounter, 

Greylet. Falcon Patrol 2. 
Future Knight Growing 

Pains A Mole. Gunrunner, 
Hot Runestone. 

Hyper bowl. Hijack. Koronis 
Rrft. Knucwetmsters 
Kmetik. Sky Runner. 

Putsator, Out 01 Ttvs World. 
Ortxx The Terrorbal. Nu 

Wave 10. Flasputri. 
Stamtes* Steel, V*gm 

Atlantic Challenge, Gyran, 
Thanalos, Tempest 

FIRST COME FIRST 
SERVE Di 

Please atate an 
Alternative! 

Yie ArKung Fu) 
£0.96 12SX GAMES Yie ArKung Fu) 
£0.96 Spitfire 40 .... 6.06 

10.06 
PACK OF ACES UtOe Computer People 4.06 

Who Dares Wins II. Nexus. Elite 
Boulderdash. Intemaiional Ghost Buster 2.99 

Karate Ban Blazer 2.00 
FOUR GREAT GAMES £4 95 MAI. ORdcn Pfuccs ONLY 

'Note' 
II you haven't received al 
the games you requested 

within 10 days, please 
phone us to find out the 

problem please don't leave 
it for weeks' 

Than* you 
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A NIC 
UTECHGNICHE 

This month, the Motel 
guest list is swelled 
by the addition of 
Messrs White, 
Roberts and Kelly, 
each of whom gets 
the very individual 
attention of JON 
BATES... 
OH gosh! The horror of it ail. With 
only a few days to spane before the 
guests from CRASH arrive to see 
how our reviewing has gone, 
mother ruined my XRl interface. I 
put her in the fruit store out of the 
way while t frantically waited for 
the postman with a replacement. 
Fortunately it arrived in t i me so lhat 
when they sign the guest book 
they won t suspect a thing. 
Anyway, lots to do so it's back to 
the word processorfor me. 

Some time ago (issue 42) I 
looked at an FB01 voicing 
program that works with the XRl 
interface. Well the programmer. 
Martin White, has been busy 
again and has sent review copies 
ofhis efforts direct to the motel for 
down-to-earth appraisal. 

First up is the DX100/21/27 
editor program. Now I was a mite 
miffed that It didn't givame any 
graphic editing - just a total list of 
the peripherals on-screen. Now 
this is fine and is. indeed, all you 
need if you have a pretty good 
knowledge of the workings of a DX 
synth but it's a little daunting If 
you're not too sure of which 
numbers to increase or decrease 
to change the sound. It has one or 
two other annoying habits, like 
every time you seek the help page 
it whizzes the cursor back to the 
top left hand comer. This is 
annoying at first but, like Pavlov's 
dog experiment, you soon learn 
the commands necessary to avoid 
this. 

The cursor is steered around 
with the arrow keys, and sound 
data is increased or decreased 

using ENTER or SPACE. 
Comparisons are both odious and 
oderous (smart ass!), but I do feel 
that the DX 100 programmer from 
Quasar software was easier to 
manipulate with it's graphic 
display, making it a bit more 
interesting and easier to get on 
with. It also compared favourably 
at the price (for a full report see 
issue 53- last months' in fact). 

However, this program is a bit 
more specific when it comes to t he 
library features, since it can hold 
up to four banks of sounds at any 
one time, throw them around and 
re-order them with consummate 
ease. This is, of course, a boon for 
any digital synth or tone module, 
The purpose of this may not be 
apparent but let me explain: you 
might think that having your 
favourite sounds on the top layer 
of a voice stack was just a mere 
luxury, but this is not so. The DX 
100 and co. can only respond via 
MIDI to the voices that are In the 
uppermost bank. All the others 
can be called up from the lower 
layers of the ROM and RAM 
memory. But it is a tiresome task 
to put them in the correct order. If 
you wish to do voice changing via 
MIDI, say from another keyboard 
or sequencer, you're a bit 
lumbered. ) 

If you set' piano' in memory 1 on 
synth A and correspond this on 
with 'piano* also in memory 1 on 
synth B, every ttma you press 
voice 1 on A you will also select, via 
MIDI, voice 1 on synth B. provided 
of course they are working on the 
same channel and 'control info' is 
set to 'on'. However, when you 
select memory 2 on synth A. then 
whatever sound is in memory 2 on 
synth 6 will also sound. If you got 
a bit tost with all that lot, in other 
words, the voice changes are 
parallel between both 
instruments. 

To have some sort of accord 
between the instrument it follows 
that the numeric order of the 
voices must match sonically. OK ? 
They must blend in, comprendi? In 
short: YOU CANT HAVE VOICES 
THAT DON'T MIX ALLOTTED 
WITH THE SAME PROGRAM 
NUMBER-IT WILL SOUND | V 
AWFUL 

Sorry; I got a bit excited. Back to 
the review.. . 

The librarian lets you see all four 
banks of sound at once and swop 
them around to form whatever 
matching sound files you wish, 
most useful.'To sum up. the DX 
100 editor for the XRl interface is 
not a bad program It's very 
efficient and well thought out, but. 
always being one who wants 
everything, I would liked to have 
had a more visual approach. 

Along with the librarian you get 
two banks of new voices to play 
around with. Send your pennies, 
all £29 95 ol them, to XRJ or Martin 
White at the address listed at the 
end. Martin also informs methatif 
you deal direct with him he will give 
you a discount. 

And so onwards lo the Casio 
end of the world. Steven Kelly has 
actually written a CZ voice editor. 
The embryonic package | 
reviewed works with the Interface 
One although you'll need to look at 
the accompanying diagram to see 
how to wire it up. He was moved to 
write it after buying a similar 
commercial program (he doesn't 
state which one!) end finding it 
reasonably unsatisfactory - slow 
to react and with onfy marginal 
display facilities. Heciaims that his 
program witt store 160 voices, 
display all envelope and 
parameters at once, send voices 
to the synth in under 1/3 of a 
second - almost in ' realtime' - a 
sort facility for the voices that 
gathers all voices with a certain 
character string, plus clear, easy-
to-read characters and graphs. 
My, my. Someone has been busy! 
Right. This Calls for action. I ll just 
nip over to the house and Qet my 
Casio and assorted gubbins and 
report back on the validity of his 
claims. 

(Several hours la ter . . . ) Well. 
I'm pretty impressed. The editing 
is a pretty painless procedure 
since the package has a very clear 
screen laid out in the same format 
followed by the Casio Sound data 
books. Copying voices from 
printed data should therefore 
represent no problem. It has easy 
to follow on-screen instructions, 
although most of the commands 
require a word to be typed in. 

whereas a single letter would have 
been quicker when in mid-edit. It 
would also havti helped if the 
editing commands were on-
screen rather than on paper as it 
were. .. 

The graphic display of the sound 
envelopes, although simple, is 
quite effective and on a flip-
screen. Steven has also included 
82 voices for your delight which 
can't be bad. 

My pre-launch version did have 
a habit of conking out for no good 
reason: I gave it a few commands 
that it didn't understand and it 
didn't seem to want to restart 
readily. If these are sorted out and 
a couple ol 'idiot proof routines 
put in then the program represents 
excellent value for money at the 
astounding price of only £3. 
(Thinks: that's either two Big 
Macs, a ticket to the pictures, 10 
packets of peanuts or two gin and 
tonics). The address is listed at the 
end. It certainly is the cheapest 
product 1 "ve yet had to review and, 
as such, represents excellent 
value for money. Steven is also 
hoping to convert it for use with 
other interfaces. 

When you open your post and 
find that it has loads of closely 
typed A4 paper you are taken 
aback, It makes a cha nge from the 
usual gratuitous rubbish from the 
double glazing hawkers. Leafing 
through, I flndthat Mark Roberts 
from Dover has been at it again. 
That is to say he has been 
uncovering the secrets of yet 
another tone expander, and this 
time the specimen under the 
microscope is the MT32 from 
Roland. I haven't the room to 
reprint it all here but owners or 
potential owners of this smart 
cookie read on. 

The MT32 uses the same 
method of voice production as 
Roland's D50 synth. which is now 
assuming legendary status and Is 
about to join the ranks of 'great 
synths of our time' along with the 
DX7, Mini-Moog. and Prophet 5. It 
has 123 voices on board, the 
possibility for setting up 64 of your 
own, works on up to eight MIDI 
channels with separate and 
simultaneous voices for each 
channel, and is 32 note polyphonic 
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in total when multi-timbral. It has 
sampled percussion on board, 
obviating the necessity tor a drum 
machine. However, it is as 
inaccessible as the North Pole it it 
doesn't have a friendly program to 
talk to. Even if you set up your own 
voices the memory sulks when you 
turn it oft and refuses to remember 
anything (good joke. huh?). Mark's 
very detailed information will tell 
you how to: 

Play all eight pads on one 
channel. 

Change the reverb effect/on and 
off for each part. 

Change the master tuning/ 
volume/rhythm output level/ 
stereo panning. 

Transpose/fine tune. 
Alter the pitch bend range. 
Alter individual stereo panning 

and output level for each part. 

It' s all in' Z' codes output from a 

128. He doesn't state a price for 
the 10 pages of info but if you work 
on a commercial photocopy 
costing 10p a sheet plus postage 
you will have a rough idea: about 
£1.25 should do it. Contact him 
direct at the listed address. 

As usual, don't send cash 
through the post. Unless 
otherwise specified, make 
cheques/POs payable directly to 
the person or firm in question. It 
you are silly enough to send it to 
CRASH Towers or the Bates Motel 
then you can expect an even 
longer wait. 

Next month sees more software 
reviews, a few of your problems 
answered, plus the usual bits and 
pieces. Thanks for the mail and 
tapes: sorry I can' t reply personally 
to them but the most interesting 
always find their way into the 
column. Look forward to hearing 
from you at the usual address. 

J MOTEL G U E S T LIST 

S2i Sutton coi-
T ^ ^ t S t M l d i a n d s B72 1YJ. Tel (021) 382 6046 
Martin White: Tel 0532 744515 
Mark Roberts: 99 
Dover, Kent CT170JG 
Steven K e l ^ : 199Longhurst 
ten®, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 

SIMON N GOODWIN 
reports on three +3 
Pascal Compilers 
the007 Disassembler, 
returns to the topics 
of the Tech Tape, 
ZipZap, and 
Multiface RAM 
upgrades, and 
exposes yet more 
ROM bugs! 

THREE PASCAL 
COMPILERS 
+3 owners have a wide choice of 
alternative programming 
languages, which I intend to 
survey in future columns. This 
month I compare three impressive 
implementations of the Pascal 
language. 

Pascal was invented in 1970 by 
I Niklaus Wirth, an outspoken Swiss 
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professor. It is designed to be 
efficient and expressive, while 
forcing the programmer to think 
out a clear design before coding 
starts. This makes it popular with 
academics and methodical 
people, and hated by hackers who 
like to make things up as they go 
along. You can team a lot by 

writing large programs in Pascal: 
it's more of a science and less ot 
an art than, say, BASIC or C. 

I looked at two compilers from 
Spectrum stalwarts Hi Soft -
Pascal +3, which runs on a 
standard +3, and Pascal 80. 
which runs under +3 CP/M. The 
third package is ProPascal. from 
Prospero Software, which runs on 
all Amstrad CP/M systems, 
including the latest Spectrum. 

These are powerful compilers, 
rather than the cut-down subsets 
that often appear on micros. They 
support PEEK. POKE, IN and OUT, 
CASE . . ELSE/OTHERWISE, 
16-bit integers, 32-bit single 
precision floating-point, CHARs, 
BOOLEANs, VAR and value 
parameters, arrays, records 
(including variants), files (including 
random access), sets, hex 
constants, (jointers, enumerated 
and subrange types - plus all the 
standard Pascal commands and 
functions, of course. 

The table summarises the 
differences between the 
compilers. Both HiSoft packages 
have an integrated editor so you 
can swap back and forth quickly 
between compiling and editing. 
They also wort: much faster than 
ProPascal. mainly because the 
HiSoft compiler is a one-pass 20K 
program, whereas Prospero's 
compiler scans three times 
through the source, using a total of 
102K of code in three programs, 
plus another 16K for the [inker! 

You really need a second disk 
drive to run ProPascal, although I 
did manage to run tests, rather 
laboriously, using an unexpanded 
+3. If you re planning a very big 
program, ProPascal might turn out 
to be almost as fast as the HiSoft 
compilers, because you can 
compile files in sections and need 
only recompile the parts you've 
changed, before linking old and 
new parts with the tinker. 

Compilation controls are much 
the same for all three compilers: 
you can turn break, overflow and 
subscript checks on or off, control 
listings, and include other source 
files. Prospero have a couple of 
extra options - one rejects 
everything except strict standard 
Pascal, while the other tries to 
produce condensed code, trading 
speed for size and typically 
reducing file sues by about 10%. 

The manuals were clear and 
comprehensive: the ProPascal 
one was easiest to read, while the 
HiSoft manuals were the best 
looking. The HiSoft compilers 
came with laser-printed loose-leaf 
A5 manuals in ring binders. The 
ProPascal manual was spiral 
bound and daisywheel printed on 
expensive paper - it included an 
Index and tutorial, both notably 
absent from the HiSoft manuals. 
HiSoft make up for this, to some 
extent, with five and seven page 
contents lists, and suggest that 
you buy a separate tutorial if you're 
new to Pascal. 

All the + 3 compilers can handle 
programs larger than the 
maximum size for one file. The first 
file you compile with HiSoft's 
compilers can "get* text from other 
files. ProPascal goes even further. 

by allowing that file to call up text 
in another, and the other to call 
upon a fourth file, if necessary. 

ProPascal includes commands 
to rename, append, erase and 
check filenames inside your 
program. You can't do this in 
Pascal +3. but Pascal 80includes 
a general purpose routine that lets 
you call CP/M functions from 
inside a Pascal program. All three 
let you 'chain' execution from one 
compiled program to another. 

There was little to choose 
between the speed and size of 
generated code- all the compilers 
did a good job of writing Z80 code. 
They were rather vague about 
errors, as Pascal compilers tend to 
be - sometimes they produced 
rather a lot of spurious error 
messages after one silly error in a 
file. HiSoft give you the option to 
swap back to the editor and fix the 
problem as soon as one error is 
found. 

TRADE-OFFS 
These are all good Pascal 
compilers, with inevitable trade-
offs. Pascal +3 is best suited to 
the +3. but programs compiled 
with it won't run on other machines 
and the editor is rather clumsy, 
reminiscent of an old-fashioned 
BASIC editor. 

The same editor is used in the 
£25 cassette version of HiSoft 
Pascal, for earlier S pact rums. The 
tape compiler is similar to Pascal 
+3 but won't compile such large 
programs and lacks refinements 
like Tile handling and variant 
records. 

If you've got CP/M Plus you can 
use the much better £080 editor 
supplied with Pascal 80 and other 
HiSoft CP/M languages, at £29.95 
separately. ED80 is easy to 
configure and use, and does 
everything a good program editor 
should. It handles large files very 
quickly, although scrolling is rather 
slow and un-formatted disks can 
make it crash. HiSoft also include 
three useful new CP/M utility 
commands that improve on PIP, 
ERASE and DIR. 

Pascal 80 programs are 
portable to other machines, 
notably MSX. Tatung Einstein, and 
Amstrad CPC and PCW systems, 
but you lose access to Spectrum 
graphics and sound. 

ProPascal\s the most expensive 
compiler, at £57.50, but the most 
comprehensive. Formerly 
Amstrad ProPascal sold for C300, 
and it was used to write the entire 
ProPascal and ProFortran system. 
ProPascal implements the full ISO 
standard, without quirks, and has 
lots of well thought-out extensions 
-nine digit 32-bit integers, 16digit 
'double precision' maths, strings 
with dynamic lengths up to 255 
characters, and error trapping. 

The snags are the tack of an 
editor and the need for a second 
disk drive. The first problem is 
minor, any ASCII editor will do. The 
second may be more crucial. I'd be 
very interested to hear from 
anyone who's connected a 
standard 3-5 or 5-25 inch dnve to 
the port on the back of the +3. 
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ULTIFACE 
RAM 
Simon Owen of Prestatyn has 
wntten in with a tip for Multiface 
owners who have been unable to 
make their interface work with 
RAM in place of the normal ROM 
In the December issue I printed 
Paul Cook's tip which explained 
how you could customise ZX 
BASIC by copying it into Multiface 
RAM, after adding an extra chip to 
the Multiface. Since then several 
readers have reported problems -
but Simon Owen has the answers. 

The newer Multifaces have an 
internal switching facility which is 
intended to make them invisible to 
commercial software. 
Unfortunately this also makes it 

impossible to switch on the 
Multiface memory with a 
command like IN 159, which Paul 
used. The Multiface won't listen 
untit someone presses the button 
on top. 

The button also diverts the 
processor from running the 
current program .into the Multiface 
ROM. Unfortunately Paul's other 
bright idea was to unplug that 
ROM and replace it with RAM. The 
RAM contains random values -
because nothing has had a chance 
to write it! The processor crashes 
when it tries to run the ROM 
routine and finds RAM instead. It 

TECH TAPE 
TWEAKS 

About800Tech Tapes have been 
sold in the last couple of months, 
so I'm rather disappointed not to 
have been sent any hacks or 
enhancements yet. Anyhow, here 
are a few things I've 
discovered... 

The 'error trapper' on the tape 
detects ZX BASIC errors inc I udmg 
Break, but you need a BASIC 
routine to handle trie error. The Zip 
2 compiler has its own Break scan, 
which checks 50 times a second 
to see if SHIFT ENTER is pressed 
when compiling or running 
compiled code. These keys stop 
the program at once and return 
you to command level - very 
convenient when you're 
developing programs, but 
annoying if you want to produce a 
crash-proof final version. 

Another problem is that the scan 
used the Spectrum Mode 2 
interrupt, so you can't use Zip 
code at trie same time as any utility 
- such as a sprite package - wh ich 
uses that interrupt. 

Both restrictions can be 
removed with a couple of POKEs, 
The Break scan is turned on in two 
places - at the start of the compiler 
itself, and in a routine normally 
copied to the start of each 
compiled program. If you type 
POKE 54301. 75, programs 
compiled from that point onwards 
will not turn on the Break scan. 
POKE 54301, 71 to restore 
normality. 

If you use this POKE you can still 

Break into compiled code after 
compilation, because the compiler 
will turn on the Break scan as soon 
as you start to compile any 
program. The program is not 
Break-proof until you reset the 
computer and load the compiled 
code on its own, without calling 
the compiler. 

To turn off Break checks when 
compiling, type POKE 33336, 75 
immediately after loading Zip 2. 
and before you compile your first 
program. This means you won't be 
able to interrupt compilation once 
it's started, but that's not a big 
restriction as Zip 2 works very 
qulckty. Break checking wilt stilt be 
turned on when you run any 
compiled program, unless you 
also used POKE 54301. 75 before 
compiling it. 

A few people have run into 
problems using the Tech Tape 
code in high memory areas. A bug 
in the +2 and +3 means that you 
should not load code into the top 
220 bytes of memory, or the NEW 
or LOAD commands will corrupt it. 

The bug is discussed in more 
detail later in this month's column, 
but If you've run into problems 
loading Tech Tape code to the 
default address at the top of 
memory there's a simple cure that 
requires no technical knowledge-
just type CLEAR 65315 before 
loading and running the Tech Tape 
loaders, so that they avoid using 
the very top part of memory. 

seems we're stuck. 
Simon's technique seems 

rather odd, but logical. He has 
tested it on the old Spectrum 128 
and the + 2. II should work with the 
older Spectrum + as well, bui I 
haven't got one to try it on - my six-
year old Issue 1 48K machine 
(complete with 'dead cockroach' 
modification) has no reset button, 
and that turns out to be vital. 
Connect your Multiface in the 
usual way, then turn on the power. 
Reset the computer In the normal 
way. Then HOLD IN the Reset but-
ton on the side of the computer, 
and wait half a second. Still hold-
ing the Reset button down, press 
the 'magic button' on the Mul-
tiface, and hold both down for 
another half second. Then release 
the computer Reset button, wait 
half a second, and finally release 
the Multiface button. This sounds 
more difficult than it is - the tim-
ings aren't critical, just the sequ-
ence. 

You end up with the machine 
reset in 48K mode, with 128K 
memory (if fitted) and the Multiface 
still available. The next step is to 
copy the ROM into the 16K of RAM 
you've fitted in the Multiface, as 
explained in December. 

But Simon has also discovered 
three POKEs that fix bugs In the 
copy of the ROM. It turns out that 
the standard Spectrum ROM con-
tain two routines which write to the 
ROM area - and these corrupt 
BASIC if it is held in RAM. 

Writing to ROM has no effect; it 
appears to be a bug that one of the 
routines overwrites ROM, 
harmlessly, but the other deliber-
ately uses ROM as a convenient 
place to put a value it doesn't 
OGGCl 

At address 3372 in ZX BASIC 
the editor is told to scroll 24 tines 
of the display, In fact there's no 
point scrolling the top tine up, 
because it disappears - but in fact 
the program still copies that line 
into the previous area of memory -
the ROM character set. You must 
type POKE 3372,23 immediately 
after copying the ROM into Mul-
tiface RAM, or some characters 
will not display properly later. 

Later in the ROM, a routine for 
skipping over values in a table 
uses STK-CONST to discard each 
value. STK-CONST normally 
copies the value to the address in 
register DE, but the codes at 
13308 and 13309 tell it to dump it 
at the start of the ROM, avoiding 
the need for a separate LOSE-
CONST routine. 

Simon Owen solved that prob-
lem with POKE 13308,170 and 
POKE 13309, 4 which together 
make the routine dump the values 
in a safe place - on top of an out-
dated routine that was acciden-
tally left in place when Spectrum 
BASIC was developed from the 
8K-81 BASIC. Simon wins this 
month's £40 software prute, 

ROM POKES 

Once you've fixed the ROM bugs, 
you can speed up cassette loading 
by subtracting 8 or 14 from the 

value at address 1487. To SAVE 
files at matching speeds you must 
subtract either 12 or 21 from the 
values in three places -1272. 
1305, 1311,1326. In each case 
I've given two adjustment factors 
- one gives a 20 per cent speed-
up, the other gives 50 per cent -
2,250 baud. 

I've worked out that POKE 109, 
40 should bring the' magic button' 
under the control of your own soft-
ware. It brings the "unused' sys-
tem variable NMIADD at 23728, 
23728 and 23729 to life, correcting 
a ROM bug so you can intercept * 
Non Maskable Interrupt signals 
(magic buttons, in TECH-speak!). 
You POKE the address of your 
own machine code' magic routine 
into NMIADD. 

POKE 2611,24 fixes the' cursor 
left" movement bug, first men-
tioned on page 190 of 'Under-
standing Your Spectrum' by Ian 
Logan, Odd things happen if you 
try to move left - with CHRS 8 -
from AT 0,0! 

POKE 9597, 201 eradicates the 
obscure SCREENS bug. Without 
this POKE calls to SCREENS pro-
duce two temporary results when 
they should only produce one. 
This leads to problems if you use 
SCREENS In expressions, like this: 

PRINT AT 0,0; ; " l " 
+SCREENS (0,0) 

You'd expect this to print the 
asterisk, then the exclamation 
mark and another asterisk, read 
from screen memory by the func-
tion. In fact, you get three 
asterisks, because the second 
result from SCREENS gets in the 
way of the " I " . Weird, eh? 

A i error of one part in four billion 
in mathematical calculations can 
be avoided with POKE 12800,218. 
This fix to the division routine is 
well worth it if you like to divide by 
two in your programs. Believe it or 
not, a Spectrum thinks 1/2-0-5 is 
0.0000000023283064 until you fix 
this bug! 

Machine code enthusiasts can 
work out lots of other interesting 
ROM POKEs by looking through a 
copy of Ian Logan and Frank 
O'Hara's 'Complete Spectrum 
ROM Disassembly' - a classic 
when it came out In 1983, in the 
halcyon days when no-one wor-
ried about ROM bugs because 
everyone had the same ROM and 
programmed around the few well-
known flaws as a matter of course. 
Life was simple, before disks, but 
we enjoyed ourselves . . . 

YET MORE 
AMSTRAD BUGS 

The + 3 is a year old now but fresh 
bugs are still creeping out of the 
woodwork. Amstrad are appa-
rently about to produce a new 
ROM, with corrections for the 
errors in the COPY routine men-
tioned in previous issues, and 
hopefully fixes for other bugs 
besides. 

Some readers have noticed that 
the +3 seems to gets confused 
when you enter the SPECTRUM 
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command to switch from +3 
BASIC to 48K BASIC. Rather than 
the expected 'OK' message, or a 
copyright notice, you end up with 
the obscure text 'OUT 7,1' printed 
at the bottom of the screen. This 
doesn't stop 48K BASIC working 
as normal, but it's an odd effect 
and shows how little AMSTRAD 
tested parts of the +3 ROM. 

My spies report that the bug was 
added just before the ROM was 
sent off for duplication. The OK 
message should be generated by 
this sequence of code at the end 
of one of the ROMs: 

RST8 
DEFB 255 

but Amstrad assumed that the 
255 was an 'empty' ROM value, as 
is usually the case, rather than a 
report code for the RST 8 error 
routine. Amstrad arrange that the 
total of all the values in each ROM 
is exactly divisible by 256; this 
makes it easy to detect duplication 
errors. 

They can make sure that this 
works by adjusting the value of 
one byte, and there's usually no 
shortage of unused bytes to 
tweak. The odd message appears 
because they changed the report 
number, thinking it was an unused 
byte - which shows fairly basic 
ignorance of the way ZX BASIC 
works! 

One new quirk that actually 
seems quite useful concerns the 
way the 'calculator' has been 
bolted on to 128 BASIC. The cal-
culator functions work even when 
you're programming in +3 BASIC, 
so you can type a sum at any time, 
without a PRINT statement, and 
the result will be printed on the 
next line. Try entering 2+2 as a 
direct command in BASIC to see 
this effect. 

You can use any of the BASIC 
functions in such calculations, 
which means that you can enter 
calls to machine code without hav-
ing to put RANDOMIZE before the 
USR call. For instance. USR 24700 
will start a Pascal program loaded 
into a+3 , whereas you'd need: 

RANDOMIZE USR 24700 
or PRINT USR 24700 

on an earlier Spectrum. A com-
mand starting with USR works as 
if it had PRINT in front of it and a 
semicolon afterwards. 

This is a neat trick which saves 
typing on the slow +3 keyboard, 
but you must be careful when 
using it. According to HiSoft star 
programmer and Spectrum/QL 
scribe Andy Penneli, the calculator 
relies on the value of the proces-
sor's IX register being unchanged 
after the cal I, and the machine may 
crash if the code you call alters IX. 

The latest problem to come to 
light is two years old, so it affects 
the Amstrad + as well as the +3. 
It's quite common to use CLEAR 
to specify the top address availa-
ble to BASIC, and then load 
machine code above the address 
-error trappers, printer routines or 
whatever. 

Unfortunately the code at 
address 471 in the Amstrad editor 
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ROMs sets to zero the two bytes 
at addresses 65316 and 65317 
whenever you type NEW or load a 
new program, whatever space you 
have reserved with CLEAR. This 
means that NEW can corrupt 
machine code, character sets and 
other data stored in 'protected' 
memory. 

This bug does NOT crop up on 
the original black-boxed Sinclair 
128K Spectrum, but whatever 
your computer, you should bear it 
in mind when writing utilities to be 
stored in high memory. Unless you 
avoid those addresses, your code 
won't survive a NEW command. 

HARD FAULTS 
There also seem to be some 
interesting hardware quirks in the 
+2 and +3. Apparently the +2 
Reset hardware can be unreliable 
if you've got add-ons plugged into 
the back of the machine. It you 
press the Reset button briefly it 
can reset the processor but not the 
Logic Array that controls memory, 
so you end up in 48K BASIC rather 
than faced with the usual +2 
menu. 

I hear reports that the effective 
speed of the + 3 disk drive varies a 
lot between individual computers. 
The data on each' track' of the disk 
is stored in nine sections, each 512 
bytes long. When a file is saved or 
loaded the disk software waits for 
each section in sequence. 

The disk turns five times a sec-
ond. so the maximum possible 
wait is one fifth of a second. The 
data should be' interleaved' on the 
disk so that each subsequent sec-
tion has turned into the right place, 
ready to be read, as soon as the 
previous one has been processed. 

In practice this timing is cut very 
fine on the +3, so that variations 
between the speed of individual 
drives can make a big difference. 
A slow drive can pick up sections 
without waiting, whereas a slightly 
faster drive that is still within 
specification might just miss the 
required section and have to wait 
for the disk to go through a com-
plete turn before the section it 
wants comes round again. 

The Amslrad CPC 6128 suffered 
from a similar problem if the drive 
was misaligned, but it used slightly 
faster code than +3 DOS so the 
problem was very rare. The Atari 
ST has a very similar fault, which 
you can avoid by formatting disks 
to use a d rfferent sequence of sec-
tions. 

I've only got one +3 to play with, 
so I'd be interested to know 
whether or not its speed is typical. 
I find that the command: 

SAVE "ADOS ROM'' CODE 0, 
16384 

takes 18 seconds on my 
machine, whereas re-loading the 
same file takes just over ten sec-
onds. Please try this yourself -
using a blank disk to ensure that 
the file is stored efficiently - and let 
Tech Tips know the speed of your 
drive. I'll summarise the results in 
a future issue. 

ZIPZAP 
UPDATES 
Nigel Mercier of Omega Soft-
ware (Tel: 0932 228649) has 
written in with details ol 
updates to ZipZap, reviewed in 
the May issue. The new version 
has a 16-bit decimal to hex 
converter and a command to 
enter text directly into Ihe buf-

fer used and when searching 
the disk. Both of these changes 
were suggested in my review! 
Nigel adds, 'the other draw-
back you mentioned was the 
manual which has since been 
improved, and is being 
updated regularly.' 

007 
DISASSEMBLER 
Since the early days of Spectrum 
computing ZX Guaranteed has 
churned out newsletters and 
utilities for Sinclair computer 
users, from their base in Bury. Lan-
cashire. The boss, G A Bobker, 
has stubbornly refused to follow 
the rest of the trade up-market or 
(more commonly) into receiver-
ship, and still runs his business like 
one of the early hobbyist firms. He 
used to put his home phone 
number in advertisements, fol-
lowed by the warning 'not while 
Doctor Who is on'! 

ZX Guaranteed tapes tend to 
address markets that other firms 
would consider too much hassle 
to support. They have low prices, 
photocopied paper inserts, and 
typewritten or dot-matnx manu-
als, packed with erratic grammar. 

Many of the programs are 
named after 007 Spy. Bobker's 
answer to the problem of copying 
'protected' cassette files to tape 
or disk. The latest addition to the 
range is 007 Disassembler, a 
£5.95 tape that translates a prog-
ram in memory into machine code 
mnemonics that can be under-
stood by anyone who reads Z80 
assembly language. 

Disassemblers are two-a-penny 
- they're usually supplied as part 
of a larger package, and most 
machine code programming sys-
tems come with one. The main 
problem with disassemblers is 
that they tend to get in the way of 
the program they re examining. 
Commercial software usually fills 
almost ail of the Spectrum's mem-
ory, so you have trouble loading 
the disassembler at the same time 
as the code you want it to examine. 

A year or so ago I reviewed a 
| neat solution to this problem-

Genie, a disassembler published 
by Romantic Robot, makers of the 
Multiface add-ons. Genie loaded 
into the extra 8K of RAM built into 
a Multiface, and could be called up 
at any time - even if a program was 
running - by pressing the 'magic 
button on the Multiface. Genie 
used a small eight line window so 
that it could restore the screen and 

re-start the original program when 
you've finished. 

007 Disassembler is aimed at 
people who want the same con-
venience but don't own a Mul-
tiface. It can't use a magic button, 
so you have to interrupt the load-
ing of a program - as you would to 
enter POKEs - before you can use 
007 Disassembler to examine the 
code. 

007 Disassembler avoids mem-
ory clashes by loading and running 
from the 6K Spectrum screen 
memory. The first eight lines of the 
screen appear blank, but in fad 
matched ink and paper attributes 
conceal the 2K of machine code 
that is 007 Disassembler. 

The other 16 lines are used for 
the disassembly, which - as was 
once fashionable - makes gener-
ous use of colour. When you read 
machine code it's useful to spot 
calls to subroutines and the 're-
turn' instructions that mark the 
end of each routine. The disas-
sembler shows calls in light blue 
and returns in purple: the rest of 
the code is printed in the Spectrum 
default of black or white, with a red 
border. 

This may sound garish but I 
found it clear and quite useful in 
practice. Characteristically. 
Bobker's two packed A4 pages of 
documentation include a list of 
POKE commands that let you 
change the colours to suit your-
self. as well as FKDKEs to cus-
tomise the keyboard auto-repeat 
delay and the character used to 
mark hexadecimal values. 

Three versions of the program 
are recorded on the tape. One 
loads into display memory, as 
explained, while the other two use 
a full-size screen and load near the 
top of the Spectrum's memory 
map - either at 60000 or 63000. All 
versions are 2K long and load as 
CODE files. You call them with a 
USR instruction - for instance, the 
version in screen memory can be 
called with: 

RANDOMIZE USR 16384 



^TECHDNICHEUTECHnNICHEBTECHn 
There are just six single-key 

commands. Addresses and other 
values can be displayed in con-
ventional decimal notation or in 
hexadecimal - base 16, conve-
nient when comparing values with 
their binary equivalent. You can 
swap between these two options 
by pressing H or 0 at any time, 
which causes the border colour to 
change and the current screen to 
be re-displayed in the new base. 
Re-drawing never takes more than 
a second. 

Type S to enter the start address 
(or disassembly, followed by four 
or five digits, depending on 
whether you're entering hexadeci-
mal or decimal addresses. The 
display re-draws a screen at a 
time, with no overlap. N calls for 
the next 12 or 20 lines, depending 
on the version, and C copies the 
display to the printer. 

The printout relies on the 48K 
ROM routine, which only works 
with dedicated Sinclair printers 
like the Alphacom 32 or ZX Printer. 
A simple but tedious BASIC 
routine to COPY to other primers 
is printed in the instructions. You 
can swap back to BASIC at any 

time with the E key, and re-start 
with a USR call. 

There were two minor bugs in 
the version of 007 Disassembler 
that I tested. The code did not 
check the OVER printing option, 
so the screen got into a mess if you 
called it while OVER 1 was set 
More importantly, the disassem-
bler was confused by the data byte 
that follows RST 8 instructions in 
Spectrum programs - it tried to 
disassemble tne data as an 
instruction, making the next tew 
lines after each RST 8 potentially 
misleading. 

You must know where machine 
code has been loaded before a 
disassembler is useful, so ZX 
Guaranteed include an extra prog-
ram, 007 Head, which reads stan-
dard Spectrum files (but not hear-
dertess files) and tells you their size 
and where they load. This BASIC 
program is very simple, but worth 
having if you have not already got 
a utility that does the same job. 

007 Disassembler costs £5.95 
from ZX Guaranteed, 29 Chad-
derton Drive, Unsworth, Bury, 
Lanes BL9 8NL It's simple, but 
I've found it useful. 

I was hoping for more space this 
month but didn't get it, (stop 
moaning - Ed) so I've still got a 
large backlog of programs for 
review - particularly new and con-
verted programs for the +3, most 
of which I listed in June. 

Just squeezed out of this issue 
was a review of Z80 Toolkit, a 
comprehensive introduction to 
Spectrum machine code from 
Lerm Software. The Toolkit 
includes an assembler, to convert 
your programs into machine code, 
a disassembler, to help you 
analyse other people's code, and 
a monitor to tell you why your pro-
gram still doesn't work. It costs 
lust £7.99, and I'll report in much 
more detail next month. 

Of course, Tech Tips still 
revolves around your suggestions 

as well as reviews of commercial 
programs. If you come up with a 
new tip that can be squeezed into 
Tech Tips, please write in and tell 
the world what you've done. 
There's a prize ot E40 of software 
of your choice for the best original 
Tip published every month. * 

I'm keen to hear from you, and I 
try to answer common questions 
In this column, but I can t reply to 
tetters individually. Don't fill pages 
saying how much you deserve 
special treatment - almost 
EVERYONE does that, so it's a 
waste of your time and mine. Tell 
me what's new, and I'll tell the 
world you thought of it first! My 
address is: Simon N Goodwin, 
TECH TIPS, CRASH, 1/2 King 
Street, Ludlow, Shropshire SYB 
1AO. 

TECH TABLE: SPECTRUM +3 PASCAL COMPILERS COMPARED 

PRODUCT NAME Pascal+3 Pascal 80 ProPascal 

PUBLISHER 

OPERATING SYSTEM 
PRICE 
MANUAL SIZE 
COMPILATION 

SPEED (LINES/MIN) 
MIN COMPILATION 

TIME (SECONDS) 
COMPILER SIZE 
MAX OBJECT SIZE 

(CODE & DATA) 
MAXSOURCE 

FILE SIZE 
MAX IDENTIFIER 

LENGTH 
MAX SET SIZE 
OTHER GOODIES 

.22K 

.40K 

32K 

MAIN SNAGS 

.HiSoft 
(0525718181) 

.+3DOS 

.£34.95 

.92 

.1360 

.4 8 

.8 

.256 

.Turtle 
graphics 
PLOT&DRAW 
BEEP 
51 column 
display 
Inline code 
Integrated 
editor 
Disassembler 

.Crude editor 

.HiSoft 
(0525718181) 

.CP/M 

.£49.95 

.111 

.1250 

,20K 
.61K 

.52K 

.8 

.256 

.Fullscreen 
editor 
CP/M utility 
commands 
Inline code 
Disassembler 
Integrated 
editor 
Generalised 
CP/M call 

.Prospero 
(01 741 8531) 

.CP/M 

.£57.50 

.182 (A5 pages) 

.560 

.40 

.102K 

.61k 

.Depends on 
your editor 

.255 

.2039 

.String 
operators 
PROC & FN 
parameters 
Error traps 
32-bit & 16 
digit maths 
ISO standard 
Extra file 
commands 
Linker, Xref 
& librarian 
utilities 

.No editor 
supplied 
Need drive B 



BARGAIN SOFTWARE: 
309 Goldhawk Road. London W12 8EZ 

BVrt & 
PHOHT 

WHO 

OUR 
RRP I PRICE 

ACTIO* FORCE II 7.96 5.50 
ALTERNATIVE WORLD GAMES 7.91 550 
AJRBOUSNE HANGER IMS 1120 
ARC Of YESOD (128/4BK) 9.96 199 
ADVANCED ART STUDIO +128K 24.96 16 00 
ALttN SYNDROME 9.99 6.96 
ARKENOIO D - REVENGE Of DOM 7.96 5.S0 
MI. 8.96 6.50 
BARBARIAN II 995 6.95 
BARRY McGUIGAH'S BOXING (123K) 9.(6 1.99 
BEYOND THE ICE PALACE (disc 9-99) 7.98 5.50 
BUGGY BOY (Wit E9.98) 
•LACK LAMP 

7.99 
7.96 

5.50 
5.50 

BLOOD BROTHERS (DISK £9.99) 7.99 5. SO 
BOOT CAMP (It) 8.95 6.50 
BIONK COMMANDOS 8.99 8,50 
BLITZKRIEG 9.96 6.96 
BUBBLE BOBBLE 7.96 5.50 
CHAIN REACTION (DISC 9.99) 
CHAMPIONSHIP SPRINT 

6.99 5.99 CHAIN REACTION (DISC 9.99) 
CHAMPIONSHIP SPRINT 9.99 6.96 
CRAZY CARS 899 650 
CROSSWIZE 7.96 5.50 
CYBERNOIO 7.96 150 
CYBER KNIGHTS (DtSK Ct39) 7.99 UO 
N U B I 14.96 9.90 
•MM 9.99 696 
DARK SCEPTRE 7JS S.50 
DARK SIDE (0ISKE9.99) 9.96 6.96 
DESOunw 7.98 SJO 
DYNAMITE DAN 7.95 3 99 
DREAM WARRIOR 199 6 SO 
EARTHUGHT 7.96 5 50 
ELITE 9J6 7.45 
ENDURO RACER N OR ENDUM RACER 9.99 t.96 
EOUMOX 9J6 Z.99 
RMR.Y 7.96 5 JO 
RM1 STONES BJ6 650 
RYING SHARK 7.96 5 JO 
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 9.96 696 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 1(8 
FOOTBALL MANAGER II 9.96 6.96 
FRKHTMARE 9.96 6.96 
GAUNTLET 9.96 3J9 
GAUNTLET 2 9.96 4.99 
GEE BEE AIR RAL1Y 7.99 UO 
GH0STBU$TERS(I29K) 9.96 3.99 
GOTHIC 7.96 5J0 
BRYZOR 7.96 5.50 
6 LINEKERS SUPERSOCCER 7J6 5.50 
GUHSHP (OtK EB.9B) 
GUNSMOKE 

9.99 
8 99 

6.96 
ISO 

M Q 7.96 5.50 
HERCULES (DtSK E9.99) 7.99 5.20 
HUKT FOR RED OCTOBER 14.96 11.20 
HEARTLAND 996 2.99 
HYSTERIA 7.95 2.(9 
IKARI WARRIORS B.99 BJO 
IMPACT 8.99 6.50 
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION H 8.99 &.50 
JETSET WILLY* 7 96 1.99 
JETSET WILY U/MANIC MINOR 7.96 X99 
JMXTER (DISX ONLY) 1196 11J0 
KARNOV 9.96 6.95 
KATTRAP 1(8 3.99 
KNKHTMARE 9.98 6 96 
OUGHT ORC 14J6 11 JO 
LAZE* TAG 899 6L50 
LAST NINJAII 9.96 6.96 
UTTLE COMPUTER PEOPLE (12BK) 9.95 U9 
MAGNETRON 7J96 UO 
MAMC MINOR 7J6 1J9 

Open 10 am to 8 pm 6 days a week 
PRICE PROMISE 

If you wish to purchase any product from our list and find that 
you can buy the same product cheaper from another mail 
order company, simply enclose the lower amount, stating the 
name of the other company and where you saw the advert, (It 
must be a current issue). Price Promise does not apply to other 
companies' "Special Offers"'. 

ALL 30 
ANTICS 

PLANTFALL 
GRIDRUNNER 

B1SMARK 
METEOR STORM 
JCTSET GORTIE 

30TUNNEL 
STOCKMARKET 
FRIOGE FRENZY 

THE VALLEY 

GAMES ONLY 
DEMON KNIGHT 
NED'SGARDEN 

SPACE INTRUDERS 
MIGHTY MAGUS 
FALL OF ROME 

ORAUGHTS 
XADOM 

DETECTIVE 
20 TONS 

CHESSPLAYER 

£5.90 
TU8ECUBE 
INVASION 
ESCAPE 

LAZERZONE 
STRONTIUM DOG 

PYRAMANIA 
MICROMOUSE 

DRAGONS BANE 
CARPET CAPERS 
BLOOD "N'GUTS 

| WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS 
only £7.45 
IK T RENEGADE 

RAMPAGE 
SUPfRSP»Kt 

BEST OF ELITE Vol 2 
ONLY £7.99 

PAPERBOY 
GHOSTS tooeu NS SPACE HARRIER 

BouejAC* i 

NOW GAMES 3 
ONLY £4.99 

MCX FAUX) PLAYS T« 0P6N 
SORCERY 

CODE NAME 
MAT N EVERYONE'S A WALLY 

WTTWTOMX 

SOLID GOLD ONLY £7.45 
DISC £10.99 

QAwmrr 
ACE OF ACES 

LEAOERBOARO 
WMTER GAMES INFILlflAtOR 

HIT PAK 6 (VOL 3) 
E7.45 

GHOSTS I GOBLINS • PAPERBOY . EHDUno RACER . LMNQ OAYUGHTS • DRAGONS LAIR I * DRAGONS LAIR 2 

ALL STARS 
£6.99 

XECUTOR • INSOE OUTING • B0B8Y BEAAING . SHADOW SKIMMER • MhiOSTC** • WAft-OCK . PYSTRAXX . BRIAN BIOOCXAKE . THATS THC SPMT . STAR8WE 

MAGNIFICENT 7 ONLY 
£7.45 

DISC £13.95 
HEAD OVER *US 

OC«FTA4AA(ANOQ 
SKWT CJRCUTT . WMBAU 

FRANK IE GOES TO KH.LYWOOO 
GREAT ESCAPE . Y*ARKUNGFU 

LIVE AMMO ONLY 
£7.45 

DISC £10.99 
ARMY MOVES UMBO QREEN BERET TOCOUS GREAT ESCAPE 

GAME SET AND MATCH 
ONLY £8.99 (DISC £13.99) 
EEAtuma uwrttAu. aoccn VAULT 

SWWMWG SHOOTING ARC WRY TUPLE JUMP 
WTLGMTLIRNNO PWG PONG 

PISTOL WOOTVM CYCUMQ SPRMOBOARO 
OMNO UAKTSUU.OW DOWMO 

PENALTIES MUJUFTR -TUO OF WAR TENMS 
BASCBAU. BOXMQ (QUASH SNOOKER/POOL 

TOP TEN ONLY £7.45 
SABOTEUR - SABOTEUR 2 
SK3MA 7 • CRTICAL MASS 
«WXF . OEEPS1RWE 
TUNEOSPIT. TMANTOSS 

BOMBJACKII . COMPACT IYN* 

COMPUTER HITS IV 0NLY| 
£6.99 

PULSATOR • CITY SUCKER 
_ REVOLUTION • STARQUAM 
DEACTIVATOR . SACRED ARMOUR 

MM <* MUMIL WT» . UO« WTJ 
CONTACT SAME CRUTSE • OANOY 

PYRACURSE .SPIKOUZY 

10 GREAT GAMES VOL 
II ONLY £7.45 

AUF MONTY * MASK 
OEATHWTSH J . JAC* I X UPPER 2 
BU.LOOG. TWNOBOUTCESBACK RML MATH! . (AM FMf £H(AT U0U5I orricm 

ICONWV RAOTRS . SAMURAI n*OOt 
REBOUNOER • OUCT 

BEST OF ELITE ONLY 
£4.99 

BOM8JACK 
FRANK BRUNO'S BOXING 

COMMANDO 
AMOLF 

KONAMI ARCADE 
COLLECTION £7.45 

(DISC £13.99) 
•UULBUCAK • o w n BERET . Y* AR KUNO FU « 

PWO PONO • MKEY • JACKAL • HYPERSPORTS « 

OUR 
RRP PRICE 

MSP ACM AN 7.99 2.99 
MASK 7.96 2.98 
MOON CREST A 7.96 
MASK II 7.96 150 
M OR DONS QUEST 199 2.99 
MATCH DAY N 7.(6 5.50 
MAO BALLS 7J6 ISO 
MICKEY MOUSE (DtSK f».9B) 
MYSTERY Of THE MU 

7.99 5J0 MICKEY MOUSE (DtSK f».9B) 
MYSTERY Of THE MU B.(6 2.99 
NEMESIS 7.96 2J8 
NORTH STAR 7 96 5.50 
OUTRUN 199 (JO 
OUT OF THIS WORLD 9.96 7.46 
ORBU THE TERMMAU. 199 Z99 
POLEPOSmON 7.99 2.99 
P AC LAND B.99 6.50 
P ANOORA (disc 9.99) 
PYSCHO PIG UXB (JiK 9.99) 

9.96 
BJ9 

196 
ISO 

PINK PANTHER (Otic El 2.99) 199 150 
PUTOON 1(6 6» 
PITFALL 11 7.99 98» 
PREDATOR 1(0 7 45 
QUARTET 1(6 1(8 
QUAZERTON KB 3.99 
RAMPAGE 199 196 
RtNGWARS 19* 1(6 
ROADBLASTERS 199 ISO 
ROLUNG THUNDER 19* 150 
ROY OF THE ROVERS 1(8 196 
RASTANSAGA 7J6 ISO 
REVOLUTION 199 3.99 
ROADWARS 1(6 125 
SHACKLED 196 195 
SMAOOWFIRE 196 219 
SIDEWI2E 7J6 2.99 
SKATE CRAZY 7J9 150 
SORCEROR LORD (Oltc CI 3.M) 12.96 9.99 
SPY w SPY TRILOGY 199 196 
STAR WARS 916 1(6 
SUPER HANG ON 1(9 1(6 
SIDE ARMS 199 ISO 
720 199 130 
SOLDIER OF UGHT 7.9S 5.90 
SPUTTING IMAGES 999 425 
S-O-S 7JB 1.99 
STARPAWS 7.(6 IK 
STRKTOGHTER !(• 150 
SUPERPRINT 1(6 3J8 
TAIWT RENEGADE 7.96 5.50 
THUNOERCATSfDtK £9.99) 7.(6 150 
TIMEIMAGM 14.(6 11-20 
TRAXTOR 199 8.50 
TELADON 199 12S 
TERRAMEX 7.95 150 
TRAZ 196 190 
TOYBtZARRE 7.9B «P T1NOERBOX 4.99 1.(9 
TROLL 198 186 
VAMPIRES EMPIRE (OMC E9.99) 199 ISO 
VENOM 7,96 ISO 
VICTORY R0A0(DMcC9.99) 7.99 4.98 
VIXEN (.99 ISO 
WURE TIME STOOO STXi. (D»»C tl 120) 7J6 ISO 
WIZARD WAR2 199 ISO 
WWTERGAMES(128konlY) 196 3.(9 
WWTBl OLYMPIAD K 7.96 ISO 
WORLD CLASS LEAOBIBOARD 199 ISO 
WORLD GAMES Ut ISO 
*EH 1(6 . UO 
ZBU 199 .75 

K 
BARGAIN SOFTWARE ORDER FORM 
Please send me the following titles. BLOCK CAPITALS please! 
Type of computer 

CRASH/MAY ISSUE 

Title 
Amount 

Total enclosed E 

Date 

Name ... 

Address 

Tel.no. 

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to BARGAIN SOFTWARE. 
Prices include P & P within the U.K: Europe please add £0.75 per tape: 

Elsewhere please add £1.00 extra per tape 



Producer: ACE 
Retail price: £7.99 
Authors: Softek from a Taito coin-op 

Xain. coin-op hero and 
intergalactic mercenary, 
has been summoned to 

tackle the greatest challenge of his 
career. Three planets in the sector 
have been invaded by Federation 
infiltrators, and the spaceways 
separating them are clogged with 
alien craft. Equipped only with his 

exoskeleton armour and jet boots, 
the intrepid Xain teleports straight 
to the heart of the disturbance. 

The mission is loaded in two 
parts and takes place against a 
horizontally scrolling background 
of strange and hostile planets. 
Rocky outcrops form a system of 
platforms against the sky and 

• The end of t he f irst level is n igh 

J PAUL L 
" Most arcade conversions either have lots of colour and lack 
speed (Karnov) or have great speed but lack any use of the 
Spectrum palette. But Soldier Of Light is beyond me: it not only 
lacks colour but is also very unresponsive. Coming from the 
author of Xecutor (64%, Issue 45) I find this hard to believe. Fans 
of the arcade machine should recognise the computer version 
but won't necessarily be at home with its jerky scrolling and 
dodgy collision detection. Soldier Of Light Is, however, very 
addictive due to exactly the right difficulty setting - you'll 
probably complete It, but it'll take many, many hours play. A 
decent, albeit niggling, shoot 'em up. " 

70% 

• Just l ike the arcade machine? 

" Soldier Of Light is an excellent conversion from the arcade 
machine. Right from the start you get slick presentation and 
excellent graphics. The only problem is the game lives up to it's 
name; it's very light! The programmers must have used up all 
their colour allowance on the title screen and not left any for the 
game itself. The monochrome doesnt spoil the play ability, 
though; if anything It makes It better by taking away the threat of 
clash. There are some really tough baddies in the game, and I still 
can't work out how to get past some of them which makes it a bit 
frustrating. However, Soldier Of Light is a great conversion. Bring 
a first class Taito arcade game into your bedroom today! " 

84% 

S C O R E D R H R G f H I G H 
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T I M E B : 4 1 u^v %m C • 
• 

H I K M I 

• (Almost) every cloud has a silver lining 

I KATI I 

" Xain's mission takes place against a detailed and occasionally 
atmospheric background. Huge, man-eating plants and even a 
distant, rather grisly relative of the Loch Ness monster appear. 
The gameplay itself is compelling, although It does require a little 
perseverance. Aliens advance mercilessly from all sides and 
working out exactly where it's safe to tread tums out to be a 
matter of trial and error. One minor quibble regards the control 
method: to get out of the crouching position you need to jump 
up. With jet boots this tends to take far longer than the 
surrounding aliens allow and generally leads to an untimely end. 
However, this Is a relatively small hitch in a competent, if 
unspectacular, conversion which should keep you playing for 
quite some time. " 

70% 

man-eating flowers wait patiently 
for Xain to put a jet-booted toot 
wrong. 

Aliens attack from all sides 
shooting pellets and advancing 
with armoured machines. Contact 
with enemies and their bullets 
diminish strength on contact, as 
indicated by an energy bar. 

At first. Xain is equipped with a 
single laser but other weapons, in 
the form of armour piercing lances, 
double shot fire balls and triple 
blasters, can be collected from the 
surface of every planet. 

Once each planet has been 
cleared within the given time limit, 
the mission transfers to deep 
space. Taking control of a 
spacecraft. Xain attempts to ward 
off fleets of alien fighters against a 
horizontally scrolling starfield. A 
direct enemy hit is immediately 
fatal. 

Given the chance, Federation 
forces re-invade a cleared planet 
in the time it takes to regain all 

three, forcing Xain to go back. It 
looks like he'll be busy for some 
t ime . . . 

[COMMENTS [ 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: monochrome 
throughout, with a wide range 
of large and small monsters -
well drawn 
Sound: squirty firing effects 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: an entoyable 
arcade shoot 'em up, with a 
few drawbacks 

Presentation 79% 
Graphics 75% 
Payability 70% 
Addictive qualities 71% 
OVERALL 72% 
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f ^ n e of the seven wonders 
" of Dark Side 

S h e world and one of the Itt actors 

•• • U 

• 1 1 

and mysteriom 
symbols 

Producer: Incentive 
I Retail price: E9.95 cassette, 

£14.95 disk 
Authors: Major Developments 



D*A*R*K S*bD*E 

revolutionary i 
aphics lechnique, Fre 

made its debut tat 
in Driller, where an 

lining operation was 
1 out in order to save Evath's 

slant moon. MitraJ. from a Ketar-
—' i d explosion. 

i the Ketars 200 years to 
revenge This time 

strutted a giani crystal 
\ known as .'ephyr One on 

other moon, Tricuspid, 
to harness the sun's 

_y and direct it at Evath, the 
huge -jrystat Is linked to a network 
of * energy collection devices 
(ECDs), If the ECDs are allowed to 
reach maximum power. Zephyr 
One lires and. wrth no chance to 

11 late, your planet oxplodes. 
Fhe mission - to shoo! and dis-

able the ECDs - is highly confiden-
tial Ybu are dropped inconspicu-
ously into a safe zone on the 
Toonfc surface wrth the minimum 

at equipment: space suit, jet-pack. 
juad lazors, a shield and a small 

Did has 18 sectors inciud-
i dark and tight sides of the 
In each, the 3-0 landscape 

.s observed through the viewing 
panel ot the space suit. Buildings, 
trees, walls and walkways stand 
out from the regular surface of the 
moon You can look up or down, 
rotate to view objects from any 
angle and tilt to the right or left. 

Tricuspid tS a moon of many sec-
rets: strange symbols mark Its 

The Impossible has been 
done! Incentive have taken 
the best game of 1987, 
improved on K, and made it 
one of the best games of 
1988! There was no doubt-
ing the excellence of Frees-
cape - the graphics genera-
tion technique used in Dril-
ler - but some criticised the 
lack of game content. This 
crit icism could in no way be 
levelled at Dark Side; it's not 
just a fast action game (al-
beit only 5% faster than its 
predecessor) requiring 
accuracy and coordination 
but also a very strong strat-
egy game - cartographers 
will love it! My favourite fea-
ture of Dark Side Is the way 
you can enter a screen, turn 
on your jet-pack and zoom 
up to a great height, then 
look down on the screen 
you're about to encounter 
and plan your strategy. This 
and Cybernoid must reign 
among the best games of 
the year so far. When Dark 
Side came in for review I 
played it solid for almost a 
day, and I can't say that 
about many games nowa-
days! " 
PAUL 95% 

I a range nt 
e accessed by 

iries of puzzles 
ECD network itself needs to 

<lod strategically; a column 
linked to two other active ECDii 
regfcr '.<-•>?ales immediately when it is 

so only ECOs with a singio 
connection can be dls 

I permanently. 
Powerportors (suspended 

slabs) provide instant teieporta-
tion. Restricted areas can only be 
accessed a& a teiepod, bui for 
security purposes, essential tele-
pod crystals have been hidden in 
vanous places around the moon. 

Ketar defences click into action 
as you approach. Detector 
devices (deport Intruders into 
prison while plexors break down 
your shields as soon as you come 
within range However, dwindlino 

hfe late is s 
| r ough to th« w e loni 

ECD on me moon' 
though, and your distant f 
land might Just survive , . 

walking Into fuel rods or shield 
pentagons. 

Allow your energy to run down, 
fail into the grip of the plexors or 
fail to complete the task in time, 

" Following the consider-
able success of Driller, the 
Freescape technique has 
once again been used to 
incredible effect In Dark 
Side (hopefully, though 
Incentive's next enterprise 
will use Freescape in a dif-
ferent fashion; it's such a 
brilliant system, I would 
hate for each successive 
game to become 'just 
another Driller variant'). 
Dark Side is an extremely 
captivating game, and after 
playing for only a short 
while It's possible to 
become totally absorbed in 
the proceedings. For the 
player, the world of Tricus-
pid realty exists: movement 
within the alien environ-
ment is smooth and utterly 
believable, and the mission 
is all the more absorbing 
because of It. The urge to 
explore is incredibly 
strong. In fact, this high 
level of addiction proves to 
be the game's greatest 
drawback: cracking It 
won't take long, simply 
because you cannot drag 
yourself away! The useful 
save game feature is also a 
major conspirator to the 

ame's short life-span, 
ither way, the experience 

is well worth the cost. If you 
want to lose yourself for a 
couple of days, S66 th© 
light: buy Dark Side " 
STEVE 96% 

" Dark Side Is one of the 
best presents you could I 
give yourself H you've just 
finished your exams. But 
don't buy it before - you 
won't get any revision | 
done! The depth and com-
plexity of the Freescape 
environment is bound to 
keep you glued to your 
screen. Hardly anything Is 
as straightforward as it 
looks; there's always the 
chance of discovering a 
hidden tunnel or an 
unknown passageway. The 
3-D gives you a strong 
sense of really 'being 
there': you can wander 
around, exploring build-
ings, searching passage-
ways and fathoming the 
use of unknown objects to 
your heart's content. You 
alone determine the exact 
route around the vast and 
hostile moon. The numer-
ous puzzles draw on the 
best elements of strategy, 
arcade action and adven-
ture and can get quite 
tough but there's nothing 
like the pleasure of solving 
a problem that's had you 
stumped for several hours. 
If you've played Driller you 
won t be able to resist. If 
you havent, rush out and 
make up for what you've 
missed. " 
KOT 94% 

Joysticks: Cursor, 
Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: super techniques 
and pixel accurate drawings 
make Freescape the leading 
graphics generation system 
currently being used 
Sound: atmospheric spot 
effects, but no tunes 
Options: Load/Save game 
General rating: a game of 
Driller's high calibre which 
creates its own complex envi-
ronment and distinctive 
atmosphere - a game of the 
future 

Presentation 90% 
Graphics 96% 
Payability 95% 
Addictive qualities 93% 
OVERALL 93% 
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4 
BLOOD BROTHERS 

Producer: Gremlin Graphics 
Retail price: £7.99 cassette, £12.99 disk 
Author: Steve Marsden 

The planet Syloma is under 
constant attack from the 
Scorpions, a band of space 

convicts who specialise in small 
plundering raids. Hark and Kren, 
two 18-year-olds, return from a 
jet-bike expedition to find their 
village burning, their home 
destroyed and their family dead. 
Shocked and confused they make 
a pact of blood brotherhood and 
resolve to seek out the murderers. 

Controlled individually by two 
players, or alternately by a solo 
player, Hark and Kren make their 
way through the Scorpions' 
multiloaded flick-screen complex 
of underground tunnels and 
mines. Subterranean platforms 
overhang hazardous rivers of 
sludge, anti-gravity surfaces 
cause the heroes to float, and 
mining wagons roll dangerously 

JPAUL L 

from side to side. Aliens, which 
need to be shot several times, 
home In on the heroes and drain 
their energy. Each brother has a 
jet-pack for extra mobility, while 
additional equipment (guns, fuel, 
weapon units) and looted jewels 
are scattered around the 
environment. 

J KATI 
" Gremlin have taken the ageing platform formula and spiced It 
up with an extremely Innovative idea. The 3-D Jet-bike sequence 
is exciting enough to stand as a game on its own. Hair-raising 
gaps, seemingly impassable walls, looming obstacles and 
incredibly sharp turns make for continuous tension and 
suspense - not least because the whole procedure looks 
deceptively easy. What the Sylonian underground lacks in terms 
of originality, K makes up for with unusual effects. Weapons have 
a powerful recoil, so blasting willy-nilly through the platform 
complex needs to be tempered with a little strategic thought. 
Shoot your laser from an awkward place, and you may find 
yourself plunging to a sudden swampy death on the unexpected 
rebound. It's a pity that there's no one-character option, but this 
is an inconvenience rather than a major fault. Even taking into 
account this minor quibble you have a polished and very 
compulsive game. Buy I t " 

ll S? 

1 i 
K 

ciL 
K & 

" Blood Brothers is a tale of 
two levels. One - the jet-bike 
stage - is very playable and 
challenging, while the Other 
is repetitive and aggravating. 
Both, however, feature 
credible graphics: the first 
stage Is very reminiscent of 
Micromega's 3-D Deathchase 
and contains some super 
animation of monstrous 
walls and towering pylons as 
they speed towards you and 
(hopefully) zoom straight 
pastl Once into the 
underground stage It's very 
easy to get quickly bored 
with the similar appearance 
of every screen - even 
though there's three 
modules - and in my mind 
this bring the game down to 
an average level. The recoil 
action of the man is very 
clever feature, but proves to 
be a real pain, being 
annoying rather than 
challenging, if you like the 
underground stage then the 
game will be a very appealing 
purchase; however, the 
average player will only find 
an average game. " 

78% 

2 Z H 3 

i t K f I f l l l l i W 
OIKS 

4riK£ 

• A tale of t w o stages 

I NICK L 
" Hmmm. I don't quite know what to make of this. It seems like 
Gremlin had two games kicking about and just joined them 
together. The jet-bike section is about the best, with 3-D pillars 
and a bike that Just refuses to slow down! All the dodging and 
weaving in and out of tight comers is incredibly addictive. The 
accompanying platform section lets the package down a b i t 
games like this have been around for ages and they lose all their 
payabil i ty after only a few goes. There are three separately 
loaded modules in the game, and each one is basically the same, 
merely having a different layout and a few new aliens here and 
there. The platform section la neatly coloured although the 3-D 
section is monochrome. 48K sound effects are just the usual gun 
sounds, but on the 128K there is a fantastic tune at the beginning. 
Blood Brothers has the best of both worids - platform and 3-D -
which makes It a very addictive arcade game. " 

• Hark plays Blockbusters 
A display shows current energy, 

thrust and weapon capacity in the 
form of status bars. As energy and 
power get used up, the brothers 
are able share their resources on 
contact with each other. 

Different sections of the mine 
area can only be accessed via the 
surface. Pressing fire at the mine 
entrance switches into jet-bike 
mode. Taking control of their 
technologically advanced aerial 
craft, each brother negotiates a 3-
D environment of pillars and walls 
displayed using a first-person 
perspective. By weaving in and out 
of the narrow gaps and shooting 
obstructing blocks, the blood 

r •» 
l T ? 7 k > o o s o 

brothers attempt to reach the next 
underground entrance. A collision 
forces them back to the beginning, 
and if the bike runs out of fuel in 
mid-fiight, it explodes and the 
rider's life comes to an immediate 
and premature end. The remaining 
brother carries on the mission in 
the hope that alone he may 
counter the Scorpions' threat. 

I COMMENTS 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: fast, monochrome 
jet-bike graphics with detailed 
and very colourful 
underground stage 
Sound: good 128K and 48K 
title track. Fairly standard in-
game effects 
Options: one or two players, 
sound on/off, restart. Three 
individually loaded modules 
(environments) of play 
General rating: with two 
stages and three modules 
Gremlin Graphics have not 
only provided value for money 
but also two very attractive and 
playable games 

I 

U 

Presentation 
Graphics 
Playability 
Addictive qualities 
OVERALL 
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M*bCK 

Producer: Gremlin Graphics 
Retail price: £7.99 cassette, 

£12.95 disk 
Authors: coding by Gaz, graphics 

by Jon and Kev 
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I h i amous the world over for 
[ I I more than 50 years, Mickey 

Mouse has once again got 
star billing - but this time in his own 
computer game. The little rodent 
with the squeaky voice has got 
quite a job on his hands: Disney 
Castle has been taken over by the 
Ogre King and all his nasty little 
cohorts. 

© T l w W i l t D i in ty Company 

" Gremlin have managed to 
make a decent game out of 
a rather strange licence. 
The vertical scrolling in the 
tower is very unusual but is 
very smooth and effective. 
Mickey moves welt, as do 
the ghosts and ogres; I par-
ticularly like the way a large 
ogre turns into two smalt 
ones when hit with the ham-
mer! The idea of having two 
different types of weapon 
to kill either ghosts or ogres 
is interesting and helps to 
improve the action in the 
main tower scene. How-
ever, this would soon get 
tedious If it were not for the 
five sub-games, which 
make for huge variety in 
gameplay. Sound Is quite 
sparse but there's the odd 
tunelet between screens. 
The only problem is that the 
game is just that bit too 
easy and the first tower is 
soon completed. However 
it's very playable; one of the 
best cartoon licences 
yet. " 

87* 

The castle consists of five 
towers, each of which is viewed 
from the side and which scroll past 
vertically as Mickey climbs ladders 
from floor to floor. 

Ail five towers are completed to 
save the castle - a mammoth task 
for such a little mouse you might 
think, but Mickey is not unarmed in 
his brave quest: he carries with him 
a water pistol and a hammer. 
Ghosts are killed by shooting with 
the pistol; ogres by hitting with the 
hammer. If the water runs out Mic-
key dies. 

when our hero kills a nasty it 
leaves an object behind: a bottle of 
water to refill his water pistol, one 
of various magic spells, or a black 
bubble which stuns Mickey if it hits 
him. Occasionally a key is left with 

" That cute little figure with 
big round ears, shiny nose 
and spindly tall is unmis-
takeably Mickey. Having 
survived the transforma-
tion into machine code with 
a flourish, everyone's fav-
ourite mouse is charging 
around the towers and tur-
rets of Disney castle in 
characteristic cartoon 
style. Whether he's bashing 
ugly monsters with a mallet 
or squirting them into a liq-
uid pulp, bursting bubbles 
or collecting glue, he never 
loses his Hollywood cool. 
For a mouse, Mickey has 
plenty to do: with 'upside 
down' apace invaders to 
pin to the floor, spells to 
cast, ogres to bash and 
complex mazes to explore 
(at breathtaking speed), it's 
extremely unlikely that he'll 
ever get bored. Alt this 
against a detailed, 
smoothly scrolling, castle 
background complete with 
flickering candles and 
heavy oak doors. The only 
elements missing are a few 
of Mickey's friends. With a 
guest appearance from 
Minnie, dopey Goofy or 
Pluto a great game might 
have been even better. 
Apart from that, there's lit-
tle more a movie star 
mouse could desire. " 
M i l 91% 

approaching ghosts. The remain-
ing rooms include the Donkey 
Kong room, the Tap and Platform 
room and the Ogre King's room. 

Having completed a room, Mic-
key returns to the central tower. 
When he has completed all the 
rooms, he can pass through the 
highest doorway to complete the 
tower: another tower is then 
loaded from tape 

In the highest room of the fifth 
tower lies the Ogre King who 
throws fireballs at Mickey; only 
once this demon is defeated can 
Disney Castle be saved. 

which Mickey can open one of the 
doors in the tower. 

Each door leads to one of five 
types of room, containing a further 
sub-game. One of these is in the 
shape of a Pac-Man room where 
Mickey must collect hammer, nails 
and wood and find the exit to com-
plete the room. Another involves 
running along a balcony throwing 
down hammers to burst the rising 
bubbles while avoiding or bashing 

" Mickey Mouse, that 
legendary cartoon hero, 
has come to the Spectrum 
with a hammer in one hand 
and a water pistol in the 
other. Gremlin have excel-
lently converted him and all 
his ghostly enemies and 
surrounded them with a 
Disney castle fit for a king. 
All the characters and 
backgrounds are detailed 
and animated well, colour 
has been used tastefully 
and the sound is great with 
a tune at the beginning and 
spot affects and ditties all 
through the game. Behind 
the doors in the castle are 
little sub-games which 
range from Donkey Kong to 
Pac-Man and upside-down 
Space Invaders so Mickey 
Mouse is in fact many 
games packed into one! 
This game definitely has 
plenty of iBstability and the 
cute graphics will make It a 
favourite with young and 
old alike. Gremlin are on to 
a real winner with Mickey 
Mouse. " 
NICK 91% 

COMMENTS, 

Joysticks: Cursor. 
Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: superbly drawn 
and full of character. Colour-
ful sub-stages 
Sound: buzzy title tune plus 
spot effects 
General rating: Mickey 
Mouse, star of stage and 
screen, proves that there can 
be more behind a cartoon 
licence than cutesy 
graphics. . . 

Presentation 91 % 
Graphics 69% 
Ptayabfllty 91% 
Addictive qualities 89% 
OVERALL 00% 
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Producer: Gremlin Graphics 
Retail price: £7.99 cassette, £12.99 disk 
Author: DesO'Toole 

As all mythology buffs know, 
Hercules was the 
Illegitimate son of Zeus by 

the mortal woman, Alcmene. 
Zeus' wife. Hera thus hated 
Hercules and forced him to kill his 
own children while bewitched. 
When he recovered, he felt so 
much remorse that he vowed to 
do anything to make amends for 
his sin. The Gods sent him to the 
King of Argos who gave him 12 
difficult tasks to complete: the 
Labours of Hercules. 

The object of the game is to 

collect these Labours while 
fighting off a sword-carrying 
skeleton. When a Labour appears, 
Hercules hits it to send it flying into 
his urn. Occasionally a spider 
descends in an attempt to steal 
one of his Labours, and is 
despatched by a successful blow. 

Several moves are available to 
Hercules and these are accessed 
in the usual manner using 
combinations of joystick 
directions with and without fire. 

If Hercules collects all 12 
Labours he then faces the mighty 

J KATI L 
" Hercules may carry a classical theme but it's definitely not a 
classic beat 'em up. The graphics are attractive enough and, in 
conjunction with the 128K music, manage to create something 
of an ancient atmosphere, but the gameplay itself is difficult, 
awkward and slow. There's an enormous time lapse between 
moving the joystick and the execution of a punch. By the time 
Hercules is In any position to deliver a Titans' gift, his opponent 
has had plenty of opportunity to slap him around the head two or 
three times. With such an arthritic array of possible actions, 
Hercules doesnt really have much chance of success. Unless 
you're Into dull, tedious torment, give this a miss. " 

48% 

J PHIL L 
" Hercules Is just a simple beat 'em up, limited by the small 
amount of available moves and the similarity between 
opponents. The graphics are mainly monochromatic on an 
unchanging yellow background, although the scenery above the 
play area Is good. The animation of the characters is jerky, but 
the disintegration of defeated skeletons Is achieved well. The 
Minotaur is nicely drawn but again suffers from slow, jerky 
animation. The task of collecting the Labours is very repetitive 
and, worse still, I found the game much too easy. There's very 
little challenge and I managed to complete it within four or five 
attempts! I should think most beat 'em up fans will also find it far 
too easy. The most difficult part is translating the Greek victory 
message at the end! " 

84% 

J NICK I 
" It's obvious that this game's strong point is its graphics. 
Hercules - Slayer Of The Damned! has some of the most detailed 
characters and backgrounds that I've seen for ages, and clash Is 
nowhere to be seen! But this is where the good points end: the 
movements that Hercules makes are painstakingly slow and If he 
overlaps with his boney adversary you create a new character -
a bearded skeleton! The 128 K version has a g reat tune, but which 
plays constantly and becomes very irritating. On the 48K there is 
just a blip when you swing your club. It's a bit of a talI order to ask 
you to collect 12 tasks; after battling for half an hour I had only 
collected onel Hercules Is very pretty but lacks on the playabillty 
front. If you'ra looking for a good bash 'em up there are much 
better ones on the market " 

60% 

Producer: GO!/Capcom 
Retail price: £8.99 cassette, £12.95 disk 
Authors: G Bolton, P Houbart, D Drake and D Worton 

Chief Wizard is an accolade 
that can only be earned by 
the best. Taking the part of 

a junior wizard, the player embarks 

on a quest to defeat mysterious 
beasts and seven evil wizards in 
an attempt to gain the coveted 
title. 

J MIKE L 
" Wizard Warz Is a brave attempt at a role playing game, that 
sadly doesn't quite make the grade. Graphically, the status 
screens surrounding the main playing field are effective, 
especially the spell books and opponent ID boxes. The main play 
area Itself is a bit of a joke though, with a fat wobbling sprite 
limping around a drab and largely unimpressive background. 
Gameplay is slow and tedious; trundle around the landscape for 
a while, shoot at sprites as blobby as yourself, trundle around a 
bit more, i soon found myself bored almost to tears by the 
repetitious nature of the game. Sorry G01,1 can't say that this is 
a game on which I would readily spend my hard-earned cash. " 

40% 

• Wizard Warz : an acquired taste 

JPHILL 
" Wizard Warz is a strange sort of game with loads of different 
spells and monsters, and a very long list of instructions. The first 
level la fairly easy to complete; just defeat the six monsters and 
return the treasure to the correct cities. Things get harder on the 
second level with about 30 different monsters. Graphically the 
game isn't very impressive, with small characters, although the 
still pictures of the monsters are detailed and colourful. The 
problem is that in play, all these beasts look identical. There is 
little sound during the game, but a nice title tune on loading. 
Using different spells to suit your current enemy is fun and a lot 
of strategy is involved in choosing the best ones. Wizard Warz 
doesn't completely hold your attention and the muftiload is a 
pain, but fantasy fans should enjoy ( t " 

74% 

The first of three levels sees the 
young novice travelling between 
seven cities and six monsters. The 
player's movements are depicted 
on a scrolling map in the centre 

portion of the screen. The first 
time the player passes through a 
town he is given one food ration. 
As he is spotted, an enemy's 
image appears on the screen, and 

J NICK L 
" The first time I played Wizard Warz I was bored. It was so difficult 
to get into the game that I felt like giving up there and than. But I 
persevered and when I finally sussed It out, a relatively good 
game began to emerge. The graphics are very varied - the figures 
that appear when you go near enemies are excellent, but the 
scrolling landscape is very plain and mainly made up of different 
types of shading. On the sound front there is a tune (if you can 
call It that) but no effects. I'm sure the programmers could have 
livened It up audio wise. Once you work out how to control th« 
spells and which ones are best to use on each monster, you can 
get some fun out of Wizard Warz. It just takes a long time to work 
o u t " 

74% 



Minotaur (loaded separately on 
the 48K). This overgrown moo-
cow is armed with a trident and 
deadly horns with which he tries to 
gore Hercules. If this final 
opponent is overcome the game is 
won and a Greek victory message 
appears. 

I COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: large and detailed, 
with a colourful background. 
Terribly slow animation 
Sound: white noise spot 
effects only 
Options: minotaur 
demonstration 
General rating: in such a larg 

Knre Hercules - Slayer Of 7? 
imned! needs to be much 

more playable if it's to make 
any impression 

Presentation 60% 
Graphics 75% 
Payability 50% 
Addictive qualities 52% 
OVERALL 54% 

battle commences. Each 
combatant is given the chance to 
select a spell. Once defeated, a 
monster yields one of six 
treasures. Returning this to the 
appropriate town adds a further 
two rations to the wizard's stock. 
With all six treasures safely 
delivered, the wizard moves on to 
the second stage. 

A test of the player's power 
locks him in battle against a series 
of monsters. In the process he fills 
his book with powerful spells 
and, once successful moves on to 
the third and final round. 

ICOMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: miniscule play area, 
but detailed and colourful 
display 
Sound: title tune only 
General rating: hardly mass 
appeal, but extremely well 
accomplished 

Presentation 70% 
Graphics 66% 
Payability 72% 
Addictive qualities 70% 
OVERALL 70% 

many objects as possible within 
the imposed time limit. These 
objects are then used on the 
surface: mega whips kill all 
enemies with one hit and mega 
gems increase scoring potential. 

Producer: Martech 
Retail price: £8.99 
Authors: I McArdle, 

D Richards 

R 
aised by foxes and granted 
magic powers by the 
Sages, Martech's Vixen 

carries a Magic Whip and has the 
ability to turn nerself into a fox. Her 
efforts to stay alive are displayed 
across a series of horizontally 
scrolling levels, which are loaded 
separately in three parts. 

As Vixen negotiates the 
treacherous primeval landscape, a 
variety of mutant prehistoric 
creatures rush in to attack. Their 
touch is fatal, but most beasts are 
despatched with a well-placed 
flick of the whip. The whip is also 
used to transform bonus icons into 
collectable objects. These include 
gems for extra points and items for 
additional time and lives. 

Collecting fox-time icons 
causes a fox's head to progress 
alono the display panel. Once the 
head has moved to its maximum 

• Foxy by name, foxy by nature 

setting and the current round has 
been completed. Vixen 
metamorphoses into a fox and 
enters an underground bonus 
level. Here she simply collects as 

J KATI L 
" Vixen's movements are smoothly animated and the 
transformation into a rather scrawny fox Is handled well. 
However, anyone looking for the kind of excitement promised by 
the over-exposed publicity campaign is in for a disappointment. 
The wily heroine simply jogs through a series of similar levels 
whipping crowds of identical mutants into submission. 
Metamorphosing into the fox adds some variety, but not enough 
to keep you hooked, and the bonus items don't add much spice 
to this tedious procedure. This is a pity because the presentation 
is professional and gameplay on the whole is very smooth. 
Martech might not have had to spend so much on promoting the 
box had they paid a little more attention to the action inside. " 

6 9 % 

J NICK L 
" Ooohl A skimpily dressed woman carrying a w h i p . . . Well it 
makes a change I suppose. Vixen is really three games on one 
tape, but the only trouble is that they are all very similar. The main 
character of the game is quite well drawn until she turns into a 
supposed fox - it looks more like a bleached squirrel to met Apart 
from the destruction of a few enemy mammals and the foxy 
gem-collecting session, that's about it. Vixen plays in a similar 
fashion to Elite's Thundercats, but lacks the glamour and 
slickness that Thundercats had. A groovy 128K tune brightens up 
the title screen and there are some whiplashing sound effects 
but, as usual, 48K owners miss out on the music. If 'average' Is 
good enough for you, then whip down to your local software 
store and get a copy. " 

50% 

• Whip that ball for extra fox time 

J PAUL 
" After all the sexist (and 
sexy) promotion, Vixen has 
turned out to be quite a 
pleasing game. So It's 
basically Thundercats with 
less variation, but at least it's 
moderately playable and 
addictive. The hookabillty 
doesn't last long, though, 
and you're left with a feeling 
that £8.99 is a lot to pay for a 
couple of weeks' fun. 
There's no arguing that Vixen 
has some great features -
the cracking whip and 
superb animation of the foxy 
lady to name a couple - but It 
lacks the variation that 
makes you want to load it up 
again and again. With a bit of 
thought the authors could 
have had various tasks to 
complete on each level and a 
different range of monsters 
to defeat. As It stands, 
Vixen's attraction is short-
lived. " 

9 0 % 

I COMMENTS! 
Joysticks: Kempston. Sinclair 
Graphics: smoothly animated 
main characters moving 
against detailed backgrounds 
Sound: little for 48K owners, 
but 128-ers wilt be pleased 
with the bish/bash title tune 
Options: choice of three 
individually loaded game 
environments 
General rating: after all the 
hype Vixen has turned out to be 
quite an attractive little game, 
albeit with short-lived potential 
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DESOLATOR 
Producer: US Gold 
Retail price: £8.99 cassette, £12.99 disk 
Authors: Source f rom the Sega coin-op Halls OfKairos 

• Roll out the barrel 

JPAUL L 

The evil Kairos has 
kidnapped the entire infant 
population and imprisoned 

them in his castle. Mac. hero of the 
coin-op. Halls of Kairos. is called 
into immediate action. 

His quest takes place over five 
levels (multiloaded on the 48K) 
within the monochrome passages 
of the vertically scrolling fortress, 
which are viewed from above. 

I KATI [ 

A charm has imprisoned the 
children in the many mirrors 
hanging from the castle walls. 
They are saved by punching the 
mirror panels and collecting the 
toddlers as they are released. 

Progress is impeded by Kairos 
and his cronies; henchmen absorb 
energy on contact, firemen fire 
flame shots and swordsmen throw 
a continuous volley of sharpened 

" Graphically Desolator is 
great. Every character is very 
detailed and moves around 
realistically. The game may 
be monochrome, but that 
doesn't detract from the 
smart visual impression. 
Desolator does however lack 
the speed that is required to 
make it an action-packed 
game. It takes what seems 
like an eternity to cross the 
play area, and Mac's actions 
are very slow reacting to 
frantic keyboard presses. 
This is where Desolator, 
which could have been a 
great game, turns into a very 
average one. Less 
characters and more speed 
would have created a 
winning formula for 
Desolator. (Which is 
presumably why it was so 
successful In the arcades.) 
But It not only lacks 
piayability, but also 
addictlveness - not really 
worth nine pounds. " 

60% 

knives. Mac's dwindling energy is 
shown by a bar at the top of the 
screen. 

Initially. Mac has no armour and 
can only fight hand to hand. By 

IPHILI 
" The perspective In 
Desolator ts rather strange, 
but although the playing area 
Is entirely monochromatic, 
the nicely shaded graphics 
do create a feeling of solidity. 
There are plenty of well 
animated enemies to 
vanquish and the action is 
fairly frantic. Sound is 
unfortunately limited to spot 
effects with no tunes (even 
on the 128K). Despite all the 
various types of enemy, the 
gameplay is very similar for 
each level, simply punching 
the nasties white collecting 
treasure and extra energy. 
This repetition spoils the 
overall lastablllty. The game 
is fairty well presented but 
lacks that vital Ingredient 
which would have made It 
more addictive. " 

63% 

" Another maze game with little to amaze. The presentation is 
competent enough and the generally uninteresting graphics 
have one or two nice little touches. Unfortunately the gameplay 
doesn't offer much to get excited about - hand to hand combat 
soon becomes tedious but, other than a few bombs, there's no 
real alternative. A greater selection of weapons might have 
boosted the game's waning appeal. Exploration, another 
essential Ingredient of maze games, is glaringly absent here. The 
castle simply scrolls upwards, so your route through its 
forbidding chambers and passageways is more or less 
predetermined. There are plenty of excellent Gauntlet-type 
games around so there realty isn't much excuse for producing 
one as bland and standard as title. If your quest is for a maze-
game, seek elsewhere. " 

68% 

THE FLINTSTONES 
Producer: Grandslam 
Retail price: £8.95 
Authors: P Harrap and S Holl ingworth 

Fred Flintstone is looking 
forward to the Bedrock 
Super-Bowl final at the 

weekend, but Wilma has other 

• Yabba dabba doo to you too 

ideas: she won't let him go before 
he's painted the living room. 

His reluctant artistic efforts are 
hampered by his daughter 

I T " > % i1 - S S 5 fl 
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I PHIL L 
" I didn't quite shout 'Yabba 
Dabba Doo' while playing 
this but it's certainly very 
playable. None of the four 
parts are particularly brilliant 
but together they make quite 
a fun package. Painting is 
soon mastered but I couldn't 
get to grips with the car 
journey. The bowling is the 
best part of the game - 1 love 
Barney's flamboyant 
bowling style! - and the 
rescue scene is just a simple 
platform game. The graphics 
are sparsely coloured but do 
retain some of the humour of 
the cartoon. The animation is 
smooth and effective with 
plenty of nice touches, like 
Fred frowning while he's 
doing the painting. On the 
whole though, the game is 
slightly too easy and 
therefore shouldn't take long 
to complete, losing most of 
its appeal In the process. Not 
a bad attempt - but not a 
fantastic game e i ther . " 

7 1 % 

Pebbles, who constantly scnbbles 
on Fred's freshly painted wall, and 
his live paint brush's desperate 
bids for freedom! 

On finishing the whole wall, Fred 
and Barney set off for the bowling 
contest in Fred's jalopy. Hitting 
one of the road's hazardous 

J KATI L 
" The trials and tribulations 
of Fred Fllntstone's life often 
have htm screaming with 
rage. Play Grandsiam's 
game and you'll soon be 
joining him. Experience the 
unique frustration of 
attempting to paint the walls 
down to the final Invisible 
pixel with a super-human 
Pebbles at your heels. Even 
when the wall looks 
completely covered and 
you'd need a microscope to 
see the remaining paintless 
piece, Wllma and Betty treat 
you like a jerk. If you're lucky 
enough to get to the bowling 
alley you'll participate in a 
botched and tedious evening 
off. The controls art 
primitive, pin-fall is 
unrealistic and clever, 
computer-controlled Barney 
Robot is almost always 
bound to win. In recreating 
all the irritating aspects of 
Fred's life, the programmers 
have managed to leave out 
every possible scrap of fun. 
The cartoon presentation is 
extremely polished (even the 
familiar tune is recognisable) 
and there are plenty of 
peripheral details; 
unfortunately they can't stop 
Bedrock from approaching 
rock-bottom. " 

52% 
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punching rolling barrels and 
collecting bomb icons, however, 
he can improve his weapon power. 
Picking up six infants temporarily 
transforms vulnerable Mac into 
invulnerable Machoman; for a few 
moments he can march through 
the castle without fear of harm. 

Points are boosted by collecting 
a series of treasures. Points 
possessed on capturing these 
determine exactly how much 
Mac's score improves or the 
strength of enemy forces changes. 

At the end of each level, Mac 
encounters a particularly daunting 
set of enemies. These have to be 
killed before he can move on to the 
next, 

^JCOMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: monochromatic 
and very detailed - well 
animated 
Sound: average spot effects, 
but lacking a tune 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: an attractive, 
but restrictive, maze game 

Presentation 70% 
Graphics 65% 
Playability 60% 
Addictive qualities 58% 
OVERALL 60% 

outcrops sees the removal of one 
of the wheels, forcing Fred and 
Barney to stop and replace it. 

On to the Bedrock Superbowl 
where Fred and Barney slug it out 
on the polished lanes. 

Later, Fred arrives home to the 
news that Pebbles has escaped 
and is clinging to a girder on a 
building site. Fred has to rescue 
his daughter - or suffer the 
embarrassment of seeing Barney 
do the job for him! 

I COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: all your favourite 
characters in glorious 
monochrome 
Sound: TV title tune on the 
128K, sound effects only on 
46K 
Options: practise painting or 
bowling sections 
General rating: the humour 
and character of cartoons is 
difficult to represent within the 
strict confines of a computer 
game and, like so many 
attempts before. The 
Flintstones doesn t quite 
manage it 

STREET SPORTS BASKETBALL 
Producer: Epyx/USGold 
Retail price: £8.99 cassette, £12.99 disk 
Authors: J Bagley and D Horton 

Forget official tournaments, 
professional teams and air-
conditioned arenas - real 

basketball is played in the streets. 
All you need is a ball, a makeshift 
court and a couple of teams . . . 

You can choose from a 
selection of four courts, including 
a playground, alley, suburban 
street and parking lot. A human or 
computer opponent (with three 
skill levels: easy, intermediate and 
tough) is selected. Team names 
are chosen and a coin is spun to 
determine who gets to select a 
team first. Three players, recruited 
from a gang of ten streetwise kids 
(each with their own abilities) make 
up each side. 

The scene then switches to the 
horizontally scrolling court itself. 
Still portraits of each team 
member are depicted at the side 
of the screen, and one player is 
controlled at a time. Should the 
ball move out of his reach, control 
of another team member is 
assumed by pressing fire. 

Various offensive moves can be 
performed: dribble, hook shot, 
slam dunk and jump shot. Running 
head-on into an opposition player 
dnbbling the ball transfers 
possession. Pressing fire while 
facing one of your team-members 
initiates a pass. To shoot, a player 
needs to be in the correct position, 
facing the basket. At a press of the 
fire button he (or she) attempts the 
most appropriate type of Shot, and 
the current score is displayed at 
the base of the screen. 

L CRITICISM 1 
• " Epyx has a reputation for 
excellent presentation and Street 
Sports Basketball matches up to 
expectation. The elaborate 
selection process, the spinning 
coin and the streetwise players 
create an atmospheric urban 
environment. Unfortunately the 
basketball lets it down. Control is 

extremely awkward: instead of 
automatically playing the team 
member that's nearest the ball. 
you have to toggle between the 

lighlic 
screen display, which is clumsy 
characters jhted on the highligh 

v h i 
and time-consuming. The teams 
and characters are hard to 
distinguish on court; identifying 
your players is a matter of trial and 
error. This isn't so bad when there 
are two players but in terms of 
fluidity the game still leaves 
something to be desired. If you're 
after a really good sports 
simulation look elsewhere. " 
KAT1 56% 

• " Streets Sports Basketball 
looked promising with its array 
of options, but the game itself 
has turned out to be pretty 
tedious. One of the main 
problems is the awful control 

simply a matter of running up to 
the basket and shooting when 
underneath it. Both teams are 
black and white making it 
difficult to tell whose side a 
player is on, the animation is 
very jerky, and sound virtually 
non-existent. Overall it's a pretty 
poor version of the spor t " 
PHIL 46% 

• " Hot on the heels ot Basket 
Master a couple of issues back, 
comes another dose of Harlem 
Globetrotteritus in the shape of 
this mediocre basketball game 
from the Epyx stable. I found the 
presentation of the option screen 
to be good, but was not as keen on 
the actual gameplay. The main 
character sprites look and move 
like cardboard cutouts; if this is 
indicative of the state of health of 
the kids who play Street Sports 
Basketball, I'm certainly glad that 
I'm an armchair sportsman. Not 
that I'll find myself coming back to 
it very much in the future, since the 
gameplay is far too easy. I'm afraid 

m 
• Come on girl. I thought this was basketball not football! 
method, where instead of 
control automatically passing to 
the nearest player to the bait. 
Match Day-style, you choose 
control of each player 
individually. This can lead to 
annoying mix-ups. Even when 
the control method is mastered, 
gameplay is very dull: scoring is 

• They don't call him Cameron 'stretch' Pound for nothing 

to say that Street Sports 
Basketball is a game to be 
missed. " 
MARK 46% 

L COMMENTS 

Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston. 
Sinclair 
Graphics: well drawn, transparent 
characters and colourful 
backgrounds 
Sound: lacking in all respects 
Options: one or two players, 
definable keys 
General rating: initially exciting, 
but the game lacks all of the 
presentation's sparkle - real fans 
will be disappointed 

i 

Presentation 72% 
Graphics 57% 
Playability 49% 
Addictive qualities 45% 
OVERALL 49% 
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COflPUTER ri J 

SINCLAIR 
QUALITY APPROVED REPAIR CENTRE SPHR'ES 

HOW TO GET YOUR 48K SPECTRUM REPAIRED FOR ONLY £19.95X1% 
M NOW AVAILABLE - the off ic ial Spectrum upgrade* 

iTurn your Spectrum into 
la Spectrum + for just £24.95 

Htn I ion* «dtf« nw 
ftf Specwn owntn it* SOKtrm uoqr tae w n* unrut "JS wryir.^ yx rtti 10 turn reu i««rjm tto CUttW «ewSp«trLr 
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reul Idflfcf 01» ' £1 JSfl-CM liucgrMf Ittevcc 

TEN * REPAIR SERVICE ™ while you wait repairs £22 50 48K spectrum 
£25.00 spectrum • 2 
All computers fully overhauled ana fully 
tested Before return 
Fully insured for the return journey 
Fixed low price of £19 95 including post 
packing parts,labour Spectrum -2 repairs 
only £25.00 fully Inclusive 
Discounts for schools and colleges 

BEST SERVICE -

[EXTENSION 
Six top games worth £59.00 free with every \ ~ l Q n n N 
Spectrum repair Now includes FREE memory/ X , B B U " 
keyboard test 
we also repair commooore Ms. VIC 20. 
Commodore 16 -4 Spectrum -2and + J 
The most up to date test equipment developed By 
us to locate faults within your computer 
Rubber keyboard repair (replacement membrane 
only). Just £10.00 including p -p 
3 month wntten guarantee on all repairs 

R BEST PRICES! 

56 way riDbon 
cable to extend 
your ports for 
your peripherals 
£10.95 Plus £1 75 p&p 

VMCtrun UOVW WuTO (W uWTJOW ronputtf mi later J: w ppitmr-ji f. mj intr trw- w n ' HcrasvK vc » Of H n an Kwf j i icflmn >a'. n 
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ARE YOU ANOTHER CUSTOMER - fed up 
waiting weeks for your estimate? 
Need your computer repaired fast' Then send it now to the Number one Repair 
Company In the U.K.. or call in and see us at our fully eouipped 2 S00 square foot workshop 
with ail the latest rest equipment available You are more than welcome 
we will repair your computer while vou wait and help you with an • of your technical problems 
Commodore computers repaired for only £js 00 Piease note we gove you a lOOk low fixed 
price of £1995 which includes return post and packing VAT not a between price like some 
other Repair Companies offer we don't ask you to send a cheque in for the maximum amount and 
shock you with repair bins £50 upwards Don t forget we are Amstrad aproved for quality and 
speed don t nskyourcompu'ertoanyotnerunauthorisedrepaircentre we dontiust repair the 
fault and send your computer back we give your computer a 

OVERHAUL WITH EVERY REPAIR WE DO:-
We correct colour, sound, keyboard, check the loading and saving chip, even 

new feet on the Dase If required. Check for full memory, check all sockets 
nciuding ear/mike and replace where needed. All for an Inclusive price of £19.95 
which includes VAT. parts & labour, return post, packing & Insurance. No hidden 
extras whatsoever. 
'Should a computer Be classed as unrepairable due to.umpenng we may be able to offer a 
replacement circuit board at additional charge i 

URGENT NOTICE non t be misled by adverts snowing between prices A recent| 
complaint against a Manchester repair f i rm Mancomp, was upheld by the Advertising j 
Standards Authority on two counts, it had stated BBC repairs between £14 and £45 
then charged the customer £85 Their guarantee policy was misleading as it did not 

make clear that all repairs were not covered 

THE VIDEOVAULTCOMPUT 
COMPANION 

tlx enwtin i2S- R»e>ioFire 
joystick ana Ram Dual Con 
Turflo interface 
Reeomme n<tto recall Dixe CM 
ScecW offer price £18.95 
items can ee Durcnaseo 
Vf D»rateiY Rjm Dual Port Turoo 
interface£12.95 - £V7SOlp 
1?S- jovstio £7.95 M75DID 

SPECTRUM R E P ^ W E N T 
POWER SUPPLYJHL new 

design 
Power supply for your 

Spectrum doesn't 
even need a plug, 

only £10 95+ 175 p+p 

t - f -

NES 

mm 
Developed by us - is 
size of conventional 
power supplies Just 
£29.00+ 1.75 p+p 

Spectrum 
+ 3 CASSETTE 

LEADS 

1 S r 
>,r Spectrum keyboard 

A membranes 
I £5.50 plus £1.75 pip 

Spectrum Plus spare keyboard 
| membranes £1190 plus £1.75 pip | 
ON-OFF SWITCHES 

FOR THE SPECTRUM 
AND SPECTRUM + 
ORDER No 
1067 SPECTRUM 
1067A SPECTRUM + C 

£4.95 + J.TSp + p 

• r n a n ' J i I I 

tamoN N O ^ O f ^ s 

LOAD YOUR CASSETTE 
SOFTWARE INTO YOUR 

+3 USING THESE 
„ LEADS 

O N L £ 4 . 5 0 
£1.75 p&p 

USEANY 
JOYSTICK W 
YOURSPECTRUM 
SINCLAIR JOYSTICK ADAPTOR FOR 
CONNECTING SPECTRUM +Z 
COMPUTERS TO MOST JOYSTICKS 

New digger catalogue now available containing over 2,500 items including software for all computers, joysticks, 
spare parts, business software books, plus many more. Just send 3x 18p stamps for your free copy Over 20 pages 
full of top quality products delivered to your door bv return post. 

POST + PACKING 
CHARGES UK ONLY 
OVERSEAS 
POST + PACKING 
CHARGES PLEASE 
WRITE FOR 

Old Kingsmoor School. Railway street, Hadfieid, Hyde, Cheshire SK14 8AA 
Tel M574 6655S/67761 /6M99 Main Office, enquiries and orders only 

Manchester telephone 061-2J6 0376 While you wait centre only 
We regret the Manchester Branch cannot take mail order orders 

please use main office number 

COPYRIGHT VIDEOVAULT NO 885050 FAX NO.04574 68946 
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Remember filling in those fiddly forms asking all those personal questions? 
Well, do you eat sweets, have a bank account, think about Robin Candy's 
scores, prefer crisps to books, drink Coke and have a weakness for the odd 
Big Mac? Are you unique or do you buy your clothes from Next like all the 
other average readers of CRASH? Stand by for the results of the weirdest, 
whackiest, most complex and compelling CRASHTIONNAIRE ever. Find out 
the truth concerning these and other vital questions N O W . . . 

ZX SPECTRUi 

QUESTION 

statistics first, 
hen questioned, 

nine out of ten 
readers w h o 
expressed a 
preference turned 
out to be male. 
Actually it was 
slightly more than 
that; only about 4 % 
of those w h o fi l led in 

the questionnaire were members of the 
not-so-gentler sex. 

Age next. The largest single age group 
(by a sliver) turns out to be 15 wi th 14 
running a close second. Somewhere 
around the salad days of sweet 16, 
interest in computer games (or 
questionnaires) obviously begins to 
wane. On ly a very small percentage 
turned out to be over 19 and numbers 
fizzle to practically zero over the grand 
old age of 40. One or two babes in arms 
were only 9. 

Inevitably, just under 70% of those 
who participated are still at school; only 
about 9% are at college or university, 
14% are working, 6% work part-t ime 
and under 6% are unemployed. 

O n to the most important bit —money. 
If you've got loads you certainly don ' t 
spend it on computer games. Tne vast 
majority claim that they spend a loving 
£2-£5 o n their hungry Speccy a week. 
Hardly anyone at all owned up to 

wasting their golden pennies to the tune 
of over £20. Wh icn means that the 
average CRASH reader spends between 
£104 and £260 on computer games a 
year. Mult ip ly that by 96,200 - our 
current circulation — and you get a rough 
idea of what the industry makes from 
CRASH readers alone in one year (for 
the less-than-mathematically minded, 
that's between £10 and £25 mil l ion!). 

From basics to peripherals. Just under 
a third said they intended to purchase a 
utility or a peripheral in the next six 
months; almost the same proport ion had 
just bought one. By far the most popular 
was the trusty joystick, closely fo l lowed 
by various types of multiface and games-
wri t ing systems. This leads to the 
devastating (well, fairly ordinary) 
conclusion that the vast majority of 
people w h o read a games-orientated 
magazine are mostly interested in 
playing games. No applause please. 

O n to the hard stuff. Despite 
pessimistic predictions on the future of 
the eight-bit market, of those w h o 
intended to buy a computer or games 
console in the near future, 25% (the 
largest group) claimed they'd stick with 
the humble Speccy. The Afari ST was 
pretty close behind though, wi th 22% 
and the as yet unreleased SAM was 
coveted by a surprisingly large 16%. 8% 
were saving their hard-earned pennies 
for a Sega console and a tiny minority 

expressed more than a passing interest 
in the Amiga, Apple Mac and the 
powerful-but-only-has-two-decent-
games Archimedes. Wi th the arrival of 
16-bit machines, interest in the 
Commodore 64 (now out of 
production), the Commodore 128 and 
the Amstrad CF'C (two of last year's 
major competitors) has definitely 
waned. 

When it comes to parting wi th that 
hard-earned cash, 67 .5% said that their 
choice of game was most inf luenced by 
its magazine review (quite right too). 
10% trusted a friend's recommendation, 
whi le 10% were more interested in the 
price. On ly a few felt most inf luenced by 
the name of the author, and even less by 
the producer and the advertising. It's an 
interesting change from last year when 
the author was right down at the bot tom 
of the list and the advertising way up in 
second place . . . 

As to how well-read you are - well , 
just under a quarter bought one of the 
first f ive issues of CRASH. A large set of 
readers were recruited around Issue 15 
and there was another upsurge of 
interest between Issues 36 and 40. An 
encouraging 66% had bought every 
consecutive magazine. The majority of 
the non-regular buyers were pretty 
content wi th a col lect ion of between ten 
and 20 occasional copies. 

Most were pretty keen to let one other 
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person t humb through the pages of their 
crisp new CRASH but a round 3 0 % 
prefer (maybe no-one else is interested) 
to keep it to themselves. 20% of those 
w h o answered share their copy w i th t w o 
other people and 16.5% have three keen 
computer -us ing brothers or friends. That 
means that over 2 60 ,000 people (or 
thereabouts) see CRASH every mon th ! 

FOOD FOR 
THOUGHT 

N o w for the compet i t ion , tn add i t ion to 
CRASH, the most frequently bought 
magazines were Sinclair User and Your 
Sinclair. The Games Machine came 
next, fo l lowed by C.&VG, ACE and the 
slightly more serious Popular Computing 
Weekly. 

W h e n you 've f inished wad ing 
through all this l iterature, what sort of 
games d o you enjoy playing most? Top 
of the list (surprise, surprise) comes the 
ever-popular shoot - 'em-up. In second 
place we have arcade adventures and 
simulations in third. Adventures are just 
a smidgeon ahead of strategy and d o w n 
at ihe bo t tom (probably because it's not 
an area w e concentrate o n much) come 
RPGs. 

N o w for the annual CRASH features 
chart depicted in glor ious tabulated fo rm 
for your personal delectat ion and 
delight. On ly a few changes here: 
REVIEWS have just ousted PLAYING 
TIPS f rom the top slot, adverts have 
d r o p p e d f rom 10 to 13, TECHNICHE 
and JETMAN have moved up four places 
each and NEWS has sl ipped d o w n f rom 
7 to 1 2. There were too many comments 
to ment ion but we ' ve taken personal 
note of them all. 

Next it's really d o w n to the nitty-gritty. 
W e asked whether the reviews were 
detai led enough. 8 2 . 5 % say 'Yes'. Long 
enough? 8 1 . 5 % think they are, though 
55 .5% w o u l d like to see more screen 
shots. Detai led enough? 8 2 . 5 % (who is 
this .5% anyway?) say 'Yes'. As for the 
ratings, only 5% always agree w i th 
them, 75% agree more often than not. 
19 ,5% think they're right occasional ly 
and a st rong-minded 5% feel they're 
rarely accurate (thanks, guys). 6 7 . 5 % 
are perfectly happy w i th the rev iewing 
system exactly as it is. 

D o you use CRASH as a source o f 
reference w h e n buy ing software? 46% 
say 'A lways ' , an independent 52% give, 
a non-commi t ta l 'Somet imes' and under 
3 % say 'Never ' . The major i ty thought 
that the covers were great, just over a 
quarter thought they were okay and 
about 1 % thought they were rubbish 
(thanks for reading far enough to get to 
the questionnaire). 

N o w for the other stuff. Not surpris-
ingly, consider ing that most readers are 
still at school , the average weekly 
income is up to £5. lust over 15% 
receive between £5 and £10 pounds, 
10.5% earn between £30 and £100 a 
week and a t iny minor i ty have a bulg ing 
w a d of notes to the tune of over £200 to 
take home. 

Most invest their shiny silver pennies 
in clothes f rom the larger retail chains 
and buy no compac t discs at all. In an 
average mon th 4 0 . 5 % buy a single, 20% 
an LP and 33% a cassette. LPs are by far 
the most popu la r ; 6 3 % buy about 24 of 
them every year. 

THOUGHTS 

N o w for your eating habits. O n the 
w h o l e the quest ionnaire revealed a 
heal thy-sounding lot. On ly 19.5% buy 
canned drinks once a day or more often 
and a mere 2 9 . 5 % indulge in a daily 
dose of crisps, peanuts or sweets. In the 
fast-food stakes, the local fish and ch ip 
shop in first place just beats MacDona lds 
by a pipsqueak (preferably w i th fries). 
Next comes the W i m p y w i t h 10.5% of 
the vote, closely fo l l owed by Pizza Hut , 
Pizzaland and Kentucky Fried Chicken. 

O n c e a mon th or more of ten, w h e n 
they're not play ing games or do ing 
h o m e w o r k , 28 .5% say they go to the 
c inema. By far the most popular types of 
books are horror and fantasy f ic t ion. 
H u m o u r and science f ic t ion come next, 
then computer books (what a scholarly 
lot), general f ic t ion, non- f ic t ion and 
thrillers. D o w n at the bo t t om of the list 
come f i lm and TV tie-ins, war books, 
historical novels, and romance. 

From books lo the box. N o change 
f rom last year here: BBC1 remains a f i rm 
favouri te w i th 53% ahead of its nearest 
rival, I TV, by 33 .5%. Channel 4 gets 4 % 

of the vote whi te BBC2 comes in last, 
surprisingly just beh ind the newcomer , 
satellite TV. 38 .5% spend up to three 
hours in front of the gogglebox a day, 
3 4 . 5 % watch for up to f ive hours and a 
comparat ive ly large 20% sit glued to the 
screen for f ive hours or more. On ly 
6 % wa tch less than an hour 's TV per 
day. 

A n d that's it: the end of another excit-
ing survey. In tradit ional style it's t ime to 
thank alt those w h o took the t ime to put 
ticks in the boxes, those w h o didn ' t ans-
wer the questions and those whose com-
ments gave us plenty of f ood for thought. 
O n e final thank you to Dave Peters, emi-
nent compi ler of figures and keeper of 
the database. Same t ime next year? 

CRASH 
CONTENTS 
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1 REVIEWS 
2 TIPS 
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I THE AUTUMN COMPUTER ART SHOW 
i 
! I would like my computer art to be considered for entry Newsfield's Autumn Computer Art Exhibition at the PC Show, Earls Court. 

I Name • I am over 18 
Access • I am under 18. and my legal guardian has signed below 

I have read the conditions of entry printed overleaf and agree to abide by them 

I 
I J 

I 
I 
£ AUTUMN CO 
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I 
I » 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Postcode Entrant's signature (or legal guardian) 
Phone Number 
Number of pieces submitted and computer 
Q 1 machine:. • 2 machine: Q 3 machine * 
Please state the titles of your submitted pieces (delete dtsk/cass as inapplicable), followed by the FILENAME and Utility used. Any special instructions for loading or • 
use of sert-designed utilities shook! be written out on a separate sheet. 
Title 1: (disk/cass) Filename: 
Title 2: (disk/cass) Filename: 
Title 3: (disk/cass) Filename: 
• I have enclosed a stamped addressed envelope for the return of disk/cassette 
Q I enclose exira payment tor return package to be sent recorded/registered 
Please ensure the form Is correctly fil led out, that your cassettes/disks are all label lad correctly as par Instructions on the reverse of this form, 
and that you have signed the form. Then sand It, together with any separate enclosures, dlsk(s) or cassettefs) to: 

COMPUTER ART SHOW, 

Utility: 
Utility: 
Utility: 

I 
SHOW, NEWSHEL0 PUBUCAT10NS, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 



ZX SPECTRUM 

Feel you deserve another piece of the action? Bothered about having to travel 
far for software? Bored by the limited choice available on the high street? Fed 
up with being charged full retail price? Well, don'tl Whether top games soft-
ware, high-tech joysticks or designer T-Shirts or just simply dustprotective 
keyboard covers, CRASH HYPERMARKET will despatch at special discount 
prices, efficiently and fast. The incredibly low deals include VAT, postage & 
packing. 

CRASH ^ re, 
COMPUTER _ ^ . hi '.*„., „„ 
c o v e r s 
PROUD . . , of your untouched, virgin- ^ ^ M f ^ ^ k 
new k«yboord? Don t l e t « b i t * the ff||miMWA(\ 
dust, protect It from co f fM, biscuit nib- • f l H ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B n ^ w 
M M , i c r M i i fall -out or fust l i iDp i t plain 
home • variety dust " V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H I U 
ASHAMED . . . of your grotty, coffe*-
»Uin*<J, dual-cloak ed keyboard? H 
Cover tha mesa up and protect your B 
Habitat environment with a CRASH 
keyboard covar. 

RUBBER-KEYED SPECTRUM 
COVER 
OFFER 9.00 COO'H 
aPMTNMH- COVER 
OFFER 3 J B C002H 
SPECTRUM 128 CO VCR 
OFFER 3.75 C003H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
SPECTRUM+2 COVER • 
OFFER 4.00. C004H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

POWERPLAY CRUISE i t 
TN® excellent joystick features rnicro-
awrtch directional control and lire acton 
A urvque variable tension control alows 
tha user to ed|uet the drection control to 
extra sensitive, normel and firm A wide 
base and four suction cups provide good 
tabie-top operation 
POWERPLAY CRUISER 
OFFER £9.99. COWH 

Al tha quality of tha PROFESSIONAL, 
wilh the added bonus of the AUTO FIRE 
option (may not wort on soma computer 
systems). 
EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL 
AUTOFIRE 
OFFER 1S.96. C007H 

DYNAMIC* COMPETITION PRO 
BOOO (normal) 
Feati*m arcade quaWy microswttchw. 
dual V» buttons, robust steel shaft and 
rubber return for smooth control and 
longer Me. Extra long 1 .Sm cord 
DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO 5000 

•UROMAX JOY9TAR 
This la an excellent microswrtcfv-acfton 
pyst^k featuring precision top and front 
f>rn buttons and Auto Fire, ft can be opar -
atad hartdhaU or can be mounted on the 
(able via <4c*-grip suction cups. Auto Fire 
mav not work with certain Interlaces. 
EUROMAX JOYSTAR 
OFFER 9.96, C093H 



The joystick thai actuafly ttt* your hand, 
with • Are button angled tor your trigger 
finger to enaure accurate high-speed 
action. Sold steel breakprpol shaft with 
neat clicking sound tor every position 
move you make. 
KONIX SPEEDKMQ 
OFFER 10.90. RRP 11.08, C006H 

High durability. rapid response and ultra 
sensitive movement accuracy from this 
advanced ergonomic design. Meal tor left 
and right hand piay. 1,5m cord 
EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL 
OFFER I M S . C09SH 

HYPERMARKET 
HARDWARE 

The de«gner Joystick with 
body. 
DYNAMICS COMPETTTION PRO 8000 

i- through 

OFFER 14.00. RRP 15.95, C099H 

•PECTRUM+31 
Unk your Spectrum+3 to your cassette 
recorder and gam access to your large 
collection of Spectrum 48 tape software. 
SPECTRUM+-3 CASSETTE LEADS 
OFFER 3.06. C100H 

HIGHLY 
RECOMMENDED 
SOFTWARE 

I I S H . Virgin Oamee 
OFFER 0.40. RRP 7.06. C036C 

ACnOMFORCB D M . Vlrtfn Games 
OFFER 10.40, RRP 12.95, C0360 

ARCTIC POX CMS, Electronic Art* 
OFFER 7 JO. RRP 8.95. C080C 

OFFER S40. RRP 7 96. C022C 

OFFER MO. RRP 7.96. C030C 
H-AM |1 IM ONLY) MM. GO! 
OFFER 7 J4. RRP 8.99, C029C 

(1S8K OMLY) Mafc, GO1 

OFFER 10.44. RRP 12.99, CQ29C 
« K « PALACa Mae. Elite 

OFFER 0.44. RRP 7.99, C037C 

ITMS FCFL PAIACS 4MK. Ekta 
I , RRP 11.99, CC37D 

MM, 001 
OFFER 7.24. RRP 8.99, C038C 

OFFER 11X44. RRP 12 99. CC38C 
ACKLAMF MM, Fit̂ Wrd 
OFFER MO. RRP 7.96, C025C 

OOY BOY MM. Ebte 
OFFER M 4 , RRP 7.99, C039C 

Graphics 
M 4 , RRP 7.99, C078C 

Graphics 
OFFER 10-44, RRP 12.00, C0780 

BUQOY BOY «efc. Elite 
OFFER 0.00. RHP 11.99. C039D 

CRAZY CARS CMS. Titus 

B, FMMrd 
OFFER MO, RRP 7.96. C040C 

OFFER 4.44 RRP 7.99, CQ26C 

OFFER 11J9. RRP 14.99. C0280 
>R M M . US Gold 

OFFER 7-24 RRP 8.99, C061C 
>R •eh, US GoW 

OFFER 10.44, RRP 12.99, C081D 
•ARTHLMKT M M . Firebird 

OFFER ft.40, RRP 7.95. C041C 
FOOTBALL MAMAOBR S eaae. Addic-
tive 

OFFER 7.99. RRP 9.99, C091C 
FOOTBALL MAMAQBR • «efc. Addc-
ttv* 

OFFER 11J9. RRP 14.99. COO ID 
OMBBB AM RALLY M M , Actlvislon 

OFFER 8.44, RRP 7.99, C021C 

r . r t 

i \ J 

OUTZ mm, Ocean 
OFFER ft.40, RRP 7.95, C048C 

I RAMI WARRIORS OMa. Elite 
OFFER 7J24. RRP 8 99, C024C 

MORS Mak, Elite 
OFFER 10.44, RRP 12.99, CQ240 

w , Electric Dreams 
OFFER 7.09, RRP 9.99, C018C 

L K 1NF11LO IS 
•RACt ACS mm. Intogrames 

OFFER 10.44, RRP 12.99, C0200 
OFFER 0.40 RRP 7.95, C090C 

^ ^ ^ ^ u DIH d I dk. H^M^QH 
OFFER 10.40, RRP 12.96, C0900 

WCKIY HOUW CMS. Gremlin 
Graphic* 

OFFER a.44. RRP 7 .99. C067C 
w c t u r r MOUSE M , Gram*! 
Graphics 

OFFER ia44. RRP 12.99, C087D 

V 



UvtsMyi 
OFFER 7.M. HBP 9.99, C028C 

PSYCHO PIQ UXB M M US Go4d 
OFFER 7,24. RRP 8.99, C052C 

PSYCHO PIG UXB dlak. US Gold 
OFFER 10.44, RRP 12 99. C0520 

RAMPARTS C M * . GCH 
OFFER 7.24. RRP 8 99. C020C 

RAMPARTS disk GO1 

OFFER A.40, RRP 7.95. C023C 
SHACKLED caaa US Gold 

OFFER 7.24 RRP 8.99. C027C 
SHACKLED disk. US Gold 

OFFER 10.44, RRP 12.99. C027D 
SKAT I CRAZY c a w . G«eml<n Graphics 

OFFER S.44, Rftp 7 99. C066C 
SKATE CRAZY dlak. Gremlin Graphics 

OFFER 10.44, RRP 12.99. C086D 
SOLDIER OP LIGHT caa«, ACE 

OFFER 6.44. RRP 7 99. C077C 
SOPHISTRY caaa CRL 

OFFER 6.40, RRP 7 95. C042C 
STARRIHG CHARLIE CHAPLIN caaa 
US Gold 

OFFER 7,24, RHP 8.99. C043C 
STARRING CHARLIE CHAPLIN dtak. 
US Gold 

OFFER 1044, RRP 12.99. C043D 
9TREETFIGHTER caaa GO-

OFFER 7.24 RRP 8 99. C047C 
STREETF1GHTER disk GO1 

OFFER 10.44 RRP 12 99. C0470 
TARGET RENBOAOS oaaa. Imagine 

OFFER 8.40. RRP 7.95. C044C 

j U i - A C T l O N 

COMPILATIONS 
« PACK VOL 2 caaa Elite 

INTO THE EAGLES NEST. BATTY. 
ACE, SHOCKWAY RIDER, INTER-
NATIONAL KARATE, UGHT FORCE 
" " " ' i t t w i n nuTa 

TAROET RENEGADE d isk imagine 
OFFER 11.99, RRP 14.96, C044D 

THE DARK SIDE caaa Incentive 
OFFER 7.96. RRP 9.96, C060C 

THE DARK SIDE dtak. Incentive 
OFFER 11.95. RRP 14.95. C0800 

THE EMPIRE STRIKES SACK case 
Domar* 

OFFER 7.99. RRP 9.99. C092C 
THE FLIHTSTOHES c m Gmndslam 

OFFER 7 JO, RRP 8 95. C0S5C 
THE RACE AOAIHST TIME caaa 
Codemasters 

OFFER 3.99. RRP 4 99, C076C 
VENOM STRIKES BACK caaa. Grenv 
In 

O f FER 7.24. RRP 8.99. C045C 
VEMOM STRIKES BACK disk Gremlin 

OFFER 10.44. RRP 12 99. CO*50 
VIXEN c a u Martac* 

OFFER 7.24. RRP 8 99. C075C 
WHERE TIME STOOD STILL caaa 
Ocean 

OFFER 6.40, RRP 7 95. C086C 
WHERE TIME STOOD STILL dlak 
Ocean 

OFFER 11.95, RRP 14.95. C088D 
WIZARD WARZ caaa. GO' 

OFFER 7.24, RRP 8 99. C083C 
WIZARD WARZ dlak. GO1 

OFFER 10.44. FlflP 12 99. C0S3D 
YET1 caaa, Destiny 

OFFER 7.20 RRP 8.95, C046C 

ADVENTURES 
ACHETON disk. Topotogika 

OFFER 9.96. C0490 
CLOUD 9 9 caaa. Mai tn Games 

OFFER 2.96. C073C 
COUNTDOWN TO DOOM dlak. 
Topc*>0*a 

OFFER 9.96. C074D 
KINGDOM OF HAMIL dlak. Topotogika 

OFFER 8.96. COS I D 
MONSTER caaa. Haggaoft 

OFFER 3.99. C072C 
THE JADE STONE c a s t Mart* Games 

OFFER 2.96 C050C 

Gremlin Graphics 
THE DUCT, MASK. AUF WIEDER-
SEHN MONTY, SAMURAI TRILOGY. 
CONVOY RAIDER. JACK THE NIP-
PER II IN COCONUT CAPERS. 
BASIL THE GREAT MOUSE DETEC-
TIVE, DEATH WISH III. THING 
BOUNCES BACK. THE FINAL MAT-
HIX 
OFFER caea 7.99. RRP 9.99. C062C 
OFFER disk 11.99. RRP 14.99. 
C0620 

ALL-STARS caaa. The Edge 
XECUTOR, INSIDE OUTING. 
BOBBY BEARING. SHADOW SKIM-
MER. MINDSTONE, WARLOCK. 
PSYTRAXX. BRIAN BLOODAXE, 
THATS THE SPIRIT, STARBIKE 
OFFER 7.24 RRP 8.99. C065C 

ARCADE FORCE FOUR caaa. US Gold 
GAUNTLET. ROAD RUNNER, MET 
ROCROSS. INDIANA JONES AND 
THE TEMPLE OF DOOM 
OFFER 7.99. RRP 9 99. C063C 

BOGIE'S PICK 1 caaa. Top Ten Soft-
ware 

HERBERT'S DUMMY RUN, LITTLE 
AL, TARANTULA. BLACK HAWK 
OFFER 2M. C069C 

BOGIE'S PICK 4 caaa Top Ten Soft-
ware 

DRUIDS MOON. METALDRONE. 
SMUDGE & THE MOONIES. 
DESERT BURNER 
OFFER 2.99. C070C 

DATA E A S T S ARCADE ALLEY caaa/ 
d lak . US Gold 

KUNG FU MASTER. BREAKTHRU, 
EXPRESS RAIDER. LAST MISSION 
OFFER caaa 5.79. RRP 6 99. C064C 
OFFER dlak 10.44. RRP 12.99, 
G064D 

FOUR OREAT OAMES VOL 3 caaa 
McrovaJue 

EOUINOX. KU-KU. COP-OUT, IAN 
BOTHAM S TEST MATCH 
OFFER 3.99. C087C 

LIVE A M M O caaa, Ocean 
ARMY MOVES, GREEN BERET, THE 
GREAT ESCAPE. RAM BO FIRST 
BLOOD PART II, TOP GUN 
OFFER 7.96. RRP 9.95. C0S7C 

KONAMI ARCADE COLLECTION 

C"*MIKIE?JAIL BREAK, GREEN BERET. 
YIE AR KUNG-FU II. SHAO-UN'S 
ROAD, NEMESIS, HYPER SPORTS. 
PING PONG. JACKAL. YIE AR 
KUNG-FU 
OFFER 7.96. RRP 9.95. C0S9C 

NOW GAMES S caaa Virgin Games 
INTERNATIONAL KARATE. PRO-
HIBITION. STREET HASSLE, KAT 
TRAP, HACKER II, REBEL 
OFFER 7.96. RRP 7 95. C068C 

SPY VS SPY TRILOGY caaa/diak 
Databyle 

SPY VS SPY, THE ISLAND CAPER. 
ARTIC ANTICS 
OFFER cas t 7.96. RRP 9.95.C071C 
OFFER dtak 11.95 RRP 14.95. 
C0710 

TIMS E MAGIC K casa/dlek, Mandarin 
Software 

LORDS OF TIME, RED MOON, THE 
PRICE OF MAGtCK 
OFFER caaa or dlak 11.95 RRP 
14.96, C080C/D 

TOP tO COLLECTION caaa. Elite 
SABOTEUR, SABOTEUR II. SIGMA 
7, CRITICAL MASS. AIRWOLF. 
DEEP STRIKE, COMBAT LYNX, 
TURBO ESPRIT. THANATOS. 
BOMBJACK II 
OFFER 7.99. RRP 9 99. C058C 

WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS caas 
Ocean 

1K+, RENEGADE. RAMPAGE. BAR-
BARIAN. SUPER SPRINT 
OFFER 7.96, RRP 9.9S, C062C 

BUDGET 
BRAINSTORM caaa. Firebird 

RRP 1.99. C061C 
CERIUS caaa Atlanta 

RRP 1.99. C056C 
FREEDOM FKJHTIR caaa. The Power 
House 

RRP 1.99, C053C 
FRONTLINE c a t s Zeppekn Games 

RRP 2,99. C054C 
METAL ARMY cass. Players 

RRP 1.99. C084C 
POWERAMA caaa T*a Power House 

RRP 1.99. C082C 
SABOTAGE caaa. Zeppelin Games 

RRP 2.99 C055C 
SNOOKERED caaa. Top Ten 

RRP 1.99, C079C 

BUDGET 
RANGE 
ORDER FOUR GAMES IN THE CI.99 
RANGE AND PAY FOR THREE fCS.97 
PA YMENT TOTAL) - A SAVING OF 
C1.99I 
ORDER FOUR GAMES IN THE £2.99 
RANGE AND PAY FOR THREE ICS. 97 
PAYMENT TOTAL)-A SAVING OF 
C?»< 
JUST FILL IN THE NAME AND PUB-
LISHER OF THE FOUR GAMES 
REQUIRED AND THE PA YMENT 
TOTAL OF CS 97/TB.97 (DON'T USE 
THE OFFER PRICE TABLE) 

THE MEGA 
CHOICE: 
APART FROM OUR HIGHL Y RECOM-
MENDED OAMES LIST, YOU CAN 
ORDER ANY GAME RELEASED BY 
THE MAJOR SOFTWARE HOUSES TO 
DATE ON CASSETTE.CAPTRIDGE OR 
DtSK. 

OUR OFFER PRICES ARE VAUD FOR 
ANY FULL -PRICED GAMES AND 
INCL UDE FIRST CLASS POSTAGE 
AND PACKING - NO OTHER EXTRA 
CHARGES 
LOOK UP THE PRICE OF EACH GAME 
IN THE OFFER TABLE. ENTER THE 
OFFER PRICES ON THE ORDER 
COUPON. THEN ADO THEM UP. 
ORDERS FOR TITLES WHICH ARE NO 
LONGER IN CWSRN/FLUTJOW WILL BE 
RETURNED. 
YOU WILL BE REGULARLY NOTIFIED 
OF ANY DELA YS CAUSED BY LATE 
RELEASES 

SOFTWARE OFFER 
PRICE TABLE 
RRP OFFER SAVE 
4.99 3i9« 1.00 
5.95 4.74 1.20 
7.95 6.40 1.55 
7.99 6.44 1.55 
8.95 7.20 1.75 
8.99 7.24 1.75 
9.95 7.95 2.00 
9.99 7.99 2.00 

11.99 9.99 2.00 
12.95 10.40 2.55 
12.99 10.44 2.55 
14.95 11.95 3.00 
14.99 11.99 3.00 
19.95 15.95 4.00 
19.99 15.99 4.00 
23.00 18.40 4.60 
24.95 19.95 5.00 
28.95 23.15 5.80 
29.95 23.95 6.00 
34.95 27.95 7.00 

HOW TO ORDER: 
WRITE REQUIRED GAME{S) ON 
ORDER UST. INCLUDING MEDIA 
TYPE. COMPUTER AND ORDER CODE 
(WHERE LISTED). 
IF OFFER PRICE NOT INDI-
CA TED. CHECK IN AD OR REVIEW FOR 
CORRECT RECOMMENDED RETAIL 
PRICE (RRP). 
LOOK UPSPECUU. OFFER PRICE AND 
WRITE ON ORDER FORM. 
ADO UP TOTAL AND ENCLOSE 
CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER OR 
AL TERNATIVEL Y USE ACCESS/VISA 
FACILITY (DONT FORGET TO INDI-
CATE EXPIRY DATE!). 
nfiwfc'MaeR 
GAMES ORDERS REOUIRE ORDER 
CODE OR MEDIA TYPE AND COM-
PUTER. GARMENT ORDERS ORDER 
CODE OR GARMENT SIZE, HARD-
WARE ORDERS ORDER COOE. 
INCOMPLETE ORDER FORMS WILL 
BE RETURNED. 

PLEASE RING (0934) 5620 IF IN 
DOUBTI 

PRICKS VALID FOR UK/KIRK/ 
EUROPE ONLY. 
FOR O V t M U I O M I M M I U I 
ADD C2.00 PER ITEM FOR AIR MAIL 
DELIVERY 

DELIVERY: 
NOT ALL LISTED PRODUCTS WILL 
HAVE BEEN RELEASED A T PRESS 
TIME 
GOODS WILL BE DC SPA TCHED AS 
SOON AS POSSIBLE. CUS TOMERS 
WILL BE INFORMED OF ANY LONG 
DELAYS. 
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FORM A BINDING RELATIONSHIP WITH CRASH . . . 
Relinquish those casual flirts with CRASH In favour of perpetual bliss and happiness 
(wall twelve months worth anywayf). There's mora to life than casual consumation. 
Take that important step In your life and follow your initial impulse. Form a binding 
relationship with CRASH. Love and cherish It and CRASH will reward you. Apart from 
a guaranteed twelve issues a subscription to CRASH will provide you for free with a 
beautiful blue and allver binder as a constant reminder of twelve memorable and happy 
periods of your life. Make those subscription vows, for It will be the beginning of a 
beautiful and longlastlng friendship... % 
BACK NUMBERS BA CKISSUES *BA CKISSUES *BKiS 

BACKISSUES*BACKISSUES*B/<lS, 
BACKiSSUES *BACKISSUES *B/<IS< 

Mo 3 April I M 4 
Sinclair talks to CRASH'Stack Light Rfflel 
Run It Agam: Mtsalla command games' 
CRASHtvonnaire results' Tha earliest sur-
viving back number! 

No 4 May 1M4 
The Ouii analysed' The tabled ZX Micro-
drive appears1 Run It Again: Pengo games' 
Graphics utHIUMl Living Guide: 
boardgamee, emulations, strategy, adven-
ture! The second-earkest 
surviving beck number! 

Denton Oaeignsi Smdar Story 31 Maps: 
Knight Lore. Underworld*1 Leonardo 
graphics1 Date* sound sampler! Artist 
DewJ Thorpe' 

M o l B X l y 1M6 
Gremlin Graptvcs profile! Artist: Bob Wake-
bn< Map Gyron Atnum' 

No 1* August I I 
CRL profile' Oipoetnri Round-up of B o c 
compters! Artist: Rich Shenfletdl Maps 
Dynamite Den. Shadowlirel 

No 10 September 1 M I 
electron*: Pencil Company profile! Maps: 
Aben 8, tXn Darach' 

Mo 11 October I I 
Hotograflx profile! Holograms' Map Nodes 
01 Yeeodt Platinum Productions proNe' 

Fanzine Fllal Microdrive tips! Artist Susan 
Rowe* Fantasy gameabooksl 

Melbourne H 
• t . Deve B « 

\ v 

Me 13 December 1 M S 
Melbourne House! Computer graphical Art-
«t Dave Oeeaon' 

Artist: Oliver Fray! Gargoyle Games proNel 
Lloyd's Lookback1 Hewson profile1 

No 28 Februery 1 ®M 
Durell profile" Microsphere! FORTH and 
extensions 10 ZX BASIC' 

Mo 14 March 1 I M 
St Bride's profile! Spectrum 1201 Mlcronet 
000! Multiface 11 

Me I T April I S M 
Playing l ips supplement! Mel CroucfW 
Imagine profile' PBM convention! 

Fanzines! Martech profile' Composite 
WJeo Interface! SpecOrum' 

Me M June 1 M 6 
First PBM Mailbox! Homegrown software' 
Realtime profile! Maps: Cyhi. Sir Fred. 
Sabotac. Tantalus! 

No 30 July 1M4 
Birth 01 AGsme1 Laser Genius! Map*: Tan-
taiua. Movie1 

Software Projacte! Word Processing' 
Mapa: Pentagram, Heavy On The Magekl 

Programmer oiwe Penyl GACI Maps 
Cora, Ghosts 'n' Goblin*. Bobby Beanng! 
Echo Synthesizer1 

No 33 October 1 8 M 
Programmers: Jon Ritman, Costs Panayi! 
Mape: Dan Dare, C a M w II! SpecDnm-

Me 34 November I I 
Programmer Don Pneettey! Geneets 
Update! Maps: Dynamite Dan II. Equinox. 
Universal Hero! Music Machine! 

Mo 30 December I S M 
Designer Den Malone'Computer Advert la-
ingi Maps: Glider Rider. Thrust. Ughlforoe! 
MIDI' 

Ma 34 Xmae I SM/ST 
Lloyd's Lookback! Spectrum Music! Maps: 
Scooby Doo. Heertland, Druid1 

Me 17 February 1MT 
John Richardson: Jetman! CRASH Review-
ers revealed1 Match Day Challenge' Map*: 
Fealight II, Frelord. Avenger. Dandy* 

11MT 
Famines! Designer Bemie Drummondl 
Maps: Cobra. ImpoesabaC. Urtdluml MIDI! 

Me M April 1MT 
Arcades Update! The Z8S! Programmer 
Steve Tayiorl Maps Nosferatu. Double 
Tska. Future Knight. Feud! 

Me 40 May 1M7 
Terminal Man returns' Playing Tips supple-
ment' Maps. Short Circuit. Antinad. Con-
quest. Into Tha Eagle's Nest, Sceptre Of 
Bagdad, Dragon's Lair H, Thrust H. Fat 
Worm Blows A Sparky. Tarzan, Alans! 

Me 41 June 1 M ? 
Programmer: Mike Singletont industry 
Today! Adventure Trarf supplement! Maps: 
Saboteur R, Head Over Heels' MiAtrac-
kers! 128 Bugs! 

A 

Mo 41 July 1MT 
16-pege OtNK' pu«-out' Lrvtng Daylights 
fUm FX! Programmer. Pete Cooke! Mapa 
A. J Iftf.art - - 1 | • r i • ' , , [ n . Aui Wiedersehn Monty, rryaroroOl, rtas-

I 
Me 43 August 1MT 
The +3 amves' Run It Again runs I ha 
Gauntlet clones! Big trouble «1 THE BUG1 

CRASHHonnaae results' CRL's 30 
Gamamakar! Mapa: Enduro Racer, Flash 
Gordon! 

Me 44 September 1 M 7 
Programmer: David Aubrey-Jonee on 
Mercenary The Sega Master System1 Is 
Homegrown Software HeetthyTl Tech Tip*: 
thai Swift Disc! Forum: Barbarian backlash 
continue*' The CRASH ChMenge' Maps 
Vampire, The Curse Of Sherwood! Tips 
gakve kx idled Urn* Dead' 

Me 44 October 1M7 
Run It Again: the kick-'em-upe! The CRASH 
History Part One) In The Arcadeel The 
Budget Boooooom! How stars era bom: 
seMng your game! On The Screen logo win-
ners! Maps Game Over. Wonder Boy! 

' 1 M T 
16-page 30 section and giasaeel The 30 
Story! The CRASH History Part Two! New* 
from th* PCW Show Th* CRASH Chal-
lenge' Graphics and Sound Specialists! Th* 
Fanzine FIW Maps: Exoion, Panzadroma. 
Mutants' 

Me 47 December 1MT 
16- page Judge Death puft-out! 2000AD * 
Odysaayl Evary Tle-m Evar Madei Copying 
games the legal way) Run It Again: Those 
Racing Gam*a! The Chriabnas uati Mapa: 
Indian* Jones, Dizzy! 
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ORDER FORM 
I want to subscribe to 12 issues of CRASH and receive 
my free OCEAN game. 
If I've already got a CRASH subscription, and it is run-
ning out soon I extend It for a further twelve issues - and 
still get a free cassette. 
If I am a current subscriber, but do not wish to extend 
my subscription, I can still get a cassette for an amaz-
ing £4.95 - a special subscribers discount price. 

Please tick the 
appropriate box: 

Q I enclose £18.00 for a new CRASH subscription mainland 
UK 
I enlcose £25.00 for a new CRASH subscription outside 
mainland UK - surface mail 

• I enclose £38.00 for a new CRASH subscription outside 
Europe - Air Mad 
I enclose £3.96 for the special subscriber cassette offer 
I am en existing subscriber. My subscription number Is 

• 

a 

Please extend my subscription starting with issue 
No: 

a 
EARLY WARNING: 

If you wish your sub to commence with Issue 54, we 
must receive your coupon no later than 6th July 1988. 

Please allow 28 days for your free gift. 

I 
BAtKISSUES *BA CKISSUES *BA CKISSUES *BA CKIS 
3A(K1SSUES*BACKISSUES*BACKISSUES*BACKIS 
3A(KISSUES*BACKISSUES*BACKISSUES*BACKIS 

Ho 4S xmai iMT/ae [January teeS) 
Pul-out poster1 A Salty Down Arcade ANey 
-Arcade ActkmiTie Me In-PartTwo of the 
Tie-ins feature! The CRASH History Psrt 
Three & Fourt Uoyd Mangram's Lookbackl 
The CRASH Directory1 Going To Bed With 
CRASH' The CRASH Chtflenge1 CRUNCH 
- The CRASH Famine" A second helping ol 
30! Maps Yogi Bear. Mercenary. Tai-Pan! 

Mo 4* February tees 
Level 9pro«et Last Part of CRASH History1 

Flying Tonight - British Airways' flight 
simulators1 More On The Screen' Maps: 
WizbaR. Thunder cats. Athena' 

No 61 April 1 see 
The Best Of Brttish - Ultimate! Strategy 
Special' CRASH 1967 Reader Awards 
results' Run It Again - the world Of 3D 
games! Maps: Dark Sceptre. Platoon (levels 
2 & 3)' More MIDI' 

No 62 May IMS 
A l the Arcade action' Compilation news' 
Nick Roberts' Playing Tips Special1 Fabul-
ous Fanzines - A flip through the latest 
homemede magazines' CRASH Comma -
Enter the (oyer of Hotel California1 

Hoa 1, t and S. 1 • now out of atook. 
Mo SO March 11 
16-page Tech Niche supplement focusing 
on hardware and utikuesi The CRASH Chal-
lenge! Write Your Own Advertises - GAC 
versus PAW Fanzine File! Maps Platoon. 
Andy Capp Handy, Garfield, Driller' 

NORMAL BACK ISSUES CI ,46 (Inclusive P6P) 
XMAS ISSUES £2.18 Onohnive P4P) 
OVERSEAS PLEASE ADO HLS0 TO 
ABOVE PRICES 
SPECIAL OUAMTTTY DISCOUNT: 
Order FOUR IUUM »N«J pay tor THREE 

Please supply the following BACK NUMBERS (Circle required 
Items): 

3 4 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30 31 32 33 34 35 
36 37 38 39 40 41 42 
43 44 45 46 47 48 49 
50 51 52 

The Special Software Discount Offer Prices only apply to 
recommended retail prices for software, not to already high-
lighted, discounted special offers, hardware and other 
goodies. No other discounts may be applied. 

CODE ITEM 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACKISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 

MEDIA PRICE 

MY COMPUTER IS: 
Please use BLOCK CAPITALS 
Name 
Address -

... Postcode 

Please makecheques/postal orders payable to CRASH Itsbesttoavodsen-
dina cash payments. Ptease DO NOT enclose ANY order wnh m&i to the 
EDITORIAL side ot the magaane as this will result in DELAYS' Send your orders 
to the address below 

• I enctose a cheque/p o for£ 

Q I wish to pay by VISA/ACCESS (Delete as appropriate) 

Please debit my VISA/ACCESS ACCOUNT £ 

Please charge my account No: 

1 
Expiry Dele Signature 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
CRASH HYPERMARKET, PO BOX 20, 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SYB 1DB 

I 



j ^ in the first of an 
W occasional series 
^"examining the far-
reaching effects of 
computers on today's 
society, Mel Croucner 
uncovers the truth 
about: COMPUTER 
ADDICTS 
True or false? Five Cheltenham boys tried to commit 
mass suicide after becoming addicted to Space Invaders, 
True or false? Over 200 Tokyo boys have turned to 
prostitution in order to raise cash to feed arcade games. 
True or false? A Danish student has been committed to a 
mental hospital because he thinks he has turned into a 
computer. True or false? An American boy murdered a 
child because he was ordered to buy a game of Dungeons 
And Dragons, True or false? Over £3 million is spent in 
British video arcades every day. True or false? 

People have been arguing for years about whether or 
not there are any dangerous side-effects from playing 
video games. In fact there has been more rubbish written 
about this subject than any other aspect of computerised 
entertainment. MONITOR does not intend to ram any 
opinions down your throat: it simply gives you the facts. 
Now you can make up your own mind . . . 

Video arcades make money. Loadsa money! 
Last year over £1,300,000,000 was eaten by 
hungry video arcade slots. And before you write 
in to CRASH, 1 promise you thai I haven't stuck 
on any extra zeroes lo that incredible figure. The 
police confirm that these arcades are also used 
as centres for drug pushing, Hogging off stolen 
gear and as pick-up joints for young male 
prostitutes. Even though 'underage' players are 
illegal, a South Coast arcade operator has 
admitted to me that eight out of ten people who 
use video arcades in his resort are under 18 years 
old. But even if they are banned from the 
arcades, the younger kids are also much more 
likely to come across video games, which are 
common in cafes and chippies, than fruit 
machines, which are age-restricted to pubs, 
clubs and those wicked video dens. 

In t he average B ritish home, I he computer has 
the following effect on a 'normal' user: it begins 
by replacing most other social events and is used 
more than 15 hours a week. After three months, 
the average use of a home micro or games 
console falls toaroundbhours. Afterayear, 35% 
of machines are gathering dust and hardly ever 
get used. The number of games owned by a 
player has no link whatsoever with the number 
of hours spent playing them. Games players' 
popularity is not affected - in fact you tend to gel 
more popular with your mates in the first three 
months of micro ownership. None of the 
computer users and video games players in the 
survey dropped marks at school while they were 
involved with playing, which should please my 
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readers. Unfortunately you won't be pleased to 
learn that video games players had lower 
average marks than non-players, both before 
and alter the survey. So much for 'normal' 
players. 

'Arcade Addiction' and 'Computer 
Addiction' takes hold when a games player 
becomes so involved with the machine that 
other aspects of his life begin to suffer. The 
subject has been very carefully researched by the 
British Journal of Criminology. 

Addiction often begins when a player starts to 
miss school in favour of playing video games, 
and addicts are likely to go without foocfso they 
can afford more piays. A 'Criminal Player' is 
anyone who has stolen money for the sole 
purpose of feeding the machines, and that's 
about 14% of all players. According to The 
Times, last December one kid got into the habit 
of flogging off the family furniture to afford his 
video habit. When he sold the kettle, his mum 
put the saucepan on for a cup of tea, but when 
she came back into the kitchen it had 
disappeared! lunior had nicked it and given a 
whole new meaning to hot goods. 

Criminal players and video addicts in Europe, 
japan and the USA all begin to play video games 
at a much earlier age than 'normal' players. They 
play more frequently, and they spend all of their 
money on their habit, When the addiction really 
bites, regular thieving becomes a habit, and 
players are wide open to getting money through 

dealing in drugs and flesh. In 1987 the 
Amusement Arcade Action Croup was formed 
to try and stop the problem spreading, but so far 
there has been no improvement at all. The 
general public doesn't regard it as a serious 
problem; and why should th^y when most 
parents gamble, either by doing the pools, 
betting on the horses or playing video and fruit 
machines themselves. CRASH readers are well 
a ware that video games are a new phenomenon 
- you are the first generation who has 
widespread experience of them. Arcades, 
friends' rooms and other playing areas provide a 
space which is free from the usual prying eyes of 
parents, teachers and other figures of authority. 
This is also one of the main reasons for players 
setting up their own 'tribes', just like on the 
football terraces, with leaders emerging from 
their playing skills, as opposed to the size of their 
fists and the thickness of their skulls. 

A classic case of a small tribe of video addicts 
coming to grief happened place inCheltenham. 
Five friends, all aged 17 or 18 got into a Space 
Invaders habit that was costing them over £100 
a week. The debts started lo pile up and soon 
became serious, but instead of looking for help 
the group decided that their only way out was 
mass suicide. They had become so involved in 
their own world of machines and arcades that 
they lost touch with reality, even to the point of 
having their own coded phrases and secret 
language. The gang of five did indeed try to kill 
themselves witn an overdose of commonly 
prescribed drugs, and it was only because of a 
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desperate call to the Samaritans that they were 
saved. 

Recent events in the States have proved more 
sinister: David Ventiquallroisa 16 year-old who 
has just been jailed for between 5 years and life 
for killing 11-year-old Martin Houtand. The 
Prosecution proved that the death was linked to 
a computerised version of Dungeons And 
Dragons, where the murderer believed that the 
game had revealed to him that Martin was an evil 
enemy, and instructed him 'to extinguish the 
evil'. 

In March of last year Westminster City Council 
took an outfit called the British Amusement 
Catering Arcades to court, worried that young 
kids were being abused, in every sense of the 
word, in video arcades. They won their case, 
proving that 'video games constitute an 
exhibition of moving pictures, for the purpose of 
the Cinema Act of 1909' and 'an exhibition of 
moving pictures other than by the reception and 
exhibition of television programs, unoer the 
Cinema Amendment Act of 1982 ! What all that 
means is that video arcades needs licenses just 
like cinemas, and underage kids are not allowed 
to use them - but everyone knows that most 
video arcades ignore the law, don't they? 

Now we've all heard the arguments, whether 
it's about video nasties triggering off the 
Hungerford massacre, or aisembowelling 
prostitutes in CRL's Dracula. Some will scream 
that these products are cynical, corrupting and 
evil'. Others will yell that they are positively 

beneficial. Indeed, Infogrames' Pauline Garsden 
has issued a challenge through the trade paper 
Computer Trade Weekly for anyone to produce 
evidence of computer games having a directly 
harmful effect on a kid, and she willwrite out a 
cheque to Save The Children. So far nobody has 
come up with the evidence. Sorry Pauline, but 
it's time to get your cheque book out. 

On September 8 1987, an 18-year-old Danish 
male was committed to a Copenhagen mental 
hospital. Since the age of ten he has spent most 
of his time playing with his father's computer 
equipment, and for the last three years he has 
been addicted to computer games, playing from 
12 to 16 hours a day. The games have replaced 
his friends and family, and dominate his life 
completely. The reason he has been removed to 
a psychiatric ward is that he now believes he is a 
computer, and has been diagnosed as the first 
sufferer from a new derangement which 
translates from the Danish as 'obsessive 
mechanical mentality'. He can no longer 
communicate with human beings; he thinks in 
code and he believes that he has turned into a 
computer. 

This sad case is an extreme example of computer 
addiction, but most of us know at least one 
person who suffers to a lesser extent; the quiet 
kid who spends hours locked up in her/his room 
eyes glued to the monitor, finding an artificial 
security in an electronic world. And the 
computer addict is much more likely to be an 
introvert than a paranoid and violent psychotic. 
As far back as 1982, the British Film Institute's 
education boffins proved that far from violent 
games turning kids into aggressive monsters, 
shoot "em up players were less aggressive than 
children who spent their time watching televised 
soaps and game shows. Mind you, anyone who 
hasn't felt like sticking their boot through a 
televised Bob Monkhouseor Black Forest Clinic 
really needs their head examining. 

Take a look at the following lumps of research, 
and see if you know anyone who fits into any of 
the categories: 

COMPUTERS 
ARE BAD FOR 

YOU 
Reports show that levels of aggression in video 
games have a direct effect on violent behaviour 
duringand immediately after play, and that girls 
are affected more than boys! Also, watching 
aggressive games has the same effect as actually 
playing them. 

In the USA a detailed survey has proved that 
video gamers are more impulsive and less 
intelligent that non-gamers. In the UK a similar 
survey shows that the main reasons for playing 
video games are excitement, gaining personal 
satisfactionand being influenced by friends, but 
that video gamers achieve worse grades in 
English than non-players. 

Unlike alcoholics, drug addicts and gamblers, 
video game addicts have the lowest awareness 
of their problem. In fact seven out of ten video 
game addicts deny that they are addicts at all. 
They don't see any relationship between their 
video habit and the most frequent problems of 
addiction: stealing, neglecting food, getting into 
debt, cutting off from family and friends, missing 
school or work, and involvement with drugs and 
prostitution to feed their video game habit. 

The American Academy of Child Psychology 
slates that heavy involvement with video games 
leads to a lower frustration tolerance, ana 
players are much more likely to lose their 
temper. They also develop an unrealistic sense 
of their own mastery. In the over-18 age group, 
males tend to confuse fantasy and reality much 
more than female players, especially when 
involved with role-playing games. 

COMPUTERS 
ARE GOOD FOR 

YOU 
Video games improve eye/hand co-ordination, 
reaction time and other skills in the over-60 age 

Koup, during recovery from illness. They also 
sip theover-70s to improve their driving habits, 

and geriatric video games players have fewer 
minor accidents in the house. 

In certain cancer treatments, they are 

necessary to contrul vomiting. Video games 
have been successfully used to concentrate 
cancer patient's minds away from wanting to 
throw up, and have helped to lessen feelings of 
anxiety during cancer treatment. 

The Journal of Child Studies states that video 
gamers are more confident than non-gamers and 
are less likely to suffer from tension. 

1 have already told you that 70% of computer 
addicts don't know tney've been hooked! but if 
you are worried by some of these facts you can 
set your mind at rest by answering a few 
questions for yourself. 

ARE YOU 
A COMPUTER 

ADDICT? 

Do you play video games or program a 
computer every day? 
Do you ever play or program for more than 4 
hours at a time? 
Do you play or program more than 15 hours a 
week? 
Do you play or program more than 25 hours a 
week? 
Do you ever spend all your money on video/ 
computer games? 
Ha ve you ever stolen i n order to play/buy video 
games? 
Have you ever spent money for food on gaming? 
Have you ever missed school/work to play video 
games? 
Are you in debt, but still playing the arcades? 
Is video gaming/computing your only pastime? 
Do a II your friends play video/computer games? 
Do you feel frustrated/angry if you fail to get a 
new hi-score? 
Are you involved in any way with drugs? 
Have you been clinically drunk within the last 
seven days? 

Remember, most computer addicts never admit 
to themselves that they are in trouble, so if you 
have answered 'YES' to more than TEN of these 
questions, you may have a problem. If your 
video game habit has got you into theft, or illegal 
dealing, or if you have got into any debt, you 
have definitely got a problem. There are any 
number of agencies that can help, and if you find 
it impossible to talk to parents, teachers or friends 
who are not involved with your video gaming, 
you can phone the Samaritans or Childline in 
complete secrecy. They should be in your phone 
book, but if you don't know how to get in touch, 
contact your nearest Citizens Advice Bureau, 
which is there to help and will tell you how to 
contact the Help Lines in your area. 

( • i n the next bi-monthly 
M MONITOR, Mel 
L" 'Croucher lays down 
the facts of an even more 
serious problem: KILLER 
COMPUTERS. 
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L E L E C i R O f l l O i 

GENIUS MOUSE48/128/+2/3 
Q Bow a top quality mouse system at a realistic 
price. 
j Two button action 
Q fall optical operation for superb accuracy 

• Cooes complete with interface - just plug 
in and p -
• Compatible with Artist n (see offer) M 

jm 

ONIY €39.99 COMPLETE 

tTrT 

Mi Roboin 

I ' " ' S 1 
ROBOTEK 
J Hobotics (f model control made «ssy on 
Spectrum. 

Q 4 independently controllable outputs for 
relays, models, lights etc 

• 8 independent inputs for sensing etc. 

• This is the product that the Le#> publication 
Uajte and program ytxi own robots" was based 

upon. 
_J Comes oomplete with cables 

r j Easy louse 

ONUT €29.99 

EXTENSION 

16K RAM RACKS 
FOR ZX81 

• Brand new guaranteed Sinclair product. 

Q Simply ptuf In fcr 16K) 

• limited amounts at theee prioee 

• Send mm. 
oftur €5.99 

ARTIST II ILLUSTRATOR 
• "top quality graphics pactage tor Spectrum. 

• Deecnhsd by Sinclair User as "tha best artist 
program - bar none". 

J Superb quality muki feature 

_J Pull down menus 

• Windows toon driven 

• font and sprite designer 

• Zoom mods 

• Supports many printers, 

[ j Flexible cut paste 

• This package has too many features to Ust - it Is sale to say It has them alll 

SpwUl Oflu - Buy Artist I I b Q«nlnj Moose system tor only 
€49.99 

PleiM state Spectrum modal whan ordering. 

• Distance peripherals from jour computer 

• sew ŷ 
• 8" extension 
• Tbp (juality connections 

ONIY €8.99 
TWO WAY 

EXTENSION 
• Allows two peripherals to be connected 
together (memory conflicts allowing). 

O 8" too* j 86 way. 

• l ip quality connections 

ONLY €10.99 
+ 2 JOYSTICK 

ADAPTOR LEAD 
• Allows standard 0 pin joysticks (Qulctehot U/ 
Hjrbo etc.) to be used on + 2 / + 3 computers 
• Supports rapid (Ire models 

ONLY €2.99 
+ 3 CASSETTE 

ADAPTOR LEAD 
• Bow you can connect your * 3 to a cassette 
recorder 
Q2lloo(. 

ONLY €3.49 

UGHTWRITER 
• Just plug to and drew circles, rectangles, 
squares 9 freehand drawing. 

• Choose inks, papers, erase. flQ stc 

• Save results into memory or tape 

J Animate screens from memory 

• Menu driven. 

• Complete package includes Ughtpen 9 
interface plus software 

ONIY €14.99 

INTERPRINTER 
• Connect ftillstte Centronics printers to your 
Spectrum. 
• Complete with printer cable 

• Microdrive compatible 

• "fcsword 2 compatible 

• Hires screen dump {Speon). 

• Easy to use 

ONIY €24.99 
ALL ORDERS NORMALff DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 HBS 

H O W T O O R D E R . . . . 
B7 PHONE 

Q t r a 

ST POST FAX 

0782 744292 

0782744707 
24 h r Credit Card line 

Send cheques/POs made 
payable to 'Date! Sedronics' 

UK ORDERS POST m Z -
EUROPE ADD i l 

OVERSEAS ADD £3 

D A U E L 
ELECCTOniO 
DATEL ELECTRONICS LTD., FEHTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 

GOVAH ROAD, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ENGLAND. 

SALES ONLY 
707 

TECHNICAL ONLY 
0781 7443*4 

s 
J 
or 
' J 
P" 
J 
• 
J 

J 
as 
u 
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NEW QUICKSHOT TURBO 
J Complete with interface - plugs straight into Spectrum (all models). 

O All the features of the best selling ijuwkshot n 
ptUK 
J Microswttch action for even longer life. 

J Extra rigged construction 

J Superb styling. 

ONLY € 1 7 . 9 9 COMPLETE 

jHHK 

SNAPSHOT II 
J Sow 7*1 oan backup jour £mes to mlerodrtw 
crape 
J Simply press the button to "freeze" the 
Ingram 
J Save B mtarodnvti or tape 

J Specsl compacting techniques 

jAdd poles or peek program then restart 
J All backupe restart from the point thsy were 
m i 
J Built in Joystick interface (Kompstcn system). 

€24.99 P O S T FREE 

DUAL PORT 
JOYSTICK 
INTERFACE 
J 2 Joystick ports — one Kempston type — 
one Cursor type 
J Accepts any 9 pin Joystick including rapid 
fire types 
J Can also be used with two Joysticks with 
games that allow simultaneous two player 
oootroL 

ONLY €8.99 

c h o i i i o 
—-— ĵi 

GSAJGS 

GAMES ACE 
• Joystick Interface V sound tooetar 

J Accepts any 9 pin joystick fcr maximum 
onmpaUbiiity (Ketnpeton system ). 

J Plus - delivers sound fro® games through 
TV speaker (ftilly oontroUabte) 

O N L Y £10.99 
Complete with Quicks hot n 

€17.99 
or complete with Qoickihot Turbo 

€21.99 

— 

- a 

DEMAGNETISER/ 
CLEANING KIT 
j loading pnhiBM? This onjJfl t. due w tap beads 

:_|ThauMgu» to ocotame en electrode hssd 
s M h u d deaoer 

• When heads need dtsegBeOAi* U»y lost 
frsjueiKj nepotue rtieb is vital fee data iranaJtu 
ThlaaaffteiM un* will dttapatiae jour tape b«d 
H fr^rtft 
Q Qsanlni tape atB toup baadi a tip top onmSssic 

oqrto use 

J Coa«f occplem wah btouy its fpv» ujtf. BOO 
opanOoes 

• LED Indicator of oparatm 

• Ueafti far ill tapt M i around tha bow/oae 

COMPLETE KIT €9.99 

QUICKSHOT II 
U The world's top selling Jcjsdtk 

U Complete with Interfeoe. 

• Plugs straight Into Spectrum/Phis/ etc. 

• Maximum compatibly f Kempeton system). 

ONur £13.99 
ROBOTARM -
• Explore the fascinating scienoa or Robotics 
with this fantastic full feature Robot Arm 

U Human Uke derterity - with 6 axis of 
movement tt Is so versatile it san manipulate and 
pick up any object as small as a paper cup or 
aa big as a tennis ball 

J Easily controlled using 2 joysticks (any 9 pin 
type) or oonnectd to your Spectrum with our 
special Interface/Software to give Computer/ 
Robotic oontrol (See Interface offer) 

• Auto fire/rapid fin. 

Li Stab lining Button cupe 

• » p 9 tngger Ore buttons 

• Complete — no more to buy. 

Poll Function wi th 8 Axis moremant 
• Games with complete range of accessories 
Including: Standard Crip Jaws to almfc finger 
type grip. Magnetic Ptngfar Adaptor with release 
mecharuem. Shovel Attachment for materials 
handling; 4 Stabilising Legs for heavier lifting Jobs. 
J Usee 4 HP2 batteries (not supplied) to power 
motor movement 
• Self contained ready to use (except bane. 
Joysticks) 

o n l y €49.99 
INTERFACE OFFER 
• Unique Interface.'Software package to allow 
you to Interface and control the Robotara with 
your Spectrum 
• Train mode allows you to store and then repeat 
arm movement sequences. 
J Computer and Robotic control la a mafor 
subject in schools and colleges - this is a unique 
mtitiducucfj 

• Very easy to use. 

• This Interface is not needed to be able to use 
Robotarm but it makes possible Interfacing the 
the Robotarm.'Oomputer 

ONLY €19.99 



CANT GET THE HIGHEST SCORE? PROBLEMS WITH 
THE FIRST LEVEL? DONT WORRY, ROBIN CANDY 
UNDERSTANDS WHEN HE LOOKS THROUGH YOUR 

WHETHER you're the fastest linger in the west or the 
slowest shooter east of Anglesey you'll have exactly the same 
chance of wmnmg a prize r SCORES Each month, on ad 
the TOP games, we print the highest score received so far. 
plus two others picked out at random so you can measure 
yourself against mere mortals as we* as the MMon-point 
bunch. 

From an the entries received - irrespective of whether 
they're printed or not - there are Bve winners picked at 
random The firstprae winner receives £40 of software plus 
a CRASH Hat and T-shirt, while four rvmervup receive 
CRASH Hats and T-shirts So don't forget to tell us on the form 
what software and T-shin you'd like-should it be yoi* lucky 
day) 

DRILLER 
Michael Turner, Stoke Gabnel 
Mark Bonnar, Uddirtston 
Simon Penfold, Blackwood 

Incenth* 
2118020 
1926460 
205600 

ENDURO RACER 
M Needs. Telford 
Jonathan Guilllat MaOethorpe 
Cot In Price, Halesowen 

AcDvwon 
6602523 
5402746 
728135 

EXOLON 
Tom Kelly. Bathgate 
Gary Davit*. Speke 
John Hobson West Wfwfcham 

Hewson 
2574430 
2546066 

51020 

ARKANOIO - REVENGE Of DOH Imagine 
Toby Northern. Bamsfey 1208780 
MA Oswald. Stamford 307730 
Andrew Quick Port Talbot 135760 

ATT Digital Integration 
Kathryn Wikkxk Bishop Auckland 28720 
Sean OVonneil. MabJethorpe 15240 
Jonathan Owen. Peterborough 5830 

BASKET MASTER Imagine 
Darren Purcell. Chattens iiB-oe 
David Hodgson. MorecomOe 96-00 
Jon Williams. Aylesbury 56-09 

BUBBLE BOBBLE Firebird 
HomalPopet London N13 1503460 
Andy King Chatham 470160 
Lea Hall. Morpeth 392.410 

COBRA Ocean 
Andrew Piatt. Stockport 592800 
Gareth Jenkins. Cunberland 135550 
Richard Bailey, Newton-le-Wliows 65300 

COMBAT SCHOOL Ocean 
Paul C m s « y Fareham 281300 
Michael Stirling West Perry 279500 
Mel Davlas, Pontypool S2460 

FIREFir Ocean/Special FX 
Adrian Shaw, Madow 915940 
Jonathan Mills. Couisdon 512750 
Rita Guinea, Newcasde-under-Lyme 487860 
FLYING SHARK 
James Sammon. Bradford 
John Gosling Walsait 
Russell Murray, Galashiels 

Rrebrd 
627260 
578740 
132080 

GRYZOR 
Gerald McCay.Betfast 
Lee Johnson , Wattsend 
Paul Williams Towcester 

imagine 
240100 
186900 
21200 

IK+ System 3 
Craig Brackenridge. Cumbernauld 452300 
D Clayton, Tanworth 149600 
Andy Bonner, Leicester 68700 

IKARI WARRIORS Elite 
Michael Turner, Stoke Gabriel 3358500 
Peter Watklns. Edinburgh 1155500 
Matthew Payne, Churchdown M46400 

KARNOV Electric Dreams 
Derek Sldlton Kyde. Isle Of Wight 175720 
Tom Norman. Twickenham 70300 
Simon Harris. Norwich 41420 

RAMPAGE 
Jeremy Scott. Inverurie 
Leigh Loveday. Port Tatoot 
Colin Drysdale Kilsyth 

ActMsion 
159654 
140100 

8890 
RENEGADE 
Stuart Ridge Marazion 
Azhar Duhovk. London NWS 
Richard' Fimty Scott. Norwich 

Imagine 
15273921 
I47952G 

46300 

STAR WARS 
Damien Allen. Gowerton 
John Perry, Brixham 
Colin Thompson. Larkhi 

Domark 
152125947 

2371934 
1753150 

SUPER HANG-ON 
Rkhard Fettbower. Stoke-on-Trent 
Stephen Kant Warley 
P Phillips, Bristol 

Elect* Dreams 
6C908324 
12006510 

169700 

TARGET; RENEGADE 
Ahmos Saraom. Manchester 24 
Robert Campion, Exeter 
Leigh AstinAbram 

Imagine 
524700 
210800 
159800 

THUNDERCATS 
Matthew McEvaddy, Claregalway 
Stephen Sbtern Peterborough 
Jody Nymart, Stanway 

Elite 
350000 
310200 
24500 

ZYNAPS 
Rhys Smithson. Sheemess. hie Of Sheppy 
J Simmon. Clayton 
Brendan Cooney, Dublin 14 

Hewson 
344275 
327690 
56430 

CYBERNOIO 
Metvyn Daws, Leicester 
Nkhotes Young, Saddeworth 
Steven Green. Havant 

Hewson 
179300 
17300 
9625 

PLATOON 
Davtd Altken. KirVtrcotioch 
Anthony Mills BelKngham 
DavMWINdns, Bristol 

Ocean 
138000 
• )WOO 
41830 

WINNERS 
wtontr oi tre mom«1*0 worn tr twvt a » o Iran Second k l 

CrUf •mfcsnrMft *obi fie lw town d GmemfcM ne* GUogow 
Hr jfco are i mxjvbougrtjftn CRASH sxVr T-tfwt | r* i tract Oagl 
nS i CwUM M* Cnta ho tun WirW *W S*w Stmct jmratW 
£*0 wtxtfi d gam rr* lour wnm-up. who ttcn get i Cttoo CSASH 
7-stwt mUtMiyCWSKHjt. re Trww I M n i Km STurtEnd.1 
•Sfcli—i J J M tl-niMarS tram SalflJ « J i 
turn i»fic comn from MMord Hum n Oyfcd 

Dant torgn - teat wn n to SCOen c jn MTi you j pnn. cwn r 
I ' l IW p m « - t a pJM funAmn ton dw*JfVtMt erased 
w y in tflOtfTJSSM pnon »Wwi W * h A M I pjQti f 

SEND ME YOUR SCORES 
MY SCORES ARE: 

Send this form (or a copy) with your scores for up to three games to R O B I N CANDY 'S acopyl 
SCORES, CRASH. PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire 5YV ID8 ONLY GENUINE 
SCORES WILL BE ACCEPTED, [please contact us if you spot a dodgy one) any improbably huge 
scores w i l be immediately binned and the sender w f l be forced to share a desk with Nick 
Roberts - a fate worse than attending one of his discos. 

GAME 
1 

2 

3 

NAME 
AGE „ 
ADDRESS 

SCORE 
IF A WIN TOP PRIZE I WOULD LIKE THIS £40 WORTH OF 
SOFTWARE: 

AND IF I WIN ANY PRIZE I WOULD LIKE THIS CRASH T-SHIRT, 
CHOSEN FROM THOSE ADVERTISED IN THE CRASH 
HYPERMARKET:.... 

POSTCODE 
The decision of CRASH 'S all-seeing and mega-powerful judges is absolutely 
final in Al l respects; needless to say, you shouldn't even risk trying it onl 
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i Spectrum vvttkM. 

U H U K M 

THE-Dc 

CBM 64Ak^8 £ 9 . 9 9 t - £ 1 4 . 9 9 d 

Spectrum £ 7 . 9 9 t _ + 3 £12 .99d 

L Amstrad £ 9 . 9 9 t - £ l 4 . 9 9 d 
^ ^ \ X XTJH1 

Don't miss these 4great new 
releases from the creai 

w of the most original and 
exciting games of all time. 

CBM 64/128 £ 9 . 9 9 t - £ 1 4 . 9 9 d 
Spectrum £7.991 - + 3 £ 1 2 . ! 
Amstrad £ 9 . 9 9 t - £ 1 4 . 9 9 d 
Amiga £ 2 4 . 9 9 d 
Atari ST £19 .99d 

tint Inn C*M (4 1» itniau 

/ 
T/ 

C B / ^ 4 / 1 2 8 £ 9 . 9 9 t - £ 1 4 . 9 9 d 
Spectrum £7.99 t - + 3 £12 .99d 

Amstrad £ 9 . 9 9 i - £ 1 4 . 9 9 d 
MSX £7.99t 

Atari ST £19 .99d 

Become a warrior of the future with Blood 
Brothers or a warrior of the past in 

^Hercules, Slayer of the Damned. Enter the 
crazy world of the Pink Panther or 

enjoy two different games in one with 
I Skate Crazy - the "Car Park Challenge" 

^ a n d the "Championship Course." 

CBM 64/128 £ 9 . 9 9 t - £ 1 4 . 9 9 d 

Spectrum £ 7 . 9 9 1 - + 3 £12 .99d 

I d 

JTOMPtfTF* 
GAMt, 

| r 

Vm s 

M 

HIT I Irani t w i i i d 

A 

All mail order enquiries to: Gremlin Graphic! Software Ltd., Alpha House, 10 Carver Street, Sheffield S1 4FS. 

j w j 





ZX SPECTRUM 
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THE CRASH CLASSIFIED SECTION 
HOW TO REACH OVER A Va 

OF A MILLION OTHER 
READERS! 

From Issue 55 The CRASH Reader Classified Section will be read by literally thousands and thousands of people - probably the best 
available method of reaching other computer users with your small ads. Whether you want to buy, sell, swap, meet or merely inform, 

an inexpensive classified ad In CRASH could soon be the ONLY way to do It! 
70 WORDS FOR ONLY £2.50! 

Normally, your small ad In CRASH will cost you a mere £2.50 for up to 35 words. But as a special opening offer, we're giving you 
the chance to place TWO AOS for the price of only one. You can place both In the same Issue, If you like, or use the second, FREE 

AO, in a later issue - see the form for details. 
CLASSIFIED HEADINGS 

The CRASH Reader Classified Section is not open to trade or commercial advertisers, but Fanzines may use IL The headings are 
sett-explanatory: WANTED, FOR SALE, SWAPUNE, USER GROUPS, PEN PALS, FANZINES and EVENTS DIARY (for dub/user group news, 

meetings or planned events). However, be careful about CRASH publishing dates with the last! 

HOW TO PLACE YOUR SMALL AD 
Cut out and sand off i he fomL together wWhyoigpayenem of C i ^ par a r ^ fo rm (cf teqi iM 
of p o i t t l o r d m p f d v i b t y , r M d * p f l y v M toNEWSF1ELO LIU). Photocopies of tfti Imvvi 

The maximum is 35 words 
The service IS nr t Open to trada/oomfnercie' advertisers 
Small ads will be printed in the first available issue 
The editor rweervas the r ght to refuse ada which do not comply with nuii rial decent practice, 
or which oculd be merprMed ae encouraging software piracy 

THE CRASH READER CLASSIFIEDS 
Sand to THE CRASH READER CLASSIFIEDS. PO Box 10, Ludtow. ShrepcMt* SYS 1DB 

Name ..... 

• W a r n e d • For Sale QSwapHne • Pen Pais Q u e e r Groups • F w u i n e * 
[ 3 Events Diary • Miscellaneous 
Method at payment • Cheque Q Postal Order 

Write your advertisement here, one word per box. end sidude name, address and phone 
cumber it you want them printed 

ONE-OFF OPENING OFFER 
- A FREE SMALL ADI 
The i lg l i t - l ieml coupon may be ueed to ptaoe a aeoond ad tree of charge. TMe form MUST 
be cut f rom the megazlne^itophotooopleewM be accepted-It can accompany your pald-for 
entry form to 90 hi the aame laaue, or you may mari i K for Inclusion In up to laaue 67. Free 
forme received on the* own w H be printed up to leaue 57 — loog as the — n d w has already 
PAID FOR AT LEAST ONE s m a i ad up to the doae of that leaue. 

THE CRASH READER CLASSIFIEDS 
Send to THE CRASH READER CLASSIFIEDS, POBox 10, Ludkm. Shnpmf+9 SYB IDS 

Addroas Addroas 

Postcode 

Ttcfc ClaeefBed haadtog: 
• wanted D S w i p l i n e QPanPa ls • l l a e r Q r o u p s Q F r n v i r m 
• Events Olaty T~) Mlsceflaneoua 
Method of payment • Cheque ppos te tOroer 

Write your adwrtleement here. One aron) per box, and mXude name, address and phone 
number it you want them printed 

Please include my tree second entry In CRASH Issue: Q 55 Q 5 6 Q 5 7 
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MtaoProse simulations have token the 
software industry by storm Products like F15 
Strike Eagle (84%. Issue 42). Silent Service 
(80% issue 38) and Gunshp (92%. issue 41) 
hove gcxned a reputation for quoirty and 
style. Forget your troubles, settle down in on 
armchair and soar through the air m a 
oomputensed helicopter, explore the 
dangerous territory beneath the waves r a 
silent submartne or tockle the controls of a 
top-doss fighter plane 

Having got you to participate m ail this 
activity MicroProse could be forgiven tor 
feeling a little smug In fact they're womed 
that you're not spending enough time m the 
open air So. in return for a little of your extra-
specsal attention they've offered to take you 
and your whole doss on a stupendously 
exating. acbon-packed day out at Combat 
Zone Cover your fnendsO with pamt from 
head to toe, hurtle mocHy through the 
undergrowth to the echoes of a piercing waf-
er/ and still be home in time for tea A coach 
is lend on to take you there and bock and, 
unless you're a real old misery (l»ke Dom). a 
good time is guaranteed 

As if that isn't enough, you're still m with a 
good chanoe of winrang something even if 
your name isn't first out of the bag 20 
incredibly lucky runners-up stand to win a 
MiaoProse hold-all goody bog bnm-fuli of 
the good test goodies you'a ever see 

Ail you have to do to take part in ihis 
astoundingty wonderful opportunity « answer 
the following questions 
1 What are the names of the founders of 
MicroPros© Inc? 
2 In what country ore the mojortty of Mtcro-
Prose products developed? 
3 Complete the titles of these forthcoming 
MtaoPrase releases 

Ranger 
TlmesOf**** 
Red * * * * * Rising 

Write your answers, along with your nome 
and oddress. on the bock of o postcard and 
send them to. 

MICROPOETRY IN MOTION COMP. CRASH. 
POBox 10, Ludlow, Shropshire. SYS 1DB 

Entries must be received by August 2 and 
(wait for 10 the decision of the appointed 
CRASH judges remains final and binding In 
every single teeny-weeny resped, 
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yyiNNERS PRIZES 

SAY so 
Issue 52 
Remember that trandy Satsho STV990 ratJto/ 
cassette/TV combination unit that CRL ware 
giving away in Issue 52? We* you'll never 
guess who a won It {eepeclaly when we had 
almost a thousand entnee) i re old Harry 
Maton from Surrey - and Harry also gets a 
copy ot CRL's game. Sophistry (cor. tome 
people get all the kick!) 

And you know that Saisho personal stereo 
that CRL were also giving away, well Alan 
L n u H f rom Midlothian picked up that) 
Mind you, SO n i nnen -up got a copy ot the 
game. Are you among them ? Take a look 

Brian Cattan. Dublin 5 Ireland; P Render. 
W. Lothian WF13 3RZ; Scott Guy, Hants SOS 
7GH; Andrew Clark, Bucks MK1S 7EY; Ian 
D t c h t l t r , K#rvt BR6 BAZ; Stephen Gopptn, 
Wilts BA151EA; Steven Foster, Meraayeide 
WA11 9HW; A Lawrence. Eaeex RM12 6RY; 
John Hobeon, Kent BR4 OHW; Richard 
Lockett. Staffs 3T13 SOB; Alaatair Cushion. 
Camba PE1S 9SS: Paul CottraH, Staffs WS7 
SSS; B J Singleton. Wilts SP2 7JE; Robert 
AJtken, Coventry, CVS OJU; Nicholas 
Johnson. Bristol BS19 30A; J Cochrane 
Esq. Hants RQ23 7HW; Chris Park. 
Manchester M34 2BL; E Young, Belfast BTB 
4HW; C o i n Prtct , W.Mid t 663 3JE; M l f k 
Thompson, Bristol BS20 DMF, Colm 
Andrew. Via Hyde. Cheshire; Chris 
Bebbington. Cheshire WAS OAX; Mr M Q 

Evans, Notts NG17 SEB; Shaun Hill, Kant 
ME13 78H; D Trigs. London SW19 2TQ; 
Jonathan James. Birmingham B43 9QO; 
Roy Harwood. W.Sussex RH13 8BX; Kevin 
Shaw, Kant ME1 20E; John Sneddon. East 
Lothian EH32 96L; Guy Laklng, Unca LM11 
OXL; Ban CoWstar, WHts SNA SHZ; Stephen 
Sistem, Peterborough PES SET; L Andrew, 
Kent TH12 ODO; Mrs J Mitchell. Cumbria 
CA2B 8RX; Stuart WUins. Beds LU7 ORQ 
Ian James Goshawk, Eases KM 5JN 
Douglas L a w . Hants POS SAX; 
Christopher Povey, Kent DA11 SHY; Helen 
Malcolm. Strathdyde KA4 BJW, -Duncan 
Lewis, Derbys OE4 5FP; Bryan Etae, Derby 
DC2 ON H; Stephen Hammond. S. Wales CF4 
SJS; Marvin Reynolds, Cheshire CW2 8JF; 
A Hulmaa. Cheshire WA1B 7SZ; Jeremy 
Johnson, Oxfordshire OXS 4LX; Hlk 
Th#odorou, O r N C i ; Stcphsn Johraoci, 
Lanes BB1 SPY; Mitchell Jagd, Denmark; 
John QUmertln, Derby D£2 OPB; Paul 
Kanoeftck, Coventry CVS 4EB. 

FORCEFUL 
Issue 52 

I'd imagine that Brian M McDonough from 
Manchester M23 o wen chuffed at winning the 
Spectrum +3 (with ten d o * games), 14-inch 
portableTV and Target Renegade T-shirt - but 
after an his entry was the best o l thousands 
that came flooding In lor th««tembiy popular 
competition. Richard Winder from Co 
Durham came a dose second, and he gets ten 

Ocean/Imagine games consisting of «uch 
delights as Comber School. H a e d O w Heels. 
Match Day II and Ptafoon - and a Target 
Renegade T-shirt. 

Five runnervup get a copy of that febbo 
compilation. We A / * The Champions They 
a r e . . . 
Daniel Moecrop, Cumbria CAS SAW; lan 
Waters. London HWS 7LA; Craig Perrett. 
London HW3 2YY; Shahnawaz Khan. 
London SE16 2QW; Glenn Taylor, Gwynedd 
N Wales. 

IMAGINE 
RIGHT 
ON TARGET 
Issue 52 
I bet there's loads of people out there who 
wished they'd won the temftc Sony Watchman 
that Virgin Games were giving away in their 

Action Force Mcomp But. Aral out of the bag 
came Geoffrey Packer Irom E Sussex 

Three second prize winners get an Action 
Force Dragon Fly hel icopter . . . 
O Bezalely. London HW4 4RU; Chris Aytott. 
Hants SOS i GP, P RTaylor, LaicsLE1S7AU, 
Ten further runners-up get a machine crafted 
f igumeof the Action force star. Air t ight . . 
Adam Perwwy, S-Yorks S6i 2QT, C 
Pf;nstman, N.Hurr»bsHU4 7SW; Mark Islam, 
Lanes BLB 2JU; S Smith, Walsall WS« SOT; 
A Brown. London HB 4SP; Mr S Blnsiey. 
Hants SP11 9QO; Davtd ChaHoner. Isle Of 
Wight P030 SRR; Vincent Sweeney, 
Newcaette-Upon-Tyne NE3 1UH; John 
Veneaa, Southnmptpn S02 4LR; Marcus 
Shadbolt, Witts BA1S1HG. 
And. like all the above winners, ten further 
runners-up get a copy of the Virgin Games 
game. They a r e . . . 
0 Taylor, Mid Glamorgan CF32 7BL; N Bera, 
Kent ME16 OPR; Richard Jones, Heme POS 
OTL; Richard Lockett, Staffs ST13 SOB; 
Steve WaUls, Dyted SY23 3RZ; Matthew 
Treadwefl, Surrey KT16 9PF; Simon 
Blackstein, Middlesex HAS8RT; Gary Senff. 
Scotland AB1 *QA; David Thompson, 
Darlington DL3 SRU; Karl Challener, Lance 
BB99PL. 

All winners, please allow 28 days (or the delivery of your prizes. All queries 
regarding competitions run in CRASH should be sent to Frances Mable, 
CRASH, PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB Please don't ring 
Frances as she has enough trouble reading through all your entries as it 
is. 

VOTING 
FORMS 

EACH MONTH WE PICK OUT FIVE WINNERS FOR 
EACH CHART. THE ONLY WAY TO WIN IS TO ENTER. 

THE IS YOUR CHANCE TO INFLUENCE T H E 
C R A S H C H A R T S AND STAND A CHANCE OF 

WINNING £40 WORTH OF SOFTWARE. WE NEED 
YOUR VOTES. 
VOTE NOW! 

Cut out your voting forms and send them off to CRASH 
VIDEO CHART, CRASH ADVENTURE CHART, CRASH 
HOTLINE CHART and CRASH STRATEGY CHART PO 
Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB 

VIDEO 
CHART 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Name 
Address 

Postcode 
T-shirt 

- t e d 

HOTLINE 
CHART 

i |»HI»M*»»H»»rtsMS»e»e»i*»assa*» 

i »*m*MS*Mee i *#s*«e is t *Mst i 

Name .... 
Address 

Postcode. 

ADVENTURE 
CHART 

1 . . 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Name 
Address 

Postcode 
T-shirt 

STRATEGY 
CHART 

>e**M*»lt*M«ts*SNSf» 

Name .... 
Address 

Postcode. 
T-shirt 



W 

W CAPCOM CBM64 128 9 .99(L1.99d ATAFLUT I9.99d 
SPECTRUM 8.99c AMIGA 24.99d 
AMSTRAD 9.99c !4.99d IBMPC 19.99d 

GIANTS OF THE VIDEO GAMES INDUSTRY 

Ten yean have pmMiliw Ihe dtntuilnq 
ftjf ^tiin vhv intfldii unci Zmjof 

tnlllllet dtttroytd out thrill* Jtton. 
Dw only hop* we hawe Ol regal nfnq our home 
world Md re building our flvrl Met In the 
hjndi ot our rlltf fort t of Blonif Comm«ndoi. 
With their telrvcopfc llmtot, tophhtUaled 
wtpmy and Monk power they mm 
Infiltrate Ihe enemy batet, deltroy the dejdly 
lo* and neutrallre their doomtdjy wrjponi 
four tMHI and trtefr Monk powtn are out only 

=r. 
GO I Media Holding! Ltd.. Until 7/) Holford Way. Holford. Birmingham K6 JAX. Tel: 071 IS* IMS 



You voted the Best Software House of 
1987 in the CRASH Readers' Awards. Now, 
after games like Head Over Heels, Match Day 
II and MOVIE, they hardly ever produce 
unlicensed or unprequeled product. They are 
Ocean. CRASH visited their Manchc 
based offices to take a peek at what's 
coming up over the next few months . . . 

WAY back in Issue 28 
we reviewed Green 
Beret, marketed by 
Ocean under their 
imagine label, and 

which received 68%. Jonathan 
Smith (Mikie, Cobra) provided the 
code way back in May 1986 but 
nowadays he's gone on to form 
Special FX (who ironically have 
signed a marketing deal with 
Ocean). This lime around Paul 
Owens and Mark Jones - the team 
that brought you Gryzor- create 
the combat classic follow-up. 
Vindicator - Green Beret II 

'/A 
-

• Vindicator - Green Beret II: 
the big sequel to the even 
bigger predecessor 

started life as an original idea. But 
as Ocean have learned over the 
years, an original idea doesn't 
necessarily guarantee high sales 

(Head Over Heels was a prime 
example when it failed to out-sell 
the licensed Batman, but picked 
up software awards right, left and 
centre-not least from the CRASH 
Readers who voted it Best Arcade 
Adventure 1987). Gary Bracey, 
Ocean's Software Manager, 
claims that a licensed game Is 
almost always a guaranteed 
success:' You only have to look at 
Out Run to see what I m e a n . . . It 
never got the great reviews but it 
sold very weir. That's why Ocean 
have decided to tag the all-
Important words' Green Beret II' 
on to the end of the title. People 
know the arcade game and/or 
have played the onginal computer 
version and can relate to the game 
- although they've no idea what 
It's about, the product's no 
stranger to them when they meet it 
on the shelves. 

Vindicator - Green Beret II 
consists of three main stages. The 
first part of level one places you In 
the cockpit of a sophisticated 
fighter plane equipped with 
machine guns and grenades. As 
you fly over the vertically scrolling, 
monochromatic landscape, a wide 
range of enemies are encountered 
ana must be destroyed or avoided. 
The worst of these are land-based 
pill-boxes which fire a constant 
stream of deadly dots - one hit 

A game's success often solely depends on the origin of Its t it le 

i f f i 
i l l ! 

WAVES 
from these and you're dead meat. 
When the 30+ screens have 
scrolled beneath you, the first part 
of level one ends. You then jump 
into your hi-tech tank and Storm 
over the ground you have just 
flown over. You're no C5 driver in 
this little metallic monster, though: 
fences are trampled over and 
opposing tanks are blown into that 
scrapyard in the sky. As you trek 
through the wide ranging terrain of 
roads, warehouses, railway lines 
and Coronation Street-type 
houses you encounter many a 
menacing meanie. Approaching 
the end of the level means 
confrontation with an enormous 
alien as It crawls about the screen 
waiting to eradicate you with its 
killer claw, for this terrifying beast 
is a lobster of immense 
proportions. Enough well-placed 
bullets will not only provide you 
with lobster soup but also allow 
ou to progress to the second 

evel. Y i t 

combat. When unarmed, you can 
use your rifle butt to smash your 
opponent about the head, 
stomach and legs. On the demise 
of your oppc nent, you may enter a 
door which leads to either a 
computer room or a storage room. 
When inside a computer room you 
attempt to solve a colour-coded 
conundrum. If successful, the 
screen displays a map of one of 
the four floors and the position of 
one of the 12 bomb components. 
When all 12 parts of the bomb have 
been collected you must find the 
exit lift, to the final level. Not much 
has been decided about this final 
stage, although it is intended to 
take the shape of a platform game. 

SEOUL MAN 
Ocean were one of the first people 
to produce a Track And Field type 
arcade game on home computer. 
Daley Thompson's Decathlon 

• Lucoxade - now in computer games 

All levels are completely 
independent in graphics and 
gameplay, each one requiring a 
different approach and individual 
skills. Level two places you within 
a labyrinth of corridors. As you 
start the level you are equipped 
with a power cartridge gun. You 
are. however, without any 
ammunition - this must be 
obtained by killing various insect-
like monsters that guard doors 
throughout the maze. Alt the 
ammo cartridges are colour-
coded for effectiveness; It's 
necessary to obtain the right 
colour cartridge for your gun, 
otherwise you' re back to unarmed 

appeared way back in Issue 10 
gaining 62%. and its sequel Daley 
Thompson's Supertest obtained 

,76% one year after in November 
1965 - Ocean also produced 
Konaml's Hyper Sports (92%, 
Issue 19) under the Imagine label. 
And now Ocean have Daley 
Thompson 'a Decathlon 88 
awaiting release in September, 
around the time of the Seoul 
Olympics In Korea. 

This third ii I instalment of the Daley 
Thompson series is very similar in 
content to the other two. but many 
advances and improvements have 
been made over the original 
(programmed by Christian Urquart 



• Operation Wolf-Andrew 
Deakin's greatest 
achievement yet 

market yet again They gained the 
licence for RoboCop as soon as 

The weight-training stage of Daley Thompson 88 - available in time for the Seoul Olympics 

of Xecutorond Hunchback fame). 
The graphics - incidentally. 
Daley's coloured black this time -
have been enlarged and are much 
more detailed and accurate, with 
some breathtaking animation. But 
DTD 88 doesn't just contain the 
usual ten events; you also have to 
go through a rigorous training 
schedule before you start the 
strenuous events. 

Training consists of two 
exercises: dumbells and sit-ups. 
As you lift the dumbells up and 
down or stretch your muscles with 
sit-ups, your energy (depicted by 
a bottle of Lucozaae) increases. 
Don't let your training drop or else 
your manager, who parades the 
background fiddling with 
equipment, will get very annoyed. 
Fail to make the grade, and you 
stand no chance of competing in 
the track and held events. 

Ocean are planning a massive 
advertising campaign, possibly 
using Lucozade and Adidas on 
cross-promotion as they did with 
the Platoon computer game and 
video campaign. 

CRY WOLF 
One of the hottest games in the 
arcades at the moment is 
Operation Wolf- the TaitO coin-

op with built in machine gun. When 
Ocean gave Andrew Deakin (who 
co-programmed Combat School 
with Mike Lamb) the job of 
converting it, he was faced with a 
daunting task. How on earth was 
he going to convert ail those 
massive characters, realistic 
backgrounds and include a steady 
scrolling play area? There's also 
the problem of transferring the 
thrill of using a machine gun to a 
less impressive joystick or EVEN 
keyboard! However, he overcame 
those troublesome trackballs in 
Combat School... 

For those unfamiliar with 
Operation Wolf, it consists of six 
stages. All must be overcome 
before you can rescue the 
hostages and fly off in a Hercules 
aircraft. You are set down in the 
middle of a Communication 
Setup. Shoot a few knife-wielding 
maniacs and grenade a couple of 
tanks and it's on to the Jungle. 
Watch out for the pigs, and make 
sure to collect all the potion lying 
around - you'll need the extra 
energy! Then enter the Village. 
Women and children first, but be 
careful not to shoot them (it's a 
terrible temptation). The fourth 
stage. Powder Magazine, lets you 

' needitl stock up on ammo- \ i'N i 
Those who survive this far will feel 
the blood rush through their veins 

• Pick up that potion and the jungle stage wi l l be no problem 

(or so I'm told) as they enter the 
Concentration Camp and release 
the hostages. All that's left now is 
to give the freed hostages safe 
passage to the plane waiting to 
take them to freedom. However, 
there's still one mote helicopter to 
overcome.. . 

they heard it was a hit in the States, 
and have been sitting quietly on 
the project ever since. Unlike their 
previous film venture RoboCop 
will not be released at the same 
time as the video, but Ocean have 
a new twist to their film tale. After 
gaining the licence to the game 
they sub-licensed the product to 
Nintendo (the Japanese arcade 
producers) who are currently 
finishing a RoboCop arcade 
machine. When the arcade game 
is finished (and if it's good enough) 
Ocean will convert it to the home 
computer - thus saving them the 
trouble of coming up with an 
original idea But looking at the 
content of the film, it's safe to say 
that it'll be a pretty violent affair 

• 'Rescue The Hostages' Huh! Give us a chance 
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RESOIIF THF HOSTRRFS ! S V'tl 
LICENCE TO KILL 

Ocean's Platoon (93%, issue 50) 
was so successful that they 
decided to venture into the film 

whatever they decide. 
The news mat everyone at 

Ocean's talking about presently is 
their most recent film licence, 
Rambo III, just over two years 
after they released Rambo (79%, 
Issue 26). 

The Konami arcade game 
Typhoon should also be coming 
out from Ocean soon. Newcomer, 
Steve Lamb (no relation to Mike) is 
programming this fast action coin-
op conversion. Guerilla Wars, 
the action packed coin-op from 
SNK, is released in July. Also from 
SNK is Victory Road, the sequel 
to Ikari Warriors, but that won't be 
available until Autumn. 

APPROXIMATE RELEASE 
SCHEDULE 

Daley Thompson 88 . mid-June 
QuarMa Wars „ end o» July 
Operation Wolf September 
Rambo III December 
RoboCop December 
Typhoon July 
Victory Road August 
Vindicator-Green Beret II. July 
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B b i 
the PC Show 

just around the 
comer (don't forget 
your full show 

J - guide supplement 
FREE with Issue 56 of CRASH -
plug department minion), it's not 
surprising that many companies 
are holding back their major 
games for a massive launch at the 
great computer users* get 
together on September 14-18. 
Even so companies like US Gold 
and QO! still have some very 
interest ing products for those who 
can't wait until September. 

Fans of Nigel Mansell's Grand 
Prix (70%. Issue 50) will 
immediately recognise the 
monochromatic graphics and first 
person perspective of US Gold's 
Road Blasters DJL Software 
• Hot property f rom US Gold 

collected and formed you can 
escape to Ocular Realm through 
the black hole. The authors of 
Captain America (38%. Issue 50) 
provide the code. 

Last month we previewed Blood 
Brothers (85%, reviewed in this 
issue) and this month we take a 
look at The Greet Giana Sisters. 
The German publisher Rainbow 
Arts and GO! combine to produce 
this great adventure inspired by 
the dassic Super Mario Bros. As in 
the arcade hit you travel above and 
below ground, through caverns 
and over bridges. The Gianas' 
travels pit them against the 
deadliest and ugliest creatures 
you'll ever see. Although both the 
sisters cany a lethal head-butt. 
(Nuff said!) 

Capcom's Black Tiger is also 

aggrc 
with i 

(who programmed Nigel 
Manseil'$ have been signed up by 
US Gold to convert Atari's coin-
op classic. It's been hailed as' Out 
Run with guns', and it certainty 
looks like a great game for 

iressive drivers. Starting off 
a pathetic little gun on the 

bonnet, you can, through skill and 
diligence, build up your armoury to 
horrendous proportions - even 
cruise missiles are available! Avoid 
land mines and killer cars - it's just 
like real life! Let's hope the appeal 
lasts longer than Out Run's. 

BAD DREAMS 
Your dreams become your wildest 
nightmares in US Gold's Dream 
Warriors. Enter a realm where 
fantasy IS reality. In the distant 
future the only battles are Dream 
Wars - contests for control of your 
mind. Dream Warriors combines 
arcade action with adventure as 
you attempt to destroy the blue 
Psy-Globes which contain the 
pods necessary to build dream 
images. When all three images are 
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coming out on the GO! label. More 
news soon . . . 

Black Tiger from 

• Sweet little sisters from 
Rainbow Arts/GO I 

SUMMER SPORTS 
What with the 1988 Seoul 
Olympics just around the comer 
everyone's jumping on the 
sporting bandwagon. Ocean have 
Daley Thompson 88 and now 
Tynesoft have just announced the 
imminent release of Summer 
Olympiad - the follow-up to their 
surprisingly successful Winter 
Olympiad88(44%. Issue 49). The 
summer version contains skeet 
shooting, fencing, high diving, 
triple jump, hurdles and an 
opening ceremony. Tynesoft 
expect an August release at E9.95 
on cassette. 

Epyx - the guys that brought us 
the fabulous Winter Games (93%, 
Issue 28) - not only have 
Impossible Mission //waiting for 
release but also Games: Winter 
Edition. This sporting bonanza 
features the luge, figure skating, 
speed skating, downhill, slalom, 
ski jump and cross-country. All 
these great events should be 
ready for August 

MORE SPORTS! 
Peter Beardsley's International 
Football is now on the horizon, 
and should be out in time for the 
European Championships in 
Germany. Grandslam proclaim 
that PBIF' faithfully recreates an 
European International 
Tournament' - in other words, 
England are always the best team 
but never win. The programmers 
of Gary Lineker's Superstar 
Soccer are behind it ail. Stephen 
Hall, Grandslam's Managing 
Director, has assured CRASH that 
it's much better than Gremlin's 
game - phewl 

Talking of Gary Lineker (which 
we were, if you remember) - he's 
got another game coming out 
soon(ish). Gremlin Graphics are. 
once again, behind it all. Gary 
Lineker's Super Skills consists of 
five tests of footballing prowess: 
shooting, sprinting, heading, 
circuit training and dribbling. 

PBIF lets you take part in the on-
field action. GLSS takes you 
training before the match and FMII 
(that's Football Manager II) allows 
you to manage a team. That's 
enough about football games for 
one month. 
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DOMINIC HANDY on video 

WELl, I hope you're 
all keeping up with 
the terrific flood of 
video releases 
lately. July is no 

{exception to this trend: RCA/ 
Columbia, who released the 
amazing Best Seller last month, 
have another couple of suspense 
stories for this month. 

Kevin Costner. currently 
starring in the The Untouchables 
(CIC Video, 18), joins forces with 
Gene Hackman (The French 
Connection, Target) and Sean 
Young [Blade Runner, Dune) m No 
Way Out (RCA/Columbia, 15) - a 
political thriller of immense 
proportions. Asa young Lieutenant 
Commander in the US Department 
of Defence, Costner awkwardly 
becomes entangled in a story of 
deception and lies within the 
highest echelons of power at the 
Pentagon When Costner's secret 
girlfriend (Young) is murdered he is 
appointed as the investigating 
officer. However he knows that she 
was also an 'escort' for the 
Secretary of Defence (Hackman) -
his boss - and it was in fact he who 
killed her. As Costner digs deeper 
into the Investigation all the clues 
start to point to him, but the 
Department want the murder 
pinned on a mysterious Soviet 
agent calledYuri, it's ingenious and 
enthralling and well worth a look! 

RCA/Columbia's second release 
on July 8 is David Mamet's 
Home Of Games (RCA/Colombia, 
15). Mamet's previous credits 
include screenwriter on such 
blockbusters as The Verdict and 
The Untouchables. House Of 
Games is the strange story of the 
art of trickery and deception 
amongst 8 small collection of 
dedicated con-men. Dr Margaret 
Ford (Lindsay Crouse) leads a 
pretty boring life as a top 
psychiatnst, so in an attempt to 

| bring some excitement into her life 
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she involves herself in the life of 
one of her clients (Jon Mantegna 
- The Three Amigos, The Money 
Pit). Slowly she gets more 
embroiled in the absorbing, but 
treacherous, art of trickery. House 
Of Games is full of suspense right 
up to the last frame - and very 
hypnotic! 

Warner Home Video - who 
currently have Full Metal Jacket 
(18) on release - have a right 
mixture of videos ready to be 
launched on June 27. Michael 
Caine (Mona Lisa, Hannah And 
Her Sisters) and Salty Field 
(Norma Rae, Places In The Heart) 
star alongside each other In 

• Highlander - now on budget video 

• Field and Caine in Surrender 

Surrender (Warner, PG) - a 
mediocre comedy about two 
people battling against each other 
and their own emotions as they fall 
hopelessly in love. Warner also 
have Robert Ludlum s (writer of 
The Holcroft Covenant) latest 
thriller. The Bourne Identity 
starring Jaclyn Smith (Charlie's 
Angels!) and Richard 
Chambertaln (The Thom Birds, 
ShogutiL I haven't seen it myself, 
although I have my doubts whether 
the book-based super thriller can 
be transferred to the small screen 
- explosive action and screaming 
suspense are guaranteed, though. 

Lastly from Warner in June 

comes Disorderlies - nothing but 
guaranteed mayhem as the 
infamous hip-hop trio The Fat 
Boys meet Ralph Bellamy 
(Trading Places;). 

Warner also have a flourishing 
sell-through market in which many 
top videos have currently been 
released, all at £14.99. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger fans are 
catered for with the long-awaited 
release of Conan The Barbarian 
(15). There are also such delights 
as Ridley Scott's (Blade Runner) 
Legend (15). a mystical fantasy 
fairytale for adults - starring Tom 
Cruise (Top Gun, The Color Of 
Money) and Mia Sara (Ferns 
Bueller's Day Off): the superb 
Highlander (15) starring 
Christopher Lambert (watch it 
on a stereo video for a real treat), 
plus two recently TV broadcast 
films: Terry Gilliam s Brazil (15) 
and Rutger Hauer in The 
Osterman Weekend But the pick 
of the bunch has to be The 
Hitcher (18) C Thomas Howell 
(Soul Man, Secret Admiret) plays a 
young driver who picks up a 
stranger (Rutger Hauer - Blade 
Runner, Wanted: Dead Or Alive, 
Flesh + Blood) on a lonely desert 
road, but soon finds himself on a 
journey he'll never forget 
Jennifer Jason Leigh (Flesh + 
Blood) stars as an innocent by-
stander in this suspenseful thriller 
in the vein of Diner (also available 
on budget video). 

This month's award for Title Of 
The Month goes to New World 
Video for Nice Girls Don't 
Explode (PG). Six-year-old April 
lives in a quiet country house, 
where, as usual, she is tied up 
outside to ensure she doesn't 
stray, So when her friend Andy 
arrives and unties her, Mom isn't 
very happy. On her return she 
explains to April her unique 'gift' -
whenever April meets a member of 
the opposite sex she has a 



tendency to start fires, 
telekinetically. The years pass and 
finally April prepares for her first 
date - packing a fire extinguisher 
at her mother's insistence. 
Needless to say the evening is a 
flop. April responds to his advances 
by starting a series of fires - even 
a goodnight kiss leaves his car in a 
ball of flames. Clearly this is one 
'gift' she could do without. 

Cbeech and Chong [Up In 
Smoke - the biggest grossing 

comedy of 1978) used to be an 
infallible comedy partnership, but 
now Cheech has branched away 
from the pot-smoking Hispanic we 
all know and love Into a new brand 
of whacky comedy in Born In East 
LA (CIC Video, 15), released on July 
8. Rudy (Cheech) is arrested as an 
illegal alien when he goes to visit 
his cousin Javier and is 
subsequently thrown over the 
border to Tijuana in Mexico. Rudy 
looks on the positive side and gets 
a job with an American hustler 
called Jimmy, but also falls for a 
refugee from Salvador. All the while 
he is trying to get extra money to 
pay for his trip back to East LA The 
film contains a few amusing 
sketches - especially when Rudy 
tries to teach some Chinese 
immigrants his own brand of East 
LA-glese - but probably only one 
for the fans of Cheech. 

Back to budget videos. One of 
the most popular science fiction 
series of recent years Planet Of 
The Apes (CBS/Fox, PG) is now 
available on video in five volumes. 
The first volume features Chariton 
Heston as Taylor an astronaut 
stranded in the future, who is 

• Planet Of The Apes - courtesy of CBS/Fox 

PEDESTRIAN 
PICTURES 
HAVE YOU EVER walked down the 
street and past a house with the 
television blasting out and wished 
you could see the picture? Or perhaps 
gone out shopping and forgot to set 
the video to record Neighbours' Or 
even hired a video and just had no 
time to watch it? Well now, thanks to 
the people that pioneered the Beta 
video format, all your problems will 
be solved. The Japanese company 
Sony have iust unveiled the personal 
video watchman. The device, which 
is only the size of a paperback book, 
allows the owner to watch videos (or 
television broadcasts) whilst walking 

down the high street. 
The latest electronic gadget to 

come from Japan contains a 3-incti 
TV with liquid crystal display and a 
8mm format video player. This could 
mean that the video format, launched 
by Sony to a mixed reception, could 
now take off in the UK. The first NTSC 
version will go on sale in Japan from 
August 21 (at the equivalent of iust 
over £500). a similar version will then 
be launched in the United States, with 
the UK (PAL system) version 
hopefully available by the end of the 
year. 

hunted by an army of apes but 
must put his trust in a kindly 
chimpanzee scientist (Rodtfy 
McDowall) It's also got a fabulous 
ending! 

The second volume picks up 
where the film left off with a 
different astronaut (this time 
played by James Franciscusj 
who smashes through the time 
ba rrier in search of Taylor, if you've 
never seen them, they're well 
worth watching for a whole new 
perspective of the future. 
McDowall appears in all the 

volumes, in one guise or another. 
CIC Video have finally set the 

release of ET- The Extra 
Terrestrial The Spielberg tear-
jerker is set for simultaneous 
worldwide release on October 28. 
But no TV, cable or satellite plans 
have been made for the immediate 
future. 

The release date of Blgfoot 
And The Hendersons (CTC Video, 
PG) has been put back to July 22, 
so be sure to be first through the 
door when Harry enters your local 
video shop. 

A ET- The Extra Terrestrial coming worldwide in October 

DON'T MISS OUT ON 

To ensure you get your regular copy of CRASH, order it from 
your local newsagent by handing in this form. 

TO THE NEWSAGENT 
Please place me a regular order for CRASH magazine. 

Name: ! 
Address: 

I 

j Signature: 
| i CRASH is a monthly SOR magazine from Newsfield Publications. 

I Ludlow, Shropshire, distributed by COMAG, Tavistock Road. Wesf 
I Drayton. Middlesex. It is published on the third Thursday of every 
I month, price £1.25. Please contact your wholesaler or COMAG for 

any further Information. 
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HOTLINE TOP 20 
1 (2) RENEGAPE IMAGINE 
2 11) MATCH PAY II OCEAN 
3 118) CYBERNOID HEWSON 
4 M O U T R U N US GOLD 
5 1191 ELITE FIREBIRD 
6 (3) EXOLON HEWSON 
7 18) DRILLER INCENTIVE 
8 (*•) TARGET RENEGADI E IMAGINE 
0 (81 COMMANDO ELITE 

10 (4) HEAD OVER HEELS OCEAN 
11 (12) ENDURO RACER ACTMSION 
12(7) ZYNAPS HEWSON 
13 (19) PAPERBOY ELITE 
14 ( » PLATOON OCEAN 
15 (6) GAUNTLET US GOLD 
16 (*• ) ATF DIGITAL INTEGRATION 
17 (14) MATCH DAY OCEAN 
18 (18) STARQLIDER FIREBIRD 
19 (16) FLYING SHARK FIREBIRD 
2 0 (10) TMUNDERCATS ELITE 

ADVENTURE TOP 10 
1 (1) T H I H O B B I T MELBOURNE HOUSE 
2 ( 5 ) LORDS OF MIDNIGHT BEYOND 
3 (3) STORMBRINGER MAO 
4 (2) SPELLBOUND MAO. 
5 (7) THE PAWN RAJNBtRD 
6 [ - } RED MOON LEVEL 9 
T (4) KNIGHT TYME MAO 
8 (6) KILLED UNTIL P E A P US GOLD 
9 M RIGEL'S REVENGE RREBIRD 

10 m HEAVY ON THE MAQICK GARGOYLE GAMES 

STRATEGYTOP10 
1 (1) VULCAN 
2 (2) LORDS OF MIDNIGHT 
3 [3] ARNHEM 

TOBRUK 

10 (10) THEIR FINEST HOUR CENTURY HUTCHINSON 

VIDEO TOP 10 
PLATOON 

CCS 
BEYOND 

CCS 
DESERT RATS 
DOOMDARK*S REVENGE 

BATTLE OF BRITAIN 
THEATRE EUROPE 
REBELSTAR RAIDERS 

LETHAL WEAPON 

A NIGHTMARE ON ELM ST 3 
THE LIVING DAYLIGHTS 

RADIO DAYS 
J U M P I K ' JACK FLASH 

W. 

CCS 
BEYOND 

PSS 
PSS 
PSS 

FIREBIRD 

You now have FOUR charts in which to vote. For games featured in the 
main software review section vote in the HOTLINE chart. Games covered 

Samara's Adventure Trail should be voted for in the ADVENTURE 
chart. And those games requinng specialised thought and planning (like 
war games) are voted for in the STRATEGY chart. AJso, all your favourite 
videos can be voted for in the VIDEO chart - old and new. borrowed, but 
NOT blue! 

Just fill in the appropriate form and send your votes off to CRASH 
HOTLINE CHART. CRASH ADVENTURE CHART, CRASH STRATEGY 
CHART and CRASH VIDEO CHART: PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire, 
SYS 1DB 

DONT FORGET, every month we'll pick out five winners for each 
chart. The first will receive £40 worth of software of their choice, a CRASH 
hat and a CRASH T-shirt. The four runners-up will each get a CRASH hat 
and a CRASH T-shirt - a total of 20 winners. All you have to do is walk to 
the post box . . . 
CHART VOTING FORMS 

RCA/C0LUM8IA 
WARNER 
CBS/FOX 

RCA/COLUMBIA 
WARNER 
WARNER 

NEW WORLD 
RCA/COLUMBIA 

CBS/FOX 
GUILD 

WINNERS 
Scoff Sutherland from Glasgow was first 
out of the HOTUNE hat this month - and 
gets £40 worth of software for his trouble 
The four runners-up are M J S Needs 
from Shrewsbury, S Drewry of 
Brentwood: Gary Often from London E11 
and Gerald Morgan of East Molesey. 

This month s ADVENTURE chart 
winner is ft Stevens from Saundersfoot 
In Dyfed. Wales. His four rwners-up are 
James Rook from Sheffield; Carlos 
Manuel Monteiro Vileie (Cor, what a 
mouthful!) from Lisbon in Portugal; Mat 
Canard of Leeds and A Morgan from 
Fakenham in Norfolk. CRASH hats and 
T-shirts to all of them. 
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Adam Fletcher from Cheltenham wins 
the STRATEGY charts £40 worth of 
software, and a CRASH hat and T-shirt 
The four runners-up also get hats and 
T-shirts, they are Damien P Collier from 
Leeds; Adam Wilde of Countesthorpe; 
Andy King from Chatham and Mark 
Parry from the beautiful town of Deal in 
Kent 

The first ever winners of the CRASH 
VIDEO chart are as follows .. Jarrod 
Crouch from Calmore gets a terrific £40 
worth of computer software (not 
forgetting that much-sought-after CRASH 
hat and T-shirt). The four runners-up are 
Mat Cullard of Pudsey; Christopher 
Prftchard from Swansea, Colin Price of 
Halesowen and finally Paul Dungey of 
Penryn In Cornwall. CRASH hats and T-
shirts to those lucky tour people. 



forget Renegade is hugely entertaining 
and ample justification for a sequel 

...it develops the theme and develops the1 

gome play no end on the original...Each man' 
is four sprites .. .oil beautifully drawn with 

great comic touches. The dog is quite 
wonderful. Commodore User 

PCW 
GAME 
OF THE 
lWEEI 

Target Renegade has the 
added essence of variety, 
which is not to be found on other 
games of this kind. Fear not, this^ 

is well worth the readies. 
PCW Game of the week X 
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/ Every move 
you make, 

every step you I 
take, they're 

watching you. 
Fight your way 

through the 
precinct - the 

back alleys, the car 
parks, f ight your way 

through the villainous 
community, the skin-

heads, the Beastie Boys, 
the bouncers. On a hot, 

steamy night in New York 
this is just the t ip of the 
iceberg on your chill ing 

quest to confront "MR. BIG". 
A spectacular arcade style1 

brawl wi th many hoodlams and 
hellhounds to encounter -

this is target Renegade -
if it moves, it hurts! 
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Beyond infinity lies fhfe 
evil goioxy dominoted by 
the forces of the des'potic 
SALAMANDER: A hero must pers-
uade his compatriots to join him on o 

• • T ' , AMSTRAD 

Mo>.sf -e rs o f 
destruction, Nuc-

l e a r Spiders, Infernos 
burning like raging seos in 

torment,. Coverns of Despair Demons 
journey into hell and beyondi Organic beyond the dimensions of our minds.... 

NOW IS THE TIME...YOU ARE THE HERO 
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